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Abstract
The stories that students tell in the classroom have the potential to be an invaluable

resource for teachers. Through a focus on the language used, these stories can provide

teachers with information about their students' sociocultural backgrounds and therefore,
the knowledge that students bring to the context of the classroom. In today's diverse
classrooms, teachers need to discover this information about their students to enhance

the planning process for students' learning. The stories that students tell provide
teachers with one avenue by which they can begin to meet the requirements of the
Curriculum Framework/or Kindergarlen to Year 12 Education in Western Australia

(Curriculum Council, 1998).

The study investigates the potential of collecting and using the language in students'
stories, as told in the classroom, to discover information about the students'
sociocultural backgrounds. The study took place in a pre-primary classroom situated in
the South West of Western Australia. The students' stories were collected, transcribed
and analysed. Following this, six students were selected whose stories were notable in
their ability to reveal much information about those students' sociocultural
backgrounds. The parents of those six students were interviewed in order to confirm or
negate the information about the students' sociocultural backgrounds as collected from
their stories. The teacher of the class was also interviewed in a bid to confirm or negate
the information about all the students' sociocultural backgrounds overall as collected
from all the stories.

111

Language w;is seen as a "key" to use to unlock information about students'
sociocultural backgrounds from their stories. A broad definition of story was adopted

and an analysis procedure was developed. Both of these tools allowed fdf a focw; on the

language in the stories and were used to discover much information abciut the students'
sociocultural backgrounds. The analysis procedure also highlighted some aspects of the
interactions that facilitated the students to tell such stories. As much of the information
about the students' sociocultural backgrounds was confirmed and expanded upon by the

parents and teacher, it was demonstrated how the stories that students tell can be used to
discover more infonnation about the students. Home~school links can be forged or
improved upon in the process.
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CHAPTER ONE

.·' INTRODUCTION

The stories that students tell in the classroom can provide information about their
sociocultural backgrounds and therefore have the potential to be a useful resource for
teachers. Through the language that is employed, these stories offer teachers an
opportunity to discover students' ways of using language, learning, development and
views of the world overall. Teachers can use the stories that students tell to assist them
in the planning process for students' learning in the classroom.

Background

The way stude.n ts use language in their stories can reflect. their history of soc iocu Itural
interactions as encompassed in their sociocultural backgrounds. When students tell
stories, they make and share meaning and, so use language (Mallan, 1991, p. 5; Wells,
1986, p. 194-195). Language is a sociocultural construct that is learnt as a result of
engaging and communicating in a myriad of sociocultural interactions available from
birth (Halliday, 1975, p. 122; Heath, 1983; Lankshear, 1997, 16-20, Wason-Ellam,
1991, p. 9; Wells). It follows then that language has the potential to reflect this history
of sociocultural interactions from which it has developed.

It is difficult to separate "culture" from "social'' when describing the nature of
interactions between people (Freire, 1974, in Lankshear, I997, p. 13). This is because
whenever two or more individuals interact there is a set of unwritten ''rules" or a
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"culturr" that is embedded wilhin and governs how !hat interaction is conducted
(Anstey and Bull, 1996, p. 150; Lankshem, p. 23). This culture includes a knowledge
base. acceptable ways of behaving, ways of thinking, values and beliefs that arc unique
to each sociocultural imeraction. Language is central to the ability of individuals to

negotiate, perpetuate and even change the culture of the interaction in order to get on
with the business of communicating and :iving during the interaction (Halliday, l 978, p.
l; Lankshear, p. 11 ). Consequently, how individuals use language during a given
interaction simultaneously becomes a central part of and reflects the culture of the
interaction. As each interaction is unique in its culture, so each interaction produces and
. is governed by unique uses of!anguage.

InJividuals engage in sociocultural interactions from birth. As they communicate in
such interactions, individuals use and subsequently, learn language (Lankshear, 1997, p.
16-20; Nelson, 1996, p. 5; Wells; 1986, p. 131). However, it is not only language that is

used and learned when engaging in these sociocultural interactions. Individuals
simultaneously use and learn other cultural aspects of the interaction that govern, are
embedded within and are reflected by the language of the interaction. Through engaging
in numerous interactions, individuals develop particular ways of using language and
simultaneously accumulate many experiences, knowledge, views, beliefs and values that
are reflective of their unique histories of sosiocultural interactions (Halliday, 1978, p. 13; Hicks, 1991, p. 58; Kress, 1985, p. 50). This conglomerate of knowledge can be
defined as a student's sociocultural background (Dyson, I 993, p. 5-6, 79). When·
engaging in any sociocultural interactions, individuals employ these particular ways of
using language and senses or sets of "rules", knowledge and experiences from their
sociocultural backgrounds. When individuals interact in the sociocultural context of

3

storytelling, the language they use has developed from these past sociocultural
intemctions and so muy rcllect their sociocultural backgrounds.
·_i_;
(•

:.1

Applicabilitv to the Classroom

The stories students tell can be a valuable language resource for teachers when planning
for students' learning in the classroom. In today's classrooms in Western Australia,
many teachers are required to provide teaching and learning experiences that meet the

guidelines of the Curriculum Framework for Kindergarten
to Year 12 Education
in
.
.
;; .

Western Australia (hereafter known as the Curriculum Framework)(Curriculum
Council, 1998, p. 16-17, 33-36); Teachers can get information about students that will
assist them in implementing these guidelines by listening to and analysing the language

used in the students' stories.

The information about students' sociocultural backgrounds that can be collected from a
...

focus on the language used by the students in their stories will allow teachers to

discover information about the students' knowledge and experiences and the language
·,

that.they bring to the classroom. This will assist teachers as they determine each
student's needs in language learning and learning overall. As a result, teachers are able
to implement those guidelines of the

Curriculum Framework (Curriculum Council,·

1998, p. 16-17, 33-36) that requires them··to facilitate learning in ways that meet the

needs of all of their students in a developmental and t1exible manner. The information
about students' sociocultural backgrounds collected from the students' stories can also
'

.

be used in the process of developing home-school links for

further requirement of the Curriculum Framework.·
:f
i_-.

I;"

all students. This fulfils a

4

, Significance

or the Studv

In Wcs tern Australian schools, the analysis of the ,I anguage that is used by students in
the stories they tell is conducted mainly by Speech Pathologists to assess students' oral
language competencit!s in the areas of syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and storytelling or
narrative development. There are clear guidelines for S pecch Pathologists in the
facilitation and collection of these stories. Typically, Speech Pathologists present
students with stories to tell or retell using pictorial support in a contrived environment
.

: .

that is often located outside the classroom. Wherlasking students to tell such stories,
Speech Pathologists do not offer students verbal support during their storytelling as they
seek information on students' oral language competencies in independent language
·tasks.Speech Pathologists then analyse the language patterns and structures used by the
students in their stories and compare the results with information that is usually
available in checklists. Typically, these checklists or similar tools allow Speech
.

..

'

.

..

.

Pathologists to identify the students' level of narrative development in accordance with
Applebee' s ( 1978) descriptive system. Other parts of these checklists or tools allow
· Speech Pathologists to identify specific syntactic, semantic and pragmatic structures
'

used by the students in their stories. An example of a typical storytelling task and
analytical procedure can be found in the School Aged Oral Language Assessment
(Allen, Leitao and Donovan, 1993). Through the analysis of the stories students tell,
Speech Pathologists are able to identify some students as being "delayed" in an area of
their oral language development. Speech Pathologists then implement appropriate
programs in the clinic and consult with the students' teachers to implement appropriate
classroom based programs. An example of such a program can be found in the Albany
District Ora( Language Focus (Batchelor et al., 1997).
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However. the stories students tell in the classroom arc a language resource thal b not
being used to its fullest potential by many teachers. Other research demonstrates that
students will tell stories in the classroom (Mullan. 1992, p. 301) and that teachers can
use this storytelling to enable students to find their place in the social world of the
classroom (see for example, Gallas, 1992; Paley, 1988, 1990}. Teachers are provided
with some broad guidelines on how to assist students in their storytelJing to achieve
such an aim (see for example Gillard, 1996; Hall, 1998). Stories use language (Mallan,
1991. p. 5) and another area of research links the language of students' stories to
infonnntion already known about their sociocultural backgrounds (see for example
Heath, 1983). However, this body of research does not demonstrate how the language of
students' stories can be used to discover previously unknown information about
stu~ents• sociocultural backgrounds. Teachers can use information about students'
sClciocultural backgrounds to enhance their pianning for students• language learning and
· ·. :,!earning overall in the classroom. Therefore, teachers need to be able to collect and
analyse the stories students tell. This study aims to demonstrate how teachers could use
a language resource that previously has been mainly used by Speech Pathologists, albeit
with a different focus in accordance with teachers' needs.

Purpose of the Study

,_,

The study aims to investigate how the stories that students tell in the classroom can be
collected and analysed to reveal information about students' sociocultural backgrounds.
The study will provide a description of what information about students' sociocultural
backgrounds can be r.ollected from the stories students tell in the classroom and how to
uncover this information. It will also focus on aspects of the interaction that facilitate

students

to

tdi stories that contain such information. It will take the investigation of

students' stories out of the domain of Speech Pathologists alone providing teachers with
ways to capitalise on a language resource that studcms bring.

Research Questions

This study aims to answer the following research questions:
I. What do the stories students tell in the classroom reveal about those students'

sociocultural backgrounds?
2. · What tools can be used to analyse students' stories to reveal information about their
sociocultural backgrounds?
3. · What aspects of the interaction can facilitate the students in their telling of such
stories?

Definition of Terms

In this study, a "story'' is the use of oral language by the student to relate something

heard, read, seen, d:eamt, imagined or experienced (Mallan, l 991, p. 5). "Stude.nts'
stories" refers to those stories that are told in the classroom. The stories can be told in a
deliberate literate style such as in a fantasy story, or in an infonnal, conversational style
such as when telling about the day (Malian, 1992, p. 300~303).

The term "sociocnltural background" is used in this study to refer to the conglomerate
of knowledge, experiences, interest, views of the world, beliefs, ways of using language
and past family life that each student brings to the classroom as a result of
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communicating and intcrncting in numerous sociocultural intl!ractions (Dyson, 1993, p.

5-6, 79).

"Language" is the means by which meaning is made and ~hared when individuals
interact (Wells, 1986, p. 194-195). In the context of this study, the "language" of the
story is reflected through its content, structure and function and nonverbal aspects of the
story that help to convey its meaning such as stress palterns and intonation. It ,ilso
includes aspects of the interaction such as ulterances from other people.

Overview of the Thesis

This thesis reports on a study that investigates the potential of the stories that students
tell.in the classroom to reveal information about the students' sociocultural·
backgrounds. The structure of the thesis is as follows:
'

'

Chapter Two presents a review of the literature that places the study in the context

GI

'

of contemporary research,
'

•

Chapter Three presents.,a description of the methodology usetj in this study,

•

Chapters Four and Five present the results of the study,

•

Chapter Six presents a discussion of the results, and

•

Chapter Seven presents the conclusions drawn from the study.

CHAIYJ'ER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

The stories students tell can be a valuable language resource for teachers to use to
discover information about students' sociocultural backgrounds. Material from many

areas of educational theory and research is presented in this chapter to justify the use of
students' stories in this proposed manner. Firstly, evidence is presented from research
that explains and demonstrates why it is important for teachers to discover information
. about students' sociocultural backgrounds. Following this. the chapter presents a
discussion of the theories that support the concept that students' stories, through the
language that is used, can provide teachers with this information. Finally, evidence is
presented that demonstrates that students will tell stories in the classroom but that many
teachers are not using these stories in the manner explored by this study.

The Importa.tce of Sociocultural Background

The possible influence of students' .sociocultural backgrounds on their performance in
the classroom is the subject of some recent educational rese.arch (see for example
Caimey and Ruge, 1998; Dyson 1 1993, l 997, l 999; Heath, 1983; Hill, Comber, Louden,
Rivalland and Reid, 1998a, 1998b; Michaels, 1991; Moll, Amanti, Neff and Gozalez,
1992). This research demonstrates that studen~s do bring prior knowledge with them to
the classroom and teachers need to recognise, value and accept this knowledge.
Researchers term such knowledge variously as "funds of knowledge" (Moll et al., p;
135), "sociocultural intelligence" (Dyson, 1993, p. 5), knowledge about "lifeworlds"

(Hi! I ct .ii., 1998a. p. I) or ''sociocul turn! hackgrountl" ( Dyson, 1993, p. 79 ). Tcac hers
need to incorporate the knowledge students hring with them, as encompassed in their

sociocullural backgrounds, within the teaching and learning practices of the classroom
and, in doing so, make classroom practices relevant for all students (sec also Alloway,
1999, p. 4; Dyson and Comber, 1999, July; Elliott, 1999, p. 8-9). However. to achieve
this. teachers need to understand fully why the consu.icration of students' sociocultural
backgrounds in the classroom is so important.

The classroom operates as a culture (Caimey and Ruge, 1998, p. 8). This means that
em.bedded within and governing all interactions that take place within the classroom is a
set of acceptable ways of using language. These, in turn, govern, are governed by and ,
are embedded within a set of values, ideologies, beliefs, acceptable ways of behaving
and knowledge. Students and teachers in the community of the classroom need to abide
with this set of "rules" and knowledge expected of the culture in order to communicate
and conduct interactions successfully. Only then are they able to get on with the
business of living and learning in the classroom (Baker, I 991. p. I03; Luke, 1993 ).
Given this, the classroom can be described as a sociocultural context.

Students come to the new sociocultural context of the classroom with sociocultural
backgrounds (Dyson, 199 3, p. 79). Stu den ts' "virtual bags" (Dyson and Cember, 1999,
July) encompass these sociocultural backgtounds and, as such, contain well established
ways of using language together with personalised sets of rules, knowledge and
experiences that inform them on how to communicate and conduct themselves in new
sociocultural interactions. Students' sociocultural backgrounds represent an
accumulation of learning that has taken place long before students get to the classroom

l ()

(Vygotsky, 1978, p. 82) and arc a consequence of the myriad of interactions in which
they have engaged since birth (Lankshcar, I997, p. 16-20).

Students use their language and knowledge, as encompassed in their sociocuhural
backgrounds. when interacting in the sociocultural context of the classroom. Students
who can "match" or directly apply the language and knowledge they pull out from their
''virtual bags" (Dyson and Comber. 1999, July) with that required for interactions in the
new sociocultural c0ntext of the classroom have a greater chance of communicating
successfully and, subsequently, a greater chance of learning (Alloway, 1999, p. 4;
Cairney and Ruge, 1998, p. 6-8; Dyson, 1993, p. 18-19: Hil I et al., 1998a, p. 14 ). It
follows that some students' failure to learn in the classroom may not be because of
deficiencies in development or knowledge bases. These "failures" may be attributable to
"mismatches" between students' ways of using language and accompanying knowledge,
as encompassed in their sociocultural backgrounds, and that required for
communicating, interacting and learning in the sociocultural context of the classroom.
These students are unable to directly apply the knowledge from their own sociocultural
backgrounds to that required for interactions in the culture of the classroom. They have
to first learn the new ways of using language together with the knowledge, ideologies,
values, beliefs and ways of behaving required of the classroom context before they can
successfully interact and get on with the business of living and learning. Such an
explanation of "educational failure" is initially proposed by Halliday ( 1978, p. 24·26).
Later researchers reiterate this in various forms (Anstey and Bull, 1996, p. 151; Cairney
and Ruge, p. 6; Emmitt and Pollock, 1991, p. 56; Lankshear, 1997, p. 26: Wells, I986,
p. 131).

lI

The work of Shirley Bryce He~llh ( 1983) provides support for these explanations of
students' perfonnances in the classroom. She reports on an ct hnographic study she
conducted in the Piedmont. Carolinas, United States of Ameri:::a, in which she follows
the development at home and in school of students from three communities. These arc
the communities of Maintown, Roadville and Trackton. They arc in close proximity to
each other and the students from each community attend the same school. She observes
the three communities as differing to one another in their ways of using language but
she does not attribute the differences to differences in race or socioeconomic status
alone. She attributes the differences to differences in the overall sociocultural nature of .
the contexts in whie h community members interact (p. 11 , 34 7· 348). Conseq ue nti y, she
.

.

reports that the students from each of the three communities attend school with very
different sociocultural backgrounds in comparison with each other. When learning in
the classroom, the students from each community experience different levels of success
in comparison to students from the other communities. Heath attributes lhese
differences to the differences in sociocultural backgrounds of the students between each
other and with what is expected for interactions in the classroom. The students from
Maintown, whose sociocultural backgrounds are more of a match with that required for
interactions in the classroom, perform well throughout their schooling. The students of
Road ville and Trackton, whose sociocultural backgrounds are more of a mismatch with
that required for inte~·actions in the classroom, perform poorly at various times
throughout their schooling.

Forthe students of Roadville and Trackton, Heath (I 983, p. 280·293) reports that the
teachers eventually use the information about the students' sociocultural backgrounds to
recognise the existence of these mismatches between the students' sociocu Itu ral

I
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backgrounds and thm required for the classroom. As a result, the teachers identify the
students' learning needs and change teaching and learning practices accordingly to meet
those needs and minimise the extent of mismatches. The !-itUdents experience greater
success in the classroom.

Later studies support Heath's ( l 983) work. Some of these studies J ink the poor
performance of students in the classroom with that of a mismatch between the
sociocultural background of the student and that required for interactions in the
classroom context (see for example Michaels, 1991 ). Other studies show that students'
performances can be improved if teachers seek to use the infonnation about students'
sociocultural backgrounds to identify students' learning needs and change the teaching
and learning practices accordingly (see for example Dyson, 1993, 1997, 1999; Moll et
al., 1992). These changes minimise the mismatches between the ways of using language
and knowledge that students bring in their "virtual bags" (Dyson and Comber, 1999,
July) and that required for interactions in the classroom.

Thus, it is essential for teachers to recognise students' sociocultural backgrounds for it
allows them to recognise students' existing language use and accompanying knowledge,
past experiences, values and beliefs. Teachers are then better equipped to identify
students' learning needs and use this information in their planning. In addition, the
information about students' sociocultural backgrounds can be used to develop greater
home-school links (Hill, et al., 1998a, p. 11-14, 1998b, p. 16). This, in tu.rn, provides
teachers with opportunities to discover even more about students' sociocultural
backgrounds. This process further increases the chances of teachers creating matches
between the sociocultural backgrounds of the students and that required for interactions
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in the classroom. The process enables lc.1chers to take their studc:nts on a "journey of

learning from where they arc at to somewhere else" (Fox, l 992, p. 14 ).

Diversitv in the Classroom

The classroom is a place of immense diversity (Elliott, 1999, p. 8). No two students
come to the classroom having interacted in the same sociocultural contexts since birth.
Each student has a unique sociocultural background (Hicks, 199 l, p. 58). Therefore, the
classroom is full of students each with a unique way of using language together with a
unique knowledge base, view of the world, values and beliefs (Hoel, 1997, p. 8; Kress,
1985, p. 50; Lankshear, 1997, p. 16-20). Elliott (p. 8-9) concludes that teachers need to
recognise and accommodate such diversity found in the classrooms of today through the
implementation of an inclusive curriculum that ensures relevant classroom practices,
and thus learning, for all students. This is the essence of the teaching and learning
principles presented in the Curriculum Framework (Curriculum Council, 1998, p. 1617, 33-36)..

To achieve this in such an atmnsphere of diversity, teachers need a way to discover
infonnation about all students' out-of-school "lifeworlds" (Hill et al., 1998a, p. 14) as
encompassed in their sociocultural backgrounds. This will enhance the teache~· s ability
to find out about all students' learning needs and successfully implement an inclusive
curriculum that accommodates such diversity.

I

! .,

Language and Sociocu It ur:1 I H:ic kgrou ncl: Thcorct ica I Ex pla na lions

Language

is

usi:d to i.:ommunu: atc 111c;111111g Hl 1111cract 1,ms th;1t arc '>0<.:1 oi.:uitural m

nacun:. When mdi\'Jduals use !angu;1gc. meaning is m:1Jc anJ ,harcJ (Well.s, 1986. p.
194 ). Language is usi:J for reading, wri1 ing. "pcaki ng. Ii~tcning and even viewing texts.

such as a tck,; 1s10n a1.h c msc mc nt. All of ! he .;,c act Iv ill cs mvol vc the making and
sharing of meaning: when mteracting \.,.'ith ano1her individual. even if that individual is
physically ;ibsent from the context. Each of these mtcractions is bounded by unwritten

"rules·· that, amongst mher maucrs. determine the acceptable ways of using language
within the given social context (Lank.shear. 1997. p. 23 ). Any social interaction is thus
bounded by a "culture·· that determines how that interaction will take place.

However, language itself is also a sociocultural construct. Language is essential to the
communicative processes that occur during interactions and so forms an integral part of
individuals' membership of and engagement in "groups" in which they interact (Emmitt
and Pollock. 1991. p. 32-33; Nelson. 1996. p. 150). This is because not only is language
the product and lhe guide of these rnle-bounded interactions. it is also the "broker"
(Halliday, 1978, p. I; Lankshear, 1997, p. 11 ). Language. as a "broker'' (Lankshear) of
the social process, allows the fonnation and perpetuation of these "rules" as members of
an interactive "group" use language to make and share meaning. At the onset of an
interaction. members bring their own personal "rules" of interaction to the context and,
together with the already established "culture" for the given context, a new set of
"rules" is created for that interaction. As the interaction continues, "rules" continually
get broken. re-established and newly made as meaning is continually mr1de and shared
by members using language within the group to communicate with each other. Without
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language, and without this "brokerage" of rules, the interaction can not conlinuc.
Individuals need to "talk the talk" (Dyson and Comber, 1999, July) before they can
enter and interact in that sociocultural group.

How individuals use language in any given context can reflect the history of past
sociocultural interactions in which they have engaged. Language is central to the
individual's sociocultural background. As individuals participate in such rule-governed
"participatory inte racti ans" (Nelson, 1996, p. 5) from birth, they use and, subsequen ti y,
learn language (Heath, 1983, p. 11; La~kshear, 1997, p. 16-20; Nelson; Wells, 1986, p.
131). Through the use and development of language, individuals simultaneously learn
the "rules", the culture and subsequent belief systems that are embedded and being
negotiated within the given interaction (Halliday, 1978, p. 1-3; Lankshear). This
conglomerate of knowledge is then encompassed in individuals' sociocultural
backgrounds and taken to the next interaction, ready to be further developed. Therefore,
through the use of language in sociocultural contexts, individuals are enabled in their
learning

at their "culture" as represented to them through the language of the many ·

interactions in which they engage. These ways of using language and associated
conglomerate of knowledge continues to be encapsulated in their sociocultural
backgrounds. The cycle of language development governs, is governed by a·nd is
embedded within the development of every individual's sociocultural background.
Therefore,,language can reflect the individual's sociocultural background. Each
individual interacts in different sociocultural contexts in comparison to each other. As a
result, each individual develops different uses of Ianguage (Kress, 19 85, p. 50) together
with a different sense of the world, different views of the world, different. ideologies and
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different values (Hoel, 1997, p. 8; Lankshear). Each individual uses language differently
as a reflection of these differences in sociocultural backgrounds.

Embedded within this theoretical perspective is the view that draws a link between
language use and cognitive development and processing. This view expands on the
notion that language has the potential to reveal the sociocultural background of its user.
It particularly focuses on how individuals think and their perceptions of the

sociocultural reality in which they engage. Individuals' primary cognitive task of life is
to make sense of their world, their reality (Nelson, 1996, p. 5). Language is the main
mechanisrn·that individuals use to achieve this task (Wells, 1986, p. 194) as they
interact with others situated in the sociocultural contexts of their reality (Nelson).
Thought and language, therefore, are inextricably linked (Vygotsky, 1978) such that
language becomes a representational system for thought (Bruner, 1986, p. 97-11 O;
Nelson, p. 12). Language acts as both a catalyst and is central to thought processes
(Nelson). Language is a means by which individuals express and organise their thoughts
about the world around them.

This cognitive processing happens as individuals use language to make and share
meaning within the sociocultural contexts or "participatory interactions" (Nelson, 1996,
p. 5) in which they engage. Thus, language is not only a sociocultural construct nor is it
only a cognitive process. Language reflects and becomes simultaneously a cognitive as
well as a social process (Bak:htin, 1931, in Hoel, 1997, p. 8-10) that enables an ongoing
dialogue between the cognitive processes and that of the sociocultural activities in
which individuals engage during everyday life (Hoel, p. 8-10; Nelson). Through
language, such a "dialogue" between individuals' social selves and their cognitive
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selves enables them to make sense of the interactions in which they engage nnd so,
make sense of the views, beliefs, knowledge and experiences represented to them
through the cultures of such interactions. As a result of this dialogue, individuals then

learn something about the wort~J presented to them in lhat sociocultural interaction and
encapsulate this knowledge ll.bout the world in their sociocultural backgrounds. Over
time, individuals engage in numerous and various sociocultural interactions. This
dialogue between the cognitive self and the social self continues to be enabled,

maintained and expressed through language. Through the language that is used in such
interactions, individuals' thoughts about their world presented to them through those
interactions develop and become an aspect of their sociocultural backgrounds.

Therefore, how individuals use language can reflect the status of the dialogue between
their cognitive selves and their social selves. It can reflect individuals' current views of
their world, how they have organised and what sense they have made of their world in
response to the current sociocultural context as well as past ones that they have
encountered (Bakhtin, 1981, in Edmiston, 1994, p. 26-27). The way individuals use
language has the potential to reflect who they are and what they think as developed
from and embedded within their sociocultural background. The way students use
language in any interaction then encompasses their history of sociocultural interactions
and what they have learnt about their world within those. Students' language is a means
by which teachers can unlock information about the students' sociocultural
backgrounds.
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Stories, Language ancl Sociocultural Background: Theoretical Explanations

Whenever individuals come together in a sociocultural context, they tend to tell Slorics
(Wells, 1986, p. 195). Through a focus on the language, teachers can use the stories
students tell to discover information about students' sociocultural backgrounds.

Storytelling is a sociocultural language event. When telling stories, storytellers use
language (Malian, 1991, p. 5) in ways that they deem acceptable (Malian, p. 62). Like
language overall, individuals' knowledge about the acceptable ways of using language
in stories fonns part of and is embedded within the knowledge, values, beliefs and
experiences encapsulated in their sociocultural backgrounds that develup from all of the
sociocultural interactions in which they engage (Halliday, !978, p. l; Lankshear, 1997,
p. 16-20; see also Dyson, 1993, p. 5-6; Engel, 1995, p. 16; Heath, 1983; Wason-Ellam,
1991, p. 9; Wells, 1986, p. 194-195). The language used in stories can reflect these
aspects of the individual's s.ociocultural background.

The potential of the language used in stories to reveal the storytellers' sociocultural
backgrounds does not remain at a superficial level. Language and thought are
inextricably linked (Vygotsky, 1978) such that language is a wsy of sorting out and
expressing thoughts (Bruner, 1986, p. 97 -11 O; Nelson, 1996, p. 12)). Bruner (p. 8-11)
identifies two modes of thought that both use language in this way. One of the~,.:. modes
is the narrative mode of thinking. Using language to tell a story requires individuals to
tell about what they are thinking. Telling a story then engages the individual's cognitive
processes in then.,. ative mode of thinking (Bruner, p. 10-11) as language is used in the
stories to organise and express the individual's thoughts (see also Nelson, p. 183; Wells,
1986, p. 202). At the same time, the individual is making and sharing meaning with
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another individual and so is using language in a sociocultural interaction to make sense
of the views, beliefs. values, knowledge presented to them as embedded within the
culture of that interaction. Therefore, telling a story is an example of language being
used in the dialogic sense (Bukhtin, 1981, in !-loci, 1997, p. 8- 10) us individuals engage
in this cognitive activity in the narrati vc mode as a result of and while engaging in a

sociocultural interaction. When individuals do engage in such cognitive activity, they
draw on their personalised views of the world developed from the "dialogues" of past
~,.interactions as encompassed in their sociocultural backgrounds. The act of telling a
story then has the potential to reflect the dialogues of past sociocultural interactions us
well as that of the present. As Grumet writes ( l 991, p. 69): "Our stories are the masks
through which we can be seen and with every telling we stop the flood and swirl of
thought so someone can catch a glimpse of us and maybe catch us if they can."
Individuals' stories and the language that they use has the power to reflect how and
what they think, how they have made sense of their world so far, who they are, their
perception of their place within that world and what they think of that world
(Gudmundsdottir, 1991, p. 207,209; McCabe, 1997, p. 465). Through the language
used and the thoughts expressed, the stories that individuals tell can reflect many
aspeCts of their sociocultural backgrounds.

Stories, Language and Sociocultural Background: The Research

Research demonstrates a link between the stories students tell and the language they
employ with something of the storytellers' ethnic or sociocultural backgrounds.
However, the possibility of using stories to discover something about the storytellers'
sociocultural backgrounds, something previously unknown, is not explored.
,
!',
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Cazden ( l 988, p. 20-24 J and Michacls ( 1991, p. 322) find patterns in lhc slory slructurc,
content and function of the stories· of children who were of Black American origin;
patterns that differ to the stories of their non-Black American peers. The researchers
link these language patterns in the stories with the children's ethnic backgrounds. JohnSteiner and Panofsky (I 992. p. 222), who present an analysis of the stories of children
of Black, Hispanic or Native American backgrounds, make a similur linkage between
the language patterns the children use in their stories with each child's racial
background. Following an investigation of the stories of Appalachian children, Green
(1997, p. 217) also makes links between the language used in the stories these children
.

·..

.

.

.

.

.··

tell with their cultural 'Jackground. The difficuHy with this body of research in relation
to the current study is that the term "background" is being used to refer to the
storytellers' ethnic or racial origins and not the storytellers' sociocultural backgrounds.
However, this body of research does hint at the possibility that the stories individuals
·.

.

.

.

tell, through the language used, will reflect "something" of their sociocultural
backgrounds, albeit with a focus on ethni'~ity.

.

. .

.

One study draws a link between the language used in the stories the children tell and
·.'
·,

their sociocultural backgrounds overall. Heath (1983, p. 150-166) reports on distinctive
differences in the language used in the stories between the children from Roadville in
comparison with the children from Trackton; She describes these communities as being
different lo one another not just in terms of ethnic or socioeconomic background but in
the overall sociocultural nature of their interactions (p. 11, 347-348). Therefore, Heath
attributes the differences between the communities in the children's stories to
differences in the children's sociocultural backgrounds as reflected in the differences in
their ways of using language. In Trackton, stories must hold the listener's attention as
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they are mostly told on "the plaza" in the community. Hence, the stories the children tell
· entertain, arc embellished und are for fun. In contrast, the stories that the children of
Roadville tell are about people and arc true in content. This reflects their communicative
function in a community where truth, religion and Bible stories arc the norm.

Students Tell Stories

. Research confinns that students come to school as storytellers and will continue to tell
their stories in the classroom when provided with an opportunity to do so. Fox (1993)
and Preece (1987) both investigate the phenomenon of storytelling in your.g children in
out-of-school contexts. Fox follows the storytelling development of subjects from when
they are three to five years of age. Preece tapes the conversations of three five year olds
while taking them to and from school over an eighteen month period. Both researchers
obtain numerous stories that the children tell.

As students in a classroom, children will continue to tell stories with or without direct·
·_support from the environment (Mallan, 1992, p. 30 l ). The research supports this. Paley
\

: ( 1988, 1990) designs the environment of her preschool classroom for storytelling
through the creation of "corners" and instigation of "storyscribing" and "storyacting"
· times during the day. Consequently, she presents numerous stories the students tell
during the school day in the classroom environment. McLean (1999, July) finds that she __
does not have to "set up" the environment in any way for storytelling to happen
amongst the students or be directed towards her, the teacher. She presents a delightful
resume of the stories her pre-primary students tell during the year that they all pretend
to be cats. Dyson (1993, 1997, 1999) observes the language use of students in their first
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year of schooling. She docs not dclibcrntcly set out to capture storytelling by the
students but finds it consistently embedded in much or the conversations or the students
us they negotiate the sociocultural context or the classroom. Finally, Kraytzis and Green
(1997) follow three cohorts of four year old students and observe how they use
storytelling in the process of developing friendship networks in the world of the
classroom.

· · Storytelling does not only happen in a classroom that contains young children. Both
· Anokye (1994\·
artd
Houston ( 1997} report on the use of storytelling to assist adult
·.1·
,- '.
learners in the learning process. Mallan (1996) reports on the successful use of stories in
facilitating the learning of students of a variety of ages in a distance education context.
.In a Iater study, Mall an ( 1997) pre sen ts similar results pertinent to the use of storytelling

with students in Year 3.

Teachers Use Students' Stories

Researchers present teachers with many guidelines on how to encourage students to
...... ,

.

continue to tell stories in the classroom (see for example Gillard, l 996~ Hall, l 998~
Mallan, 1991, 1996, 1997). The main focus of such storytelling is to.allow students to·
quickly make sense of and find their "place" in the world of the classroom, interact and
get on with the business of living and learning through their stories (see also Gall as,
1992; Paley, 1988, 1990). In this context, students' storytelling can enhance their
learning as they are able to use the language of their stories to organise their thoughts
and so come to an understanding of current experiences as they engage in the
sociocultural context of the classroom (Brun er, 19 86, 97-11 O; Dyson, 1997, 1999:
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Nelson, 1996, p. l 83; Wells, 1986, p. 202). Researchers also demonstrate how teachers
can use the stories students tell to bring into the classroom students' ways of using
language and forge stronger home-school links (Anstey and Bull, 1996, p. 155: Cairncy
and Ruge, 1998, p. 39).

Research demonstrates the value of encouraging students to tell stories in the classroom.
There is also some recognition by researchers that students' stories can assist teachers in
discovering about and using information abou~ :;tudents' ways of using language and so
one aspect of their sociocultural backgrounds. However, researchers do not explore
fully how to use students' stories and the language they employ to discover previously
unknown inf,mnation about many aspects of students' sociocultural backgrounds. There
are no clear guidelines about how to facilitate students' storytelling to achieve these
aims or how to analyse students' stories to unravel this information about students'
sociocultural backgrounds.··

Conclusion

'

It is important for teachers to find out about students' sociocultural backgrounds as this
represents the knowledge that they bring to school. Language is seen as a key to use to
unlock students' sociocultural backgrounds. Stories use language and students will tell
stories in the context of the classroom. Research shows the potential of using the
language employed in such stories to provide information about students' sociocultural
backgrounds. This study aims to investigate that potential.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents the conceptual framework as well as an account of the research
methodology, design and procedure implemented to answer the research quescions. It
begins with the conceptual framework that underpins the study and a review of the
research questions. This serves to remind the reader of the aims and direction of the ./
study and so places the remainder of the chapter in context. This is followed by a
presentation of the details of the overall research methodology, design and procedure
and includes details of a data analysis procedure developed for use in the study.

Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework that underpins this study brings togethetthe theoretical
perspectives outlined in Chapter Two. It is based on the premise that language is a key
that can be used to unlock an individual's sociocultural background.

·,

Language is used as a sense making mechanism to organise, develop and express
individuals' unique views of the world, to understand their unique reality around them.
This is language as an individual cognitive process and the use of language reflects, as
well as engages, that process.

However, language is also a social process and a sociocultural construct as individuals
engage in this meaning making and sharing process in the context of interactions that

:i
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are sociocullural in nature. Thus, language allows a dialogue between individuals and
the social acrivily in which they engage. Through language, individuals make sense of
that social world which they encounter and arc able to form and express their individual
views, beliefs, values and ideas as developed in the context of that social world.

Language is at once an individual cognitive process as well as a sociocultural construct
that is governed by, develops from and guides the sociocultural interactions in which it
. is used. Language enables the dialogue between the cognitive self and the social self. As
·such, the way individuals use language in any given context has the potential to reflect
this dialogue and, subsequently, their views of the world, their beliefs, their values and
their ideas that have developed from past sociocultural interactions. The way
individuals use language and what it can reflect is encompassed in their sociocultural
backgrounds.

Often, it is the narrative mode of thinking that is employed during this dialogue as
individuals strive to understand and express their ideas about the world and what sense
they have made of it so far. Stories are often the genre used in the expression of this
narr~~ive mode of thinking. It is the· story then that becomes the most used medium by
which this dialogue is enacted and maintained between the cognitive processes, and
developing sense of the world, with that of the sociocultural contexts in which
individuals engage. The story can thus reflect this dialogue through the language being
used within the story. The language used in stories can reflect individuals' sociocultural
backgrounds.
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Research Questions

It is important that lcachcrs discover infonnalion abou l students' sociocultural

backgrounds as this information can be used to identify learning needs and enhance
planning for all students in the classroom. The aim of this study is to explore the
potential of collecting and using the stories students tell in the classroom to discover
this information through a focus on the language that is used in the stories. Three
research questions are used to guide this investigation. These are:
l. What do the stories students tell in the classroom reveal about those students'

sociocultural backgrounds?
2. What tools can be used to analyse students' stories to reveal information about their
sociocultural backgrounds?
3. What aspects of the interaction can facilitate the students in their telling of such
stories?

Overview of the Methodology

To investigate the research questions, this study employs qualitative research
methodology within a case study design. The phenomen<m of storytelling is explored
through the collection of students' stories as told within the field of an already operating
pre-primary class. This pre-primary class is "the casl!" and the students within it who
participate in the study are "the participants". Within the case, six participants are
selected whose stories are notable for their ability to reveal much infonnation about
those participants' sociocultural backgrounds. This is the exemplar group. The parents
of each of these exemplar participants is interviewed to provide further infonnation
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about the exemplar participants' sociocultural backgrounds and so confirm or ncgutc
that infonnation discovered through their stories. The te..ichcr is ..ilso interviewed to
confinn or negate tht! information about all the participants' sociocultural backgrounds
as revealed through their stories. ln this way, the study is able to present a rich
description of the phenomenon of students' storytelling in the classroom.

A pre-primary class was chosen for many reasons. First, research demonstrates that this
;age group of students are storytellers by the time they enter school (see for example
Fox, 1993) and will continue to tell stories in the classroom if provided with the
opportunity (Mal1an, 1992, p. 30 I). Second, pre-primary students may not have
attended any kind of schooling before and, if they have, it has been infonnal and the
contact minimal. Prior to the pre-primary year in Western Australia, parents can send
their child to a "four-year-old" kindergarten of two sessions a week, each session being
a maximum of three hours duration. The programs offered in kindergartens are informal
in structure and optional. As a result of the informal and optional nature of these
programs, most WesterriAustra1ian children come to their pre-primary year relatively
.. fresh" to the context of schooling and classrooms yet developmentally capable of
_inter~cting with new adults. Because of this "freshness", their language possibly most
closely reflects their sociocultural backgrounds as developed in out-of-school
interactions than at any other time in their school life. Finally, the pre-primary
classroom in Western Australia, being non-compulsory, is not as formal as the
•'

I

••

compulsory year cla.:ssrooms. They tend to have greater blocks of activity and play time
than that present in the compulsory year classrooms. Therefore, the pre-primary
to talk such as storytelling than any other year in a
classroom context is more conducive
.
.

student's school life. It is an appropriate context in which to initiate a study of this sort.
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Choice or Research Methodolog_v

Qualitative rcsc:irch methodology (Burns, 1997, p. 11 -12) in the contcxl of field
research methodology (Knobel and Lankshear, 1999, p. 30) was adopted in this study as
this allowed the exploration of the phenomenon of storytelling as it happened within the
Ii ves of the study' s partic ipan ts. In this study. the participants were pre-primary
students. For the purposes of this study, the participants' lives consisted of that as lived
in the ciassroom. The choice of research methodology enabled the investigation of the
phenomenon in a "naturalistic" environment that considered reality as a whole (Burns,
p. l l) rather than in a fragmented and contrived situation. It allowed the researcher to
enter the field of the classroom context as it was already operating and describe the
phenomenon of storytelling by the students as it happened within that context.

However, Bums ( I 997, p. 13) warns that the researcher's presence in the field of study
or lives of the participants can impact on the results of such research. In this study, this
impact seemed unavoidable as the researcher was a new adult entering the field of the
predominantly child environment of a pre-primary classroom. The adult researcher
could be viewed as a teacher, and so someone to please accordingly, or an adult to be
wary of. Thus, the researcher's presence had the potential to impact on the participants'
willingness to tell the researcher a story and possibly impact on the type and amount of
stories obtained (Fme and Sandstrom, 1988, p. 13-15). The possibility of this happening
was recognised and minimised as much as possible. The researcher was present in the
field of the classroom in a "get to know" phase one week prior to collecting the stories
from the participants. In this way, the participants were used to having the researcher
present and so easily engaged in interactions with her before being asked to tell stories.
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In addition, once dala collection began, each participant was afforded more than one
opportunity to tell a story to the researcher over a period of one to two weeks. fn this
way, the task. of telling a story quickly lost its "newness". The classroom teacher in the
field tended to place the researcher into roles that were similar to that of a teacher. The
researcher attempted to balance this with placing herself in roles that were more akin to
an adult helper than a teacher such as helping to cut up fruit and playing with the
participants. :

Choice of R.fsearch Design

This study employed a descriptive case study design (Stake, 1994, p. 236-239; Yin,
1993, p. 3-5) because it aimed to describe, and so further understand, the phenomenon
of students' storytelling
in the bounded system of an alreaL . orerating classroom. The
.
adoption of this research design enhances the ability to apply the res••lts of this study to
other "real

nie" classrooms .

. ,This study fulrlled the requirements of a descriptive case study design in a number of
,\,

';

.ways. In a des~riptive case study, issues or themes guide and focus the investigation of
the phenomenon (Yin, 1993, p. 5). The main theme of the investigation into students'
storytelling wils to explore the potential of collecting and using the stories that students
tell in the classroom to discover information about the students' sociocultural
backgrounds. This theme is reflected in the research questions ~.nd these research
questions guided the investigation. Research question one concerned the potential of
using the language employed by students in their stories to discover infonnation about
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their sociocultural backgrounds. Research questions two and three focussed on the
analysis of students' stories in the classroom and the coll cct ion of them.

A descriptive case study design aims to provide a rich description of the phenomenon
under investigation (Yin, 1993, p. 3-5) through the collection and analysis of "artefacts"
or examples of the phenomenon (Knobel and Lankshear, 1999, p. 98). As the
phenomenon being explored in this study was students' storytelling in the classroom,.
the artefacts that were collected and analysed were the participants' stories as told
within the bounded system of the case. The study's ability to prnvide a rich description
of the phenomenon of students' storyteUing was enhanced by interviewing adults who
knew the participants to confirm or negate the information that was revealed through
their stories. The teacher was interviewed to confirm or negate the information about all
the participants' sociocultural backgrounds as collected from their stories. Six exemplar
.

.

participants were also chosen. These were participants whose stories were notable for
their ability to reveal much information about those participants' sociocultural
.

.

.

·backgrounds.The parents of these participants were interviewed to confirm or negate
that information. The information collected from the exemplar participants, the teacher
interview and analysis of the stories enhanced the study's ability to provide a rich
description of the phenomenon of storytelling in relation to its themes.

Reliability and Validity

Burns ( 1997, p. 13) warns of the potential for the results of qualitative research to be
adversely impacted upon by the reliability and validity of the data itself. Qualitative
· researchers study humans within an everyday context. Seemingly identical contexts on
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the surface are very different because of the individuals interacting within them. Thus,
· qualitative research is difficult to replicate from or lo attain consistency in interpretation
(Burns, p..293). However, there are methods available that enhance the reliability and
val id ity of the data.· These met hods include ac ti vi ti cs such as tri an gu lati ng the.data and
providing as rich a description of the context as possible {Burns, p. 294; Knobel and
Lan ks hear, 1999, p. 86~ 89). These acti vi ti es are al so appro pri ate in enhancing reliability
and validity within a descriptive case study design (Yin, 1993, p. 32~34).

Triangulating the data can be achieved by using multiple sources of information
pertinent to the same set of issues orthemes (Yin, 1993, p. 32). In this study, the bulk of
.the data consisted of the participants' stories. The issues centred on the ability of the
participants' stories to reveal information about the participants' sociocultural
backgrounds. Thus, triangulation of the stories was required to confirm that the
·. information collected from the stories was accurate; to confirm that the stories did .
indeed reveal such information about the participants' sociocultural backgrounds.
Triangulation was achieved in this study through ii1terviewing adults who knew the
participants. The participants'· stories, together with the information that was collected
from' these stories, were discussed with the teacher in the context of informal·
discussfons throughout the data collection period as well as through an interview on·
.

.

.

.

conclusion of data collection. The information collected from the teacher's discussions
J]

served to triangulate the story data overall. Secondly, the parents of the exemplar
participants were also interviewed. This served to provide further triangulation for a
portion of the data. The reliability and validity of the data obtained from each of these
interviews were in tum enhanced through checking the transcripts and discussing how
they were interpreted with the respective interviewees.
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. Finally, reliability and validily have been addressed through the adoption of a
descriptive case study design and subsequently the provision of extensive descriptions
of the contexts in which the data have been collected, analysed and interpreted. These
descriptions are presented in this chapter as well as in Chapters Four and Five. Such
descriptions allow future researchers and practitioners to apply the results of this
research to similar contexts.

Ethical Considerations

In accordance with the requirements of the Ethics Committee of Edith Cowan
University, the Principal of the school that participated was approached prior to the
.

.

.

.

comh1encement of the study. After verbally agreeing to allow the study to be conducted
in his school, he signed a consent form (see Appendix A).

In Week 2 of Term I 2000, a meeting was held for parents of the students in the case. At
. this meeting, the researcher explained the study and the parents were given a
"Disclosure Statement", that provided a written explanation of the study, and a
"Consent Form". Completion of the latter form allowed their child to participate in the
study. Some parents were unable to attend this meeting. A letter of explanation about
the study was subsequently sent to these parents together with the "Disclosure
Statement" and the "Consent Form''. Appendix A contains copies of all forms and
letters provided to parents.

There are some ethical issues particular to conducting research with children. This study
required that child participants interact with an adult researcher and complete a task
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initiated by her. Children arc more likely to succumb to an adult's wishes (Fine and
Sandstrom, 1988, p. 13-15). Therefore, in this study the purticipunts might have
provided the story they thought the researcher wanted to hear. This was addressed in a
number of ways. The participants were provided with an op 1:ortunity to self record their
story without the researcher present. Also, an atmosphere of choice concerning the
subject, content and even the way the story was recorded was maintained throughout
data collection. Any participant who refused to tell a story was not pressured to comply.
This atmosphere of choice also recognised that the participants were competent and,
hence required the opportunity, to provide their consent for their participation in the
study (Fine and Sandstrom, p. 17-21, 30, 88) as well as seeking the consent for their
participation from their parents. Throughout the duration of this study, parents, teachers

and the students maintained the right to withdraw information from the study or refuse
to give it.

Confidentiality and anonymity have been maintained at all times during the study.
During interviews with the teacher and the parents of the exemplar participants, no
judgement was made by the researcher as to the merit of individual stories during the
interviews. Any results presented were discussed in a general form relevant to the
information they revealed about the participant overall. This helped to maintain
confidentiality for the participants in relation to their performance in the stories
(Koocher and Keith-Spiegel, I 994, p. 67). Confidentiality and anonymity have also
been maintained by using codes to hide the identity of the participants. Transcriptions of
the stories used these codes and interview transcriptions were also coded accordingly. In
this document, codes have been given to the participants to protect their identity.
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Finally, prior to the researcher entering the field, the researcher, the School
Psychologist, the teacher and the Principal agreed upon a procedure

lo

implement in the

event that a participant became distressed when telling a story. If such an event
occurred, the researcher would comfort and settle the participant. The participant's story
would be erased from the audio tape should the participant wish this to happen and the
researcher would assist him/her to engage in another activity. The researcher would then
report the incident to the teacher who, in turn, would report the incident to the Principal.
Care would be taken by the researcher to not discuss the actual content of the
participant's story so that confidentiality remained intact. The School Psychologist
would then be contacted if any of the three aforementioned people deemed it necessary.
It was not necessary to implement this procedure during the case study.

Clarification of terms

Various terms are used in this chapter to describe the oral texts collected from the
participants. All oral texts collected from the participants in the context of this study are
termed "storytelling attempts" as they represent the participants' attempts to tell stories
·,

.. when provided with the opportunity to do so. A "storytelling attempt" is judged and
labelled as a "story" if it is about something that the storyteller has seen, heard, read,
.

.

.

.

.

.

\

.

dreamt, imagined or experienced (Mallan, 1991, p. 5). A "storytelling-.·, event'1.ithen is the
.

.

act of telling a "story" according to the criteria stipulated in Mallan's definition.

The term "language" refers to the many ways individuals make and convey meaning in
an interaction (Wells, 1986, p. l 94~ 195). In this study, this includes the content,
structure and function of the language used in the story as well as any nonverbal aspects
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such as stress and intonation patterns that help to convey the meaning. It also includes
aspects of the interaction in which the story is told such as the utterances of all people
involved and the overall context.

The Story Data Analvsis Procedure

Background

The development of a story data analysis procedure for the purposes of this study was
central to the study's ability to fulfil its aims and answer the research questions. The
main aim of this study, as reflected through the research questions, was to explore the
potential of collecting and using the language employed in the stories that students tell

in the classroom to discover infonnation about their sociocultural backgrounds. In the
process of achieving this, the study also aimed to identify tools that can be used to
unravel this information and aspects of the storytelling interaction that can facilitate
students' telling of such stories. Therefore, stories constituted the bulk of the data for
this descriptive case study.

A story data analysis procedure was developed in response to a lack of a specific too!
being available in the literature that would fulfil the requirements of the descriptive case
study design and provide information to allow the study to fulfil its aims. The procedure
developed for use in this study brought together a combination of single analysis
methods to analyse the language of the stories from many different viewpoints and so
obtain full descriptions of the stories in relation to the research questions. ResetU'ch
contains descriptions of numerous methods that analyse stories from one viewpoint (see

J6

for example Cortazzi, 1993 ). Each method focuses on one aspect of language use in lhc
stories and each produces different results when applied to the same story (McCabe and
Peterson, 1984, p. 478). Using only one method provides part description of the story
under analysis (McCabe and Peterson). In response to this, Mishler ( 1,95, p. 117)
recommends that researchers adopt alternative, inclusive strategies that analyse many
aspects of the language used in the stories. The analysis of stories should then focus on
what the stories say, how they say it and the effect of what they say on the given
interaction. Mishler' s "framework" uses many methods to analyse one story. He
concludes that this allows for the analysis of the stories to produce complete
. descriptions of the stories under consideration.

The Pilot Study

Prior to the data collection, a pilot study was conducted to collect some stories to
provide a context in which to develop and trial the story data analysis procedure that
was to be used in the case study. The pilot study took place in a pre-primary setting.
early in Term IV 1999 over a period of two days. In all, fourteen pre-primary children
participated in the pilot study; nine girls and five boys. Eighteen storytelling attempts
were collected~ sixteen of which were stories.

The story data analysis procedure developed in this context was able to analyse the
language of these stories to reveal something about the storytellers' sociotul tural
backgrounds. The pilot study achieved its aim. The story data analysis procedure was
· now ready for use in the case study.
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The Form

The story data analysis procedure developed as a result of the pilot study was formatted

into a form for use in the case study. This form is presented in Figure

J

below (sec

Appendix B for the actual proforma as used in the case study). The use of a form
ensured that the procedure was applied consistently to each storytelling attempt during
the case study.

STORY ANALYSIS FORM
ID N O : - - - - - - - - - - - -

SECTION 1
Is it a story?
YES
NO
length of story_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Why is·it a story: heard/read/seen/dreamt/imagined/experienced/other_ _ _ __
Style: conver:sational/literate/other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SECTIONlWO
Interaction between the adult and child
Storytelling.context _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
No. ofadult's utterances:
No •. of ·child's utterances:
No. of turns:
Tally the type of adult's utterances. "Success" means what followed the adult's utterances was
in ke,eping with the intended function of it ie. did it work?.
'-

·Rate
Storv elicitor ea. tell me a storv.
Storv encouraqer ea. what haDoened 11ext?
Asks for extension ea. can you tell me more?
·Asks for clarification ea. what do you mean?
Asks for description ea. what did it look like?
.
Drama marker ea. uhoh (with raised intonation)
Evaluative comment ea. oh yuk!
Fill<:.t ea. Mmmm
Marks beg[nninq or end eq. is that the end?
Reorimand. redirects attention to task ea. le~s aet back to the starv.
Asks to clarify role of character eg. Is she meant to act like that?
Incomplete sentence cue ea. and then she......
Restatement of child's utterance eg. you went to the park.
Restatement of child's utterance but with questioning tone eg. you went·
to theoark?
Other

'

Success
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Comments:
SECTION THREE

Content
Describe main theme: _____________________
Describe secondary themes: ___________________
Now do the story map below.
Use a red r,e:n for the development of ideas. Then, use a black pen to map the structure from
the stanza analysis. When mapping the structure, ideas may be grouped together under terms
such as setting, orientation, episodes, events, comments about events, action to salve a
problem, climax, ending etc. Feel free to use other terms to describe the structure.
Describe the story structure and thematic development:
Note instances of appropriation: note instances with comment about the possible source of the
Information.
··

TheJT1e: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Ideas:
Sentences/phrases:
Intonation patterns:

Gestures:
Other:
Comments:
SECTION FOUR

Structure
A. Complete the story map above. (Return to the content story map In SECTION THREE on
previous page.)

s.

Note instances of cohesive devices: tally and note examples of each.
Tally

Examples

Reference ea. pronouns, demonstratives
.Ellipsis le. presuooose somethina for what is left out
Substitution ie. referent is omitted by substituted form eo. one
Coniunctions eg. and, but so, then, because, after, before
lexical cohesion eg. snow and ice - words are related, use of
svnonvms, ·reoetition of words

c.

Note evidence of narrative processes:.give examples and comment

canonicality. look at what and how the storyteller considers as normal/acceptable. Look for
frequency markers eg. always, necessity markers eg. have to1 variabillty markers eg. but, and
appropriateness markers eg. should, intonation and gestures.. · ·
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Breach of canonica!ity. look for where, If at all, the breach has occurred in what the teller
considers as a normal event or happening or reaction. Consider words and Intonation and
gestures.
Perspective. look for words, Intonation patterns, gestures that Indicate what the teller thinks
about the events described.
Intentionality. look for phrases, dialogue etc that explains character Intent, assign feelings to
characters etc
Comments:

SECTION FIVE

Function : Is the child using the story to:
Solve a problem/ manage social relationships/ play/ guide play/
organise an experience/ organise knowledge/ enter a fantasy world/ distance oneself from an

experience/ other

-

Comment:
SECllON SIX
SUMMARY COMMENTS RE SOCTOCULTURAL BACKGROUND OF CHILD:

Figure 1. The story data analysis procedure form.

In the case study, the analysis of each storytelling attempt began with its transcription.
'
·The attempt
was then judged to be a "story" or "non story" and the storytelling context
in which the attempt was made was noted. If the attempt was judged as a story, it was
subjected to the remainder of the analysis procedure. The story data analysis procedure
developed for this case study combined numerous single analytical methods to analyse
the language of the stories from as many different viewpoints as possible and so
adhered to Mishler's (1995, p. 117) recommendations. What follows below are detailed
descriptions of the background to and implementation of each stage of the story data
analysis procedure beginning with transcription and continuing through each of the six
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sections of the story data analysis procedure form. Excerpts from the form
demonstrating samples of the story data analysis procedure arc reprinted in relevant
parts of the discussion below to provide a context in which to place the descriptions.

Transcription

. Transc;iption is part of the analysis procedure as it enables the language of the stories
told by the participants to be written down (Gee, Michaels and 0'.Connor, 1992, p. 240248). All the participants' storytelling attempts were transcribed. The initial
transcription allowed for each storytelling attempt to be assessed as a "story'' or "non
story". Each story was subsequently re-transcribed to enable it to be examined from a
different viewpoint and so allow for different interpretations to be made of the story
(Gee et al.).

The initial transcription was completed the same day that the storytelling atterr.pt was ·
. made. Many aspects of the language used in the stories to convey the meaning of the
story were represented in this transcription. The transcription included all the utterances .
·.

··......

.

.

made by the participant who made the storyteUing attempt together with information
about false starts and the participant's intonation and stress patterns. This detailed
transcription also included contextual notes and the utterances of the adult researcher
.

.

and any other participants who contributed to the story and was termed "full
transcription". This full transcription of each storytelling attempt used a set of codes
that represents a combination of those used by Dyson ( 1997, p. l 89) and Michaels
(1991, p. 310). The codes are presented in Table 1. below.
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Table 1. Codes used in the full transcriptions of the storytelling aUemplc;:.
CODE

EXPLANATION

C

Participant making the storytelling attempt

R

The adult researcher

C2or0

Any other participant who contributes to the storytelling attempt

(abc)

Contextual information

( )

Uni ntel Iigibfe

(abc?)

Unintelligible but a guess has been made

[

Explanatory information

]

Volume increased

ABC

Stressed
Elongated

a:

Measurable pause of more than 5 secs
Note. Conventional punctuation marks are used to indicate the ends of utterances or sentences.
This is indicated by slight pauses or raised intonation on the audio tape. commas refer to
pauses within phrases. This is similar to the approach of Dyson (1997, p. 189).

Figure 2 below presents an example of a full transcription and so demonstrates the use
of these codes. This storytelling attempt (coded G 1-1-24) is used to demonstrate
subsequent stages of the story data analysis procedure.

CODE: Gl-1-24
CONTEXT; R was trialing the self recorded with adult assistance context. Gl was one of the
participants who came to the table for this "activity". Gl elected to "have a go" at operating the
tape recorder. This was her first time at telling a story as she has been ill for the last week and
a half.
TIME OF STORY: 0:55

R

C

2

Have you got a story to tell me today?
Have you got a story about anything you did at home or why you've been away
for so long?

3

No, but I'm going to Rottnest soon.

1
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R

4

You're going to

C

5

In a couple of weeks.

R

6

7

In a couple of weeks [R gets distracted by another child. Then she returns her
attention to G1J
You're going to Rottnest in a couple of weeks.

C

8

No just fo:r a just for three days.

R

9

Oh, really ...
Is that it?

. 10
C

11

Yep.

Figure 2. An example of a story in its "full transcription" form.

Each storytelling attempt that was judged to be a "story" was then re-transcribed during
analysis of the story structure. This involved a re-organisation of the story text from its
"full transcription" into stanzas and lines (Gee, 1986; Gee et al., 1992, p. 240-248).

During this transcription stage, infonnation about false starts, stress patterns and context
were deleted together with the all utterances said by other people present during the
interaction. During the analysis of the story's structure, re-transcription allowed a focus
on how the language of the story was structured to convey meaning. This may otherwise
·have been difficult to tease out with false starts and the like coded in the transcription.
The storytelling attempt coded as G 1-1-24 is presented in Figure 3 be! ow to
demonstrate this process of modifying the full transcription to its re-transcribed fonnat.

FULL TRANSCRIPTION
R: 1 Have you got a story to tell me today?
R: 2 Have you got a story about anything you did at
home or why you've been away for so long?

C: 3 No but I'm going to Rottnest soon.
R: 4 You're going to

RE-TRANSCRIBED FORM

I'm going to Rottnest soon.
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C: 5 In

a couple of weeks.

In a couple of weeks ..

R: 6 In a couple of weeks [R gets distracted by
another child. Then she returns her attention to G1]
R: 7 You're going to Rottnest In a couple of weeks.
Just for three days

C: 8 No, just fo:r three days.

· R: 9 Oh, really ...
R: 10 Is that it?

C: 11 Yep.

Figure 3. An eX:ample of a story in its full and re-transcribed formats.'
'i

·;

Section One: Is it a Story?
.·

.

.

::

.

.

..

.

.

.

;

.

Once each story~elling attempt was transcribed into a full transcription format, it was
·:

•

I

judged as to whether or not it is a ''story". This was noted in section one of the story
data analysis prj\cedure together with some other details. Figure 4 below presents
sec ti on one of t~e story data analysis procedure using G l - l -24 (Figure 2, p. 41) as an
example. (See Appendix B for the actual proforma as used in the case study.)

SECTION 1
Is It a story :
YES
NO
Type of story: heard/read/seen/dreamt/imagined/experl'enced/other: predictive •
Style: conversational/literate/other_________________
Length of story : p:45

Figure 4. The sll:ory data analysis procedure form: sect.ion one.

In this study, a storytelling attempt was judged as a story if it used language to relate
something heard, read, seen, dreamt, imagined or experienced (Mall an, 1991, p. 5). A .
.

.

story could be t~Hd in a delibernte literate style e g. fantasy story, or in an in formal,
!;

·.

.

.

.

lj

· conversational sWle eg. teHing about the day (Mallan, 1992, p. 300-303). On the other
:1

.;

hand, the storytelling attempt was deemed a "non story" if it did not use language in
ways stipulated in this definition. "Non stories" were not analysed any further in this
section. In Figure 4 it can be seen that G 1-1-24 (Figure 2, p. 41) was judged as a
"story".

The stories were then classified in terms of their type and style in which they were told.
Again, this was completed in accordance with the definitions and criteria provided by
Mall an ( I 991, p. 5; 1992, p. 300-303) as described above. For example. if the story used
language to tell mainly about the storyteller's lived experiences and in a conversational
style, then the story was classified as "experienced/conversational". If however, the
· story used language in a literate style, it was classified as "experienced/literate" and so
on. In the case of Gl-t:-24 (Figure 2, p. 41), this story was classified as being
"predictive/conversational'' (see Figure 4).

The analysis procedure in this section also noted the length of the story. The length of
the participant's story was measured by the time taken to tell each story in minutes and
seconds. For ex.ample, Gl-1-24 (Figure 2, p. 41) took forty-five seconds to be told (see
'•

Figure 4). It was considered appropriate to measure story length in this way as teachers
need some information on the time such a task is likely to use in the classroom.

Section Two: Aspects of the Interaction

Section two of the story data analysis procedure allowed the exploration of some
aspects of the interaction .in which the storytelling attempt was made. Figure 5 below
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presents .section two or the .story data analysis procedure using G J- l -24 (Figure 2, p. 41 )
as an example. (Sc0 Appendix B for the actual proforma as used in the case study.)

SECTION TWO
Interaction between the adult and child
Storytelling context : self recorded with adult assistance
No. of adult's utterances:
7
No. of child's utterances:
4
No. of turns:
7

Tally the type of adult's utterances. "Success" means what followed the adult's utterances was
in keeping with the intended function of it ie did it work?.

Storv elicitor ea. tell me a storv.
Storv encouraqer eg. what happened next?
Asks for extension eg, can you tell me more?
Asks for clarification eq. what do you mean?
Asks for description eq, what did it look like?
Drama marker eq. uhoh (with raised intonation)
Evaluative comment eq. oh, yuk!
Filler eq. Mmmm
Marks beqinninq or end ea. is that the end?
Reprimand, redirects attention to task eq. le~s qet back to the storv.
Asks to clarify role of character eg. is she meant to act like that?
Incomplete sentence cue eq. and then she......
Restatement of child's utterance eq. you went to the oark.
Restatement of child's utterance but with questioning tone eg. you went
to the park?
other

Rate
2

I Success
I1
l
l
1

!
I
1
1

3

(

I
I1
I
I
I
12

·-

I
I

Comments : This was Gl's first story and the first told in this storytelllng context. Adult support
offered mainly in the form of story elicitors and restatements.

Figure S. The story data analysis procedure form: section two.

When a child tells a story in the presence of an adult, the adult and child use language in
an interaction embedded within a sociocultural context (Halliday, 1975, p. 122: Wells,
1986, p. 194). This section of the analysis procedure explored some aspects of the
interaction between the participant and the researcher adult through a focus on some of
the ways that language was used. It explored the influence of the storytelling context on
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the storytelling attempt and the role of the adult's verbal assistance and support in the
development of the participun t' s story. This section aimed to provide in formation on
how the participants' teHing of such stories was facilitated during the interaction. In the
process, information about the participants' sociocultural backgrounds may be revealed
particularly concerning their behaviours in such interactions.

A note was made on the storytelling context in which the storytelling attempt was made.
This was a major aspect of the storytelling interaction and could influence the resultant
story. Non stories were analysed here but not later in this section. This study offered·.
participants three storytelling contexts in which to tape their storytelling attempts. The
first is tenned "adult assisted". The participants told their stories into a small handheld
tape recorder operated by the adult researcher. The second storytelling context is termed
"self recorded with adult assistance". This time the participants told their stories into a
larger tape recorder which they operated themselves. The adult was still present and
.

.

.

could offer verbal assistance to them during their storytelling attempt. G 1-1-24 (Figure
2, p. 41) was made in this storytelling context (see Figure 5). The final storytelling
context is termed "self recorded". This is one that is suggested by Hall (1998, p. 87) as a
.

.

way to encourage students to tell the stories that they want to tell. Participants told their
stories by themselves into a tape recorder in a quiet area of the room. The adult was not
present during their storytelling attempts. A "non taped" storytelling context was
offered to one participant who was consistently reticent to talk into the tape recorder. ·
The information about the success of storytelling contexts to produce "stories'' may
provide practical information to teachers on suitable storytelling contexts to establish in
the classroom for the colfoction of their students' stories.
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When a child tells a story to an adult, a "partnership'' is formed (Nelson, 1996, p. 2 J).
· This' partnership allows the adult to collaborate with the child in the development of the
· story. Such collaboration offers feedback to the child from the "expert" as to how they
are going in negotiating and meeting the expectations of the sociocultural nuances of the
interaction. This partnership then contributes to and shapes the child's resultant story as
the child is assisted in telling their story and, subsequently, making sense of the world in
which this interaction is steeped (Engel, 1995, p. 212; Nelson). Therefore, participation
from an adult in storytelling interactions in the form of adult verbal input demonstrates
acceptance to the child for who they are and the knowledge they bring while at the same
time assisting them to continue to make sense of their world. During the interaction, the
collaboration that verbal participation from the adult can offer can provide the children
with the support and assistance necessary to develop their stories. In addition, the
.

.

resultant atmosphere can encourage the children to tell the stories that they want to tell
.(GiUard, 1996) and so show themselves for who they are and from where they have
come (Gudmundsdottir, 1991, p. 207, 209; McCabe, 1997, p. 465). There is more
chance then of the children's stories reflecting their sociocultural backgrounds.

·,
In the context of this study, the researcher adult established the task with the

participants and was the listener for their stories and so was the "expert". Participation
from the adult researcher during the participant's storytelling was mainly in the form of
verbal input. Such participation needed to be allowed and recognised as being as aspect
of the interaction that can influence the resultant story. Therefore, section two of the·
story data analysis procedure described the verbal participation from the adult in the
storytelling interaction and attempted to provide information on how it helped the
participants to tell their stories.
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Pellegrini and Galda ( 1990, p. 118-.120) place the adult's role during a child's
storytelling within a model of narrative development and report that the adult's verbal
support or utterances changed in frequency and type when encountering children of
perceived lower abilities in storytelling. Therefore, they do not perceive the role as
being truly collaborative but as assisting the child to perform within their developmental
level. However, Pellegrini and Galda' s system of analysis classifies each adult's
utterance in terms of the influence that it has on the subsequent child's utterance. Their
system has the potential to allow an examination of how the adult helps the child's story
to develop. For example, an adult's utterance may request a role clarification of the
child or encourage the storytelling to continue. Therefore, the coding system that
·Pellegrini and Galda use in classifying the adult's utterances was adapted for this study
in an attempt to capture· the interactive, participatory and collaborative nature of the
storytelling event regardless of the perceived "abUity" of the storyteller. The results of
.this analysis can demonstrate how this fac iI itated the participants' storytelling. In G 1-124 (Figure 2, p. 41) the adult offered support to the storyteller mainly in the form of

story elicitors and restatements of the storyteller's utt~.rances (see Figure 5).
·,

'

'

Section Three: Story Content . ·

· Section three of ·the story data analysis procedure analysed the content of the story as
.

.

:

'

.

. ..

.

.

'

.

'

.

.

expressed through the language used. Figure 6.below presents section three of the story
data analysis procedure using Gl-1-24 (Figure 2, p.'41) as an example. (See Appendix.
B for the actual proforma as used in the case study.)
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SECTlON THREE

Content
Describe main theme : going on holldays
Describe secondary themes : . ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Now do the story map below.
Use a red pen for the development of Ideas. Then, use a black pen to map the structure from
the stanza analysis, When mapping the structure, ideas may be grouped together under terms
such as setting, orientation, episodes, events, comments about events, action to solve a
problem, climax, ending etc. Feel free to use other terms to describe the structure.
Going on holidays

•.

In a couple of weeks
For three days
Describe the story structure and thematic development: _
Note Instances of appropriation: note instances with comment about the possible source of the
information.
··
·
· ·
· ·
·
·

Then1e: ____~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~
Ideas:
Sentences/phrases:
"in a couple of weeks"
Intonation patterns:
Gestures:

Other:
Comments: Possibly appropriated phrase from another source as a general term to indicate
timing of such occurrences.

Fi~re 6. The story data, analysis procedure form: section three
'

- Analysis of story content may provide clues as to the participant's sociocultural
background. The content of the story may be organised around a theme. John-Steiner·
and Panofsky (1992) include the identification of story theme in their comparative
-analysis of the stories told of 5-15 year olds of Hispanic, Black or Native American
background. In the current study, an overriding theme was identified first in each story
together with minor or secondary themes. _For ex amp le, in G 1-1-24 (Figure 2, p. 4 l ) the
main theme portrayed by the storyteller was one of going on holidays (see Figure 6).
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Unravelling the layers of meaning (Engel, 1995, p. 84) in this way enhances the
possibility of beginning the process of revealing the sociocultural backgrounds of the
pa.rtici pants.

The second stage of the analysis of story content considered how the main theme
developed in each story through the expression of individual ideas. The participants'
stories were "mapped" to show the development of ideas within the stories noting any
deviations from the main theme or movement from one theme to the next. The story of
· Gl-1-24 (Figure 2, p. 41) focussed on tbe development of one theme (see Figure 6). The
structural story map (see Section Four: Story Structure, p. 53) was then placed next to
· it to note the interaction between the structure and meaning displayed in the ·
participants' stories.

Finally, the analysis procedure in this section considered the extent to which the.
participants appropriated into their stories ideas, information, phrases etc from other
sources such as books, TV, videos, games, songs. Attempting m "trace back'' particular
uses of language in this way has the potential to provide further clues as to the
\

'

.

.
.

.

.

participants' sociocultural backgrounds in terms of their experiences with other texts.
.

.

.

.

· For example, in Gl-1-24(Figure 2, p. 41) the phrase "in a couple of weeks" may have.
.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

been appropriated from another source in which this phrase is used to indicate the
timing of such occurrences (see Figure 6). Such a source may include interactions with
.

.

.·

.

adults. In two fascinating studies of the written stories of beginner writers in United
States of America, Dyson (1997, 1999) found that the children appropriate much
infonnation into their stories from a variety of sources. In 1997, she reported that the .
·children that she studied appropriate mainly from movies, songs, sports ie. the "pop"
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culture. In 1999, she found that her subjects appropriate much of the content of their
stories from football commentaries and associated texts.

Section Four: Story Structure

Section four of the story data analysis procedure analysed the language structure of the
participants' stories. People tell stories that use many different language structures (see
for example Heath, 1983; McCabe, 1997; Preece, 1987, p. 357). These differences in
people's use oflanguage structure in stories are linked to differences between people's

backgrounds, be it racial (McCabe) or sociocultural (Heath). It was possible that the
participants' stories in this study would utilise different language structures in
comparison with one another. It was important to identify and describe such differences
as they may be linked with differences between the participants' sociocultural
backgrounds. In the process, infonnation about the participants' sociocultural
backgrounds may also be revealed. Therefore, it was necessary that the analysis of the
stories in this section described how the language of each story was structured. Yet, it
needed to be flexible enough to allow for and identify differences in structure between

''
stories.
It must also still allow the use of the story structure to tap into the participant's
sociocultural background.

Thus, in this study, the issue of flexibility prevented the adoption of pre-set frameworks
for the structural analysis of the language used in the participants' stories. Such
frameworks require the stories to be of a set structure or type to use them. For example,
story grammars (see for example Stein and Glenn, 1979) are criticised for being too
clinical and unrealistic pertaining to "real" stories (Cortazzi, 1993, p. 79). Labov's
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(Labov and Waletsky, 1967, in Rothery, 1989, p. 222-226) sociolinguistic approach is
restrictive in the type of story it can be applied to and is unable to take into account
differences in structure linked with cultural differences between storytellers (Cortazzi,
p. 49). Thus, it seems that if only one set framework was adopted, this study may not
adequately recognise the language structures that differ from these. Clues relevant to the
sto:yteller' s sociocultural background may be missed.

Therefore, each story was analysed for its structure in the following way. First, the
stories underwent their second transcription (see Transcription p. 42). False starts and
infonnation about non-verbal aspects of the language used in the stories were deleted as
well as utterances from other people involved in the storytelling interaction. The stories
were re-organised into stanzas and lines that reflected the grouping of similar ideas but
maintained the order of the development of them within the overall story topic (Gee,
1986; Gee et al., 1992, p. 240-248). Following this, the stanzas were labelled using
headings such as setting, conclusion, coda and abstract. This labelling reflected the
structure achieved at a macro level as the participants developed the topic. Then, the
story structure. was analysed at a micro level through examination of the internal
....

\

structure of each stanza. The lines within each stanza were considered and individual
lines received labels accordingly such as initiating event, attempt, response and internal
response to reflect how participants sequenced their ideas to convey their intended
'

.

meaning. The terms used in the labelling of the lines and stanzas· were taken from the
work of Labov and Waletsky '( 1967, in Rothery, 1989, p. 222-226) and Stein and G Jenn
(1979).
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Next a "map" was drawn from this _version of the story's structure detailed above to
illustrate the development of the structure within the story. Engel ( J995, p. 61, 84)
suggests that researchers and practitioners need to uncover the layers of meaning within
the story and map out the interactions between content and structure that occur in the
story. By this stage of the analysis, the thematic development in the story had been
mapped (see Section Three: Story Content p. 49). The "structural map" was placed
next to the thematic one. Placing the two maps next to each other enhanced the
possibility of providing information on how the pan:cipant used the structure of
language at a macro level to convey the meaning of their story. Using a story map like
this rather than a set framework in which to slot parts of the story also allowed for
flexibility and simplicity in the analysis while still fulfilling the purpose. Figure 7
presents section four of the story data analysis proc.edure that details the format of the
analysis of the story structure as discussed so far presenting the analysis of G 1 1-24
M

(Figure 2, p. 41) as an example. Appendix B contains the actual proforma as used in-the
case study. Included in Figure 7 is the part of the fonn that provided the space for the
completion of the structural story map. This was· 1ocated in Section Three in the
proforma used in the case study (see Figure 1 or Appendix B).
\,

'

(i

·.,

',

...

·,, ~
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SECTION FOUR

Structure
A. Complete the story map above. (Return to the thematic story map In SECTION THREE.)
(On the form this was physically located above In section three. Here, It Is reproduced for the
reader below.)
[From SECTION THREE]:
Now do the story map below.
Use a red pen for the development of ideas. Then, use a black pen to map the structure from
the stanza analysis. When mapping the structure, Ideas may be grouped together under terms
such as setting, orientation, episodes, events, comments about events: action to solve a
problem, climax, ending etc. Feel free to use other terms to describe the structure.
Thematic story map

Structural story map

Going on holidays

Stanza l~setting)

In a couple of weeks

Stanza 2 (supporting infonnation)

T

T

For three days

,(supporting information)

Describe the story structure and thematic development: Informative tw'J stanza story
developing one theme. Stanza 1 provided the setting/Introduction. Stanza 2 provided the
supporting Information.

Figure 7. The story data analysis procedure form: section four A.

Next, the analysis of structure focused on the interaction between story content and
structure at a micro level. Fur this section of the analysis, the full transcriptions of the
stories were used. Narrative devices or structures operating within the story that
contribute to the overall story structure were identified. Two analytical methods were
used.

Firstly, the analysis procedure examined the way the story was "stuck" together through
the use of cohesive devices (Halliday and Hasan, 1976, p. 303-322). Figure 8 presents
this section of the story data analysis procedure using G 1-1-24 (Figure 2, p. 41) as an
example. (See Appendix B for the actual proforma as used in the case study.)
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B. Note Instances of cohesive devices: tally and note examples of each
Tally
Reference eo. oronouns, demonstratives
Ellipsis !e. presuppose something for what is leff out

1
2

Examples
I
Going on
holidavs

Substitution ie. referent is omitted bv substituted fonn eo. one
Conjunctions eg. and but so, then, because, affer, before
Lexical cohesion eg. snow and ice - words are related, use of
svnonvms, reaetition of words

Figure 8. The story data analysis procedure form: section four B.

The stanzas and lines of a text are linked to each other through the use of cohesive
devices (Gee et al., 1992, p. 251). Analysing the use of cohesive devices followed on.
from the completed story mapping exercise and continued the focus on the interaction
between meaning and structure within the story. Each story was scanned for instances
of reference, ellipsis, substitution, conjunctions and lexical cohesion. For example, in
Gl-1-24 (Figure 2, p. 41) reference and ellipsis were used as cohesive devices (see
Figure 8). Such information added to the growing picture of how the participant used
language structure to support and convey the meaning of the story.

Following this, the stories were examined at a micro level for the evidence of particular
narrative processes at work. This combination of the analysis of cohesion with the
analysis of narrative processes is used b}'John-Steincr and Panofsky (1992, p. 222-227)
in their study of the stories of 5-15 year old children of Native American, Hispanic or
Black American backgrounds. They find that this procedure together with an analysis of
the themes that the stories portray successfully highlight differences between the stories.
.

.

They link these differences with the differences in the.storyteller's ethnic and language
background ie. aspects of the storyteller's sociocultural background.
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Narrative processes, as a language structure within stories, reflect the transfonnalion of
human experience into thought and language (Bruner and Lucariello, 1989, p. 95). The
focus on such processes in this study allowed further consideration of the interplay that
was happening within the story between structure and meaning. Figure 9 presents this
section of the story data analysis procedure using G l-1-24 (Figure 2, p. 41) as an
example. Appendix B contains the actual profonna as used in the case study.

C:. Note evidence of narrative processes; give examples and comment
canonicality. look at what and how the storyteller considers as normal/acceptable. Look for
frequency markers eg "always", necessity markers eg "have to", varlability markers eg "but'',
and appropriateness markers eg "should", intonation and gestures.
"soon" "just''
Breach of canonica!ity. look for where, if at all, the breach has occurred in what the teller
considers as a normal event or happening or reaction. Consider words and intonation and
gestures.
"but'' - followed adult's question and sparked the whole story

Perspective. look for words, intonation patterns, gestures that indicate what the teller thinks
about the events described.
Intentionality. look for phrases, dialogue etc that explains character Intent, assign feelings to
characters etc
·
Use of future tense indication plan of action
Comments: The breach of ca nonica lity in response to the adult's question at the beginning of·
the .storytelling attempt sparked the story itself.

Figure 9. The story data analysis procedure form: section four C.

In this section, the stories were scanned for evidence of the use of the narrative
processes of canonicality, perspective and intentionality. The analysis procedure did not
consider the process of sequencing at this stage for it had already been considered in
detail through the structural and thematic mapping of the stories. Analysis of narrative
processes may reveal more information about the participant's sociocultural background
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.

particularly con~crning their views of the world. Through canonicalizalion, storytellers
:i

attribute normalhy to ~articular events within stories (Bruner and Lucaricllo, l 989, p.
.

:

.

.

.

:·

.

81) and so evidt!nce
of it can reveal what they view as acceptable. A breach of
,.

n.
!i

canonicality is }hat triggers a "good story" in the first place (Lucaricllo, !'990, p. 132).
ii .

.

.

i

Gl-1~24 (Figur~ 2, p. 41) demonstrated how this could happen (see Figure. 9). Once_

. canonicality is breached within stories and the stories are told, storytellersare obliged to
.take a stance or \a perspective on the events of the stories, to interpret the situations for
,·

. the audience and present their views (Bruner and Lucariello,. p. 82; Lucariello, p. 133).
.

.

.

.

:.

·.,

· Through intenti~/nality, storytel)ers attribute feelings to a character and describe an
.

t:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

· intended course ~f action for the character according to what they think is _appropriate
1

.

:·.

·-

.

.

·for their world (Bruner and Lucariello).

Section Five: Stttry Fur1ction ·
.

.

-::

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

· The final stage cif the analysis of the stories focused on their function. An attempt was
.

Ii

·

.

made to determi#e the influence of telling each story on the participants' growing sense
.

.

.

.
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. .

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

;

:

.

.

of the world. Fizjire 10 presents this section of the story data analysis procedure using
i:

G 1-1~24 (Figure !2, p. 41) as an example. Appendix B contains the actual proforma as
. .

.

.!

.

.

. ;

.

.

.

used in the case s'tudy.
-:;

. ,1 ..
ii

.

·'
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SECTION FIVE
Function : Is the chlld us:ng the story to:
Solve a problem/ manage social relationships/ play/ guide play/
organise an experience/ organise knowledge/ enter a fantasy world/ distance oneself from an
experience/ other tell of an event to come

Comment:

Figure 10, The story data analysis procedure form: section five

. The act of telling the story was, for the participant, yet another of the many

sociocultural contexts in which that participant interacts and subsequently develops
.

. .

· their overall sense of the world. The focus in this section was to determJne how this
particular storytelling event contributed to that developing sense of the world. Engel
(1995, p. 34-57) describes many ways that stories can function for the storyteller in this
way. She identifies such functions as distancing oneself from an event, managing social
relations, a form of play, guiding play, represe,nting culture ( culture here being used to
. refer to ethnic background). Information 11,bout how stories function for storytellers may
possibly provide more clues as to their sociocultural backgrounds. For example, stories
that ~re used to consistently manage social relationships may reflect the storytellers'
•)I);_/ •

•

vi~~~ of the place and role of such relationships within their world. Engel's descriptions
of story function were adopted as labels in an attempt to classify the stories in terms of
their function. If, for example, one participant consistently told stories and so used
.

.

•I

.

language to manage··social relations, then the stories received the label of "manage
social relationships" under function. In the case of G 1-1-24 (Figure 2,. p. 41), this story
functioned to tell of an event to come (see Figure 10).
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Section Six: The Participant's Sociocultural Background

On completion of the story data analysis procedure, comments were made concerning
the infonnation about the participant's sociocultural background that wai; revealed as a
result of the analysis. Figure 11 below presents this section for the reader using G 1-1-24
(Figure 2, p. 41) as an example. Appendix B contains the actual proforma as used in the
case study.

SECTION SIX

SUMMARY COMMENTS RE SOOOCULTURAL BACKGROUND OF CHILD; Began the story with a
breach of canonicality followed on from the adult's utterance. Really followed her utterances on
from the previous utterance and took control as invited to do so. V~ry keen to tell the story
despite being absent from the classroom for two weeks. Keen to get back in with everfone likes to be part of the group? Story told us that the family go on holidays. Consistent use of "I"
within the theme as cohesive device used emphasised the stress on herself as the main
character.
·

Figure 11. The story data analysis procedure form: section six.

Section six marked the end of the story data analysis procedure used to analyse each
storytelling attempt collected during the case study. The remainder of this chapter is
'

used to present the details of the case itself and the procedures used to collect the
participants' stories.

The Case

The study was conducted in the context of a pre-primary class. This pre-primary class is
hereafter known as "the case". The case was situated on site in a private primary school
in the South West of Wes tern Australia. The final selection of the case must maximise
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the opportunity to learn from it (Stake 1994, p. 243-244 ). This case was selected
because it was accessible to the researcher. The Principal of the school and the preprimary teacher maintained their support throughout the study providing access
whenever required.

The study took place from Week 3 to Week 7 of Tenn I 2000 and so was at the
beginning of the pre-primary year for the students. The study was timed to occur as
early as possible in the school year in order to capture as much as possible of that
"freshness" of the students to the school context and to each other. Thus, there was
more chance of that the stories that the students told would reveal the sociocultural
backgrounds they brought to the classroom. In addition, the timing of the study made
the study similar in practice to teachers trying to discover infonnation about their
students early in the school year. This enhanced the applicability of the study.

The case was under the guidance of a pre-primary qualified teacher and qualified
teacher assistant. Both women were experienced in their roles, having worked together
in the pre-primary for three years. The pre-primary teacher had over twenty years of
'

previous teaching experience, having worked with pre-primary to Year 3 students
overseas and within Western Australia. The teacher assistant had a total of eleven years
experience in the pre-primary, all of which she had gained at this school. Figure 12
overleaf shows a floor plan of the classroom in which the study took place.

In Term I, the students attended five half-day sessions per week, each session being
three hours in duration. Full day sessions commence in Tenn II. The classroom routine
was set and operable at the time of the study. Each session began with a "mat session"
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in the floor area (sec Figure l2) and included greetings, a prayer and some songs and/or
.

.

·movement to music. This was generally followed by an "activily time" that lasted
approximately one hour. During activity time all the studentsin the class rotated from
.

.

.

activity table to activity table (sec Figure 12) and completed acti vi tics as planned by the
teacher. Such activities usually involved painting, gluing, cutting and drawing. Usually, ·
··. up to six students were situated at an activity tab Ie, seated. or stan ding, at one ti me. Each
table had an adult supervisor who was the teacher, teacher assistant or parent helper.
The teacher expected each student to attempt all activities available before engaging in
. free play. Activity time was generally followed by a return to the floor area for news.
The teacher used a timetable in which students had "their day" for telling news. This
was folfo\?ed by a time for sharing fruit. The students were seated in ~roups around
theactivity tables for this (see Figure· 12). The students then went outside for free play in
the enclosed yard that also contained outdoor equipment such as monkey bars and a
climbing frame. Following this, they returned to the floor area for final songs,
.

.

.

.

· sometimes
a story and a prayer before going home. On each day, the students also
...
·.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

· attended at least one lesson that was conducted by "specialist" teachers. These included·
··. lessons in drama, music, library or computer. It was at these times that the pre-primary
'
teacher took her duties other than teaching or "DOTI" time. This was her planning
.

·:

.

time.
. .

:·

.

.
.

·.

.

.

.

.

The culture of the classroom was focussed on the students engaging in "good"
.

.
. .

. .
. .

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

.

.

behaviour at all times. The students were re qui red to use their manners, even being quiet
when eating their fruit, and co-operate with·each other in tidying up. They were
.

.

i expected

.

.

.

to show respect for each other and the adults in the room with them. They
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were not allowed to engage in aggressive behaviour or loud play oulside or inside.
Aggressive gmnes such as "power rangers" were nol allowed. The sludents said prayers
.

.

and engaged in the rituals associated with the religious background of the school. Jn
addition, the "culture" required a level of participation in the classroom program from
the home. Parents were required to help in the classroom on a duty roster, encourage the
.

.

students to take things from home for news and special events and be supportive of the
program in general. The students were required to interact with the teacher and teacher
assistant individually,
at news time in front of the group and in group situations when·
.
.

'

.

.

.

completing activities. The students needed to be clear in their communication at all
times for this was a busy classroom for students and teachers alike.

Twenty-one of the twenty-four students were available to participate in the study. One
student was absent from the class for the duration of the study and two parents refused
to give their permission for their respective children to participate in the study. The
.students who participated in the case study are referred to as "the participants".
.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

The participants had not been together as a class group previous to the year 2000. At the
time of the commencement of data collection, they had been together for only two · ·
'
w,eeks. They were indeed not only relatively "fresh" to the context of schooling but to
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,·.

.

experiencing themselves as a class group. The participants ranged in age from 4 years 2·.
mont,~s to 5 years 2 months, with a mean age of 4 years 6 months. The group included
·.

.

.
.

. .

·...

.

.

. .

.

.

.
.

.

.

. .·
.

.

thirteen boys with a mean age of 4 years 5 months, and a range of 4 years 2 months to 5
years 2 months. The eight girls in the group had a mean age of 4 years 7 months, and a
. range of 4 years2 months to S;years 1 month.
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Entering the Field

During the pilot study, the research was presented to the parents in the form of a letter
and parents were asked to provide written pcnnission for their child's participation in a
"tear off' slip. The response rate was low. Just over half of the parents provided their
permission. The low response rate posed some difficulties when collecting the stories
from the students in the pilot study. Often, those students from whom parental
permission had not been received wanted to tell their stories. It was establi"hed that the
case study would be easier to conduct if permission were received from as many parent'.i
as possible. To encourage more parents to give permission in the case study, in W1!ek 2,
Term I 2000, the researcher presented the proposed research to the parents of the
participants at a <lpre-primary meeting". A "pre-primary" meeting is held at the start of
every year and is generally used as a forum in which to discuss a range of topics to the
parents that included roster information, information about visiting health professionals
during the upcoming year and the classroom program and expectations. In agreement
with the teacher and the Principal, the proposed research was one of the many topics
discussed at the meeting. Following the presentation of the proposed research, parents
··,
were invited to have queries or concerns answered. Each parent then received a copy of
the "Disclosure Statement" and "Consent Form" (see Appendix A). Some parents
provided their written permission for their child to participate following the conclusion
of the meeting while for others this was provided soon· afterwards. The response rate
was very high. During the data collection period, those students from whom permission
to participate was not received were occupied by the teacher with other tasks when the
researcher collected the stories from the participants.
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The researcher then entered the fie!.d of the classroom and met the participants. The
researcher was initially introduced to the parlicipants by the pre-primary teacher as
someone who would "be with us for a little while". No other explanation was given to
the participants at this stage. The researcher spent the first week in the field in a "get to
know" phase with the participants. She generally took charge of one activity table
during activity time,

,15

"on duty" parents also did, accompanied the participants to

specialist teachers' lessons, helped with fruit and other "housekeeping" chores and
·played outside with the participants.

Data Collection Procedures

Data collection began in Week 4, Term I. Once the researcher was familiar with the
participants and with the overall routine of the classroom, she began to collect the
·stories. In accordance with the research methodology and design adopted, the researcher
herself was the data collection instrument (Knobel and Lankshear, 1999, p. 88) with the
assistance of audio tapes and two tape recorders. One tape recorder was a small,
·. · handheld battery-powered type with a built in microphone. The second tape recorder
was slightly bigger, operable from the mains electricity supply and also with a built in
microphone.

.

;

-

.

\~ , F~llowing negoti;tion with the pre-primary teach~r. telling stories became one of the
activities available to the participants to complete during activity time and was situated
at Activity Table D (see Figure 12, p. 62). When participants came to the ''storytelling".
table, they could refuse to attempt to tell a story or they could return to the table to make
their attempt later should they "not remember" one on their·~·, ,',,t visit to the table. In
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·. addition, they could return to make another attempt as long as activity time was still in
operation.

The researcher began the collection of the storytelling attempts using the small handheld
tape recorder. This storytelling contex.t was tenned "adult assisted''. To collect the
storytelling attempts, the researcher sat at Activity Table D (sec Figure 12, p. 62) with
her tape recorder and, when the participants came, asked if anyone wanted to tell a
story. She began with "who has a story to tell me today?" or "what's your story todayT'.

If a participant volunteered to make a storytelling attempt, then the researcher offered
encouragement with "tell me your story". If there was no response from the participant
who. had volunteered, the researcher offered further encouragement with "tell me a story
about your weekend" or "tell me a story about a book you have read or something you
have watched on tv" or ''tell me a story from your head". If there was still no response,
the researcher did not continue to ask the participant to tell their story. She theri asked if
anyone else had a story to tell and so began the sequence of verbal encouragement
again. During the participants' storytelling attempts, the researcher offered support to
the participants in the form of further prompts that included fillers eg. "mmmrn",
questions eg. "what happened after that?", restatements eg. "you went to the park" or
evaluative type of comments eg. "ooh".

The participants made their storytelling attempts into the tape recorder that the
researcher operated. As a reward for their effort, the researcher rewound the tape and
the participants listened back to all or some of their story and received a random stamp
:

..

on the hand. They received these rewards even if they only told their name into the tape
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recorder. This storytelling context was made available to the participants during activity
time for a few days.

On two occasions, the researcher collected storytelling altempts from a participant
without the tape recorder. This storytelling context was termed "non taped". This
participant made two reticent and unsuccessful storytelling attempts into the tape
recorder. Two non-taped stories were subsequently collected while the participant was
engaged in an activity away from the storytelling table. Each non-taped story was
prompted by a question inquiring about what he was <loin&· at the time.

After a few days, the researcher introduced the "self recorded with adult assistance" .•..
storytelling context to the participants. This involved the use of the larger tape recorder
with a builtin microphone. It was planned that the participants would eventually make
their storytelling attempts into this tape recorder independently of adult assistance. The
.

..
'

.

.

.

'

"self recorded with adult assistance" storytelling context allowed the researcher to
spend time assisting the participants in their operation of, and the telling of their
·storytelling attempts into, this different machine. To assist manual operation of the tape
~

'

'

recorder, theuplayt, and "stop" buttons were labelled with a green and red sticker
. .

.

.

respectively. The researcher spent a few minutes of the first day of the "self recorded
'

'

'

with adult assistance" storytelling .context explaining to the participants as a group ·
.

.

. .

..

.

.·

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

about the new tap·e recorder when they w~re seated in the floor area (see Figure 12,
'

'

'

p. 62); She then spent a few days helping them to operate the tape recorder and listened
'

'

to.them telling their stories into the recorder while they operated it.
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The procedure for the ''self recorde~ with adult assistar.ce" storytelling context was
similar to that described above for the "adult assisted" storytelling context except for
two differences. The participants were encouraged to operate the tape recorder
themselves, turning the recorder on and off. In addition, to ensure that the storytelling
attempts of other participants were not mistakenly taped over by other stories or that the
tape was not wasted, the tape was not rewound by the researcher or the participants.
Therefore, the participants were unable to listen to their attempts. However, for a
reward, they were still given a random stamp for their attempts even if they only said
their name. This storytelling context was termed "self recorded with adult assistance" as
the adult remained present throughout the storytelling event and offered verbal support
to the storyteller. During this time, the participants had the choice of engaging in either
· the "adult assisted storytelling" context and subsequently listen to their attempt, or to
engage in this "self recorded with adult assistance" context and so not listen to their
attempt.

During the final days of data collection, the resear1 :her left this larger tape recorder on a
bench near the entrance of the room (see Figure 12, p. 62) for the participants to tape
themselves independently. This was tetmed "self recorded" (see Hall, 1998, p. 87).The
. researcher introduced this storytelling context to the participants when they were seated
in the floor area (see Figure 12, p. 62). She told them that they were now allowed to use
the tape recorder on their own and rerriinded them about how to operate the machine.· It
.

. .

.

.

was negotiated with the pre~prirnary teacher that this could happen during activity time.

·. During the time when the "self recorded" storytelling context was available, the
researcher placed herself at Activity Table D (see Figure 12, p. 62) in view of the tape
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recorder. The activity at the table i~volved hammering pegs or drawing. As participants
came to this table, the researcher completed the activity and talked with the participants.
During the conversation, she verbally encouraged and reminded the participants to try
the new "self recorded" storytelling context with words such as "have you told a story
into that tape recorder yet?" or "would you like to tell a story by yourself?" or "have
you got a story to tell today?". At times, the researcher or pre-primary teacher assisted
the participants with the operation of the tape recorder as the buttons proved to be stiff.
However, once the tape recorder was on, the adult left the surroundings of the tape
recorder to allow the participants to make their storytelling attempt. Therefore, no ·
verbal support was offered to the participants once they turned on the recorder. The
· participants were able to turn off the machine by themselves. The participants did not
.

.

receive the reward of a random stamp on the hand for attempting this storytelling
context for they had to complete this task independently of any further adult input. In
addition, the researcher or participants did not rewind the tape immediately following
the storytelling attempt. Therefore, the participants were unable to listen back to their
··attempts. This ensured that other participants' attempts were.not taped over or that tape
was not wasted. As the researcher was keen for as many participants as possible to try
. this~ontext, the "adult assisted" or "self recorded with adult assistance" storytelling
contexts were not available at this time.

Thus, the participants told stories.in a number of contexts. All except two stories were
audio taped. Contextual notes were made as soon after the participant told the story as
was possible as such information was useful during analysis of the story. Full
transcriptions were completed on the same day as the storytelling attempt was made.
Analyses of the storytelling attempts were completed soon afterwards.
.

.
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As a final fonn of positive reinforcement for the participants, a class book of the
participants' stories was made. The researcher returned to the classroom during the
week following the data collection. She helped the participants to each select one story
that they had told and asked them to draw a picture for their chosen story. The stories
and pictures were then collated into a book that was presented to the class soon
afterwards. Thank you letters were also sent to parents of the participants as well as to
the school (see Appendix A).

The Exemplar Participants

Once the stories were collected and transcribed, the stories were perused. On initial .
. appraisal, all the participants told stories that revealed something about their
sociocultural backgrounds. A parent interview was consid~red an appropriate forum in
which to collect information to check the details relevant to the participant's
sociocultural background. It was beyond the scope of this study to interview the parents
of all the participants to confirm or negate this information collected from their stories.
· . It was decided to select an exemplar group.

Initiallyt nine participants were selected as possible exemplars. Each of the participants
in this initial selection told stories that were notable in content or structure with one or
both of these aspects providing strong clues to their sociocultural background. However,
. accessibility to the parents for interviewing restricted the number of exemplars for the
case to six, three boys and three girls.
.

\'"
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The Interviews

Once the exemplar participants were chosen, the parents of each exemplar participant
were sent a letter and, for those who responded, the interview time was arranged (sec
Appendix A). All parent interviews took place at the pre-primary centre while the
...

.

.

participants were attending the pre-primary session. The interviews occurred during
Weeks 8 and 9, Tenn I 2000.

The aim of each parent interview was to confirm, negate or expand upon the
.

.·

.

.

.

-

'

information about each exemplar participants' sociocultural backgrounds that.had been
collected from their stories. Therefore, each parent interview was unstructured (Fontana
and Frey, 1994, p. 366). Each interview began with an initial focus on the exemplar

.

participant's stories and the discussion was allowed to develop from there. The stories
.

.

were thus used as a springboard for discussion about the participant's sociocultural
background. The flexibility that this approach allowed resulted in a rich investigation of
·the issues, and subsequent deep understanding of the phenomenon, under consideration.
.

.

.

Theinterviews
differed in coptent from one another. All were between twenty to thirty
;;:
.. •:

.

....

.

.

.

!'

· minutes· in length; ,·
. '!;1; .·
.

.

All interviews were audio taped and transcribed by the researcher as soon after the
<·,

.

..

interview as was possible (see Appendix C). Transcriptions were of the words said and
did not include stress or intonation patt~rns as opposed' to the full transcriptions of the
participartts' stori~s. This was because such information was not necessary for analysis .
. ir

-

·

·

-·

·In addition, transcriptions were edited to a degree in order to be workable and relevant
if

.. )j

for analysis. Discussiqr1s Jhat:\Yere not relevant

(">:·

to the issue of th~ exemplar
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participant's sociocultural background were not fully transcribed. This included
discussions about the researcher's children, the immediate environment or other
information that was not relevant. These transcriptions were presented to the ·
interviewee to allow the i~terviewee to check the accuracy of them. This enhanced the
reliability and validity of this data.

In addition, an interview with the teacher took place early in Term II 2000. The aim of
this interview was to collect infonnation that would confinn, negate and expand upon
that information collected from all the participants' stories including that of the
.. exemplar participants. This interview was unstructured (Fontana and Frey, 1994, p.
366), beginning with discussion that focussed on the stories and developed from there .
.This was audio taped and transcribed in an edited form as per the interviews with the
parents (see Appendix C). The transcription of the interview was presented to the
teacher to allow her to check its accuracy. This enhanced the reliability and validity of
this data further.

Interview Data Analysis Procedures

The data from the parent and teacher interviews was subjected to a content analysis
(Burns, 1997, p. 339) in the search for infonnation relevant to the stories that the
. participants told; Bums warns of the: possibility of "reading between the lines" when
analysing interviews in this mrurne,r. This was minimised in the study by presenting the
transcription of the interview and discussing its interpretation with the respective
interviewee for confinnation. This further enhanced the reliability and validity of the .
. case study overall (Yin, 1993, p. 32).
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Conclusion·

This chapter presented the conceptual framework adopted in this study. It also provided
the reader with detailed information about the research methodology, design and data · ·
collection and analysis procedures that have been undertaken in answering the research
questions posed. The following chapter presents the results.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE STORIES

This chapter presents the results of the analysis conducted on the language used in the·
storytelling attempts collected from the participants in the study. It provides a
description of the phenomenon of students' storytelling in the classroom as developed
'

'

from a study ·of a case in its entirety. The interview data collected in the case study
enrich this description and is presented in Chapter Five. The results of the analyses of
all the data collected in the case study are then brought together in a discussion in
Chapter Six.

The chapter begins with background information that places the results of the analysis
of the story data in the context of the study. Following this, the story data analysis
procedure is reviewed and the chapter continues with a presentation of the results of
subjecting the storytelling attempts to that procedure. ·

'

Background

The primary aim.of this study is to investigate and describe how the stories students tell
in an operati.ng classrnom can be collected and analysed to discover information about
students' sociocultural backgrounds. The study posed three research questions. These
are:
1. What do the stories students tell in the classroom reveal about those students'

sociocultural backgrounds?
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2. What tools can be used to analyse students' stories to reveal information about their
sociocultural backgrounds?
3. What aspects of the interaction can facilitate the students in their telling of such
stories?

To address these research questions, the study employed qualitative research
methodology within a descriptive case study design. The case was an already operating
pre-primary classroom from which twenty-one of the twenty-four students participated.
These participating students are hereafter known as "the participants". Within this
context, the participants' storytelling attempts were collected, transcribed and analysed
across four storytelling contexts.

The Analysis of the~ des

Detailed descriptions of the story data analysis procedure developed and used in the
study are presented in Chapter Three. In accordance with this procedure, each
storytelling attempt was first analysed as to whether or not it was a story. The
storytelling context in which the attempt was made was also noted. A storytelling
attempt that was judged as a story was then subjected to the remainder of the story data
analysis procedure. This procedure continued the focus on the language used during the
storytelling event and in the story itself. The interactive role of the adult during the
storytelling event was analysed followed by the story content, structure and function.
Throughout this chapter, reference is made to the participants' storytelling attempts and
the results of the analysis on them. All of the participants' storytelling attempts together
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with the raw results obtai_ned from subjecting each of these attempts to the story data
analysis procedure can be found in Appendix D.

The Number or Stories Told

The participants made a total of ninety-seven storytelling attempts over the data
collection period. The participants made most of the storytelling attempts as individuals.
There were two exceptions where two different sets of three boys made storytelling
attempts in a collaborative manner. Each participant made a storytelling attempt at least
twice. One participant made eight storytelling attempts. Fifteen of the twenty-one
participants made between three an<l six sto rytel Jing_ attempts.

Upon analysis, each storytelling attempt that was collected and transcribed was firstly ·
judged as to whether or not it was a story. A storytelling attempt was judged to be a
story if it used language to tell about something that had been seen, heard, read, dreamt,
imagined, experienced by the storyteller (Mallan, 1991, p. 5). A storytelling attempt was
judged to be a unon story" if it did not use language in this way. Of the ninety-seven
'

.

· storytelling attempts, fourteen were judged to be "non stories". One "non story"
represented a coll_aborative attempt by three boys. The remaining "non stories" were- _
_told individually. Some "non stories" were a stating of name or were more of a
question-answer session centred on the picture being coloured in at_ the time rather lhan
· being a story. Other storytell~ng attempts labelled as "non stories" were too quiet on the
tape to be fully transcribed or were oral texts in which the participants were more
focussed on the operation of the tape recorder rather than telling a story.
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· Therefore, of the ninety-seven storytelling attempts that were made, eighty-three were
judged to be stories. Three boys told one story in a collaborative manner and the
remaining stories were told individually. Eighteen of the twenty-one participants told a
story on their first storytelling attempt. Two participants failed in their first attempt but
told a story on their second storytelling attempt and one participant failed the first two
attempts but told a story in a nontaped context on his third storytelling attempt. Eleven
participants told stories each time they attempted the task. Therefore, ten of the
participants experienced a level of "failure" in telling stories. However, their rate of
"failure" was fairly low. Four of these ten participants told stories on all except for one
of their storytelling attempts and six told stories on all except for two of their
storytelling attempts.

Therefore, stories were successfully collected from the participants in the context of
_"the case" that was a classroom. The participants made many storytelling attempts and,
if given the opportunity to have more than one attempt, they w·ere more likely to tell
what could be termed a "story" according to Mall an' s ( 1991, p. 5) definition.

'

- Length ot' the Stories

The length of the participants'· stories was measured by the time taken to tell each story
in minutes and seconds. It was considered appropriate to measure story length in this
manner as some information was needed on the time such a task was likely to use in the classroom. Table 2 shows information about the length of the stories told.
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Table 2: Length of stories in minutes and seconds.
. LENGTH

NUMBER OF STORIES

0:00 -0:29

21

0:30-:J:59

30

1:00 - 1:29

16

1:30 - 1:59

7

·2 :00 or more

9

· The stories ranged in length from ten seconds to three minutes and forty seconds with a
mean length of forty-nine seconds. Over half of the stories (51 or 60%) were less than
one minute long. All of the self recorded stories (see Storytelling contexts p. 82) were .
less than thirty seconds while fourteen of the twenty four self recorded with adult
assistance stories (see Storytelling contexts p. 82) were less than one minute long. The

task of telling stories did not take a lot of time. However, the transcription of the stories
was time consuming. This could be overcome by writing the story as the storyteller told
·it (see Hall, 1998, p. 90) or using interested trained parent helpers to complete this task.

The Types of Stories

Once a storytelling attempt was labelled as a "story", the story was examined to
detennine whatmade it a story according to Mall an' s ( 1991, p. 5) definition. Thus, each
story was given a label that described its "type" in accordance with its overall content.
Such a label highlighted the main feature of the content of the text that made the text a
"story". For example, if the story under analysis used language mainly to tell about the·
storyteller's lived experiences, the story was classified as the type "experienced". If the

... -: ...
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language of the story lold more about what the storyteller had seen or imagined, the
· story was classified as the type "seen" or "imagined" accordingly. Table 3 below shows
'

· the range and frequency of the classification of lhe types of stories the participants told.
It needs to be noted that "non stories'' were not subjected to this or the remaining
sections of the analysis procedure.

Table 3: Types of stories.
TYPE OF

EXPLANATION

STORY

NO.OF

EXAMPLE

STORIES

Experienced

story told of lived experiences

so

Gl-3-25

Seen

story told of things that were seen

2

B6-2-28

Seen,

story told of a mixture of lived experiences

4

89-1-22

experienced

and things that were seen

Imagined

story told of imagined events

6

· 811-1-17

story told of a mixture of imagined events

6

611-5-29

·. Imagined,
experienced

and lived events

Read

story to!d about what had been read

4

65-1-25

Read,

story told about what had been read

3

613-2-21

·imagined

together with imagined events extrapolated
from this

Predictive

story told of events to come

5

G4-4-25

Heard

story told of something that had been

1

66-1-21

1

G2-1-21

1

G6-3-24

heard
-

Heard,

stury told of a mixture of something that

experienced

had been heard and lived experiences

Dreamt

story told about a dream

Just over half of the participants' stories (50 or 57%)used language to tell of the
storyteller's lived experiences. However, there were an additional sixteen stories that
also used language to tell of the storyteller's experiences but not those that were lived

..>.-·:~.-·::·.·.··\·.·2-· - - ---~ ~~-- ·~--
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experiences. Instead, these stories told of experiences as they were seen, imagined, read
or heard by the storyteller. An additional five stories told

or experiences Lo come and

eleven stories were classified as ones that told of a mix turc of telling of livcd
experiences with experiences that had been seen, imagined or heard. fn total, eighty-two
(98%) of the stories told by the participants used language to relay something of the
storyteller's experiences be they read, seen, heard, lived or yet to come.

The overall context in which the stories were told was influential in producing the high
occurrence of these types of stories. The participants were not shown books or other
print or visual material to assist their storytelling. They were not told a story to retell.
They were merely asked to "tell me a story". Such an instruction, in the absence of any
further cues, seemed to result in the participants drawing on their own experiences.

Stories c.an be told in different ways. Some storytellers might adopt a deliberate, literate
style in their language while others might tell a story as part of or akin to a conversation
maintaining an overall informal tone (Mallan, 1992, p. 300-303). With this in mind, the
participants' stories were further examined to determine the overall language style
adopted by the participants. It was found that seventy-three (88%) of the stories told
were "conversational" in style. They were told as part of or akin to a conversation and
the language used portrayed an informal, relaxed tone. Once again, the overall context
in which the storytelling took place influenced this result. As mentioned above, the
participants were merely told to "tell me a story" without the provision of visual cues or
a specific story for the participants to retell. In addition, the physical context in which
the stories were told resembled a conversation rather than a formal' assessment
procedure. The storyteller and adult listener were usually seated at the same table, the
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atmosphere one of relaxed talk. On most occasions, a group of participanls were presenl
at the table and, at times, the stories told by the participants in a given group reflected
similarities between them in content. For example, on some of these occasions. all the
. stories told by the participants at the time were about going to the movies or swimming.
The participants seemed to take their cues from each other in their successive
storytelling attempts making them akin to a conversation. Thus, the atmosphere of a ·
"conversation" was maintained.

Of the remaining ten stories that were judged to be "literate" in language style, five ·
were told by one boy. This boy (B 13) presented with a diagnosed speech and language
delay for which he had previously received speech therapy. His.stories reflected these.
speech and language difficulties but, on analysis, also reflected a sociocultural
background that possibly included much reading and talking about books. The stories
included themes, titles, settings and other language structures found in books. It was the
. presence of t,hese language features that resulted in his storytelling style as being judged
. as "literate''. Thus, the observation.that he told only literate style stories contributed.
some information about his sociocultural background.

.

'

.

.

'

.

·In summary, most of the participants' stories used language to tell about their
· expt:riences in a conversational style. This was in the absence of any visual or print cues
and in the context of an infonnal, relaxed atmosphere. The adult listener was a new
.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

..

interactive partner for them. The participants seemed to want to tell this new person
something about themselves. Thus, through their stories, they revealed something about
their sociocultural backgrounds.

:,~? ··.· ..
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Storytelling Contexts

The analysis of each storytelling atlempt now focussed on aspects of the interaction in
which the story was told. A major aspect of each storytelling interaction was the context
in which the storytelling attempt was made. The participants' ·:norytelling attempts were
examined further to ascertain any patterns between the numberof stories and "non
stories" told and the storytelling context in which the attempts were made. In this study,
the participants were given the choice of three storytelling contexts in which the
storytelling attempts were taped. One storytelling context was named "adult assisted".
When telling stories in this context, the participants made their attempts using a small
handheld tape recorder operated by the adult. These storytelling attempts were made in
the presence of and with the assistance from the adult researcher. The second
storytelling context in which the attempts were taped was termed "self recorded with
adult assistance". In this context, the participants made their attempts using a larger tape
recorder that they were encouraged to operate. However, the stories were still told in the
presence of and with the assistance from the adult researcher. When the participants
engaged in the third context, the "self recorded" storytelling context, they independently
told their stories using the larger tape recorder (see Hall, 1998, p. 87). The adult
·'

researcher was not present and so did not offer them assistance during their storytelling
attempt except for turning on the machine for some. One participant was given the
opportunity to make his attempts without the tape recorder. This participant (B2)
consistently told "non stories" in his initial storytelling attempts in the taped storytelling
contexts. He was thus offered opportunities to make his attempts in "non taped"
contexts.
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The influence of the storytelling context on the interaction w.is demonstrated through
the number of stories told. Table 4 below illustrates the breakdown of the participants'
attempts in terms of the stories and "non stories" they told within the four storytelling
contexts.

Table 4: Attempts in storytelling.
CONTEXT

STORIES

NON-STORIES

STORYTELLING
ATIEMPTS

Adult assisted

so

4

54

Self recorded with adult

24

3

27

Self recorded

7

7

14

Non-taped

2

0

2

83

14

97

assistance

TOTALS

The participants made more storytelling attempts in the "adult assisted'' context with a
high rate of success in telling what could be labelled as "stories" (93%). In comparison,
the participants made less storytelling attempts in the "self recorded with adult
assistance" context. However, as with the ''adult assisted" context, the participants who
made storytelling attempts in this context also achieved a relatively high rate of success
in telling stories (89% ). It was the "self recorded" context that produced a markedly
different pattern overall. In comparison to the previously discussed storytelling
contexts, the participants made relatively few storytelling attempts in the "self recorded"
context and did so with a relatively low rate of success in telling stories (50% ). These
attempts in the "self recorded" context were inclusive of a collaborative effort on the
part of three boys who were more focussed on using the tape recorder rather than telling
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a story and, subsequently, told a "non story". The remaining "non stories" that were told
in this context were too quiet to decipher or the participants said their names only into
the tape recorder.

In the ''adult assisted" storytelling context, the participants were able to listen to their
stories after they had told them. ~he participants visibly enjoyed listening to themselves
on the tape recorder. They were keen to do so, often requested it if the adult researcher
forgot to play the story back to them and smiled when they heard their voices on the
tape recorder. In add.ition, this stcrytelling context was made available first to the
participants and c·ontinued to be available throughout most of the data collection period.
Therefore, it was available for the longest period of time in comparison to the
alternative storytelling contexts. These two explanations together could account for why
this storytelling context attracted so many storytelling attempts in comparison to the
al tern ati ves.

The participants told relatively more stories than "non stories" in the "adult assisted"
and "self recorded with adult assistance" storytelling contexts, in comparison to the
"self'recorded" storytelling context. In the two former storytelling contexts, the adult
was present and was able to offer assistance to the participants in their storytelling.
Therefore, the adult was able to redirect the storytellers should they be too quiet for the
tape or lose focus and become distracted from the task of telling a story. The adult was
. also able to support and encourage those participants who "lost track" of their stories so
assisting them to make a possible "non story" into a "story". Such support and
assistance was not present in the "self recorded!' storytelling context. This lack of visual
presence of a listener in the "self recorded" context might also acc:0unt for why this
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context attrncled so few slorytelling attempts overall. The participants showed they
preferred to have a listener during storytelling interactions. ·

AH except one participant told more than one story into the tape recorder. As a group,
the participants responded well to being taped. The child who was reticent to use the
tape recorder, (B2), was subsequently offered a "non taped" context. After te!iing a
story in this context, he then told a story in the "adult assisted" (taped) storytelling
context. .

.
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Therefore, the participants showed a strong preference for making their storytelling
attempts in interactions in which the listener was present and able to offer assistance and
support during these attempts. It seemed that the presence of and support from the adult
listener contributed to the participants being more successful in telling stories. In
· addition, most were not deterred from their storytelling by the presence of a tape
recorder.

The Adult's Utterances

The analysis so far showed that the participants told most of their stories in storytelling
.

.

.

contexts in which an adult listener was physically present and able to offer assistance
and verbal encouragement to them during their storytelling. These contexts were the
.

.

.

.

.

"adult assisted", the "self recorded with adult assistance" and the "non tap.ed"
storytelling contexts. The adult did not provide verbal encouragement to the participants

as they attempted to tell their stories in the "self recorded" storytelling context.
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The next stage of lhc analysis procedure soughl lo invcstigalc jusl how the adult
listener's utterances worked in providing such assistance and encouragement during the
interactions in the above mentioned three storytelling contexts. The focus of this part of
. the analysis procedure was on the way the adult helped the participants' stories to
develop. The storytelling attempts that were "non stories" were not subjected to this
section of the analysis. In this study, all participants successfully told stories provided
they were given the opportunity to do so over a number of attempts and provided with
.

.

choice in storytelling contexts.

Whenever the participants engaged in storytelling in the "adult assisted", "self recorded
· with adult assistance" and "non taped" storytelling contexts, the adult made statements
and asked questions. Each of these utterances made by the adult was subjected to an
analysis based on a framework developed and used by Pellegrini and Ga!da ( 1990, p.
118-120). As a result, each of the adult's utterances was classified in terms of its

· subsequent effect on the participant's utterance that followed and the overall
.development of the story. Table 5 below presents the results of that analysis in terms of
.

.

the number of stories in which the particular type of utterance was used at least once.
This 'allowed the results to be considered in the context of the case in its entirety rather
than for individual participants or stories.
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Table·s: Classification of adult listcncr 1s utterances.

TYPE OF ADULT UTTERANCE

NO. OF STORIES

IN WHICH USED
Story elicitor eg. Tell me a story.

50

Story encourager eg. Whats your story today then?

7

(came after a story elic!tor}
Asks for extension eg. can you tell me more?

30

Asks for clarification eg. What do you mean?

44

Asks for description eg, What did it look like?

11

Drama marker eg. Uhoh! (with raised intonation)

10

Evaluative comment eg. Oh, yuk!

29

Filler eg. Mmm.

49

Marks beginning or end eg. Is that the end? ·

23

Reprimand, redirects attention to task eg. le~s get

2

back to the story.

Asks to clarify role of character eg. Is she meant to ad

1

like that?

Incomplete sentence cue eg. And then she..... .

0

Restatement of child's utterance eg. You went to the

27

park.

Restatement of child's utterance but with questioning

28

tone eg. You went to the park?
other

5

To begin the interaction and assist the participant to begin the story, the adult used story
elicitors and, sometimes story encouragers, in most of the stories. As most of the stories
were tape recorded, such utterances from the adult provided the participant with a cue

for when the tape recorder was ready for recording. They also provided the participant
,with a cue for when the adult interactive partner was ready to listen.
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Once the interaction and telling of the sw_ry_·began';thc adult listener often used "non
specific" utterances such as fillers cg. "mmm", cvalualivc comments cg. "uho!J" and
drama markers eg. "oh, yuk" as many of the participants contin11cd to tell their stories.
These utleranccs were "non specific" as they did not require the participant to respond
.

.

with specific information. Instead, such utterances provided the participants with the
feedback that their intended meaning was being successfully communicated and that
they could continue in their storytelling. This was important for some of the
participants. For example, B10 was a slow and deliberate speaker who took some time
formulating his thoughts while telling his stories. Fillers provided him with the feedback
that he was still being listened to, was being understood and so he could continue with
his tum to talk. B 11 and G4 were both confidenttalkers and storytellers. Yet, fillers and
.

.

.

similar non specific utterances also offered both of them with the feedback that the adult
was listening to their stories and they were being understood. For all of these
participants, such non specific utterances provided them with the encouragement to
continue in telling their stories.

In contrast, "specific utterances" such as requests for clarification, restatements or

restatements with a questioning tone were used by the adult during the St('rytelling
interaction to offer the participants the feedback that their meaning had not been
communicated clearly. Sometimes, this occurred when the adult was confused about the
· participant's intended meaning in the presence of clear articulation. For example, in G6-· •3-24, the adult used a request for clarification ie. "What aren't in real life?" to offer G6

the feedback that the adult was becoming confused as to the intended meaning of her
story. G6 subsequently clarified this for the adult. At other times, the adult offered this
specific feedback to the participants when their meaning became unclear due to their
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articulation errors. Such errors made a participant's speech difficult to understand and,
so, interfered with the successful communicatit.Jn or the meaning of that particular story.
For example, in GS- 1- I8, the adult restated or repeated G8 's uucrance that told or the
dog's name because the adult had not understood it.

In an9ther example, Lhc adult used

a combination of restatements and restatements with a questioning Lone Lo assist 87 in
overcoming his articulation difficulties and be successful in communicating his
.

.

meaning (see B7-l-18 as an example). Ultimately, the use of such specific utterances by
the adult increased the participant's ability to repair breakdowns in the communication.
,·.

of me?11ing. Thus, these utterances contributed to the continued development of the·
participant's story and the continuation of the interaction overall.

T~e adult also used requests for extension during a number of the participants'
storytelling events. Such a specific utterance from the listener during the interaction ·
provided feedback to the storyteller that the listener desired that the story be extended in
· some way. In other words, the listener felt that the storyteller could provide more .
. . information to complete the communication of meaning from the listener's point of
view. In this study, such requests sometimes resulted in the participantsuccessfully
.

~

.

.

. developing the story further. For example, in B 11-5-29, the adult asked "where did you
·· take it for a ride?" after B 11 had apparently finished his story. This utterance gave him
· the feedback that his story thus far had left a "gap" which required such closure from
.

.

the point of view of the listener. He responded to this request by providing such closure.
.

.

At other times though, the participant did not respond to the request,.deciding that it was
. not necessary to ten· more. For example, in 04-1-21, G4 mentioned a motorbike in the
· body of her story. The adult listene!' felt that this topic was worthy of development from
.

the p'oint
of
view. of the listener and requested more information. G4 gave some
,,
:1
I
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infonnation within the interaction bul not enough to contribute to further development
of the story itself.

The participants seemed to find the task of telling a story enjoyable and intrinsically
.

.

motivating. During the interactions, the adult -..1id not use many reprimands or
redirections to the participants as they told their stories. The participants told about
themselves and seemed to not require redirection to do so. This allowed the adult's
verbal support during the interaction to assist the development of the story itself rather
than assist the participant in completing a task. The participants also required minimal
incomplete sentence cues and requests to clarify the roles of characters. These type of
utterances by an adult listener were more likely to be found when children retold stories
that the listener knew. The participants in this study were not presented with a story to
retell. Hence, this explains the low usage of such utterances by the adult.

In summary, during the interaction, the adult used a range of specific and non specific
utterances to assist the participants in telling their stories. Furthermore, as shown by the
analysis of storytelling attempts in the various storytelling contexts, the participants
.

-. . . .

.

!J{

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

...

.

seemed to prefer to have the option of receiving such assistance. However, the actual
amount of support and assistance offered to and required by participants to tell their
. stories varied from story to story, participant to participant. This became the focus of
. the next section of the analysis;
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The Adult's Level of Assistance

Once the adult's utterances that were made during the intcraction were exam incd and
classified on an individual basis, a judgement was made as to the overall le vcl or
assistance the adult offered to the participants in the development of their stories. Such a
judgement was made for all the stories and so now included those told in the "sclr
recorded" context. In this latter storytelling context, the adult was not physically present
.

.

to offer verbal encouragement to the participants during their storytelling. However, the
adult established this context and trained the participants in their use of it. In addition,
the adult often encouraged participants to engage in this storytelling context prior to the
machine being turned on and assisted the participants in their initial operation of the
• machine. Therefore, the adult did offer participants a level of assistance and support in
telling their stories in this storytelling context.

Three ratings were developed for use in judging the overall level of assistance provided
by the adult during the interaction in the development of the participant's story. In
making a decision about the ratings to be received by a·given participant's story, the
-,

type 'and frequency of utterances used by the' adult .during the interaction to assist the
,. .

.

.

.

.

development of the participant's story was taken into. account.·

·. The adult's' assistance was judged to be "minimal" ir'the adult's utterances contributed
.

.

.·

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

· very. little to the development
of the participant'·s
story. During the telling of such
.:1
.
.
stories, the adult might merely have turned on the machine and then ~alked away. She
may have talked with other people in the vicinity of tbe participant telling the story and
.

-.

·_.::.

.
.

.

.

.
·.

.

..

.

so, not offered verbal assistance for t,1e development of the story. This happened when
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G4 told her story in 04-8-03. In other instances, she may have provided the particip~inl

with a story cl icitor and/or used a few fi lie rs to show that her in !crest w:ts bci ng

maintained and meaning was being communicated. For example, such a level was
support was offered to B 13 in B 13-4-28. In all such instances, the participants
maintained full control over the development of their stories.

The adult's assistance was judged to be "supporti vc" during the interaction if more was
required from the adult to assist the participants in the development of their stories. For
example, the adult might have used requests for clarification and restatements to
provide feedback to the participant that the meaning of the story had become unclear
and communi'cation had subsequently broken down. As a result, the participant might
have changed the story and possibly altered the course of its development accordingly.
In other storytelling events, the participants might have required more frequent fillers

and comments to assure themselves that their listener's interest was being maintained
and that the meaning of the story was being successfully communicated. The use of
such non specific utterances still contributed to the development of the participants'
stories as they gave the participants confidence to continue telling their stories. In all
.........

such instances, the participant maintained the ultimate control over the development of
. the story. However! in contrast to those stories in which participants received only a
minimal amount

oi assistance, a supportive level of assistance from the adult during the
·.

.

.

interaction resulted in more collaboration between the participants and the adult listener
in the develop·ment of their stories. For ex'ample, in 07-1-2 l, the adult used many
comments to support the development of her story. As a result, G7 maintained
confidence in her storytelling and the ultimate control over the development over her
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story but in collaboration with her Iisle ncr. Thus, the lc vcl of adult assist;1ncc was
judged lo be supportive for this storytelling event.

The adult inpm was judged to be "directive" during the interaction when the amount
and type of the adult's .issis!ancc lwd a direct effect on the development of the ..,,ory. In
such instances, the control of the story sccmcu to be transferred

10

the adult r=or

example, the adult. through her uu.:rances, provided the direction for the development
of the story in B 1-1-21. In another ex.ample, the adult's direct questioning control Jed the
development of the story in 82-4-29. For both of these stories it was doubtful that these
stories would have developed as they did without the direction of the adult.
Table 6 below shows the breakdown of the level of adult assistance offered to the
participants in the telling of their stories.

Table 6! The level of adult assistance provided to the participants in the telling of
their stories.

ADULT ASSISTANCE RATING

NUMBER OF STORIES

Minimal

21

Supportive

51

Directive

11

The adult provided more than a minimal amount of assistance to the participants during
the interaction in the development of most of their stories (62 or 71 % ). Therefore, this
suggested that the participants did not only seem to prefer to tell stories in interactions
in which the storytelling contexts offered the opportunity for such assistance, but they
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also acccptc<l 1his assistance in the <lcvclopmcnt of their stories. The partJCip.ull.\
seemed to desire some collabor,1tion with a listener in the telling of their \lone:-..

The participants varied in th!.! level of support they n.·4uircd from <,lory to :-.!Ory. from
storytelling context to storytelling context. Of the twenty-one <,lone:-. that were !old w1:h

minirn;:1l assistance from the adult. seven were wld by p;1rt1c;pan!\ \1,:ho engaged m thl'.
'"sdf recorded" swrytclling context. :\s ~lated above. m th1\ \10ry1clhng context. adult
assistance during the interaction consisted only of vcrhal encouragement to the

participant to attempt this storytelling contc:~t prior w the recorder heing turned on
and/or sometimes assistance in the initial opcrat!on of the machine. Of 1he clc\"cn storle!-i
that were told with a directive level of assistance from the .1dult during the interaction.
seven stories were the result of participants' first attempts in storytelling. All of these
seven participants .subsequently changed in the lcYcl of adult assistance required in
interactions in later storytellii1g attempts to a lesser degree.

Such variance in the level of assistance received by participants during the interactions
provided clues to participants' sociocultural backgrounds. For example, B JO progressed
from requiring a directive level of support in his initial storytelling attempts to requiring
a minimal level of support in his later stQrytelling attempts. This reflected that B 10
found this to be a new language task and so required time and practice to become used
to it. On the other hand, apparent confident storytellers like B 11, B 12 and G4 still
appreciated and used a supportive level of adult support throughout their storytelling.
This reflected their views that language is used in interactive contexts in which the
audience is present. In these contexts. individuals can take advantage of the availability
of immediate feedback on the success in the communication of their meaning.
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Therefore, not only did the participants in this study show a preference for interactions
that comprised of storytelling contexts in which the adult was physically present
throughout their storytelling, but they also accepted this assistance from the adult in the
development of their stories. This "assistance" was offered in the form of provision of
storytelling opportunities, encouragement to attempt the storytelling, non specific
utterances during the storytelling and/or specific utterances during the storytelling. The
amount and type of assistance offered during the interactions varied between stories and
storytelling contexts. Through such assistance, the adult listener provided the
participants with continuous feedback as they told their stories. The adult listener and

'
the participants thus collaborated to a degree during the storytelling events.

The Analysis of Story Content

Each story was subjected to an analysis of language content, structure and function.
These sections of the analysis followed a framework of story analysis that was
developed by Mishler ( 1995, p. 117). This framework was used in response to the need
to analyse the language of the stories from as many different aspects as possible. Such
an approach heightened the possibility of unravelling as much of the information as was
possible about the storytellers' sociocultural backgrounds.

The analysis of story content investigated in detail what the participants said in their
stories. Three methods of analysis were used. First, the main topic or theme, together
with secondary ideas or themes, was identified for each story. Following this, the
development of these ideas was mapped out. Finally, instances of appropriation were
identified in each story.
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Pets

5

G?-1-21

Swimming

3

Bl -2-22, Gl-2-24

Going to Perth

3

Bl0-3-24

Action stories

3

B12-1-17

Values, friendships

3

G6-3-24

Birthday

2

G2-2-25

Other eg. getting lollies

7

B2-3-25, B4-1-21

The participants used their language to speak mostly on topics that told something about
thems�Ives. They spoke about their families, their toys, their pets, going places and their
motorbikes. As discussed previously, the participants were not offered visual cues or a
story to retell to assist their storytelling. Hence, the analysis of story content supported
the notion that, in the absence of such cues and in the presence of a listener, participants
used their language in stories to tell about themselves. Therefore, the listener had the
opportunity to discover some information about the storytellers' sociocultural
backgrounds through the stories. This information was about their families, experiences
they have had or the values and beliefs that they held about the behaviour of people
around them.

Story maps were then completed to trace the development of these themes within the
stories. Such a strategy supported and enriched the information revealed through the
identification of themes themselves. On one occasion, the mapping of the theme
development assisted also in identifying the structure of a confusing story (see B6-329). An example of a content story "map" can be found in Figure 13 (p. 10 I).
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Finally, a form of microanalysis of story content was conducted to identify instances of
appropriation in the stories (see Dyson, 1997, 1999). Such instances were words,
phrases, ideas, intonation patterns or gestures that could be traced to originating from
another source. This "source" might be a television show, a previous verbal interaction
with another person, a book read. Therefore, the identification of appropriated words,
phrases, gestures and the like provided some information about the storyteller's past
experiences and ways of using language.

Most of the participants showed at least one instance of appropriation in their stories. In
the main, sentences, words and phrases were identified as being appropriated from other
sources. For example, B3 often used the word "wheelie" in his stories (see for example
B3-4-03). This term has possibly been appropriated from texts on the topic of bikes that
have been heard or seen previous to this interaction. Such appropriation provided some
clues concerning B3's interests. BS used the term "cinema" in BS-1-22 in relating the
incident when he and his family went to see a movie there. In contrast, G4 used the term
"movies" to relate similar incidents. The formality of the term "cinema" as compared
with "movies" signalled to the listener that BS might not attend such a place as often as
G4. In addition, both of these participants might have appropriated these terms from
previous interactions with others such as family members. For G4, these interactions
might include the use of such informal language. This was supported further as G4 also
used informal language in other stories eg. the word "kid" in G4-l-2 l.

Some of the participants appropriated phrases from written texts. For example, B6
consistently prefaced his stories with "my story's about" (see B6-2-28) and B 12
included character dialogue in some of his stories (see Bl2-l-17). Other children
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appropriated characters and i<leas From other texts be they visual, written or auditory.
For example, BS spoke oFten of Winnie the Pooh while B 13 consistent! y spoke of
dinosaurs and bears in his stories. For all of these participants, su~h instances of
appropriation indicated experience with texts on these topics as part of their out-ofschool ways of using language.

In other stories, participants appropriated ideas. For example, B 1 spoke of transformers.
Such a term and the subsequent description of how to use them has been appropriated
from experience with the toys and/or hearing others talk of these toys or play with these
toys. This provided some information as to his interests and, as such, added to the
information about his sociocultural background.

Finally, some participants appropriated intonation patterns. For example, B 11 's
intonation patterns in "just get on and see what happens to ya" (Bl 1-3-24) was typical
of an older person warning a younger child. This provided some information that can be
used in discussions with B 11 's parents or teacher about his out-of-school interactions.

\_

'

The analysis of story content indicated further evidence of the potential of a focus on
the language used in the participants' stories to reveal the storytellers' sociocultural
backgrounds. The participants appropriated words, sentences, ideas, phrases, intonation
patterns from other texts into their stories. When taken together with the information
discovered through the identification of themes, a picture began to emerge about the
interests, experiences, ways of using language and family life of the participants. This
section of the analysis was quick and simple to conduct yet effective overall in the
context of the research questions posed.

JOO

The Analysis or Story Structure

The analysis of the story slructure focused on investigating how participants chose to
structure the language of their stories to convey their intended meaning. The first stage
of this analysis involved the re-transcription of each story and the re-organisation of the
language that remained into stanzas and lines (Gee, 1986; Gee, Michaels and O'Connor,
1992, p. 240-248). The stanzas and lines were labelled (Labov and Waletsky, 1967, in
Rothery, 1989, p. 222-226; Stein and Glenn, 1979) to reflect how the participant used
language to structure the story and so develop the topic. A visual "story map" was then
drawn of the structure and placed next to the map of its content. This allowed an
understanding of the interaction of language structures in the story at a macro and micro
level and how together they conveyed the storyteller's meaning.

Figure 13 below provides an example of the analysis of story structure as discussed thus
· far. The reader is reminded that the "full transcription" represented the participant's .
story as said during the storytelling event including false starts, "urns" and the like. In
addition, the utterances of the adult researcher or "R" were included together with that
of the participant or "C". Utterances were numbered to facilitate analysis. A":" was
used to indicate a prolonged sound. Full details of the transcription procedure and
codes can be found in Chapter Three.

IO I

FULL TRANSCRIF'fION

RE-TRANSCRIBED
FORM

STRUCTURAL STORY
MAP

CONTENT
STORY MAP

My mum's going out
somewhere a long
way.
And I'm going to my
nana's.

initiating

Mum's going

R: 1 And what's your story
today X?
C: 2 Um, mu m;,im's going

out somewhere long way:.

c:

3 And I'm going to my
nana:'s.

evenl.

alter

Stanza 1
(abstract/
summary)

away,+
I'm sleeping at
nana's

R: 4Mmm.
C: 5 Sleeping there.

Sleeping there.

attempt

C: 6 Nana's going sleep at

Nana's going sleep at
my own house.

initiating
event

Then I'm gonna sleep
at my nanny's again.

attempt

my mum's my own house.
C: 7 Then I'm gonna sleep

at my nanny's again;
C: 8 Then my mum's going

to.get married.

Then my mum's going
to get married ·

•
+

conse.;ence

. Stanza 2
(lead up
events)

.,_Nana at my
house

•
•

lllo- I at nana's

.,_Mum gets
married

R: 9Mmmm.

Figure 13. An example of a re-transcribed story (G4-4-25) with the content and
structural story "maps''.
As a final stage in the analysis of structure, the participants' stories were perused for
their use of cohesive devices (Ha1liday and Hasan, 1976, p. 303-322) and narrative
processes (Bruner and Lucariello, 1989, p. 81-95; Lucariello, 1990, p. 132-133). These
analyses enriched the resultant description of the language structures used in the story.
Full details of these analyses can be found in Chapter Three.

The language structures of the participants' stories varied immensely between
participants and across the stories told by individual participants. This demonstrated that
children do tell stories of different structures. The analysis procedures used successfully
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captured this diversity. However, within this diversity, three pallcrns emerged in the

participants' use of structure within the story. These patterns have been lahellcd as

"episodic", ''infonnativc'' and ''rambly".

For a story to be labelled as having an "episodic" structure, there was clearly a
beginning, middle and end to the story as it relayed a sequence of events that focussed
on character attempts, action and responses. Thus, the stanzas of these stories were
easily labelled using terms such as abstract, setting, event, conclusion and the lik,;:. In
addition, such stanzas usually began with an initiating event or a starting off point to the
episode. This was generally followed by an attempt and/or response from a character
that then resulted in a consequence of some nature. These stories often employed the
narrative processes of canonicality and breach of canonicality. Such processes were
often at the heart of the event. At times, the narrative processes of intentionality and
perspective were also noted but were hot essential to the structure being labelled as
"episodic". Participants used a range of cohesive devices to achieve coherence and
cohesion in their stories.

This structure was akin to that mainly found in books, fairytales, television action shows
and the like. This structure was also often used in the stories of children's early reading
books. In addition, teachers encouraged this structure in students' early writing of their
stories. Therefore, this seemed to be the accepted way of using language to structure
stories within the context of the classroom. AccorQingly, students needed to develop
this type of language structure in their stories to facilitate their learning of written
language skills such as reading and writing. It was interesting to note that the adult
researcher often encouraged the participants to use this structure partir.ularly through
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her requests for extension. However, also of interest, the p.irtic:ipants did not always
meet tho~e requests.

Elements of the "episodic" structure were found in al I the stories told by B12, B 11, B 13
and B6. Figure 14 below presents an example of such a story (B 11-5-29). The story is
presented in its re~transcribed form so as to enable its structure to be highlighted.

THE STORY·

STRUCTURAL STORY MAP

It was abouta cloud.··

introduction/ abstract

!laid on a cloud.

initiating event

...

And sat on a cloud.

attem+t

And I fell off it.
And l fell on my motorbike.

response/consequence

My motorbike started taking off right
as the seat when you bang on very
hard. my motorbike takes me for a
·ridr.

initiating event

lt taked me for a ride to my friend's
house.

attempt

And, then I tide back home.

consequence

i

introduction
Stanza l
(initial event)

Stanza 2
(middle of story )

End of story

'

Figure 14. An example of a story (Bll-5-29) with an episodic structure.

None of these participants received a directive level of assistance during the interaction
from the adult listener to structure their stories in this way. These participants
demonstrated that storytelling for them meant using their language to tell of action
sequences in a way congruent with that accepted in and expected for the classroom.
· Thus, the way they structurecf:th~ir stories said something of their sociocultural
.' ii

.... '''
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backgrounds. These participants used language in their stories to portray themes,
appropriate sentences, phrases, idc:1s etc. uml structure their stories in a way that was

consistent with the notion that they had been exposed to book reading, action genres and
the like in their out-of-school ways of using language.

However, as stated previously, this was not the only structural pattern employed by the
participants in their stories. Fifteen participants structured their stories in a different way
at least once. One of the ways in which they structured the language of their stories to
convey meaning was termed "informative". At a macro level, such stories might have a
beginning, middle and end but such a sequence of events was not necessary. The aim of
infonnative stories was to allow participants to inform the listener about themselves and
their experiences through their stories rather than to tell of action or an event. As such,
at a micro level, the internal organisation of the language used in at least one stanza
focussed on providing this infonnation. The lines of this stanza often reflected an
initiating event to set the scene but clear statements of attempts, response or
consequence on the part of the characters were not always made. As a result, the
narrative processes were often difficult to identify in such stories. In the "episodic"
stories, breach of canonicality and, correspondingly, canonicality were important for
these processes set the scene for the action .in the story. However, in "informative"
stories such processes were not required as the focus of these stories was to inform the

•

listener of an experience or happening rather than to detail action sequences within the
event. Cohesion in such stories was often achieved through simple use of temporal
conjunctions and referencing. Examples of such stories can be found in B9-l-22, BS-222, G7-4-28 and G2-2-25. Figure 15 below presents one of these examples (G7-4-28).
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The story is presented in its re-transcribed form so as to enable its structure lo be
"

highlighted.

THE STORY

STRUCTUPAL STORY MAP

· I went to nanny's.

lnftlatlng event

Stanza 1

.· ... V

And we got heaps of strawberries;·

attempt··

And we played with our cat

attempt

And we played with the dogs.

attempt/initiating event ·

And I got to hold one
of them.
..

attempt

.:-.

.· ·T

Stanza 2

,·

And that's all.

,., ,

Figure 15. An example of a story (G7 -4-28) with an informative structure.

In fill, twelve participants utilised both "episodic" and "infonnative" ways of structuring
the language across all of their stories. These participants changed the language
structures that they employed from "episodic" to" infonnative" from story to story. For
10

example, Bl began his storytelling utilising an "informative''structure. However, later
'

in his storytelling, he changed and utilised an "episodic" structure when the content
allowed for this. Similarly, 04 mostly employed "episodic" structures in her stories.
However, in 04-2-22, her aim was to inform her listener about going to the movies.
Thus, the content of her story necessitated a different way of structuring her language.
At times, the adult listener seemed to encourage such a change. The adult's assistance
sometimes directed the use of language in the story from "infonnative" to "episodic"
structure as it was being told. Gl-3-25 was a case in point. In this story, 01 changed her
story structure in response to the adult's request for extension. Therefore, the adult
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researcher was conveying to the participants that the "episodic" structure was a more
acceptable form for using language to convey njcaning in their stories m; told in the
classroom.

These changes between participants' stories reflected the ability of those participants to
adapt their use of language according to the deman~s of the current interaction or
context. However, such changes by the participants also demonstrated their flexibility
in adopting particular language structures in accordance with the content being
communicated. Here we see something of the interaction between the context, language
content and language structure within stories.

Finally, a third definitive pattern in story structure was identified from the analysis of
the participants' stories. This was termed "rambly". On initial perusal, these stories
appeared to use language with no particular patterns. The participants seemed to rnmble
on from one topic to the next with minimal if any coherence being established between
.

.. -

.

.

.

the topics. Narrative processes were at best vague and cohesion seemed to mostly be
.

.

achieved through th~ adult's verbal input. However, on closer examination, .these stories
. .

·._

.

:.

.

..· did ~'se language in a stmctured way albeit at times differeut to that identified as
"informative" or "episodic" and different to each other. In some "rarnbly'' stories, the
last line of the previous stanza was linked in some way to the first line of the next stanza
thus providing a measure of cohesion. At other times, the consequence of the event
would be presented first to capture the audieq.ce's interest. This was then followed by
the initiating event and the like to thus expand on that consequence. On some occasions,
it seemed that the participant rambled while thinking of something else to say and.then
.

.

:

.

.

'

would abruptly change the topic as they thought of-it. The common aspect to all of these
.. -..

;·

i!

,.

,;
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stories was that the storyteller, through this structure, kept the audience listening and
interested and so, they kept their turn. The participants kept talking and so were
successful in communicating their meaning, overcoming any difficulties in formulating
what they wanted 1.0 say and, at times, being entertaining as a consequence. This
structure was typical of the stories of G5 and offered some insights into her

sociocultural background panicularly related to her ways of using language. The
language structure of her stories showed that this participant possibly had experience in
and liked to entertain in her stories and enjoyed using them to "keep the floor". Other

participants who also utilised this structure were 06 and G 3, each on one occasion. The
rambly story of 06 (06-6-03) is presented in Figure 16 below. The story is presented in
its re-transcribed form so as to enable its structure to be highlighted.

THE STORY

STRUCT1JRAL STORY MAP

I'm going on an excursion to the beach.

initiating event

Stanza 1

But with my mum and daddy.
When my mum and daddy go to the beach.

attempt

But Vo(e're living at our house new house.

initiating event

· Stanza 2

Mine finished.

Figure 16. An example of a story (G6-6-03) with a rambly structure.

G6 told this story in the "self recorded" storytelling context. The need to "hold the
floor'' while she thought of what she wanted to say and communicate her meaning
seemed to be the driving force for structuring her language in such a way for 06. For
03, a quiet, unconfident speaker, this way of structuring her language also allowed her
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to "keep lhc Ooor" in G3-3-22 while still allowing the time and "space" in which to
formulate and tell her story.

Thus, the analysis of the language structure of the participants' stories revealed diversity
between the participants and their stories. However, within this diversity, it was possible
to i°dentify three patterns. It was found that each pattern contributed something to the

growing picture of the participants' sociocultural backgrounds. Furthermore, the
identification of three clear patterns in the way language can be structured in stories
indicated that a story needed not just relate action pertinent to an event. There were
other acceptable ways of structuring stories than just that found in books and fairytales.
The re-organisation of the language in the story into stanzas and lines together with the
structural story map contributed the most to the identification of the structure used and
subsequent infonnation about sociocultural background. The analysis of narrative
processes and cohesive devices supported this information.

The Analysis of Story Function

The 8.Jlalysis of story function considered the story from the point of view of the
storyteller. This stage of the analysis attempted to identify how the way language was
used in th~ story influenced the storyteller's views of the world.

For example, a story might use language in a bid to manage social relationships. The
story in B 12-5-28 was a case in point. Here, B 12 used the language in his story to assist
in his management of a relationship with a classmate. As a result of telling this story,
B12's relationship with this person underwent some changes. Sometimes, a participant
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might tell a story to relate an experience. An example of this can be found in 89-1-22.
Here, 89 simply told of a lived experience and, as a resull of telling the story, possibly
changed in his understanding of the experience. This story function was dis'tlnct from
that of organising an experience. In the latter, the emphasis on telling the story is to use
language to organise the .::xperiencc in some way rather than merely telling about it. An
example of such a story can be found in B6-1-21. However, using language in a story to
relate an experience or to organise an experience would still result in the storytellers
undergoing some changes in their understanding of those experiences. This part of the
analysis procedure used category labels developed from a description of functions
. presented by Engel (1995, p. 34-57). Table 8 below presents the range and frequency of
functions employed by the stories that were told by the participants.

Table 8: Functions of the stories.

FUNCTION

NUMBER OF STORIES

EXAMPLES

Relate an experience

47

GS-6-28, 61-2-22

Enter a fantasy world

15

813-3-25

Manage social relationships

10

612-5-28, 62-4-29

Organise knowledge

7

G2-1-21

Organise an experience

6

84-2-24

Tell of an event to come

6

G4-5-28

Play

4

BS-4-03

The primary function of telling a story identified for just over .half of the participants'
stories was to relate an experience. The high occurrence of stories being used in this
way was in keeping with the previous findings that most of the stories, when analysed
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for type and content, used language to tell of participants' experiences and were
conversational in the way participants told them. In addition, many of the participants
structured the language in their stories in a manner that allowed them to be informative
· about these experiences, to tell of them. As a result, the analysis of story function
confirmed information already collected about the participants' sociocultural
backgrounds from the analysis so far. These participants seemed to want to tell about
themselves and used the story, and the language within it, to do so.

Interestingly, Engel (1995, p. 34-57) had not considered that the language of stories
could be used in this way. As a result, this function was identified under the "other"
category in the story data analysis procedure employed in this study. However, it was
found to be so frequent in its use that it necessitated that a new category be added.

The participants used the language in their stories in other ways that also revealed
something of the influence of the storytelling event on their developing views of the
world in which they lived and their sociocultural backgrounds. For example, a
participant who used the language in a story to tell of an event to come was placing a
degree of importance on this event or possibly checking for audience reaction to the
possibility of this event happening, recognising it as being unusual or worthy of
warning. G4 certainly seemed to be doing the latter when she told of her mother's
impending wedding in her stories. This was a private school founded on religious
beliefs and practices. It was unusual for parents to get married after having children.
Similarly, participants who used the language in a story to enter a fantasy world or even
to play demonstrated something of their reactions to the world in which they lived. For·
example, the inevitable "toilet humour" surfaced in the early stories of B 11 and B 12.

IIl

These boys were reacting to the new adult, "testing" to see what sort of stories were
acceptable in these interactions while at the same time demonstrating their upprcciation
of such humour.

Therefore, the analysis of story function contributed further to the growing picture of
the participants' sociocultural backgrounds. However, it added minimal new
infonnation, instead supporting and strengthening the infonnation already gathered.

Conclusion

This chapter has presented the results obtained from analysing the participants'
storytelling attempts as made in the context of an already operating pre-primary
classroom. It was found that analysis of the language used in the stories collected in this
study revealed much information about the participants' sociocultural backgrounds.
From the analysis of the language used in the stories themselves and within the overall
interaction in which the storytelling took place, much information was revealed about
participants' ways of using language, family backgrounds, interests, experiences, values
and beliefs. The analysis has also revealed some information on how to analyse stories
to unlock this information and what aspects of the interactions facilitated such
storytelling. However, to enable a full description of the phen~menon of students•
storytelling relevant to the research questions, the results of the interviews must be
considered. These are presented in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FIVE

TUE PAR'TICIPA'.'-TS

This chapter presents the infonna!ion collected aboul the paruc1panl.\ · \Oc1tx:uhural
backgrounds through inh:r:1cws w1th the tc~u.:hcr and .,,imc parcnh ;.inr.1 compares thi..,;

infonnation with that col lcctcd from the participant'.'>· ~tom:,. A,;

:i

rc,uii. the

infonnation collcctci.l from the stories is confirmed and expanded. In addition. it is
shown how the stories can be used to develop and improve homc--;chool relationships.

The chapter begins with background infonnation relevant to the study. Following this.
the discussion of the participants begins with a focus on the e:r.cmplar group. For each

exemplar panicipant. the stories and the information collected from :he interview \Vith
the parents arc bro1.1ght together in a discussion. The chapter then continu!.!s with a focus

on the case in its entirety with a discussion that compares the mforrnat!on collected
from the teacher's interview with that collected from all the panic1pams' stories. The
chapter closes with some concluding comments.

Background

The term sociocultural background is used to refer to the conglomerate of knowledge.
experiences, values, beliefs of the world. ways of using language and past family life
that students bring to the context of the classroom. As a result of analysing the stories
collected from the participants. much information was revealed about the participants'
sociocultural backgrounds. To enrich and confinn this infonnation. the researcher
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conducted interviews with people who knew the participunts and so were likely to know
about the participants' sociocultural bad:~grounds. Such people included the parents of
the participants and the participants' teacher.

Interviewing all the parents was heyond the scope of this study. An exemplar group of
three boys and three girls was chosen from the pool of partic.ipants in the case. These
participants were selected for the exemplar group because their stories were notable in
their apparent ability to reveal much information about their sociocultural backgrounds.
The parents of these six exemplar participants were interviewed to confirm or negate the
information. The teacher was later interviewed to confirm and enrich the information
revealed from the participants' stories for the case in its entirety. The interviews were
analysed for the emergence of information relevant to the participants' sociocultural
backgrounds. This information was then compared with that collected from the analysis
of the participants' stories.

Interviews

'

Interviews were conducted with the parents in Weeks 8 and 9 in Term I 2000. The
interview with the teacher took place in Term II 2000. All interviews were unstructured
(Fontana and Frey, 1994, p. 366). They began with a discussion that focussed on the
participants' stories and developed from there. Interviews were audio taped and later
·transcribed. The interview transcripts can be found· in Appendix C. Reference is made to
them throughout the discussion below either through the use of direct quotes or by
paraphrasing what the interviewee said.
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When direct quotes arc made in lhis chapter, conventional punctuation marks arc used
.to indicate the ends of utterances or sentences, usually indicated on the tape by raised
intonation or a small pause. Commas refer to pauses within phrases or sentences. These
conventions are in accordance with that used by Dyson ( 1997, p. 189). In the direct
. quotes, "R" refers to the researcher who is the interviewer, "M" refers to the mother,
"F' refers to the father, "T" refers to the teacher and the participants' codes are used in

place of their names. NonverbaJ behaviours are only noted when considered to be
relevant to setting the scene of the interview or adding further information to the
content. In these cases, they are noted in brackets eg. (starts to laugh). Utterances of all
who participated in the interview are numbered for ease of reference. When parts of the
interview are paraphrased or summarised in the text below utterance nurnber(s) of the
relevant interview transcript are provided. For example, "B2, 33" refers to the interview
transcript for B2's parent, utterance number 33 while "teacher interview, 45" refers to
the transcript of the teacher's interview, utterance 45.

The Stories

'

In this chapter, Tables 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 present the storytelling attempts and
raw analysis results for. each of the exemplar participants. These tables are placed
directly before the discussion of the exemplar participant concerned and are referred to
in the discussion that ensues. Below are explanations of the transcription codes and the
ratings and descriptions used in each table.
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The Transcription ol' the Stories

In Tables 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15, the exemplar participants' storytelling attempts arc
presented in the form of "full transcriptions" (see Transcription, Chapter Three).
Minor changes have been made to the conventions adopted in these transcriptions to
enable easier reading of the transcripts in such a restricted space. The conventions used
in the tr:~scripts in Tables 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 are:
"R:"::: researcher's utterances;
"C:"::: child's utterances.

"C2:"::: a second child's utterances (These were only recorded if they
contributed to the story overall.)
(abc?) = this was unintelligible, the word written in brackets represents the
researcher's guess of the word.

( ) = word unintelligible and the researcher was unable to make a guess.
ABC= said loudly
./i

Abe = stressed
abc: = elongated on the sound preceding the colon .

. . . = pause longer than 5 seconds.
Some gestures have been recorded if they formed part of the response of the participant
or researcher eg. (nods yes). Utterances have not been numbered. In addition, where the
speaker has an extended turn of a number of utterances, conventional punctuation has
been used to delineate breaks between utterances, phrasing. This is to enable easy
reading of the text and follows the conventions used in the full transcriptions of the
stories (see Transcription, Chapter Three). These conventions are in accordance with
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that adopted by Dyson ( 1997, p. 18.9) and Michaels ( 1991, p. 310). Codes replace where
participants have used the names of people or places.

Criteria for Ratings Used in the Tables

Tables 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 also present raw results of the analysis conducted on
the exemplar participants' storytelling attempts (see Storv Data Analysis Procedure,
Chapter Three and Appendix B). An explanation of each column in the tables is

provided below.

Table 9: Explanation of codes used and information presented in each column for
the presentation of the story data analysis results.

COLUMN

TITLE OF

NO.

COLUMN

1

Code

EXPLANATION

This is the code for the storytelling attempt. The first part indicates the
participant; second part indicates the number of the storytelling attempt
for the participant; the third part Indicates the date that the attempt was
made. Hence, a code such as 62-1-22 means that this Is a story told by
participant B2; it is his first story; and lt was told on the 22/02/00.

2

Text of

This presents the participant's storytelllng attempt as transcribed in its

story

full transcription format. Formatting restrictions in this table did not
allow for some longer stories to be transcribed in full in the boundaries
of one cell. On such occasions, the story was divided into parts and
coded accordingly. For example, GS's story told on the 18 February was
very long. As such, there are two parts to it In this document coded
"G5-1-18a" and "GS-1-1 Bb" accordingly.

3

Is It a
. story?

A "yes" is entered If the text collected Is judged to be a "story" according

to the definition used in this research. A "no" is entered if the text
collected is judged to be a "non story" according to the definition used in
this research.

l 17

Comments

4

These comments describe the story told according to the criteria as set
out in the definition of "story". If a "no" is entered in column 11
comments made here support the judgement.

Adult help?

5

This refers to research question three that focuses on aspects of the
Interaction that facilitate the participants' storyt:elHng. Here, the focus ls
on how the adult's Input has helped. There is a choice of three ratings to
describe the level of adult assistance offered to the participant.
"Mlnimal" means that the participant possibly needed only an initial
prompt or ending prompt with no or minimal adult utterances during the
story. "Supportive" means that the adult's utterances comprised mainly
of fillers, requests for clarification or story encourager. The participant
maintained control aver the development of the story. "Directive" means
that the participant required direct questioning to complete the story eg.
requests for description, extension, restatements of utterances with
question etc. to the extent that the adult controlled and dlrected the
development of the story.

Comments

6

These comments refer to research question three and provide more
information pertaining to this issue as well as to support the rating.
Noted here is the storytelling context in which the attempt was made.

7

Info re s/c

This refers to research question one and requires the storytelling

b/g?

attempt to be rated according to its success in revealing some aspect of
the storytell@.r's sociocultural background. A "yes" ls recorded if the
storytelling attempt did reveal information about the participant's
sociocultural background. A "no" is recorded if the attempt did not
reveal information about the participant's sociocultural background.

8

' '·

Comments

This refers to research question one and provides comments that specify
what aspects of soclocultural background are revealed through the story
if the entry In column 6 ls "yes". At times, questions are formulated
concerning clues revealed about the participant's sociocultural
background. If the entry is "no", then no information is recorded here.

9

Comments

This refers to research question two, It provides information that details
what aspects of story analysis seemed tt' help in revealing Information
about the storyteller's sociocultural backg(Ound.

10

Structure

This column contains information about the structure of the story.

11

Function

This column contains lnformat"1on about the function of the story.

12

Theme

This column contains information about the theme of the story.

13

Time

This column details the total time taken for the story to be told.
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Exemplar Participant One: 82

The Stories

Overleaf is Table IO that presents B2' s storytelling attempts and the raw results of the
analysis. Following this, is a discussion that compares the information collected from

B2's stories with the information collected through an interview with his mother.

''

Table 10: B2's storytelling attempts and the raw results of analysis.

lexlofm:.-y

Bl-l-22

B2·2·24

C: I did mine. R: You did yours. Wh:tt is lhc
picture aboul lhcn? Wh.at"s happening in lhe
picture? C: Ono of !hose lhings do""ll in !here is
liavinB a OOlh. R: Tbal"s adu,;k i< it? You've
drawn somclhing here. Wh.lt hase you drawn
l>ccc? C: (Looi.sat picture and UllUgs) R; Can you
ICU me ahoul yourpiclu<e? C: Er I did !hi.I one
and !his.one. R: Mmm. So you did lhis one first
and lbcn lhi< one. And h.:ivc you cva been
swinuning lil:c lhal girl? C: (ooc!s. oo). R: Do)""
go swiinm!ng?C: Yeah. R: Where do you go
,wimming1 C: Mmm R: At lbc bc::ich or al I.Ile
pool? C: At the pool. R: Al lhe pool. I bel you're a
good ,,.imni,:r.(B8 inlemlpl> wilh ll Slory)
<- not cr.u,scrihed :is bc said very little inw lbc
u.pc rccotd,:r)

C: We got frogs. R: Oh. C: Nana and dad got
tli<:m. R: Whcn,did lbcy get lhem from? C: From
(l,c i.l><l!'. R: Whe11: are lbcy now? C: In my bag.
R: An: diey real frogs or plastic? C: I think
lhcy're pbstie.

B2+29

R: Wh:,t's your story today? C: Um J\'e got a
tcody at home. R: You've gotalcddy at home? C:
Mmm. R: And whac do youdowilh your teddy?
C: Um ... l1e skep me. R: He sl(CJII wilh you
docs be? C: Mmm. R: Oh. 1pccW ceddy indeed.
~ be gotnspedal rwne? C:Um mmm no. R:
No? He'sjustyoortcddy.

B2•5-07

C: I h:t•·e a dog. It calledX. R: Wliat lhlngsdo
you do wid1 your dog? C: Play ho.II wilh dog. My
dog is two. R: Two years old? C: Mmm.

is it

:i

'""'
'"""
00

COOlmCIILS

comment.,

adull
help?
Rating

Required heaps
or prompting,
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11,c discussion about pools th.It
lbc child and adult bad in tl1is
exchange seemed IO stimul:lic
noxl s.lOr)" by 88.

""""'

q=tionlanswer
interaction
centered around
hi< drawing.
Adult assisted
•l<lfyt(!liog

info re
s/cb/B7

'"""

comments

function

"-'{'Crt5ofstory:rn.tl)'$i<lh.o.t
h.:i": 11:vc:iled s/cbJg

theme

urne

yes

Tiiis was hi.I r,mauempc at a story. Was lic
usually lhis r<:ticau w talk? He seancd l:ecn m
tel! aslory OOt unccflain as w how 10 do iL Wh.a1
of his communic:acion in olbcr oomext>1 Po»ibly.
if d,c adull J~ unduslOOd his second uuerancc
oboottl>e ~lh. a storynuy have emerged. This
auempl highlighted how childn:n's :uticulation
roold hamper lbcir Mility to l,a,·e lbcir story
understood.

l:15

yes

This was a very quiet boy who found U1is whole
t.ul: of slOcytclling into a tape r<:Cordcr somewliat
dimcoh.

0:10

yes

B2 had uied wilh lhe tape O:Cll<"derbefore lhis )'Cl d,eme. adult promp(S.
lhls was his first story. This .aid wmetlilng about structu11:
bis po:(eo:nces for communicative con1exu and
w,ys of 111ing language. B2 :s.ecmed 10 pn:fer lhis
communico.ti,e coniexc lh:in when die "prc.s.,uro"
co cnicn.ain and be "on SI.age" wilh aup: rcconlcr
was prc,;enL He also possibly had a language
deL:iy. His story w:isalsor<:l:lted to what he w:is
doing and the overall tl1Cn1e for the day. Seemed
to respond boner to lhis ooncrccc us,: of langu:igc
lh:in being lOO abW:lcl. He told us about a Nan:,
and a father.

The story began wit!, an Munet initiated by tl,c
d1ild. Then :ldultprompts helped !Odeve!op tl1e ,tory
bcyood diat w h,se a follow up stanza oflnili:i~ng
evemand imcrnal respons.c. An infomi:llive story.
Cohesion achieved Uiroogh us.c ofrefen:nu
Scquenlial cohesion provided by lldult. Canoo>callly
evidenced. lnicnUOfWityC\'idenccd wilhaduh
prompL

re!ou: an
frogs (lolly
experience in frog~)
rel:ltion to
"green day" and
while c:uing
gn:en egss and
h.1m

82 had tis:, idea,; and w:mted w communicate
aduh prompt,;. struewre.
tl>em (35 evidenced by his :mcmpts) hut needed
d1erne
direction to developtlicm vcrl>al!y. Alw. lhis was
his fll'$lsucccs,ful story inlO the L1pC recorder
Meer t!IC rcscan:ber had t,e,:n present collecting
swrie, for over a wed:. He took along time 10
·warm up· w new communicative siniation, and
rr.qoin:d tl1e suppo,t for some time. He wld us he
ha.s a teddy which he lOOk lO bed. This was p:,re of
his view of his world.

lnforma1.i\"e story imi.>lly told wid1 one scan"'.
Through adult questioning. :mot.her line ga,e more
information abouc the teddy. Col1e11on provided by
I.he adult :md his us,:ofrcfcrcncing. N.urati,·e
processes were difficult w tca,.c out.

ID"""Jle :S.OCi:IJ
<elation,hips/
cell romelhing
of importance
in rclaciooco
him,elf

llscemcd th:\! I.his boy will communica1e lhrough adult prompts. struemre.
stories once he l:ncw lhe listener and if lie w:mtcd function. tlicmc
10. Also, once again. he told a story uiggen:d by
wll.iltbe was doing at I.he time. In addition. he was
un:ihle to draw a picture for a p:is\ scoryas
requested. He instead drew a new picmrc and told
3 new story. This might he indicative of his
gorn,r:tl <kvelopmcnl concerning lhc ability to
!Lilndlo abstraa vs conercte cooo:pi,;, event> of tl1e
p:151 vscvenu of the present. He told o• l>e has a
dog who he enjoyed l>eing wilh. He used d1e
!i1tencr to help him develop his,cory.

TI,is was a dcscriptivc/infonnadve story about d,c
ch:ir.tclct of B2's dog. Hew:is drawing !be dog :is be
talked. It w:is cohc:,;ive by \"inueofU,is theme of his
dog. It was difficult to icase out n:ur.ttivc protCISCS
wit!, ,urn a sto:y.

tell of
his dog
wrnetl1ing
imporl.'\llt to
him/ccl!ofwh:it
he wa.1 doing

COOICU.

FU'$! try at s,:!f
recording wilh
~dulc assisunce.
Was very qui«.
supponivc This w:is collected wiU10Ul lbc
yes experienced/
Lape recorder while B2 w:is
convcrsation:,J
c:iting. He initialed lhestory
when lhc :!dull was Lall:ing wilh
him and n:ally only required tJ,c
surron w cominuc.
no

,..

,..

experienced/
convmational

din:ctive

Adull:issislcd SlorylClling
concc11. This was B2's first story
in10 U1c cape recorder ru"tcr many
allemp!S and despicc Uie :ldult
being pres.cm for over a wc,:k, He
,uill required direction co help
him desclop hi, story from its
origin:.!sUlemem.

e~pericnced/
convers:ition:11

minimal

ll1is story was !Old whild>e
drew apklurcofhis dog. The
pktnrc w:is for die cl:us book of
,corks. Ile inili:itcd lhis scory and
in total coni.rol of it. The
story w:is not tape o:conlcd.

=

"'

,..

his teddy

""
"~'

0:50
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Results and Discussion

82 was chosen as an exemplar participant because ht.: experienced many difficulties in
telling his stories. He needed tiine and support to communicate. He matlc two attempts
before successfully telling a story. In addition, he told his stories only when the
"pressure" of the tape recorder was removed. He continued to require assistance from
the adult in this and sub.equent stories.

There were some explanations to account for this behaviour. Such explanations
reflected his sociocultural background that he brought to these interactions of telling
stories. The adult was a new communicative partner for B2. Possibly, B2 experienced
these difficulties in the storytelling task because he lacked experience in communicating
with new people. He took time to get used to new people, new interactive contexts. B2's
mother confirmed that in the past B2 has not had to communicate with many people
who were previously unknown to him:

Ri50

And your husband's shift work isn't he?

M 51

it's a real juggling thing in our family.
And so I also thought that that was reflecting on B2 too.
He was doing a little bit of daycare which he didn't seem to well
actually no it did suit him because his cousin was going with him and
they're very very close.
His cousin is eight months younger.
But he was withdrawn from daycare when my sister had another baby
and B2 was very unhappy in that sort of situation and retreated within
himself again.
We stopped daycare and took him to my husband's mother but she's 74
and probably just as bad as being lonely at daycare if you know what I
mean, because there's no activities really orga11isedfor him with an
older person.

52
53
54

55
56

R 57

So, he didn't go to kindy did he?
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M 58

No again that was j11st another I hing for him to have to do, another
thing for us to I ry wul }it into 011 r schedule.

Later, B2's mother also says:
B2 watches videos a lot, he likes Wiggles cmd things like that to sit down quietly and
just watch, something with lots of colour andl!iat 's largely been horn out of being
with his grandmotlter, he hwm 't been able to do a lot of things but watch videos
(B2, 130).

Therefore, B2 has not been exposed to many situations that required him to
communicate with people who were unknown to him; Even though B2 had attended
daycare, he already knew another child in the centre (82, 53). B2's mother ceased his
attendance when this child was also withdrawn from the daycare and placed B2 in the
care of his grandmother (B2, 55-56). B2 did not have the opportunity to develop a
relationship with other children in the centre. He did not attend a four-year-old
kindergarten program. He seemed to prefer to engage in activities such as watching
videos that did not require him to interact with other people.

In addition, it seemed that B2 was not a risk taker when faced with new situations or
tasks, taking some time before he will attempt something new. Both the teacher and his
moth~rdescribed him as being reluctant to attempt any new tasks. He would often·
"watch t!Je others before he'll have a go" (teacher interview, 75) and would not be "the
first person to put himselfforward" (B2, 38}. This was the case for non-verbal activities

as much as verbal activities. For example, the teacher took a week to encourage B'.2 to
talce the risk in climbing:

1 have actually got him and it's been hard work I got him actually climbing over
a "A" frame, the highest one. By Friday at lunch time, he did fifteen times. Up
and down andhis smile was my reward (teacher interview, 68, 71-72 ).

]22

The pre-primary classroom was a new environment for I32. This too rnay have
influenced his willingness to tell stories. 132 had not previously attended a four-year.old
kindergarten program and had been "quite unhappy" (B2, 63) in the pre-primary
environment for the first two weeks. The study took place in Weck 3 and Weck 4 of
Term I. So, it was likely that he was still settling in. Therefore, it seemed that I32's
difficulties in telling his stories reflected a combination of aspects within his
sociocultural background. His difficulties were attributable to a lack of experience in
communicating with new interactive partners coupled with an unwillingness to attempt
new tasks in a relatively new environment. Therefore, he took time and many attempts
to "warm up" to the task of telling stories.

However, B2's stories also signalled the presence of possible speech and language
difficulties. This further contributed to the difficulties he experienced in telling his
stories. In his stories, B2' s sentences were shon. In B2-3-24 and B2-5-07, B2 talked of
events that were directly related to the "here and now" context. The need for adult
support to develop these stories lessened to a minimal level by B2-5-07. In contrast, B2
required a directive level of aduit assistance when he attempted to tell a story removed
from the "here and now" context in B2-4-29. B2 had difficulty formulating and
expressing his ideas in this story. His mother revealed that B2 was late to begin talking:

Very late. He was very ill from the time that he was born and he turned blue in his
cot when he was only a few weeks old so lucky he was on a sleep apnea blanket
and then it's j ust1 like it was reflux so he was having medications and then he
developed excema and asthma and he's been in hospital a lot so we just attributed
that for quite a while to that situation and then l started to think "oh he couldn't
hear us" so I was doing lots of things like saying words into his hands, feeling
words, showing flashcards (starts to laugh) (B2, 32-33).
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His mother noticed that he still made articulation and grammatical errors in his speech

that made him di fncult to understand:

And he sometimes drops leuers in his se11te11ce which makes it difficult. So then
you don't ahvays 11nder.Ita11d the word and you have to get the repetilirm from
him sometimes. He'll get quite annoyed with that (82, 65-67).

Knowing he may not be understood and not liking to repeat himself, B2, at times, opted
out of communicating verbally. B2' s teacher has observed such behaviour occurring in
the classroom:

To me he will but like this mo ming he's come like this (shows a sad face, looking
downwards) in the door and I said '"oh you've left your smile at home". No
emotion even, no change of expression, no nothing. Dad said "oh, he's shy tlzis
morning". I said "can you ring the bell". Just a blank and he really just looks at
you (teacher interview, 48-52).

Earlier it was noted that at home, B2 also opted for activities that did not require him to
verbally communicate (see for example B2, 130) ..

Therefore, B2's difficulties in telling stories was attributable to a lack of experience in
com~unicating with new people coupled with a lack of skills, being faced with a new
task in a new environment and a reluctance to try new tasks. B2's pattern in his
storytelling highlighted all of these aspects of his sociocultural background.

Yet, B2 still persisted with his storytelling, seemingly desiring a relationship with the
researcher. The development of this relationship, however, needed to be at his pace and
under his control. He did not fully engage with the storytelling context until the pressure
of the tape recorder was removed and he felt more confident in performing the task

itself. On his ability and desire to form such relationships, B2's mother said that at
times. B2 will "put a liule wall around himself" (B2. 22), Jetting it come down at his
control. He will seek out and form rcl.nionships with people. He was trying to form a
friendship with another student in the prc·primary: "B2 will look up to !J8 and folimv
what he does" (teacher interview, 79) and, by the end of the data collection period, was

initiating interactions with the researcher in the playground.

These aspects of B2's sociocultural background discussed so far could have a direct
effect on his perfonnance in class and his subsequent ability to learn. It influenced his
overall approach to new tasks, be they verbal or non·verbal. His stories revealed these
aspects of his sociocultural background and this information was important for the
teacher to know when planning for his learning in the classroom.

His stories also revealed other infonnation about his sociocultural background. In 82-507, he told a story about his dog with whom he has a good relationship: .. He's very
attached to our dog" (B2, 17). In B2-4-29, it was revealed that he has a teddy. His

mother expanded on this information stating that he plays with "a bit of everything"
(B2, 125). In B2-3-25, he spoke of his grandmother and father. B2's mother confinned
that B2's maternal grandparents live one hour south of where they live while his
paternal grandmother lives in town, having cared for B2 for a period of time when the
mother worked. For example:

R

140

M 141
142
143

Your family, are they here?
They're in (name's a town one hour away).
It's lovely.

They were here when! was growing up cause I grew !'P here but they
lived an hour north and now they're semi retired an hour south.

125

R

144

So, IJ2 gets to sec rhem as wdl.

Therefore, these people comprise some of his olll-of-school communicative partners.

In summary, analysis of B2's stories revealed much information ahout his sociocultural
background. His mother and hi:; teacher verified most of this information and expanded

upon it. This demonstrated how students' stories could be used to foster the
development of relationships with other carers of the students and, subsequently enable
more information to be gathered. All of this information about B2 could be useful in

planning for B2's learning in the classroom.

Exemplar Participant Two: G3

The Stories

Overleaf is Table 11 that pre:;ents G3's storytelling attempts and the raw results of the
analysis. Following this, is a discussion ;:hat compares the information collected from
G3's,stories with the infonnation collected through an interview with her molher.

Table 11: G3's storytelling attempts and the raw results of analysis.

tollofS1ory

Gl-1-18

isica

""'
'"'"'

R: Whal wou!d you lite to s..y? Can you tol! me
anylhlllg tl"1t h:!rr<=ool lO<Uyor ycslCnlay?Th.11
mightJ,appcn on tl>C wccl:cod? C: (child lool:.< al
R) R: Whath:!ppcned? Something h>ppen
ycstad:iy?C; (child .<.hrugs) R: How about
comocrow or the wecl:end? Arc you going lO do
anything? C; I h:!d asleep over. R; Whrndid you
h:!vc a slcq, ow:r? C: (child shrug$).
03-2-21
R; Yoo toll us ascory. Wb:1!.didyou doon lhc:
yes
wcel:end?TcU usasmry 1bout !hat C: I wem IO
Nana's. R: You wem 10 N:wa"s. C: (nods yes). R:
Wh:ltdidyou do ac N:wa"s? C: Go in the pool. R:
Ahli. wow. I bee you"rc a good ,wimmcr. C: (nods
yes) R; Mmm. And did you do :rnylhing else at
N:rn,:s ... Whnc!.sc wcot 10 N:m.,.'s? C; Lots of
people. R: llowcome? C: O,."'e ... tl,ey wanted to
go in lhc: pool. R: Mmm. Wu ii Nana's bin!uby
or OO<ltething? C: No. R; So, lhcrc were kXs of
pcopl<: in d,c pool? C: (nods yes). R; When l.hc«:'s
10!.Sofpeq,le in !he pool OOCSic get a l>it l>usy? C:
(nods yes). R: Big pool oclictle pool. C: A big
pool. R; Ob, ol:.1$ lh:111.hc cod?
03-3-2'.Za R: Wb:ic", your ,sory today? C: Um I walked
yes
IOday. R: You? C: I w:tll:ed !Od:ty. R: You w.i.lkcd
today?O!i. C: And when I gel bigger 1"01 gonu
w:i.11:aod um. Ride on my bike. R: Oh, bu it goc
four wheels oc1wo wheels? C: (shows4 lingers).
R: 4 wheels. very clever. Al!d wh.7.tdo you wc:ir
on your beald when you ride yourbil:c? C: Helmet
R: Yes. you goo.a"'""' your l>clmCL C; And r SOI
• um sb.tel>oru-d. R: A sbtobo:u<l. A!,. and you"rc
gonn,ride your sbU:ho"'1:I home? C: (nods no)
!"ll slip over. R: You migb(do yeah. C; When I
get bigger. R; YC3b.. Sodo you put your helmec on
to ride your11::Llcbo:lnl? C: (nods yes) R: Do you
h:!ve pads for your elbm•·• and knees? C: (nods
oo) ... R: I, !hat lhc: end? C: And !he ruid U1e
l>clmeilw doo on them. R: Your? C: Helmet. R:
Your hellncc b.udots on it Jw ii?
03-l-llb C: Yeah. A:id lhc:y ride lhc: bil:es, R: And u,cy
ride I.he bil:a1 C: And they sometime, ride Oct
that lhc: sbtethings. R: Ah, is this U,e l:indy !:ids
do lhey?Or yoo do !hat? C: Oh, my my si,tcrs. R:
H:tve you goc ,i.lton? C: (nod.<yes) R: Arc they
bigger or littler? C: Um two big gis!s. R: ls UC!t
!lie rnd? C: (nods yes).
G3+24
R; Whll"s your story today? C: Um: I gocd oscr to yes
nanny·,. R: Mmm. With the ,wimming pool? C:
(nod< yes). R: Oh good. Fini.ll>cd? C: And I sleep.
R: Do you? I, U1.01 whai, you luse your
.llcq,ovcr.i? C: (nods yes).

commcm,

adult
help?
R.lcing

amwcring
q=lions
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canmcnis

Adult :issi$tod s1oryu:lllllg
contou. Required a lot of direct
qucs.tM)l\ing • ga,·e very liulc

info re
s/cb/g?

"""'

c001m<:tlts

aspects or scory analy$1S tli:u
h:i,·e n:v~cd sic big

yes

This girl possibly took some time io get used ma
ru:w communica.tive rwmer and/or was not used
toU:lling stories.

yes

03 pr=mcd :u bclllg "quiet" hut was beginning oduh prompts, tl,cme.
co uli: to I.he aduh with a loc of,uppo<'I from Ulc narr:iti,·c processes. sU'llcturc
adult Al U1e s:une time, she .seemed co .stay in
concrol of the $i\Uation dcspito d,c on the surface
control by ;>dull. Was this a rcned.ion of her U$ual
conununic:ttivc style? Did she bee stronger
communication ikiUs th2f1 .Ill,: showed be«: buc
aUowed a glimpse or? A!.so. l<nowlcdge gained re
family ,uucwrc.

yes

Tl,c i!Ory told u, dw. <bc Jil:ed bikes and
!heme. aduh prompts,
sbu:b,nnh.11ie s1ory al.so off""l>:J lllfOO!l.ltion
apprnp<iation. S!fl1Cture
about family <U'llelun: • cwocldcr si<!Crs who
including n:1m1.tivc proces.scs
n::uon U,ings with "when you an: bigger·. G3
dcmonslr:l.tcd U,c ability tocommunicato i1I
<!rings ofu1u:rano:s when she "'"'11Cd wand in a
complic:tled way. In lhi, story, G3 communicated
lo!:llly under hcrconlro! • whco ,he wanted lo and
wiU, whom she wanced 10. 8scotially. """U1i,
che "key" to getting G3 lo communic:1.to?

SU'IICIUfC

runction

lime

o,ss

""'·
e,perieno:d/
con,·ers.:>llonal

din,ctivc

cxpericoo:d/
conv=ional

supportive Adule :t.<.Si<led storytelling
contoxc. Range o( adult
utlt:r;lnces used. "The requests for
d:lrilic:1.tion via question, ru,d
«:Sl:l.tcments v.·en: nu&: b«:iusc
G3 UH:cd softly and wa,
somecimes difficull to fully
urwJcm:md. 03 ,uyed in ooncrol
o( tla: &:vclopme,a of her s.lO<y.
She""" asked to indi,;:m: tJ,e cod
in n7 buc contlllucd the story or,
toU4.

c•pericnccd/
convcrs:u.ional

Adult:i.ssimd scorytelling
contoxt TI,c ;>dull offered many
e,pHcic questions, clidcocs whidt
G3 «<.ined to 121:e up on. More
v.illing to toll a S1ory tl13!1 on
p<tviousactcmpt

supportive G3 kepc I.he conuol. This w:u her
fir.it aucmpt in the self rccor<.lcd
with adult :t.<.Si$Wu:e con1ex1.
She h3d a confident tone and.
o!U,ough !he story w:u short. she
&cidcd wl,cn ii would sl.lJl and
linisli dcspiu: the adu!t"s attempl
!O fini$l, I.he SIOry in ~7.

yes

03 seemed 10 na:d time to "warm" toa
adull prompcs. theme.
communic:1.tivc parmcr and conic~L In U,is
functioo
conle•L the communicative p:,rtncr w:u the s.ime
hut the communication comc,1 had differed
somewhat Ilene,: 03 cold a shon s!o,y lxn iold in
aconfid<:nl ione. Toi, .seemed IO s.iy ·1 know you
now bu[ !hi< coocc,;c is new to me·. More
informa~on provided about the family· a n:inny
UC!t She scayed with (oc"sleepoecrs·.

TI,is story comp<iscd of tv.·o stmus. two lines c;,ch. rcl:le an
Finl sl.lnz,. w:i., informati,·e and included 1111
expeneno:
initialing event andouempt. TI,e second scanu !1inted
at U,c PQ$$ibilily !Nt u,;. <LOl)"\Cller cou!d offer more
complex sioric.s. There w:u :tlsoan initiating event
and :Utompc but with inlal!ion.>lity notod. N o ~ '
of canoni~ity U,oogb. nuinly l>c= lhil ovcr.i.ll
U,is was a story II.I inform ah<;.,t romething with
minimal cmph:ui, oo accion. This $.({uClure left it
open for the S1o<y1dlcr10 eml>c!li,h 1111lcre slic
wi.ll>Cd.

T11e <Cory c001rnscdof1v.•o ,uuctures o,·erlaid on top n:1;,u: an
of c;,ch other IIUl:ing for a complicated <UUCII!rc tb:11 e,pcrieno:
infom,cd as well :u coldal,out U,c "action". llegan
v.·1U1 an abslr.lCI. Then. cwo "action" st:111>.as with one
comp<ising of inluating c'°n~ attompt sequence ond
tl,c second cornpru,ng of ,etting. coru.cguem:c and
au,,mpt .sequence. Situ:tlro around clicsc were cwo
"inform.llion· st:111=. one ,timullled hyquationlllg
by u,c :idulL U,c other votumccrcd by 03. She
appeared lO "go ofr on l.lngcnts or information bm
kepi !lie "s1ory· going Caaonic:1Ji1y and brc:,ch ofit
nOled cogeU1erw1th intentiooa.Jiy. Used "they· :i., a
referent "'11 amco:dently so !hat !lie 8du!c wa,;
uncertain as 10 who ·u,ey· wai,. She prnv,&:d lh:l!
informauon later.

Very .llKlftand very s,mple two line, O<Je ,t:111,.. story. n:l:lu: an
lnfomu~,·e ,n n:itun:. Canonk:1.li1y cscabli$l,cd bu!
expcrieno:
noc b<c:,ch etc. Use or "J" as slie w:u U,e main
cha,accer m U,c story

going to
nan:i"s- ber
e,pcriono:s

bikes ond

1:20

2:00

"""""""'
'"

sis~going
co and from

"'~'

going to
nanny"s/
sleeping !here

0:25
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Results and Discussion

Like B2, G3 seemed to take a while to warm to new language ta:-;k:,. This signalled the
possibility that, again like B2, G3 needed time to perform in such tasks. Her initial
storytelling attempt was unsuccessful and she required a directive level of adult
assistance during the interaction in her subsequent attempt. However. her pattern of
behaviour across all her storytelling attempts was not as clear cut as that of 82. G3's
ability and willingness to participate in such tasks varied from story to story. She told a

lengthy story in G3-3-22 only to follow it with yet another short story that was similar
to her initial story.

There were two possible explanations for this pattern as related to her sociocultural
background. Possibly, G3 required time to establish a relationship with new
communicative partners before she will freely commllnicate with them. Or. her ability
to cope in language tasks, be they new or otherwise, fluctuated. G3 ·smother \Vas able to
expand on bot~ of these explanations.

"You have to sort of ask her to get her talking a bit" (G3, 95). This statement made by
G3's mother in interview aptly described.~3's ways of using language as displayed in
her first storytelling attempts. In essence, it was necessary to persist with G3 before she
told a story. Even during her subsequent storytelling, G3 consistently required the adult
to persevere with her, collaborating with her in the development of the stories with a
supportive level of assistance. G3 seemed to take some tlme to relax and communicate

in new situations. Like B2, "she 'IL open up more around family bill not around
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strangers" (G3, 37). The adult re:,;carchcr was obviously pcrcci vcd hy (J3 as being one

of those "strangers". She was not effusive in her talk in most of her stories .

. However, it sc: ·:ned that GJ was "just fi11al/y starting to speak to other j1eople" (G3,
42). 03 produced a lengthy dialogue in 03-3-22. This story was about something in

which 03 held great interest. lt was about bikes, skateboards and the like:

I think like boys' clothes she likes wearing shorts and I-shirts, skateboards and all
that. She likes playing with boys' toys and things like that so it's different (03, 56).

She knew the adult listener by then, was familiar with the·context and the task and knew
. the topic. Thus, she told a lengthy story in order to convey something about herself.
Subsequent to this story, 03 reverted back to a shorter story in G3-4-24. This was
reminiscent of her style and topic as depicted in G3-2-21. 03-4-24 represented G3's
first attempt in the new storytelling context of ''self recorded with adult assistance''. The
task and context thus lost some of its familiarity for her. So, her storytelling reflected
this change for her as she struggled to "wnrm up" once more in this new storytelling
context and interaction.

This information about G3's language development was important to know in the
context of facilitating her learning in the classroom. If 03 was not given the time to get
used to the new task and to engage with it on her level, she might not learn the desired
outcomes for that task. G3's ways of using language had a direct influence on her
approach to tasks in the pre-primary classroom and had the potential to effect her
learning. G3's stories accurately revealed these ways of using language and the dynamic
nature of them.
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Through the discussion of G3's stories, G3's mother revealed ~t.lditional information
nboul G3's sociocullural background.

M 26

They (G3 's grandparents) also du ~·lwws, we have a fairy Jlo.1·s canteen
so, they do that 011 different weekends so, she likes that cause she gets to
see all the side shows but you see them all the time so.

R 27

I'm surprised she didn't say anything.

M 28
29

Anything about the shows, yeah absolutely.
That's our life whenever they go to sleep with nanna and pop it's mainly
when they're going to do a shows or we' re going up (names place).

G3 engaged in some different experiences to that of many of her peers. It seemed that
G3 often accompanied her mother when she helped the maternal grandparents manage a

games booth at country shows or fairs. G3's mother implied that this was the nonn
when they visited G3's grandparents (G3, 29). G3's immediate family did not have
many friends where they lived: "Oh, I don't really know a lot of people here" (G3, 35).
Presumably, they found their friendships amongst the many that manage similar booths
at these shows. Therefore, through the discussion of 03 's stories more information was
uncovered about her. In the process, home-school relationships have been developed.

In her stories, G3 revealed more infonnation about her family background. 03 spoke of
two sisters as well as the grandparents with whom she has "sleepovers". G3' s mother
provided further details ofG3's family background:

R 52

And you said her.sister is in year 5?

M 53

Year 5 and the other one's in year 9.

R 54
M 55
56

That's a big gap.
Yeah 5 years and then the 9 yeah.
Fights with the one in grade 5 but adores the one in year 9 she's sort of
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like a second mother to lwr.

R 57

\Veil she Jwd a big smile m1 herj(1ce when ~·Jw told me ahout her .1·is1er.1·.

G3's mother ~1lso revealed that G3 was part of a single parent family. Herc again, the
stories have successfully uncovered important information about G3's sociocultural
background that would be useful for the teacher to know.

Finally_, by talking with G3's mother, the researcher was able to get a sense of from
where G3 had come in tenns of her language. 03 's mother had a similar communicative
style to 03. The discussion ofG3's stories provided the impetus and context that
allowed for such an observation to be made. This resulted in a greater understanding of

03 overall.

Therefore, analysis ofG3's stories successfully revealed infonnation about her
sociocultural background, particularly her ways of using language, her experiences, her
family background. Her mother confirmed much of this infonnation but also expanded
upon it. This showed how, once again, students' stories, as told in the dassroorn, could
be used to build those bridges between students' home and school lives.

13 I

Exemplar Participant Three: H4

The Stories

Overleaf is Table 12 that presents B4's storytelling atlcmpts and the raw results of the
analysis. Following this, is a discussion that compares the information collected from
84's stories with the information collected through an interview with his mother.
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Table 12: B4's storytelling attempts and the raw results of analysis.

rode

B4·1-21

B4-2-24

84·3·28

84-4--03

is it a
comments
story
yc,/no
yes experienced/
R: So, what story would you like lo lei! me?
conversational
... What would you like to tell me about?... C: My
mum went to the shops. R: You went to the
shops? When was lhis? C: But now we're staying
borne. R: Mmm. What did she get at the shops?
C: J could stay home. R: Yes. C: Last time we
could stay. R: Yes. C: Uh we could stay we could
stay. And only my mum went. R: Yeah. C: And
my dad was went to work and we just stayed. R:
Have you got a big brother or sister or something?
C: Uh a bigger brother. R: Ah. Is lhat lhe end? C:
(nods yes).

text of SI.Ory

87-6-03

comments

Rating

info re
sic big?
yc,ino

commcms

aspects of story analysis that
have revealed sic big

structure

function

theme

time

1'15

supportive Adult assisted storytelling
oonlCxt. 84 required some direct
prompting to begin the story.
However, once he began his
swry, he continued with support
of fillers. During his storytelling,
the adult's requests for
clarification and description were
largely ignored by B4.

yes

lnfonnation was gained about family life. TI1e
theme, adult prompts.
event that he told about was possibly ~new"
structure
enough to warrant a stocy. Overall demeanour was
revea.Jed as well as communication style as
observed in lhe pre-primary. Was this similar to
his use of language and behaviour pauems at
home?

One stanza contained the abstract and initiating event relate an
and consequence. The following two Stanl.aS offered experience
examples and expansions on this abstract and the
theme. Stanl.aS two and three each contained
responselauempt and conscquence scqua1ces. All
narrative processes were in evidence wiU1 much
intentionality noted. High use of ellipsis re ~at home".

staying at
home on own

C: My mum went went to her worlc. R: Mmmm
C: My mum my dad went for a ho!Klay at work ..
He isn't coming baclc. I don't know when be is
coming back. R: Oh. olr::, yeah. C: My mum's at
home. R: Mmm. C: My dad isn't. R: Mmm. C:
And mum after b<eakfast R: Mmm. C: And we
went to the beach to get (n?). And we caught.a big
fish. R: Mmm. C: We went home. R: Mmm. C:
And ate it R: Did you cook it first? C: My dad
cooked it. R: Yeah ... C: And we went crabbing. R:
Mmmm. C: And we came back. by seven.
R: What's your story today? ... C: We washed the
car. R: Mmm. C: And lhcn we went to catd1
some fishes. R: Mmm. C: And when we twned rs
line. R: Yc.ah. C: A stingray. A stingray. And l
caught a big fish. R: Yeah. C: My dad. R: Yeah.
C: My dad caught one. R: Mmm. C: And it was
little.

yes

experienced/
coovcrs.ational

supportive Tue support given to B4 was in
the form of fillers and the adult's
presence during lhe storytelling.
This was B4's first go in the selfrecording wiU1 adult assistance
storytelling context.

ye,

Information provided about the fam.ily structure, theme, structure including
cohesive devices and narrative
family activities. Not effusive in his talk. Used
ellipsis to keep the cohesion but allow efficiency processes, adult prompts,
function
in amount of talk.. Was be like this in otber
communicative contexts? 1be family activities
described were not quantified in tenns sud1 as
"one time" etc. Therefore, did these activities
happen often or was this unusual?

TI1e story comprised of two mini swries to develop the organise an
primary theme. Each story had two sunzas. For story experience
one, U1c second stanl..3 acted as a coda 10 and
summary of stanl..:l. one. Sunz.a two reiteraied Ute
main message of stanza one. In story two, this had
more "action" as each sunza contained initiating
event, attempt. response and consequence structures.
All narrative processes employed. Lots of ellipsis re
the two secondary t11emes.

family events. 1:20
dad's away,
fishing

yes

experienttd/
convcrsatiooal

supportive B4 was very quiet and subdued
when telling this story in this
adult assisted storytelling
contexl He had been recently
reprimanded by the teacher. Tue
fillers helped to keep him going
as he told yet another story about
fishing.

yes

Fishing had obviously been a memorable and/or a adult prompts, theme,
frequent occasion as it was the subject of most of structure, function
his stories. He told an episodic structure stocy for
this one with support from Uie adult. He presented
as not a confident commmunicator. He obviously
did not like being reprimanded by the teacher as
evidenced by his subdued behaviour.

This was a two stanl..3 story. Stanza one contained U1e rel.ale an
main action of llie story ie. catching tile stingray. The experience
stanza contained an initiating event, attempt,
con.sequence sequence. Sunza two gave more
information re U1e fishing trip overall using two
attempt statements. Used temporal conjunctions 10
adiieve sequencing of events. The way conjunctions
were used helped to indicate canonicality and breach
of it. lntcnt.ionality evidenced in the presentation of
Uie sequence of U1e utterances.

fishing

(not transcribed as he counted and then turned off

no

Self recorded
with researcher
helping him to
tum it on.
These three boys
uied together to
tell a story but
really only
played with the
tape recorder.

yes

Required an audience or a participative listener to
tell a story.

0,35

yes

Possibly they would have had difficulty telling a
c.ollaborative story even with an adult present
IJecause of the storytelling abilities of each d1ild.

0:30

the recorder)

B4-5-03
B5·5-03

adult

help?

(not transcribed as they each said their name and
became preoccupied with turning the recorder on
and ofO

no

0:50
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Results and Discussion

04 was chosen as an exemplar participant for a number of reasons. As with 82 and G3,

analysis ofB4's stories revealed information about B4's sociocultural background
particularly relevant to his ways of using language. His stories also provided clues as to
B4's approach to school based tasks, clues that would be vital in subsequently planning
for 84 's learning in the classroom. In addition, B4' s stories provided infonnation about
his interests and family background. All this infonnation was verified and expanded
upon through interview with his mother.

In the classroom, B4 seemed to want to complete set tasks but required adult direction
to do so which he dido 't consistently follow. This patlem of behaviour was reflected in

his storytelling attempts._B4 demonstrated a need for an active listener to his stories, a
need for direction as well as_ support in developing his ideas. He made numerous
attempts and even attempted the "self recorded" context which 82 and G3 did not.
However, without the adult direction in this context, he was unsuccessful even when he
tried to tell a story with two other boys. In addition, when B4 told stories in the "adult

.

assisted" and "self recorded with adult assistance" storytelling contexts, he required a
supportive level of adult verbal input during the interaction in order for the story to be
developed. At times, B4 did not follow the adult's lead in the development of these

stories (see B4-l-21) but he still seemed to want and seek such support. In commenting
about B4's behaviour and his approach to tasks at home, B4's mother said:

134

M I 05

( When M took the eldest son to !he paedialrician in Australia, the
paediatrician had remarked that 134, who had wme to the appointment
with the motlwr wul eldest son, was presenting with some
characteristics of ADHD {Attention Deficit /J yperact ivi ty Disorder).
The conversation tit en focuses on 134 's helw vi our,)

R

1 was wondering what he was Like at home.

106

iH 107

118

At home he listens.
He's good, he's so he!pful.
He's not lwrrful in any way.
But when we go our, he changes.
It's just when I'm with him and his father is with him, he feels very
crmfident and but not here at school.
For some reason, not here at school.
If we get visitors, he's all over the place.
And that's the only time othenvise he can sit still.
And I noticed here at school he can.
He loves it here, he's very attentive.
You know 1 was pleased with which was good/or me because of what
the paediatrician had said it made me think I knew that (the tape
recorder was switched off again - M felt that the Australian
paediatrician had misjudged B4 with his observation and remarks.)
Especially boys.

119

Yeah, they need to know their limits and consequences.

108
109
/10
Ill
/12

113
/14
/15
/16
/17

R

M 120
121
122
123
124

125
126
127

Yeah l think at home it's very much like this l have ve,y structured home
lifestyle because of ( eldest).
He responds well to that, he doesn't like change.
ADHD children are like that.
And l think B4 doesn't like the change either.
Ifwe deviate from anything then you can see he's not happy and l think
that's when change comes in when we go out and when people come
and there's change.
And the mies change.
They know that mum and dad are suddenly very attentive with the guests
and suddenly do the same rules apply you know.
So he does, he tries his chances you know.

B4 needed and responded to structure in the home environment (B4, 107-123) as well as
in school. B4's elder brother has a diagnosed attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD). B4 was recently observed by a paediatrician as demonstrating some of the
characteristics of this disorder (B4, 105) but had not been officially examined for it.

!35

84 'smother felt that 84 did not have ADHD bul agreed that he needed direction and

structure in which to opcrutc (sec for example B4, 124-125 ). This pi clurc of B4' s
behaviour and approach to tasks was vital to know when planning for his learning in the
classroom. As discussed above, such behaviour patterns were reflected in his
storytelling. Through discussion of his stories and the behaviour reflected within their
telling, B4's mother revealed her perceptions of B4's behaviour. This would be useful
for the teacher to know should a discussion of it be necessary in the future.

There was possibly another reason to explain B4's need for consistent direction and
support in such verbal language tasks. B4 was not confident in his communication style.
His stories used language to tell of his experiences only and were focussed on relating
events that happened to him. Possibly, B4 's level of expressive language development
restricted him to this and contributed to his low level of confidence when talking with
adults in such one-to-one situations. B4's mother confirmed the possibility of B4
experiencing speech and language difficulties as evidenced in his storytelling. She
revealed that he was late to begin talking: "He spoke late" (B4, 168). Only now was he
"starting to come out with things" (B4, 163). She noticed some recent changes in his

ability to verbally reason: "He's suddenly starting to wonder why" (B4, 160) and
showing interest in learning :

And then the other day I noticed that when he comes from here because he's
getting so much and he's really enjoying himself and I know that he's absorbing
things when I pick him up and he's in a different frame of mind, very serious and
very quiet which is good you know (B4, 157).

I 36

However, he is still "not volu11teeri11g a lot of stories" (B4, J 45). B4 's mother alw
related his speech and language difficulties with his behaviour saying that B4 was:

i\tlore of an active than telling stories you know if his brothers did something he'd
say "X did this" you know that type of talking but not a lot of his own stories (B4,
165).

B4's difficulties in telling his stories demonstrated this relationship between his

behaviour and his difficulties in expressing his ideas.

There was possibly another explanation underlying B4' s low level of confidence in
communicating and difficulties in expressing himself. This explanation revealed itself
through the discussion that was initiated about B4's interests as reflected in his stories.

Two of B4 's three stories were on the topic of fishing. When this was raised with B4' s
mother, she said:

M 13

23

Yeah, last year (names month).
Crabbing season.
We hadn't crabbed before.
So we took the kids crabbing thinking the boys we thought "gee they' re
going to be excited."
And not only that in South Africa we couldn't go fishing.
You couldn't do any of that cause you were so scared you'd get mugged.
They'd come up to you and hold you up just to see what you've got.
They look for money or the car keys for your car when your car is
parked at the beach.
So wejustdid,i'tdo all that.
So when we arrived in (names month) those (names months) months that
we did all the things we couldn't do.
We went fishing and cycling and walking and

24

Freedom.

14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22

R
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M 25
26
27

28
29
30
31
32

Ye.\·, yeah and because we had11 't experieru:ed this type ofJishini before
it was big mid just seein;: the livejlsli.
71w wont was the crabs.
You k11ow bccc111se he 1vas really fascinated with the crubs and 1he11 /0
well all of them were dead except for the one was like sort of half dead
when we pw it in the pot at home (lwsbw1d'.1· 11ame) said he knows w!tat
to do with it I've never done it before.
So we put them in the pol and he said "no 110 no please don 'r pW my
crabs in the pot. I want to keep the crab. I want to keep the cr(lb. ".
And he was it effected him because during 1he night he woke up crying
"the crab, !he crab".
It showed me that it did bother him.
And then of course he didn't want to eat the crabs.
Got him thinking abow it.

R 33

So has he gone off chicken and all that.

M 34

No no he'll eat fish.
The fish I do doesn't look like fish so he'll eat that.
But if anything I thirzk has to look like a fish I don't think he'll eat it.
The crab he didrz 't wallt to eat it.
lnfact we all didn't want to eat it.
(Husband) and I just tasted it and that was it.
The whole idea we weren't used to it you know.

35
36
37
38
39
40

During this discussion, B4's molher revealed that the farrtily had migrated from South
Africa only a year ago. Fishing had been one of the numerous activities the family had
undertaken when they first arrived in Australia. They had done many things in a bid to
experience freedom as much as possible. As the mother aptly summarised: "we did all
the tl,ings we couldn't do" (B4, 22) in South Africa. The experience of going fishing

had obviously been the most memorable of these early experiences for B4. His
consistent use of this as a topic in his stories showed that this part of his life was an
important one and one that he wished the listener to know about. It was an important
part of who he was and showed from where he had come. Tb rough the inclusion of this
topic in his stories, B4 truly was offering his listener a window into his past and how
this contributed to his present behaviour and approach. In addition, B4's difficulties in
expressing himself may also be explained by these major changes in his life. B4's
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111other did not state if English was a second language for 134. 1-lowcvcr, such a major
upheaval alone was often enough to have adverse effects on aspects of a chi le.l's
development including speech and language.

Ail of this information about 84's language and cultural background was vital to know
when planning for his learning in the classroom. It helped to explain his approach to and
behaviour during the completion of tasks. It also helped to explain his mother's
approach to the school. Previous unrecorded interviews with the mother revealed that
she was having difficulty coming to terms with the differences between the education
system of Western Australia and that of South Africa. This was vital to know if the
teacher expected a level of participation from B4's mother in the classroom
environment. This infonnation about B4's sociocultural background was revealed
through his stories and subsequent discussion of his stories with his mother.

B4's stories also hinted at some issues concerning his family background. In B4-2~24,
he revealed that his father "went for a holiday at work... he isn't coming back''. B4's
mother confinned that B4's father worked away from the home for periods of time:

Ok that was when he went, he's actually gone away again. Just/or two days he
comes back today. He left yesterday morning and he comes back today. He
doesn't often do it. It just so happens that he's got to catch it before the season.
Because he does the wheatbelt area. And this is the time because now they're
going to seed (B4, 1-7).

B4 felt his father's absence for "he's very close to his father. I think (husband's) got a

special bond with him." (B4, 51-52). This was important to know in the classroom
context. For example, B4's behaviour might change when his father was away from
home. B4 was the youngest of three boys and in B4- l-2 l, B4 related an incident when
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the boys stayed at home while his mother went out. In a lcngtlly discussion on this
topic, B4's mother rcveakd that because of a lack of family support, she Jcfl B4 and hi~
eldest brother at home on their own under the indirctt supervision of a neighbour. She
also spoke about the dynamics between 84 and his two brothers.

M 71

72

73

74
75

76

77
78
79

R

80

81
M 82
83
84

85

Yo11 see what happens is my neighbour's a preschool teacher and her
husband ~vorks too and they've been fantastic people and their eldest is
12 years old and he plays ~vith he's a vel)' re,\pectful child.
Because they have got three children and I've got three children we like
sort of arranged it between the two of us that if we have to quickly pop
ow, to carry three children ttlong with you, they don't want to go just
don't walll to go.
And with the hours that (husband) works you can't wait for him to come
home so what we do is, when I go, the neighbour knows that if anything
goes wrong, she 'ii intervene and ifher lw:,band's at home, he 'l[
intervene and they actually do the same thing.
Because they're just next door to us.
They're actually from (rown) and that's the arrangement we've got.
It's because she's got three children she knows what it's like to get them
all together and rnsh off
And sometimes inevitably her eldest son is over at our place when I've
got to zip off.
So there's liaison between the two houses.
Because in South Africa I had my mother and it was so easy for me to
do whatever I needed.
Yes, it's a bit harder if you don't have that e:aended family support.
(Cues M back to the stOl)' to check about thefi1mily members.)
Sometimes I don't leave (second boy) at home.
I'll leave (eldest) and B4 because (eldest) responsible and B4 listens.
(second) tends to get up to nonsense so a lot of times I take him with me
cause I know that if I don't I'll sit and worl)'·
So what I do I take (second) with me cause he doesn't get into nonsense
and I just don't want the kids to rush over from next door and for them
to get involved so if I can keep it as simple as possible.

R 86

So there must have been one time that you left (second) at home ( B4 's
story had mentioned this.)

M 87
88

I did leave him at home once.
What happened what initially happened was when he first stayed al
home and he realised ok you can't stay at home because he gets imo
nonsense and when we came home "so and so did this, so and so did
that" so what I did from now on (second) comes as well and he 'II argue

1,10

89
90
91
92

argul' argul'.
/-Ii.: 'll say "pll'a.l'L'

I d011 't wwlt to xo to thl' shof).\' ".
So I say "right /'II Sl'l'. If I come /Jack and the lwuse i.\· up.\·ide down tlum
you come wirh me next riml'. ".
So of COllt.\'l' it was upsid I! down.
So he J1evcr stay.'i al home anymore.

As stated previously, lhe eldest boy has ADHD and B4 got on well with him. These two
boys were obviously often allowed to stay at home on their own. The mother elected to
take the middle boy with her because he "gets up to nonsense" (84, 84) in her absence.
She also felt that B4 experienced a sense of competition from this middle child:

He's very close to his older brother, very close. I think (second) and him
of competition. The middle child. (B4, 170-172)

there's

a lot

Once again, all of this information was important for the teacher to know. It helped to
explain his behaviour and helped the teacher to come to a better understanding of this
participant, who he was and from where he had come.

Therefore, analysis of B4's stories revealed accurate information about his sociocultural
background. Like B2 and G3, his stories were also successfully used to foster a
relationship with his mother, a relationship that resulted in eliciting further useful
information about this participant. All of this information about B4's sociocultural
background enabled a more wholistic and deeper understanding of B4, his behaviour in
the classroom and his approach to tasks.
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Exemphtr Participant Four: G4

The Stories

Overleaf is Table 13 lhat presents G4's storytelling attempts and the raw results of the
analysis. Following this, is a discussion that compares the information collected from
G4's stories with the infonnation collected through an interview with her mother.

Table 13: G4's storytelling attempts and the raw results of analysis.

-

04-1-21

text of story

is it a

comments

story

C: My t.apc broke. R: Mmm. C: And my sister let
me borrow one of hers. R: Oh, yeah. C: And my
grand.ad got every single kid al my Nana's place a
motorbike. And I still got A's tape, my sistcr. R:
Have you? Oh, so is it an actual tape recorder
you've got or A's little tape? C: No, A's got um a
tape with a holder thing on it. and she's got um a
microphone as well. R: Oh yeah. yeah C: And
things on Uie side. R: And do you use it now since
yours is broken? C: Yeah. R: And how about your
grand.ad buying motorbikes? That sounds
interesting. When did U1at happen? C: Um he
brought me it a long time ago R: Um, do you play
with it? Is it a big one to ride on or a small one?
C: It's a big one to ride on. R: Wow it sounds
great. ts that the end? C: (nods yes).

Y""'°

yes experienced/
conversational

comments

Rating
supportive Adult assisted storytelling
comcxL This girl needed only
fillers and requests for

info re
comments
sic b/g?
ywoo
yes The suMy provided clues re family .structure.
Didn't need a lot of directive help -was this
typical of her communicative style? 1l1e

clarification when the adult
didn't understand what was
said/meaning needed
clarification. Was quite clear
where bcr story began and ended
despite the adult's auempts to
lengthen it.

R: You tell me yoor story today. C: Um I went to
lhc movies on my holiday when I finished at um
on when I finished at Mrs G's class. R: Mmmm.
C: I went 10 !he movies 10 sec Toy Story II. R:
Oh. I bet that was good fun (this is where B8
intemipts to finish his story). R: So is there
anything else you'd like lO add to your story? C:
(nods no) R: Is that the end? C: (nods yes).

yes

04.3.24

R You tell a story today. C: Next year my aunly's
gonna lake me lO the movies to sec a um the
(movie name?). R: That's good. C: But um my
cousin's gonna stay at my house a long time but
R: So, your cousin and your aunty arc coming
togelhcr? C: (nods yes). R: Very good. Finished?
C: (nods yes).

yes

predictive/
conversational

04-4-25

R: And what's your SIO{}' today? C: Um my mum's
going out somewhere long way:. And I'm going to
my nana:'s. R: Mmmm. C: Sleeping there. Nana's
gonna sleep at my mum's my own house. Then
I'm gonna sleep al my nanny's again. Then my
mum's going to get married. R: Mmmm.

yes

predictive/
conversational

04-5-28

R: What would yoo like to say? C: Um: I'm goi:ng
to: my nanny's on the holidays when my mum I'm
going to my mum's wedding. R: Mmmm. C: But
firs! I'm going to my nanny's. R: Mmm. C: And
then I'm going 10 2 wedding. But then then we
coming home. And then I'm going 10 go to my
nanny's. R: To stay foca little wbile? C: (nods
yes). R: Mmm. Your mum's wedding are you
going to wear a special dress or something? C:
I'm the flowergirl. R: You're the flowcrgirl. Very
important job. Is that the end? C: (nods yes).

yes predictive/

04-2-22

adult
help?
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"""·
experienced!

G4 presented as a confident tall:cr-. Self was
central - used the referent ~1~ consistently. The
story told us lhal she went to lhc movies and 113d
been to kindergarten.

supportive TI1is was G4's first try in self
recorded with adult assistance
storytelling context She seemed
to use the adult to support her
attempt. Adult supported through
evaluative comments and filler,
restatement.

yes

minimal

conversational

conversational

A short story told in the adult
assisted storytelling context but
totally in G4's control. Aduh
gave permission through a story
eliciior and provided fillers to
show int.crest.

This was self recorded wilh adult
assistance. 04 only ruiuired
permission to begin her story and
confirmation of its ending with
one fillcr in the middle.

supportive In this adult assisled slorytelling
context, G4 siayed in control.
Tiie s1ocy itself really finished at
#11 although the adult tried to
elici1 more.

theme, .stru<:turc, adult
prompts, cohesive devices.
narrative processes

motorbike event was important enough to
mention. AUowed adult to elicit more description
about this but the story itself had finished. She
kept control and was not going to be pushed into
more ofa story. Was this typical ofber
communicative style and overall demeanour?

yes

minima.I

aspects of story analysis that
have revealed sic big

adult prompts, theme,
cohesive devices

structure

function

Stanza one was broken up arouod stanza two. Stan1.a relate an
one contained initiating event, attempt. 1l1e
experience
consequence to one came after stanza two. Stanz.as
one and two contained the essence of lhc story. Adult
assistance lead to stanza three. This added some
description re the main character of stanza one • tape
recorder. Ellipsis was re Uie tape recorder. This and
other cohesive devices plus nam.tive processes kept
Uie now of the story despite U1e break up of sca.nzas.
All narrative processes employed.

lheme

lime

her sister's
tape recorder/
grandfatl1er

1:00

and
motorbike

TI1is was a shon simple story that infonned about an
experience. One stanza of 1wo lines. Setting was in
one line, attempt in second line. No action as sud1
el.C. Breach of canonic.ality hinted at but was not
obvious • not necessary in this type of stocy really
when the purpose of tl1e story was to inform.

relate an
experience

going to lhe
movies

0:20

G4 still managed to squeeze in some complexity structure, theme, adult
inlO two utterances. W3!1. she an experienced,
prompts, narr.itive processes
confident talker in other contexts? Did she tell
stories? Some indic.ation of family structure family who possibly lived elsewhere and might
visi1. Also, the story told us of going to the movies
and that lhe whole experience was a trcal

Simple incomplete one st.anza episodic story that
conuincd initiating event and attempl. No
coo.sequence. However, managed to employ all
narralive processes probed for.

!ell of an event
to come

going to the
movies

0:30

yes

Tiie story revealed that her mother was getting
lheme, adult prompts,
married and 04 was excited by this event and the structure, function
plans that have resulted because of this event. A
confident, independent and to the point storytcllcr
with a focus on herself and happenings that relate
10 herself.

The story comprised of two stanzas. TI1e fir.a stanza
acted as a abstracl with an initiating event and
attempt sequence. This stanza acted in setting the
scene foe stanza two. Stanz..a two comprised of an
initiating event, auempt and consequence sequence
that expanded on tlie abstmct and provided relevant
information lo the theme overall. Use of reference
rcstriclcd to "I". Temporal conjunctions.
CanonicaJilty and breach of ii indicated within the
same phrase early in the abstmct. Intentionality and
c.anonicality also evidenced wiU1in Uie synt::u:; of the
sentences.

tell of an
experience of
Lhe future

Nana/ mum
gening
married

0:30

yes

Tiie story again told of her modie.'s impending
theme, adult prompts,
wedding. Strong presenution of self as the main suuc1ure, function
charn.ctcc. Has a nanny. G4 told the researcher
about her mother's wedding in the conte:tt of these
stories before she told any other adult in the preprimary. lbe day after !his story, she told about
the wedding for news. Was she testing for a
reaction lhrough her stories? Did she realise that
such "news" would be different in such a
communicative context and that she might be
breaching the rules of the context of the
classroom? Again, a confident storyteller who
knew what she wanted to say and would not be
pushed to tell more if she saw no need.

This was a short. tigbtJy structured story that occurred tell of an event
over two stanzas. Tiiere was a one line abslr.lct that
lo come/testing
g:i.ve the main message of tile s1ory. Tiie follow up
for reaction?
stanza was just that. a "follow up" of details
pcnaining to her movements as a consequence of the
main event. Episodic in strucwre. Cohesion
maintained through conjunctions and reference. All
narrative processes in evidence.

Her mum's
wedding/hermovements as
a result

0:55
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Table 13: G4's storytelling attempts and the raw results of analysis.

oode

texl of story

is ila

comments

story

ye,ioo

G4-6-29

C: I'm going to my nanny's when I've finished
school. R: Today? C: (nods yes). Um and my

yes predictive/
conversational

nanny's got some swings. R: Mmm. C: My
brolher keeps playing with them but. R: Does he?
Have you got a big brother oc a liulc brother? C:
It's a baby.

adult

commenlS

info re

help?

sic big?

Rating

ye,ioo

supportive This story was akin to a
convcnation. The requests for
clarificatioo were genuine as the
listener interpreted the meaning
and confumcd this with G4.
01ild dominated in this adult

yes

assisted storytelling context.

comments

aspects oC story analysis that
have revealed sic big

Although this was a telling of an experience to
adult prompts. theme,
come, it was obvious that she bad been to Nanny's structure, runctioa, cohesive
before ass.be drew on the experiences of the past devices
to predict what would happen. Tbereforc, showed
an ability to use the experiences of lhc past to
predict the future. Given that, going to Nanny's
after school appeared to be "~cial" enough to
mention today. Possibly has a baby brother.
Confident and will not be pushed to give more or
her story ir she didn't reel it was ncccs.sary.
Coaiplex story despite its 00:vity indicative or

function

structure

This was a two stanza story lhat developed from I.be
abstract and then gave an example of one event that
could happen in this place. The abstract set the scene
and lhe following stanza comprised of initiating event
and attempt Ooce again, there was a strong
prcscntatioo of self as a character. A variety of
conjunctions used wilh pbccment of one indicating
the breach of canonicality. All narrative processes in
evidcnc.e via syntaetic and intonation markers.

theme

tell or an event going to
to oome but
nanny°s
with a flavour
of retelling the

time

0:25

past

experience in storytelling/being told stories.
Presentation or self through story.

G4.7-03

(not transcribed as was IOO quiet to decipher)

no

0:10

She attempted lhe stocy but possibly relied on the
adult to give dircctioo re the mechanics of
recording. She didn't realise that sbe needed to
spea.lc into lhe recoo:ler etc. Confident enough to
try a story.

Seif recorded in
the researcher's
absence from the
room.Was very
quiet and so

difficult to
decipher from
the tape.

04-8-03

C: I'm going to my nanny's tomorrow. And then
I'm coming I'm sleeping at my nanny's tomorrow.
And I'm going home but I'm playing with the girls
first. That's the end.

yes

predictive/
convenalional

minimal

The adult helped her to put the
recorder on and then lefl the
sccoc. This story was produced
once the other cbildn:n had left
her alone also. She seemed to
want to be alone when telling
this story about herself. Self
recoro<d.

yes

There was a strong focus of self and presentation structure, theme, function
of self through this story. She waited until
everyone had left the scene befon: telling her story
for lhis imagined listener. A short, IO the JX>int
story that was confidently told. This girl presented
as a &tocytelkr who liked to tdl &tories about
herself. This was her second auempt with this
context and was lll()(e successful this time. She
has also told many stories about her nanny • this
lady seemed to be a large pan of her life.

One stanza tightly structurtd episodic story with
initiating event, attempt and consequence. Used
temporal and causal conjunctions to maintain
sequencing together with referent wr to maintain
cohesion and emphasis on self. 1be temporal
conjunctions indicated the canonicality while the
causal conjunction indicated the breach of
Olllonicality. Intentionality was also evidenced.

present herself going to
and a plan of an nanny°s
experience

0:15
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Rcsulb; and Discussion

G4 was chosen as an exemplar participant for she presented as a confident, prolific
storyteller who used the language of her stories to convey information about herself and
successfully establish a relationship with her new communicative partner. She made

eight attempts at telling stories, across all three taped storytelling contexts that were
offered, telling seven stories. Her one unsuccessful story was her first attempt in the

"self recorded" context. G4 presented as a person who knew what she wanted to say and
how to say it, requiring at times only a minimal level of adult verbal input to say it.

04 's teacher was not surprised with this level of confidence that G4 portrayed:

R

93

And G4 was ve,y confident too.

T

94

Mmm, not surprised with those, not surprised at all.

G4's mother commented that G4 was "not shy" (G4, 11). G4's mother aptly
summarised G4's approach to and behaviour during tasks with:

She knows what she wants and she gets it basically she just she goes 0111 to do she
gets what she goes out to do all the time. Sometimes she might lose track of it
occasionally and get sidetracked bw she knows (G4, 119-120).

At the same time, G4 would not be forced to comply or do moiC in a task if she felt that
the task was completed. This was demonstrated when she did not fully comply with the
adult's request for more of a story about her grandfather's motorbike purchase in G4- l 21:
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R

92

93
M 94

(Tells mother of lww G4 would 1wt be pushed beyond what she felt was
the story to tdl more.)
Is she like that, when she's done she's done!
Yeah yo11 ca11 't gel much out of her.

Therefore, the stories were accurate in their portrayal

or G4' s overall approach to tasks.

The language that G4 used in her stories also demonstrated that storytelling and book

reading were part of her out-of-school ways of using language. She employed some
book.like language structures in her stories. For example, her story in G4-5-28 was

episodic in the way language was structured and her story in 04-6-29 employed all
narrative processes within a relatively short story. She demonstrated an ability to be
flexible in her use of language structure in accordance with the function and meaning of
her communication. For example, the function of telling the story in G4-2-22 seemed to
be to infonn the researcher about an experience. {knee, she employed an infonnative
language structure in this story rather than an episodic structure. In addition, G4 was
able to use her language to intertwine events of the past with the events of the future.
She was not restricted to talking of the here-and-now as B2 was. This was evidence of
good, verbal language skills. G4's mother confinned these observations. She was a
prolific storyteller at home: "Yeah she does tell a lot of stories whether or not they're
true I'm not sure" (04, 2). She often engaged in storytelling: using her dolls as

characters:

M 37

38
39

Always running around screaming and yelling and playing with the
dolls and she'll sit in the bath with the dolls mid she'll be in there for an
hour or so and she chats away with her dolls and does the voices with
the dolls and plays with them.
She's always been like that.
Never really having any other kids to play with u,itil we moved in with
her sister and her mother her sister's mother.

[,\6

She also revealed that G4 was read to often:

R 40

And is she hc11 1e you read ro her a lot or something that she's like that!

M 41

We read to her u111 she used to get a story every night before she went to
bed just those liu!e $2 cocky books that you get at the supermarket.
We used to read them to her all the time.
Some of them she could sit there and tell you the story of the book
herself site's had it that many times.

42

43

G4's stories revealed a relaxed, informal communicative style in her language. All of
her stories were conversational and she employed some informal languar.e within them.

For example, she used the word "kid" in 04-1-21 and "movies" in 04-2-22. Possibly,
G4's communicative contexts out-of-school were largely infonnal, being mainly with
family members. G4's mother confirmed this. Her mother is currently not working.
When she did, 04 was cared for by her mother's sister rather than in a daycare: "She
used to go to my sister when I was working full time (G4, 80). G4 visited her maternal

grandparents "pretty much every weekend"(G4, 14) and was currently living in a house
with her half sister and her mother (04, 39). Therefore. 04 had a range of out-of-school
communicative partners of various ages in informal contexts.

In the course of the interview, G4' s mother revealed a complex family situation:

R 18

19
M 20

21

R 22
23

M 24
39

And a brother?
Has she got a brother or a sister or something?
It's her cousin.
I've got a little nephew who is only about six months old.
Well she said her brother keeps playing with them.
And a sister or a cousin?

She has a sister A, a half sister.
Never really having any other kids to play with until we moved in with
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55

her sister and her mother her sista's mother.
Yes in the house at the moment there's me and G4 and Ullmce) and
G4 '.1· half sister and her mother.

G4 alluded to this in her stories. In G4-J-2 ! , G4 mentioned her half sister. In G4-6-29,
04 talked of her "baby" brother. It cvcntualed that this was her cousin. In G4-4-25 and
04-5-28, G4 revealed that her mother was to be married soon. Her mother confirmed

that this was to happen soon. ft was interesting to note that in this context of a private
school, G4 seemed to realise that the topic of a mother marrying was possibly a
sensitive issue. She told of this upcoming event in the relative safety of a story in which

"fantasy" was often allowed. However, she was heard presenting this news as part of
her "show and tell" a day later. Following this, she spoke of this topic to the teacher.
Therefore, G4 seemed to be looking for acceptance of the topic in each context in which
she raised it. Once she found acceptance in the storytelling context, she gradually
moved the topic out of the realm of fantasy and into the realm of reality.

Therefore, as with B2, 03 and B4, analysis of G4's stories was successful in revealing
accurate infonnation about G4' s sociocultural background. In addition, the stories
serve,d as a springboard by which to discover more information and, subsequently,
foster a better relationship between the mother and the schoOJ. As with B4's mother,
this aspect was particularly important for G4's mother. While B4's mother was
, struggling with coming to terms with the differences she encountered in a new
education system, G4's mother was struggling to find acceptance in the school system
overall because of her domestic situation.
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Exemplar Participant Five: HS

The Stories

Overleaf is Table 14 that presents 88 's storytelling attempts and the raw results of the
analysis. Following this, is a discussion that compares the infonnation collected from
B8' s stories with tne infonnatlon collected through an interview w[ th his mother and
father.
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Results and Discussion

BS's approach to the task of storytelling was the reason he was chosen as an exemplar

participant. Such an approach signalled a possible unwillingness to communicate as an
individual. BS initially refused to talk with the researcher on a one-to-one basis with or
without the presence of the tape recorder. Eventually, he told stories in the "adult
assisted" (taped) storytelling context. What was interesting though was he did not tell
his stories as an individual nor in a collaborative manner with other participants. He told
them in response to what others said in the group, interrupting the speaker, rather than
in direct response to what the adult said. In this way, he had control of his contribution
and when it happened. In the process, he was not singled out as an individual to
"perform" for the tape recorder. Thus, BS told his stories in the "safe" environment of

the group.

B8's approach to oral language tasks was the dominant topic of discussion in the
interview that included both of his parents:

M

29
30

31
32

He's very embarrassed to get up and Jpeak.
To get up for news.
News worries him.
Newstime worries him.

R

33

He worries about it the night before?

M

34

Well he keeps saying "oh is it library day today?" cause his news day is
on library day.
"Yeah, it's library day today".
"Oh, no".
I'm thinking "oh gosh" it can't be that much of a11 issue.
He doesn't like getting up.
He started performing he started performing someone who 'fl get up.
And yet if you watch hirn when he sings when everybody's singing as a
group, he's focussing , he's falttastic.

35
36
37

38

39
40

15 I

BS's approach to the task of storytelling accurately relkctcd his approach to oral
language tasks overall. BS apparently worried even about telling news in front of the
class. Yet, when part of a group, he seemed to relax because, according to his mother,
he wasn't being watched. BS' s mother likened his behaviour as being similar in nature
to two of his brothers:

"1Wy second 's like that, isn't he? But ( eldest son's name) was ihe same" (BS, 44, J58).

She felt that the problem was that "he's not confident in a crowd" (B8, 168). However,
she did also say that B8 was "a late talker" (B8, 71 ). She wondered if this had
contributed in some way to the development of his low level of confidence when talking
in front of others.

The discussion of B 8' s stories in this way allowed B8 's mother to express her concern
about BS' s behaviour in such tasks. She recognised that it had the potential to·-disadvantage him in the classroom. For example:

The only thing I find that it's probably going to be a problem is that when they
need to ask a question he's not going to get up and ask a question (B8, 170).
It was important for a teacher to discover this aspect of B8's language as well as to

.- know of the mother's concern. B8' s stories, as told in the classroom, allowed for both of
· these aspectsof B8's sociocultural background to b{revealed. This information would
then be useful in the context of planning for B8's learning and interactions in the
classroom.·
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The analysis of B8's stories. albeit only two of them, also revealed some other
inforrnution about his sociocultural background. In both of his stories, 88 spoke of llis

family. It seemed that his family constituted most of his out-of-school interactive
partners. For example, in BS-2-22, he expressed surprise when his listener queried if a

friend had gone into the pool making it clear that only his siblings went in and that this
was usual. Subsequently, BS's stories revealed a view of his place in the world as being
not only part of a group, but that group being mostly his family. B8's mother confirmed
this information about the role that the family played in B8's life:

M 118

I think it's because we don't have a lot of people over because we have
four kids ourselves.

R

119

Yes, they've got playmates within the family haven't they?

M

120
121

And they've got used to each other and they play really nice together.
And I suppose we don't tend to feel like you need to have too many at
home because

R

122

They've already got.

M

123
124
125

And they never ask really.
They don't very often ask to bring somebodv home because.
It isn't good for them I suppose cause they .Jon 't learn to make friends.

R

126

Oh well he makes friends over here though doesn't he?

M 127

130

Yeah he's got friends in the classroom.
But you find that he's more·sort of like he can sit down and just sit down
and be quiet you know or relax.
Or he likes to come home after school and he 'fl lie on the lounge and .
just relax and do nothing and that's what he likes to do.
But when you have kids over you've got to keep them entertained.

R

131

Yeah so he just wants to veg out (all laugh).

M

132

He says "I've been at school all day. I dun'! want to do that.".

128
129

She allowed BS to have friends over to play but he didn't tend to play with them unless
directed by her to do so. 'In contrasl, BS played well with his siblings. As a result, BS
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and his siblings didn't have playmates over often for they had caclJ other. The mother
cncourngcd this "family life". It was interesting to notl! that this was the only interview
of the parents of the exemplar participants in which both parents atlcndcd. This
confirmed the strong role of family and family support in I38's life.

In addition, it seemed that the family did not go out very often. B8 used the formal word

"cinema" in BS-1-22.and told of seeing "Toy Story I" which was screened at the
cinemas some time ago. In conversation with the mother, it was revealed that B8's
family "don't have a lot of toys" (B8, !05). They seemed to use the extended family
context to provide much of the family activity. For example, B8's mother told of when
some extended family visited their home. She was approving of the relationship that B8
subsequently developed with a male relative at the time:

R

140

M 141
142

143
144
145

146

Do you have extended family (here)?
Yeah, oh he loves my mum and my dad.
We just had an aunty come from X and uncle come from X.
And he'll cling to this uncle.
Just loved the uncle.
Stood by him, sat by him wherever he went.
Followed him he hugged him, he loved him, it was just beautiful.

This reinforced the mother's preference for her children to engage in "family life"
outside of school rather than pursue school friendships.

Such knowledge about B8's sociocultural background would be useful for the teacher to
know. B8's mother said "he does love coming to school" (BS, 139) yet felt "safe at

home" (B8, 54). It was important to actively build some bridges for this boy between
his home and school environments particularly in light of his reluctance to talk and

behave as an individual in the school contcxl. ll woulJ be rn:ce.~sary to work with his
parents on thi.s. I38's stories as told in the classroom have allowed for the uncovering of
this information as well as the beginnings of building those home to school bridges. fl
has "opened the.: door" for BS to enter the world of the classroom and has allowed the
teacher to take this participant from where he was at and facilitate his learning from this
point onwards.

Exemplar Participant Six: GS

The Stories

Overleaf is Table 15 that presents GS's storytelling attempts and the raw results of the
analysis. Following this, is a discussion that compares the information collected from

GS's stories with the information collected through an interview with her mother.

Table 15: GS's storytelling attempts and the raw resnlts of analysis.

G5-l-I8a

text of story

is it a

comments

"°"'
yes

commcnLS

help?
experienced/
conversational

di.rcct.ivc

info re

comments

sic big?

yew,

Rating

yes/no

R: What's your story about? It can be something
I.hat you've Listened to or mummy's Wld you or
something that happened or something from your
imagination. Cl: Looks like she doesn't want to
do it? C: I went to the picwrcs. R: When was
that? C: Um yesterday. R: What picture did you
see? C: Um a dinosaur. R: What happened in it?
C: There's was IIl2l1. killed it R: Man killed the
dinosa.ur? Ob. Did you go by yourself or wilh
somebody? C: Um I wem with I went LO ... um IN

adult
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Adult assisted storytelling
context. G5 !\Ceded much direct

questioning. TI1ere were no
extended tums by the child.
There was a large number of

adult utterances that resulted in
the adult controlling the
development of the story.

THE BUS. R: In the bus. Ooh, that sounds

'"

st.ruCturc

aspects of story analysis llut
Juve revealed sic big

TI1e siory revealed information about her interests theme, narrative processes,
and experiences. G5 required a lot of support to cohesive devices, structure,
tell her story. Did Ibis reflect her usu.a.I ways of
function
conununicating? Employed a wramblyw surface
impression to her stories which she seemed to
enjoy. The analysis of her structure revealed some
complexity within this "rambly" structure though.
Therefore. did G5 originate from a different
cultural background? Did this child use such
storytelling style at home? Did this reflect lhe
family's communicative style?

exciting. And who did you go with, somebody? C:
(points to selO R: By yourself? Oh, wh:U a big
girt Did you have a good lime?

function

1be suxy comprised of two stanzas. Thc first one was enter fantasy

a basic description of an event with initiating event
world/relate
and au.empts relalive to !his. The second stani.a was experiences real
slightly differenL Again, there was au initiating evem or imagined
and aucmp< but a slight complication introduced
through response utterances. Tiien, there was almost a
conscqurnce noted lOO as a result of the
response/attempt No real connection between lhe
two stanz.aS except by tllCflle. Used a range of
cohesive devices. mainly reference thal helped to keep
the whole story together as a story despite lhe
divergence of the two subtbemes. Despite tlie
-rambty- surface nature of lhe story, a range of
rum.live processes employed including intentionality

theme

lime

relating
experiences
experienced
by herself/
going to a
movie, going
to birdpark

2:00

too.
G5-l-18b

C: And I went to the birdpari:.. R: And you went
to the C: Dirdpark.R: Oh. and how did you go to
lhe birdpark? C: I seen kangaroos and swff like
that. R: Oh, wow. C: And you feed them. R: And
you feed them? Yes, you give lhem special food
oon·t you? That they give you. C: No. Cl: They
can bite you. C: Yeah but you can pat lhem. R:
You can pat them, can't you? Yes. rve paued
lhem. C: But they don't bite. R: They don't bite
no. But you go<ta be careful juSl in case they do
bite. Yeah. C: Cause they haven't go< tcetJ1. R:
No. Cl: Is that the end? C: Ycab. R: What a good

,to<y.

05-2-21

G5-3-2ta

G5-3-21b

R: What happened? Your Dad hun his hand? C:
No, my Dad he hurt MY band. R: He hurt your
hand. What happened'! C: He burned it. R: How
did he bum it. Did he just bum it with a match or
something by accident. C: When he was burning
my (thongs?). Hejusl chucked it in then he
burned it R: Wlien he was doing what? C: He
was doing my (thongs?). R: Ob, and he just
chucked it in and he bum! it. Did be bum it in a
fire? C: (nods yes) R: Oh, is it alright now?
R: What SI.Ory have you got. for us today? C: I saw
a train. R: You saw what'! C: I saw a train. R:
You saw a train, yeah? C: And t saw a horsie. R:
Yeah. C: And lsa:w a police. R: My goodness.
When was all this'! C: The police was um the
police put lhe man in jail. R: Did he? How come?
C: Because he didn't he didn't put his his scat bell
oo. R: Oh, that's naughty and dangerous.. No<
putting your seat belt oo. C: My Dad doesn'l. R:
Doesn't he'! Ob, do the police catch him? C: No.
R: No. C: He doesn't put his scat belt on. I did. I
put his scat belt on. R: You put his seat belt on do
you? You pUl it on for him. Ob, you·rc a good girl.
C: I put my seat bell all day. R: Do you? Good
girl. Whenever you go in the car?
C: Even when we go in YI saw a llelicopter. R: A
helicopter. My goodness. Where was the
helicopter? C: In Y. R: When you were on
holidays in Y'.' C: I was in the train. R: Oh. I see.
So you went in the train to Y. C: And then. R:
Yeah. C: And lhen I been in Ilic in the a in the
helicopter. R: In tl\C helicopter. Did you go in U1e
helicopter? C: (nods yes) R: You DID. C: And I
could sec a rainbow. R: Rainbows are preuy. C;
ll1ey got different colour.;. R:1l1cy have yes. Red
and green and yellow and blue. C: Do you like
yellow? R: I like yellow yeah. C: I like hlue. R: Is
U1at the end of your story?

yes

experienced/
conversational

supportive 1bc adult's ulteranccs were more
to clarify G5's aniculation. She
volunteered this story in this
adult assisted storytelling context
and maintained control over its
development.

The story provided information about her past
tJ1eme, structure, narrative
expcriences and clues about her family slructure. processes, function
This was an important event for her as Ibis story
s1ood out as being different to her previous and
subscquent in structure and adult support
required. The structure with consequence repeated
several times emphasised tbc impotUncc of
revealing meaning in tl1is story and stressed wml.1
was imponant for the listener to understand.

TI1e story was bounded by an orientation/abstract and relate an
coda or I line each. Middle stanza was three lines of experience
description re the event. 11ie consequence was slllted
in the first line, then initiating event and then the
initiating event was delineated further with
consequence repeated in tl1e third line. This structure
emphasised the main meaning of the story. Used a lot
of rererencing, minimum use of other cohesive
devices. Full range of narrative processes and
intentionality hinted at in the consequence uttcr.lllces.

relating
experiences
experienced
by herself

0:50

yes

experienced/
conversational

supportive Adult assisted storytelling
context. The adult ofkred a lot of
support in terms of requests for
clarification and evaluations in
particular but tJ1ese were not
always taken on board by G5
unless she felt it contributed to
the story. Seemed to want the
adult as audience U1ough but she
stayed in control of the
development of her story.

The story revealed something of her relationship

This story comprised of five stanzas. On the surface,
it rambled. However, each s!anza was like a mini
story in itself. lbe story stayed cohesive by linking
the last line of Uie previous stanza with U1e first line
of U\C next. Subtl\Cmcs were also connected. Lots of
reference. Use of cohesive devices supported t11e
rambly structure and development of theme. Stanzas
one, four and five were similar to each Olher. They
eadi only gave initiating event and attempts to
suppon - informative stanzas. Stanzas two and three
were different. Stanza two stated a consequence and
Uicn tJ1e auempt that resulted in this consequence.
Suni.a three used an initiating event and response
structure. Full range of narr.i.tive processes employed.

her
experiences,
her sights,
things
important to
her, father

2:30

U1eme, structure, narrative
witli her father, things she experienced, saw,
processes. adult prompts,
imagined. Ital.so revealed a -rambly, vocaln
cohesive devices
demeanoc. This child rambled yet there was a
suucturc, a story of importance undemeaU1 it all.
G5 utilised a variety of different Stam.a structures
within the one story. Her aim seemed to be to
convey meaning and she employed whatever
structure seemed appropriate. Seemed to have that
variety at her disposal. Was she an experienced
storyteller?

mix of fantasy,
manage social
relationships,
organise
knowledge,
relate
experiences

Table 15: GS's storytelling attempts and the raw results of analysis.

text of story

code

is it a

ccmmems

story
yes/no

G5-4-2!

C: My nana hurt my band. R: Your nan.a hurt
your band. C: (nods no). R: Your= what
then? C: My IUlllllhurt HER hand. R: Hurt ber
hand. How? C: From the garden. R: Did
something bite her? C: No: R: Whal happened?
C: When me was wben she was digging in the
garden. R: Mmm. C: With her ( ) she just hurt it.
R: She just hurt her band when she was digging
in the ga«kn. Oh. Is
alright? C: Her hand is
bcucr. R: Her band is what? C: Her hand is bew:r
R: !l's better now. Did she have to go lO !he
doctor's or anything? C: She wen! lO the hospital.

ye:. experienced/
conversational

05-6-28

R:Ob.
(not transcribed as said her name only and tlien
turned the rccorocr off)

R: What did you do on the wcel::cnd? C: My mum
took me to {]l<; mo. R: To tl,e? C: To the zoo. R:
To !he zoo. What happened over there? C: I saw:
big monl::eys. R: Oh. C: And I um my mum has to
stay ( ) cause my big sister has to go to the 10i1ct.
R: Yc:ali. C: And my sister and my other sisters
but but about my sister. She she she be al the she
went lO !he pictures. R: Shc wem to U,e picwres?
C: Yeah. R: Did you go too? C: Yeah. R: Mmm.
Wliat did you =? C: The anus. R: 1be anz.as. Is
that wlla! you call it? C:(smiles yes). R: That

sounds interesting.

05-7--03

(not transcribed as said her name only and then
turned the recocder ofO

ccmments

info re

help?

sic big?

Rating

yes/no

supporti vc G5 had volunLeered Ibis story in
this adult as5is1ed storytelling

Ye5

context and was l::cen to have it
undersloOd. She used the adult's
utterances to linl:: them up wilh
hers in a collaborative story.
Sometimes !he adult asked fm
clarification. lntcrcstingly, G5
attempted relf recording later but
only said her name. Did 5he
n:,aUy prefer an audience for her
storytelling and rely on audience
participation to do so?

we

GS-5-24

adult

1.56

no

First l1Y al the

self recooled
with adult
=istance. Only
said her name.
supportive This was told in !he self recorded
ye:. experienced/
with adult assistance con!Cxt. G5
conversational
was veiy reticent to talk at first.
Slic tool:: a long time and worlccd
through rcstans and retrackings
to tell this story. She really
needed support but not dire<:tion
as she seemed to l::now what she
wanted to tall:: about. Sbe just
seemed to need that assurance
lhal somoone would listen and
belp if necessary.

no

This was an
aucmpt at self
recoo1ing. G5
$ll.ld only bcr
l\201C,

aspects of story analysis ~iat
have revealed sic big
1be story revealed infonnation re family structure Iheme, structure, narrative
and imporuun events. A degre.:: of adult support pro.:=s. adu It prompts,
!l<!cdcd and wanlcd · did she like and usually have function
an audience for her storytc!Hng? Rmnbly on the
smface but poss=d a consistent intcrnal
structure of oflell placing consequence: before the
initiating events e!c. Was this {lie way to grab the
audience's attention? Was her main aim of
storytelling to entertain?

yes

G5 possibly liked an !Uldience for her scorytc!ling.
GS might have felt !hat this context did not
provide such an audience.

ye:.

1l1e story told us that she went out with her
adult prompts, strucwrc,
molhcr and sis1ers and enjoyed such outings.
Iheme, function
Liked to cnu:rtain through her stories and lool:ed
roe listener reactions. Stories tended to be
"rambly" on !he surface. But theme was developed
over I.be SW1Z.as as they were connected by the last
line of tlie previous slrulza and/or character.

yes

1l1is child possibly prcfcm:d lO have an active
listener to entertain to tell Iler stories. Found I.bis
context not to her lil::ing in terms of
communicative contc,;1S.

structure

Tue scory began with an intrOduction "a\>SIJ'ilct" of the
slOiy. Two stanzas u,cn expanded on this. First stanza
prescn(ed initiating event and consequence. Second
sl.anza pn:scnccd a consequence and attcmpt (in that
order) in response lO event in Stanza ooe.
Intentionality was not clearly noted. Ou1cr namitivc
processes were in evidence. E:ich =za intrOduccd
the "mini event" wiU1 supporting statemcnlS. Seemed
rambly on surface like other stories she told but had a
structure.

function

relate an
expcricncel
organise
knowledge

theme

close relative

time

OAS

hurting ber
hand (has

included talk
about hcr
hand and
another close

relative in
previous
stories today}

O:IO

relate an
Again, this was a story tlut on the surface seemed
exrericocelto
underdeveloped and like a "heap". However, it was
entertain
joined together by u,c over:itl theme and the
connection between the lasL line of Ille previous
stmza and the characters portrayed lhroughout. Her
emphasis seemed to be ID portny characters ratl!Cf
UWI aaion in her stories. There were two stanzas.
S1a11za ooe was about I.be zoo and cootaincd an
initiating event. attempt and consequence (with an
initialing event and consequence wilhin t11is). Stanza
lwo comprised of an initialing event and two lines of
attempts as elicited by 11,c adult questioning.
Intentionality and perspective clear as tliis was
nccesSlll')' to entertain in a s1ocy. Canonicality ood
breacl1 of it scented not as clear. Cohesion achieved
lhrougb coojunctions and references.

going oot
with her

1:20

mother and
her sisccrs

0:10
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Results and Discussion

"
" _Li~C 04, 05 wa~\ilso a_prolific stO~ytcl_lcr mtiking seven attempts th.i't rcsulte~:in fi~c
.·

s.tori~s being ·told. AJ~hough sh~ attempted all taped st_Orytclling conte;,;ts, 05 was ..
., · ·-:_s-~~,ces~f~J- in_t~lling ;;ori~s only in. the

"adu'it a~si·~-~cd;-,_an.d--.. s-~If-;~c_o_rdedwiih-_adu·l~- -·

.. :· -~S~-i~t;nce" con_te_xts. On one occasion,_she
·=;

- -·-·

lC)ict thl'ee st~riCs in one day. The ·way d_5

,·

•

_,

·.

•

.·

·,

-·:: ·- ~sed language-in her Stories" in ternis ofst}'le and ·~truc_ture_ of her stOries was not~bly
•'

\l

differ~nt to many of her peers _and resulted.in hei" choic_e as the final exemplar
participant.

to .entertain a listen:r about her experiences, usfng the 1:ngua~e

GS possibly toldstories
-. . •

-

.

-.

-·.!.__

- ... ;,·sttti~tu-~e>and fuifctiorn~·-c10"-.i,o.

.

•

.

Oii il1iti_al pe-rusa.1,- it appe·ared th~t·os·s Stories ni'rni,ied-<

: '- fr~'~-.rine-Urirel~ted tqpic to',the nexr. c1m;-er-a~a1ysiS reVeaJed a_~tructure_-in.h~; StOri~s_-_
· that differed from that employed by most of the other participants in their stories.
• Although G5 structured herstories slightly diffe ,,:ritly from story to story, she

1\-

.._· __ mafritain_ed "a copsis~el)~Y in function and rneanin_g'. G5 used her la_ngu~ge_structure in.

,._'_:::·::·,_he~ Sto~~e·s·; ;a leJ-~fe:··her e?{!}eriei1cei; Sbm~tfrnes· embellish,lng, Oh them .so_ ~s .to eri_te~:-~
-

·--

-·-··--:

,_·_.'-\

..

-__

.-.,

'·

.

.·

' .·

.

_· - .,-

,- '

.·

-·

-.--

.-

-

:-

_-

..

'

., ·.

-

,·

··.:.fa:llt_asy,wOrld wi~h the.listener. Wqat was"interesting t6 rio_te waS·that'sh~ was

·.'._--~riSu~ceS-~fU1 in the· ;·.~elf recorded'tsto;telli11g_co~te~t that did ·-~6-t h~te·-~_ Iist~-ner -·
··c--'

'·pres~nt._
:,

-.. ,

__ -

--

.- ':-.

-

•.'

- :.

;

-

-,·

:-· -

.

"

.. -. .

-

.'

... ; -.

'

.

,.-

--

d.S\;··:I110ther revealed ·th.at _t~e)iileractive ·co~t~xts -~i- hOme·seemed to enco~;~ge thi-~
.·...

~e;bose, rambly;. storytellin~
in,. GS.Thiswas
;st;le
of storytelling that ~lowed tl1e .
.
-- .
.
.

,·

n

'

..

.

.

.

:.-; ;;~ryt~Ii~r to.u~e Iaflgua~-e--t~-_;,~:_ep: th~: tl~6:r" Yermai'nt·~~--the Hstener' s a~tentio~. ·G~
hadt~o eld~r sisters and a younger brother:
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M

2

Just under two Y.ears, I 8 111011/lts I think.

R

3

And yo11 've got other children -too?

M

4

(Gives ages of other two children.)

5

(Gives grades of other two cl_zildren)

R

6

And the other two are boys·or girls.

M-

7

Yep, twc/girls.

R .. 8

So, he's the only boy.

It seemed that GS had to comp~te_wit~ o_thers to get.her turn.·OnCe she go_t·ifhowcver,
· she liked to keep it. and sh, did this by rambling on from one topic to the next without
--_giving the listener a chance to take the ·flo(?r. ·She al_so seemed to get a lot of practice at
aci::Omplis.hing thi,s. H~wever, at all time~, she had-·to be_entertainipg' in her talk or she
,1N0uld lose the attention of.her
listeners
and so_henurn. For example:
.
.

1 think she gets a lot of that too because of her two sisters you know when we
are at home We talk about different things like what's happened at school, what
one did at school and cause they' re two different ages then you've got her age
and then they ask GS what she did and GS will go on and on and then "yes, GS
alright, alright" and then she goes "and and right did you know" and then they

go "OK, G5 watch IV now." (GS, 14).
·,-

. ('-.

'·

.

- Alsci~_GS's _father worked away and returned home every we~~end:
1\.l.J

R-- 72

So your husband·works· up in (names place)?

·· · 'M 73
· .· 74
- ···--- ._,

-,

Yeah he comes back on Saturdays.
·saturdays he comes back.

->

r·

_-

-

·-

GS "likes talking"
(GS; 1srat home. For example, "she'll get Oil the phone to her
'
,;
.

.

.

fat/ierandshe'lljust mttle on forages" (GS, 142).
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GS enjoyed entertaining others. through
her talk and was capable of utilising structure to
.
.

do So. Ln 05-2-2 l and GS-4-21, she placed the consequence_
of the story first to _catch
.
~

'

tl1e listener's attention. The listener then had lo continue to listen iri' order to discover
the event thal resulted in this consequence. Jn 05-3-21 and.05-6-28, OS linked the

-'st~nz'as_and
made the story
cohesive by..relating, in- tennS_ of_ tOpic, the. last line of _the
.
.

- ··previ~uS ~tan_za· with the .first line-ofthe suc~·e;ding slanz~. Thi~ leChnique conilected
thes_e seemingly rnmbly, unconnected stori~s ,,and· kept the· in"terest Df-her'listener as well
a.s 1~nabled her to keep the floor.-

!/
· .GS als(! inanipufoted _the c_ontent slightIY,_ making it m_ore.entertaining bY, at times·,

---,:"
.)

'

'

'

'

'

1:--

-_ \eritetjng
a 'fantasy _world. For example, in: 05.-.1-18,
.
. she told of-going to_ the.movies by
.~ , -hers~lfwhen,'-in reality; she v/ent with:~er sisters'.:--.

--

.

-

Y~ah that was.with her two.sisters bi~t. kithoUi ·~ne see, She fhinks:·she '-s·going "by
herself so that when she goes with her two sisters, that's by herself(05, 31).
Earlie'r-... in the inte'fview,
G5's mother aptly summarised OS's communicat_ion
style.with:
,;
.
..
.·

'

)-,','
,'
.
'-She."likes talking. She likes listening too ifit'_s interesting. lfit''s not interesting, she ..
turns it around io make it interesting for herself (05, 15-17).
· · ·
··
.

'

·-

'

.

This was' demopstta_ted
in her stories. GS._made
the_ task Of. telling stories inter~sting·for
,.
,_,
..

.

.

'

.

.

/ z;;i _:- . - :-: ~ers~,l_f;, and herJis_tener. -by man_ipuiat!rrn a cornbi~ation·''of language: ·struc,tur~,"'cont~rit
(:,

present.icis \Vas~sed to having a Iistenor at home and actively soughtstorytelling
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.

. . . .

:

.

• ••.• •mtc[nctio

.

. .

..

.

.

. .

.

.

. .

.

.

. .

.

.

nSin Ihe Class room in which a Ii sIfner was prssen I.slrn attem ptcd th

C

"sci f

·.· .· · · .• .·.:·• :'.:··re'corded',::6onlext butdid11ot. enjoy·. it, •. notgcttingfccdhack···fram··a··1 istcncr:in·. this .·. .

· ·-·· .i aco_i1tcxt.Shcinitially:did nol scerntoli_ke:thc····sc1f rccordedwithadu1t··assistanc~. .
:. c oritcxtal_so \Vi

th·herpr~ t att~~pt b~i ng.

I. H6weycr; she then to] ct a story in .

UOSllCC~SS fuI

..·...... :: . ···~tp~s cont~xrq~ce she.reruisect·tha(she ~Cl~ld sf.ill_ b,bt_~i~: :h~t: inp_uffro_m anactiveJisfonCr· .
1

'J

-. · i .• .•\ .

:1nitia11 y,this·. need·
. ..

.

..

'

. :

. .

- .

:

or•.05·:;.s···far ustener•i.~·put· cturing•.•the i.nte.ractions.• ta···deve1ap . her·.·•. .· .
.

. ..

..

..

:

'

.·

.·

.. - - ·.

.·.

. . .. .. . ..

•.· . • ·•. < stories waslhought to be a,~flecti on of

a

.. .. . .

1Ow level

..

·.

.

.

~

:

..

.

.

. ...

..

.

.' .

OrcQnfi de nee in y.erballan gu ag~

.·..·. :,. . . . . . tasks . . Hm~:ever;G5 ':smother negatedthis··~otiori.·:Cr5:had . had many i~pportunities in ::c·:·.·•

.·

.....·which toC?_DI1;;ffiUUka~e :withj,.eo~l~ o~tsi~{ of tqf! family: .·. ·...·' .·

SaG5 did S,,, 11•/o ki/ld?Ove t,,,,.,itoo? >.• . · • •· · ·/· ·.• · ·
·;··. _'_ M '79

. , iY~ah,:she WenfwithMrs Glastyear.··
........-,

:." ... ··.· ...

·.

.Bo:/ . ' Anq-before fl/,at sh~ was atho,ite? .· . ·.
8{
No,:before.tha(.she'WClSgoing to the one.a((sayspla~e)neaTthe· ...··· .. ·.
>'daycare.centre• thing.\::.;>.•.•. ,,':: '. ·. : •. · · · -· .· .·.· :. ·•· '.· ... · . : ' :'·.· ........ ·." ·_ •i ' . ·•· ..··ii •. ' ·.·:
•· ; Iusedto _takehe r the re,two. d~ h offHe week Just to -8ive her tinuf wtth ..· .· . ·· .
. .·..,kidiandstuff
·to·.·.:·
; .. ,·h.· · 1 ··.... ·like_thalcause
.·,,... .. . "" {n:Sydney·,itJothertWo
. . . . .. "" . . . .. . . u{ed
. . ...to go.....
·
_presc oo .. ·
'Tlzeycall·itpreschoo[.._.··· . .

.

. ,.· ·.,. . . ·. ' ;·. <;i~-·:·· ..·.....·;._.,_:._.;_ ...: :..·, .· ..:.·.> ·:, . ·.··.·:·-.·::· . . _. ·_:_···:·.:.-.:..=-.·.:_./.::-·_. - ....._._··_.· ..·.·.:_··:... ·,:.__ _._.·. ·:-·.·_:·:-~·..... ··:_:·, ·:.·:.·_;::::· ...·,·.·:: ..·.:_,= :,): _ ._:·..· .... _.::·.. · :: ___ .··,·.···:_··
. . :"In ad4itI0n,'_it :SeerriedthatGS actively.sought.otjflisteners fc,r her talk.Her.mother·,·

(/aest,iJed how sh:

;8u1dis~cill find.children to P1ai and 1a1k.With wl{e rev er• they ,vent:

Yecih ;ehhvioth.;rfrie~ds-but•a.·loiof tl1e·ti;,,eweiom~ayonour·own·like-go• :... ·.
ivit!i oiheikids;She. ·

'ii·.·:' . ....
.· ':_ 'ctowntothe hedchandyou lookdround andG5'sgo,te toplay

· .· _doesn't like hanging around and yo~ go 11ds co,~e over here" "oh. no, 1'mJu.st .
>playing with my friends" (GS, 154-155).
· ·
· .· · · ·· · ·
·· ·

' •· •
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OS's communicative style was a parl of the family's ways of usingJanguagc. OS's
.

\i

mother described OS's storytelling and communicative_stylc as being similar to one of
her sistei-s:

· ,Yeai, (sister) is like that. (sister) ;;vaS the· same. (sfster) i~ full of stori~s-~·he
cal1 i'alkfor ages and she's another One she r~~nembers things (GS, 114115).

In addition, G5's mother had a similar communication style as evidenced throughout the

intervfo\V. Thus, OS's communicritive st)1Ie carinot.be discounted in planning·for G5's
learriing _and interactions in the i::l~~room. '.fhe te·ach~r commentec). that 05 had "no
·· sti-~·"cr~f'e_" (teach"er,interview, 153)"ir{her tall.£: Sh~ in· fad u~ed i~nguag~·-st~ctur_es· but·-.

0

;

.

.

.

,'

'

.

···-

•

..

,', ·-:

·-·

'

.

'

'

.j

-

. '

·t_~ey_ were difr~re_nt to that expected ap.d requ}red, fo_r'.the learriin·g Of the-cJassroo~'. G5's
0

d~ffer~n_t_ wars ofusi_ng Iangu_ag~ needed_to. be.acCeptectand recognised to m~i~se·her
·•··. ability to learn. G5's mot.her reported that G5's sister, who had a similal' style of t~k as
-

'

.

-

.Gs._ hiid difficlllty in learning to-read a-nd write in her junior primary Ye~s:
'.-And-some ofti1e words she knows what they are but she's too busy on whai she
thiilks."the story"is you know b·ut now size's actucilly starting to get into reading-and
. she's doing really well she's come a long way with her reading (GS, 134) .

.,.,

.

.·

-

_ , ·- - _ ··:·;Therefor~,.G5's stories have succ_essfully highlighted an~spec~. ~f G5's s~c~ocultural _;·
.•:,,•.

, ba~kgr'01.i'Uct·_that:is__vi_tal fof tea~hers to_ kn_ow iinq take'Lnto· accourir' when.plinnfng· for .

-,, _,,.-_ .
.--- i ''·:-i]s; s ·sto~i~~ als{f I'ev~_~led··o,ther:IlSpec_ts_:of her soci_Ocul~ur~ background. He_'. stories '.-

·.,'

. ·- ,,:

-

.

.,·

.

•,-

,·

-

. -_.:;;~Vi~~d'mu:ch;-iriib~-atian:;~lat~d:'t6_'_G5',~--past e~periences and 'iriterests. For example,_

.
.

,_ D--

-

'

. -

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

. '

\she had been to the zoo with her ~iste.rs (G5'6-28), h~d been. somewhere on the train

·.
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(GS-3~2 l) and had been to a "birdpark" (05-3~2 l ). G5's molbcr confirmed these
cxpedcnccs as taking place:

R

19

1\tl 20

21
22

Did she actually go to

the

hi re/park m1e day 1

Yeah, lt1st year they had a kbuly outing.
You know the last thing.
And we we11t to the birdpark and of course then, like he/ore when we
wem there, ages before, they didn't have kangaroos rwming around
they only had them in the cage in the areas.

30

In that same story she also told me about going to a movie by herself ro
see a dinosaur.

M 31

Yeah that was with her two sisters hut, without me see, she thinks she's
going by herself so that when she goes with her two sisters, that's by
herself.

R

No, size's going in a train somewhere.

R

60

M 61

62
63
68

.· R ·, 69
M 70
71 •

It might have been the time l took her on a train we welll to (names
place) to see Disney on Ice.
And I took her o,z the train and I had my three girls (son) stayed home
with his dad he's too little and I took another two girls there was five of
them yeah and we went on the train.
She was two.
Probably that would have been the cause when you 're going on the
train early in the moming and all the sun hits the window and the
colours change .
(Retells story about the wo.)
Yecih we went to the zoo that was just before Christmas last year we
went to zoo.
.· I took we went up for the day to stay up there with their dad in (names
place) and he was working we took them to the wofor the day wizen we
went up there and that was really good.

The content of her stories also indicated the existence of and contact with family

members such as ~randparents, sisters and a father. OS's mother confinned and
provided some additional infonnation on 05' family background:
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R

46

M 47
48
49

You're Maori? So they're still in New Zealund'!
His mum and dad are still alive, my parents have died years a,.:o.
Dur I '111 a Maori bllf dad is part Cook Island from (.rnys 11wne of island).
_He's part (name of island) and part Tahitian so they've ,.:or the three in
there and plus European.

R 87

So how long have you been in (place) then?

M 88

Um, three years this will be our third year.

R

So she was born in Sydney?

89

Iv! 90

I got here she had just tur11ed one.

R

So you moved over for his work then.

91

M 92

142

Yeah far his jab they it was when they started building the new X he
moved up ta that one and then when they did the Y he's all over the
place now,
She'll get an the phone to her father and she 'lljust rattle on for ages "/
did this at school and we did this and did you know" and she'll tell him
about what one of the kids at school did.

OS's family originated from New Zealand having then migrated to Sydney and then to
their current location three years ago (GS, 88). GS's paternal grandparents were still in
New Zealand (GS, 47-49) but GS had contact with them over the telephone. Her father
worked away, returning home for the weekends (GS, 74) but GS also had regular
·. contc1;ct with him during the weekby telephone (GS, 142). The family did not have
· many friends with whom they socialise with preferring to engage in family activities
such as going to the beach (GS, 154).

Therefore, the analysis of Gs··:s stories successfully revealed important information
about G5's sociocultural background. The discussion of her stories with GS's mother
allowed this information be enriched and expanded upon as well as negated. This
information would be useful for teachers to know in planning for GS's learning in the
· classroom.

l 6tl

The Exemplar Participant-,

In summary, the focus on the exemplar participants ha,· shown how the analysis of their
stories was successful in revealing accurate information about these participants'
sociocultural backgrounds. Such information was important for the teacher trying to
plan for these participants' learning in the classroom. The focus on these six participants
also showed how the stories themselves could be use1 to assist a teacher in forming
fruitful relationships with students' parents. These relationships in turn could provide
the teachers with more information about the students' sociocultural backgrounds as
well as foster strong home~school links.

These exemplar participants were chosen because th.cir stories were notable for their
ap;arent ability to reveal much information about their sociocultural backgrounds. The
remaining students also told stories that, on analysis, revealed something about their
sociocultural backgrounds. The teacher was interviewed in a bid to determine the
accuracy of this infonnation.

The Case

•The interview with the teacher took place early in Term II (see Appendix C). The
teacher had had time in which to get to know the participants in the case and their
.

. .

.

.

sociocultural backgrounds that they each brought to the classroom. Therefore, she was
· considered to be an appropriate source of infonnation to verify for the case in its
entirety the information about the participants' sociocultural backgrounds, as collected
· from their stories. Due to restrictions on the teacher's time, not all participants were
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discussed in the interview. However, some clear patterns emerged strengthening the
position of participants' stories in accurately revealing information ahout their

sociocultural backgrounds.

For some participants, the teacher was able to confirm specific information that was

revealed in their stories. For example, she confirmed some of the family details for B11,
B3,Bl2:

T

96

97

B3 is in (names country) all this term with his grandparents.
You see, he doesn't live with his parents.

R

98

(Relayed the story by 83,811, and 812 about their fathers. Not any of
these boys actually live with their fathers but do see their fathers
regularly.)

T

99

(re B12) Mum and Dad there are very good in that they share a lot of
what the kids do whereas I don't think B3 's quite getting that.

She did the same for 07:

R

105

Y. 106
107
108

And G7's were very much talking about grandma and pets.
Parents there are separated too.
(Agrees that G7 spends lots of time with grandmother.)
Mum has difficulty supporting the child (gives some examples).

She confinned the confident nature of the storytelling style of 04, B 11 and B 12:

R

84

BIi?

T

85

He's gorgeous.

R

86
87
88

His stories were very booklike in structure and ve1y episodic.
He's just so confident and it all came through in his swries.
Mmm (agrees).

T

!66

And little B12, very co11jide11t, very lxwkiike.

R 89
T

90

Yo11 see both of those have older brothers anti sisters.

BJ 2 showed me that he could change his language with each context
( relates the story that he had with G4 at the table).

R 91
T

92

Very i11depe11de111 boy, yep.

R

93

And G4 was ve,y confident too.

T

94

Mmm, not surprised with those, not surprised at all.

She also confirmed that both B7 (teacher interview, 2-lOJ and B 13 (teacher interview,
13-24) were indeed experiencing the speech and language difficulties that were noted in

their stories:

R

I

(Rand T start to talk about Bl and how short his stories were.)

T

2

He tends to use words rather than a sentence structure, doesn't he?

R

3

He was one who really needed an adult to help him.

T

4
5

I think for another couple of weeks.

He's going to (speech therapy) once a week..

R 6

He wants to communicate.

T- 7

But he gets so frustrated because it doesn 'I come out.
That's when it becomes physical.

8
R 9
JO
JI
12

He tried to tell a sto,y by himself and I noticed it wasn't as full as when
somebody was with him.
So, he still needed the help and the questions to get more information
out, to get more of a story out.
He and B13, B13 was a surprise.
··His stories were on the surface seemed simple because his vocabulary is
quite poor.

T

13
14

Mmm, needs ( speech therapy) too but with Mum working, can't make it.
Which is so sad cause she's a Mum who tries to do everything but she
does need her job as well.

R

15

He's got some really good skills, some really good sequencing skills.
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T

16

17

24

Even with his 11w11bers, his colours, you know she does obviously spend
a lot of time with him reading mu/ doing all the other things with him.
/Jw his speech is really really poor.
/Jw it's .1·till 11ot the g is still a d, the s is just missing, there's quite u few
letters that I really really.

The analysis of the stories also revealed some additional information for the teacher.
The analysis of B 13' s stories revealed some strengths in areas of language use such as
story structure and desire to communicate. The teacher intended to take this infonnation
to B 13' s mother in an effort to encourage her to seek speech therapy for B 13' s
articulation and language delays. In another example, the teacher had felt that GS had
"niJ structure" (teacher interview, 153) in her language. The analysis of her stories

revealed that she did use language in a structured way in her stories albeit in a different
way to her peers.

The stories also served as a springboard from which emerged more infonnation from
the teacher about the participants. For example, the teacher was able to expand on the
,information revealed in B2' s stories in relation to his approach to tasks:

T·.67
68

It's not just speech and language, it's gross motor skills too.
I have actually got him and it's been hard work I.got him actually
climbing over an "A" frame, the highest one.

R

69

He doesn't like climbing, does he?

T

70
71
72

(Explains how she taught B2 how to climb and the time it took.)
By Friday at lunch time, he did fifteen times.
Up one and down and his smile was my reward.

R

73

There's a whole history of not taking risks there.

T

74

Yeah. Not anything will he take risks.
He'll sit at a table and watch the others before he'll have a go.

75
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She described him as nol being a risk taker. In addition, BS and BIO both seemed to
take some time to warm to the new communicative context of storytelling for sorm:

reason. The teacher confirmed this for both of them but provided <liff...:rcnt explanations
for this behaviour. For B5 she said that he had to "make sure that it's safe" (teacher

interview, 112) before he committed himself in tasks. In contrast, she felt that B JO was
like this because he was "methodical" (teacher interview, 135} in his approach to tasks
and was not allowed to be independent and a risk taker by his mother:

T

124

He's babied to a certain degree too (gives an example of this in the preprimary).

125
126
127
128
128
129
130
131

Every day, she's (Bl O's mother) got to check to see if he's ok (gives
another example).
And then this morning he wasn't going to stay.
And I said to him " it's just a shame because we're doing mother's day
things and you 're going to miss it".
Anyway, she came back and she said "oh, he's decided to stay".
And 1 said "oh, I'm really glad".
"We are here to look after you".
And I've had her before.
But the older brother was really a year older.

R

132

That might explai11, he was a ve,y careful speaker, ve,y careful with
what he said and he would very slowly and

T

133

And almost think about it before he spoke.

R

134

Maybe he's grown up with that the need to think, think befOre you
speak.

T

135
136

Methodical, yes.
A lot of that I'm trying to get mum to let him have some independence
(she gives another example).

She was also able to provide an explanation for G l's approach to and behaviour in the
storytelling tasks. She described G 1 as being "just like a little mummy" (teacher
interview, 192) thus explaining to a degree her controlling behaviour as reflected
through her stories.
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Therefore, the results of 1he analysis of the participants' slarics, as told in the classroom,
were confim1ed and expanded upon by the teacher. Overall, the stories contained
accurate infomiation about the participants' sociocultural backgrounds. This interview
· took place in Tenn II. This was some time after data collection. The teacher had already
had some time getting to know the participants. Yet the stories, as collected in \Vecks 3
and 4 of T em1 I see med to have s ucces sfu 11 y ca pt urcd an accurate pi ct urc of these
participants and their sociocultural backgrounds;

Conclusion

This chapter has focussed on the participants and their sociocultural backgrounds. It has
presented the results of comparing the data collected from interviews with the
participants' parents and teacher with that information collected from their stories about
their sociocultural backgrounds. It has shown that the anaJysis of the stories revealed
accurate infonnation about the participants' sociocultural backgrounds. The stories, and
. the information that they contained, were also successfully used as a springboard to
collect more information about the participants,frorn the parents and the teacher.
. Through the discussion of the participants' stories in interview, the teacher's
observations were often confirmed, The discussions saw the development of positive
rel~.tionships with the parents of the exemplar participants. This highlighted the
possibility of these stories being used to assist in the development of fruitful homeschool relationships.

·Thus, the inter.;i~1Ndata verified and enriched the observations and descriptions of the
. .

:

.

"phenomenon of storytelling in the pre-primary classroom as were presented in Chapter
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Four. Chapter Six brings together the results presented here and Chapter Four and so
presents a full discussion ofthe phenomenon of students' storytelling as ac!lievcd in this
study.

17 l

CHAPTER SIX

DISCUSSION OF THE RESEARCH FINDINGS

This chapter discusses the research findings. 1t brings together the results of the analysis
of data presented in Chapters Four and Five and places them in the context of the
research questions posed and contemporary research. The chapter begins with the
research questions that guided the investigation. Following this, the findings of the
study are interpreted and discussed in relation to these questions, and the issues they
represent, in the context of contemporary research.

The Research Questions

The primary aim of the study is to explore the potential of collecting and using students'
stories as told in the classroom to discover information about the students' sociocultural
backgrounds. Three research questions served to guide this investigation. These arc:
1. What do the stories students tell in the classroom reveal about those students'

sociocultural backgrounds?
2. What tools can be used to analyse students' stories to reveal information about their
· sociocultural backgrounds?
3. What aspects of the interaction can facilitate the students in their telling of such
stories?

To fulfil this aim and address the research questions, this study employed qualitative
research methodology within a descriptive case study design. The sludy look place in an
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already opcraling pre-primary classroom. Stuclcnls' stories and interview data were
collected, transcribed and analysed.

Research Question One

Research question one guided the study in exploring what information is revealed about
sludents' sociocullural backgrounds through the stories they teH in the classroom. The
term sociocultural background is used to refer to the ways of using language and
associated knowledge, experiences, interests, family information, beliefs, values and
views of the world that students bring with them in their "virtual bag" (Dyson and
Comber, 1999, July) to the context of the classroom.

This study demonstrated that the stories students tell in the context of an already
operating pre-primary classroom can be used to collect information about the students'
sociocultural backgrounds. In the study, the analysis of the language used in the stories
the participants told revealed information about how the participants used language as
developed in out-of-school interactions, as well as much information about their
kno~.1~edge, views, values, beliefs, interests, family background and experiences. The
study expanded on the findings of numerous researchers who also made links with the
language used by children in their stories and their ethnic or sociocultural backgrounds.
Cazden (1988, p. 20-24), Green (1997, p. 217), John-Steiner and Panofsky (1992, p.
222) and Michaels (1991, p. 322) each took the stories of students and made link~ with

aspects of their ethnic or racial backgrounds. Heath (1983) took the stories of children
· and made links with their sociocultural backgrounds. In these previous studies, the
backgrounds of the children were already known. In this study, the sociocultural
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backgrounds of the participants were not known yet were discovered through an
analysis of their stories. In addition, the .slUdy demonstrated that the stories themselves
could be used as a starting point in the development and improvement of home-school

links.

Language and Sociocultural Background

In the study much information was revealed about the participants' ways of using
language through the analysis of their stories as told in the classroom. The way the

participants used language in their stories had developed from past sociocultural
interactions. Their language was part of their sociocultural background. The study
demonstrated its theoretical positions concerning !h"' development and place of
language within an individual's sociocultural background. Language is a sociocultural
construct that develops from the numerous interactions in which individuals engage in
their lives (Halliday, 1978, p. 1-3; Lankshear, 1997, 11-20; Nelson, 1996, p. 5).
Individuals come to any interaction with unique ways of using language (see also Kress,
1985, p. 50) thane,flect this history of sociocultural interactions as encompassed in
individuals' sociocultural backgrounds. The interaction of telling stories uses language
(Malian, 1991, p. 5; Wells, 1986, p. 194-195) in ways deemed acceptable by the
storyteller (Engel, 1995, p. 16; Heath, 1983; Malian, p. 61). Stories can be used to
discover infonnation about individuals' ways of using language and so, a major aspect
of their socioculttiral background.

For example, BS only told stories in the "safety" of the large group. He refused to tell
his stories when pressured to do so as an individual in one-to-one contexts. BS's ways
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or using language as reflected in his stories had dcvclopl!d from past sociocuilural

interactions and so was part of the sociocultural buck ground tlrnt he brought to lhc
context of the classroom. His parents conrirmcd that 88's out-or-school interactions
were conducted mainly in the context of large family groups. As a result, he was more
confident about communicating in such environments rather than as an individual in
one-to-one contexts.

B 13 also exemplified how the participants' ways of using language and so, an aspect of
their sociocultural backgrounds, was accurately discovered through analysing their

stories. B 13' s stories revealed a boy who was having obvious difficulties in his speech
and language skills. However, he persevered in his storytelling and remained open to
support from the adult listener during the interaction so as to enable his message to be
communicated. B 13's acceptance of and ability to use such support when
communicating was part of his ways of using language. The teacher confirmed that
these had developed in out-of-school interactions where such support was available and
so was part of the sociocultural background he brought to the interaction of storytelling.

In addition, .many of the ideas B 13 presented in his stories originated from books. This
constituted another aspect of B 13's ways of using language. The teacher con finned that
B 13 often engaf~ed in interactions with written texts in or out of school and so this way
of using language had also developed from past sociocultural interactions. All of this
information indicated B13's sociocultural background that he brought to the context of
the classroom.
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Language is a Key

The stories that the participants told contained more information than just that about
their ways of using language as developed from their histories of sociocultural

interactions. Through the analysis of the language used by the participants in their
stories, more information was revealed about their sociocultural backgrounds that

included their thoughts, learning, knowledge, ways of behaving, values, beliefs,
experiences and family background.

The study once again confirmed and demonstrated its theoretical position concerning
the deveh 1ment and place of language within an individual's sociocultural background.

In this study, language was not only seen· as developing within and being part of the
participants' sociocultural backgrounds, but was also seen as a key to use to unlock
other aspects of the participants' sociocultural backgroumls. Language reflected many
aspects of participants' sociocultural backgrounds. As individuals use and learn
language within sociocultural interactions, lhey also use and learn the knowledge, ways
of behaving, values and beliefs that are embedded within, govern and are governed by
the ways of using language (Halliday, 1978, p. l-3; Lankshear, 1997, p. 11-20).
Therefore, how individuals use language in an interaction must reflect not only their
ways of using language as developed from these interactions but also the conglomerate
of learning about these other aspects of these interactions that has simultaneously taken
place. The language used in telling stories, itself a sociocultural language act, (Engel,
1995, p. 16; Heath, 1983; Wason-Ellam, 1991, p. 9; Wells, 1986, p. 194-195) must
reflect this conglomerate of past learning as encompassed in individuals' sociocultural
backgrounds,
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Thoughts 1 Language and Sociocultural Background

The study demonstrated the link between individuals' thoughts, ways of using language
and their sociocultural backgrounds. Through an analysis of the language used, the
stories collected in this study revealed something of the participants' thoughts about
their world, how they organised and made sense of their world and their views of their
place within that world. This was part of the participants' sociocultural backgrounds.

The findings of the study further supported its theoretical position concerning the
· development and place of language within the individual's sociocultural background
and the ability of it to reflect aspects of the individual's sociocultural background. In the
process, it also supported the theories espoused by numerous researchers concerning the
relationship between thought and language. Individuals' knowledge about the world
develops as a result of using language to interact in the myriad of sociocultural
interactions in which individuals engage (Halliday, 1978, p. l-3; Lankshear, 1997, p.
11-20). Thought and language are inextricably linked (Vygotsky, 1978). As individuals
use language in these sociocultural interactions, they simultaneously engage in
cognitive processing to make sense of the infonnation about the world embedded within
the culture of that interaction (Bakhtin, 1981, in Hoel, 1997, p. 8-10). The way·
individuals use language enables and reflects the cognitive processing that occurs in the
present and past interactions. Telling stories is a language act that engages individuals'
'· co gni ti ve processing in the narrative mode of thinking (Bruner, 198 6, p. 97 -1 10).
Individuals are able to organise and express their thoughts in and through this narrative
mode of thinking by telling stories (Bruner; Nelson, 1996, p. 12). Through the language
of the stories they tell, individuals can express their views on the world, who they are
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and how they have organised their world (Gudmundsdot1ir, 199 l, p. 207,209; McCabe,
1997, p. 465) as developed in this narrative mode of thinking.

For example, 82'.s stories revealed a boy who was reliant on the here-and-now context

to stimulate his thoughts and expression of them. For him, his sense of his world was
one that concentrated on the present and the factual. He seemed to require the present
context to stimulate his thoughts of his world and, subsequently, his organisation and

expression of those thoughts. This was part of his sociocultural background that he
brought to the classroom as revealed through his use of language in his stories. Unlike

B2, B3 was able to use language to talk of events of the past and future in his stories.
'

However, he did not engage in fantasy even when invited lo do so in the context of a
collaborated story told with two other storytellers who easily incorporated fantasy into
their parts of the story. His sense and view of the world, as encompassed in his
sociocultural background and expressed through his language, was focussed on real
events. He seemed unable to use his language to move beyond this. The language in his
stories revealed that B3' s world was focussed on the factual. In contrast, B 12 and B 11,
the other two storytellers who collaborated with B3 on one occasion, were able to not
only use language to talk of the present, past and future in their stories, but were also
able to use language to talk of fantastic, imaginative events. B 12 and B 11 demonstrated
this ability in the story that they collaborated with B3 as well as the stories that they
each told individually. Their ways of using language in their stories demonstrated views
of the world that went far beyond the immediate context, taking into account the
happenings of the past and future. Both B 11 and B 12 were able to use their
"imaginative'' world to help the sense making process

''

or their "real" world. All of this
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information was part of these boys' sociocultural backgrounds as rcvca!cd through their
me of language in their ~tories.

G4, B 10 and G2 also revealed something of their views and thoughts of their world, and
so an aspect of their sociocultural backgrounds, through their ways of using language in
their stories but with a different focus than for the boys mentioned above. Through the
language of her stories, G4 revealed her views and thoughts on her mother's impending

wedding. In her world, mothers were usually married. Therefore, the possibility of one

marrying was exciting and, thus, worthy of telling about in a story. Yet, at the same
time, she seemed to recognise that this was a topic that needed to be treated with caution
in the world of the classroom. She toid of this event firstly in the "safety" of
storytelling. Once she experienced "acceptance" of the topic, she then told about it for
news and, finally, in conversation with the teacher. This demonstrated that in her view
of the world of the classroom, the topic. of mothers marrying was unusual and possibly
"taboo". These views were part of her sociocultural background unlocked through the
way she used language in her stories. B 10 and G2 used language to tell of events that
included bringing special things from home for news, events in the classroom and so on.
Their stories demonstrated, even in a small way, that their view of the world of the
classroom was a place where, to belong, students brought things from home to show.
According _to these students' views of this world, such activities were necessary to allow
them entrance into the world of the classroom. This was part of their sociocultural
backgrounds as revealed through their language employed in their stories.

For other students in the study, the link between thought, language and soCiocultural
background was realised in another way. For these students, telling their stories allowed
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them to ut;e their language to make sense of the world of the classroom as rcpn:scnlcd in

the .storytelling inlcraction. In this way, the study confirmed that the language used in
telling stories is dialogic (Bakhtin, 1981, in, Hoel, 1997, p. 8-10) enabling the
interaction between the cognitive self and social self in the narrative mode of thinking
(Brnner, 1986, p. 97-1 IO). The study also lent support to the finding of Gall as (1992)
and Gillard ( 1996) who both reported on the use of storytelling by students to assist
them make sense of and then find their place in the world of the classroom. However,
the study expanded on this work. Through the analysis of the language used in these
stories, the students' "virtual bags'' (Dyson and Comber, 1999, July) were again opened
and even more infonnation was revealed about the students' sociocultural backgrounds.

The approach of some participants to the task of storytelling revealed a part of their
sociocultural ··ackgrounds [hat included a desire and an ability to quickly make sense of
and find a place in the new sociocultural interactions and contexts. G6 was absent from
the class for the first week of the data collection period. On her first day back in the
classroom she told two stories in quick succession in the two different storytelling
contexts available at the time. The way she used language in her stories revealed
something of her sociocultural background and herself. She made obvious her desire
and need to quickly become "one of the team" and find her place in this world of the
classroom that had changed slightly in her absence as a result of the storytelling that
was happening. In the process, she demonstrated language skills that allowed her to
achieve this. Her teacher described her as an organiser and a person who liked to be part
of the action. Other participants, such as B 11, B 12 and G4, were similar in their
approach to the task. These participants were present in the classroom for the entire data
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collection period. They each told numerous stories and did so confidently. The teacher
con finned that these participants approached other tasks in a similar manner.

In contrast, other participants in this study, such as B5, 82, G3, G7 and B I 0, took
longer to find their place in the interaction of storytelling. They needed more time to use
their language to engage in and make sense of new sociocultural interactions. This
information was part of the sociocultural background that each of these students brought
with them to the classroom.

Other Aspects of Sociocultural Background

The language employed in the partfcipants' stories was the key to unlocking .
information about other aspects of their sodocultural backgrounds. In the study, through
a focus on the language used in the participants' stmies, more infonnation was collected
.

.

.

concerning the participants' past experiences, knowledge base and family background. '
Such information further contributed to the growing picture of the participants'
sociocultural backgrounds. For example, B3, B 11 and B12 in their collaborated story,
used their language to tell of their motorbikes and their fathers. This revealed
information about their play interests as well as their family backgrounds and the
relationships they enjoyed with particular family members. 05 also talked extensively
of her family in her stories as well as her out-of-school experiences painting a picture of
a person for whom family, together with the experiences that she had with them, was a
large part of her world and so her sociocultural background. Many participants, such as
BB, G 1, B9 and B 10, told of going swimming or to the movies through their stories.
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This showed that such activities were part of their world in which they lived and so part
. of their sociocultural backgrounds.

Finally, for some of the participants, the act of leHing the stories seemed to allow them
to express their thoughts on particularly important experiences in their lives. In the
process, these participants revealed even more information from that "virtual bag"
(Dyson and Comber, I 999, July) that contained their sociocultural background. 84 was
a good case in point. He was a relatively new migrant to Australia. He used the
language of his stories to express his thoughts on one of his memorable first experiences
in Australia. This was an important aspect of his sociocultural background as confirmed
by his mother in interview.

Home-School Links·

The analysis of the paiticipants' stories in this study revealed much information about
many aspects of their sociocultural backgrounds that each of the paiticipants brought
with them in their "virtual bags" (Dyson and Comber, 1999, July). Through a focus on
· the fonguage used, the stories were used to discover something of the participants'
language and associated views of the world, knowledge, experiences and thought
processes. The language used in the stories enabled the participants to open up their
"virtual bags" (Dyson and Com.her).

This study also used the stories the participants told in the classroom to discover more
.

.

information about the participants and begin the process of forging home-school links.
Therefore, it lent support to the work of Anstey and Bull ( 1996, p. 155), Caimey and
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Ruge (1998, p. 39) and Hill, Comber, Louden, Rivalland and Reid (1998a, p. 11-14;
l 998b, p. t 6). The participants' stories and the information they revealed provided a
basis for discussions with selected parents and the teacher. As a result, not only was the
information confirmed but was also expanded upon. It was felt that relationships had
been formed with the parents who were interviewed. New information gained as a result

of the interview added to the growing picture of the particjpants' sociocultural

backgrounds and so assisted the development of home-school links.

The Importance of Sociocultural Background

No two participants were found to have the exact same sociocultural background. This
study confirmed that the classroom is a place of immense diversity (Elliott, 1999, p. 89). Students come to the classroom each with their own views of th".: world, knowledge,
experiences, ways of using language, family background (Hoel, 1997, p. 8). In other
words, students come to the classroom each with their unique sociocultural background.

The presence of such diversity has been one of the driving forces for the development
and implementation of the Curriculum Framework (Curriculum Council, 1998) in
schools in Western Australia. This study has shown that teachers can recognise, value
and accept the diversity students bring in their knowledge by finding out about students'
sociocultural backgrounds through listening to students' stories. The study provided
teachers with one method by which they can work towards achieving the requirements
of the Curriculum Framework.
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Research Question Two

.. Research question iwo asks what tools can be uscci to unravel information about
•

••I

•

•

students' sociocultural backgrounds from the stories they tell in the classroom. Two
aspects of the study contribu!ed to its ability to analyse the language employed in the
participants' stories to unravel infonnation about their sociocultural back~rounds.
Numerous texts were identified as stories through the application of a broad definition
of story developed from the work of Mallan ( 1991, p. 5; 1992, p. 300-303).
Accordingly, a student's oral text was judged to be a story if it used language in a
..

.. ·.

...

·.·

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

'

..

.

.

'

· cOnversational or lit~rate style to tell of something the student had seen, heard; read,.
'

'

dreamt, experienced, lived and so on. This allowed for many different stories to be
·. inch1ded and ensured a large pool of data for analysis. The story data analysis procedure
·. was then used to analyse many aspects of the language used in these texts identified as
.

.

.

·.

.

· .·.·.stories anct"much information about the participants' sociocultural backgrounds was·
'

'

collected from their numerous and different stories. The story data analysis procedure
was developed in response to the unavailability of a single story analysis procedure that
.. could analyse the language ofthe stories from many different viewpoints. It was
-

'

developed spedfic to this study and brought together many individual tools available in
.

.:

.

.

.

. the research in accordance with a framework developed by Mishler ( 1995, p. 117). It
..

.

.

.

..

.

· was design~d to ,provide complete descriptions of the v.ariety of st~-ries collected ~d Su
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

. .·

..

reveal.information.about the participants' sociocultural backgrounds.

In the process of applying these tools and unravelling infonnation about the
· participants' sociocultural backgrounds from their stories, the study demonstrated that
the participants told numerous stories within the context of an already operating pre- ·

primary classroom. Whenever people comc to~ether tu make and share meaning, lhey
lend to tell stories (Wells, l 986, p. ! 95). This was <..:crtainl y !he t:ase in this study. The
study conf'imu::d lhc findings

or Paley ( 1988, 1990) and Md.can ( 1999, July) who also

found that similarly nged students tell swrics in thl! <..:on tcx t or a prc-pri mary class room
environment. The findings of this study lent support to Mal Ian's ( I99(), IfJ97) and
Gillard's ( 1996) finding that students or various ages tel I stories in a classroom when
given the opportunity to do so.

Furthennore, in the absence of visual cues, particular toys lo play wi, h or a story to
.

.

retell, it was found that the participants' stories mostly used language to tell about ·
themselves. In essence, the stories were part of a conversation and were used to tell
about experiences of the past, present, future and imagined. As each participant was
different, so each participant told different stories that revealed different experiences
and different sociocultural backgrounds. The stories that the participants told differed in
terms of style, content, structure and function. These differences were allowed for and
recognised through the adoption of a broad definition of story and the implementation
of a flexible and broad story data analysis procedure ..

Storytelling.Sty le

The definition of story used ,in this study allowed 'for stories to be told in a
.

.

.

.

.

conversational or literate sty le (Malian. 1992, p. 300-3 03). The story data an al ys is
procedure found that the participants' stories varied from each other in terms of
.

.

· storytelling style. Both styles of stories were successfully used to discover information
about the students' sociocultural backgrounds. The recognition and acceptance of both
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styles within the definition of slOry used in the study incrcascJ tile likelihood of
unravelling as much information as possible about the participants' sodocultural
backgrounds that all their stories contained.

The students did not only tell stories that were identified as being traditional stories or
"literate" (Malian, 1992, p. 302-303). In this study, most of the stories that the
participants told were part of a conversation with an adult listener. Thus, the stories
were told in order to continue this conversation. Despite this departure in style from the

"literate" to the "conversational", most of the resultant oral texts in these instances were
still judged to be "stories". This added support to Malian 's position that the
conversational style of story be recognised as being as much of a "story" as the more
traditional, literate ones.

Story Content

The identification and acceptance of differences in the content of the language used in
the stories allowed for more information to be discovered about the participants'
sociocultural backgrounds through their stories. The identification of many different
stories according to language content confirmed the findings of Preece (1987, p. 357)
and Heath (1983) as they also identified variety in language content in the stories
children told. In addition, Heath linked this variety with the sociocultural backgrounds
of the children who told the stories. Here, this variety in story content was used in the
process of discovering previously unknown infonnation about students' sociocultural
backgrounds. The inclusion of stories that varied in language content was facilitated by
the use of a broad definition of story. The story data analysis procedure then analysed
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for and used lhis variety to collect more infomiation about the participants'

sociocultural hack groun<ls.

The de Ii ni tion of slOry used

in this study al lowc<l for varlet y in languagc content as .i

stories could be about a number of things and st i11 be stories (Mal Ian, I991 , p. 5). The
story di.Ila analysis procedure developed in this study then caplUrcd and described this
diversity. In one section, the procedure identified numerous "types" of stories that
described the general content of the story. For example, the study identified
"experienced" stories and "imaginative" stories from the pool of data when the stories
used language to tell of events that the storyteller had experienced or imagined
respectively. Furthennore, the procedure revealed that the participants told stories thm
·used language to portray different themes. The identification ofstory themes and the
type of story told were some of the aspects of.language content in the stories that
provided the key to unlocking the participants' sociocultural backgrounds.

The Structure of the Stories

.·The study demonstrated that through accepting, allowing for and recognising diversity
in the students' ways of using language to structure their stories, it was possible to
· uncover more information about their sociocultural backgrounds. The link was made
between the way the participants structured their stories and their sociocultural
backgrounds. This lent further support to the work of Preece ( 1987, p. 357) and Heath
(1983) who made similar links. However, this study expanded on previous work for it

used the way participants structured the language in their stories to discover previously
unknown information about their sociocultural backgrounds.
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The idcntificalion of the different story structures was enabled through the broad
definition of story that allowed for a variety

or tcxl types to be included as stories. The

story data analysis procedure dcvclopct.1 for the study captured this diversity. It
identified and described three different struclllrcs used by the participants in their
stories. In this way, the study further expanded on the work of Preece ( 1987, p. 357) and

Heath (1983) as it provided more description about the differences between the stories

in terms of the structure.

The three ways of using language to structure stories identified in this study were

"episodic", "informative" and "rambly". The episodic story was a;,sociated with the
more traditional sense of what constituted story structure. Such stories were structured
in a similar fashion to that found in the stories of books and fairytalcs with a focus on
action and events. This was the story structure that was generally accepted in the
classroom as a "story". The informative structure in a story, in contrast, focussed on
using language to relay information about a character or event rather than portraying
action. Finally, the rambly structured story was termed as such as it seemed to ramble
from one topic to another. Closer examination, however, revealed a language structure
that could be mapped.

The recognition and acceptance of different ways of using language to structure stories
allowed for more information to be discovered about the participants' sociocultural
backgrounds through their stories. For example, the identification and acceptance of the
informative story as a "story" particularly allowed the participants to use their stories to
inform the listener about themselves and events of importance to themselves without
having to focus on providing action and the like within the star;. Such stories contained
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a weal th of in formation aboul the participants' sociocu llural backgrnu nds. Tile i m: l usi 011

or t hcsc stories allowed for th is in format ion to be u11co'1crcrl. In addi ti nn, the ra mh Iy
. stmcturcd stories. when taken on face value, seemed to have no pattern in the w.iy
language was structured. However, analysis of their structure re vealed that t hcsc stori cs

used language in a stmcturcdway, albeit hrnrkcdly different lo the episodic structure.
These stories were "stories" but in different ways to the trnditi0nal "story". For G5, the
identification of her language as being structured in a "rambly" way in her stories
highlighted differences in her sociocultural background in comparison wilh the other
participants.

Story Function

Finally, the participants in this study told stories for different reasons, to fulfil different
functlons. The identification and acceptance of such a range of functions allowed for
much of the information discovered about the participants' sociocultural backgrounds to
be confirmed. It further expanded upon the work of Preece ( 1987, p. 357) and Heath
(1983) as it pruvided more explanations as to how stories differed from one another.

The variety in functions also confirmed the suspicions of Engel (1995, p. 34M57).
However, the range of functions identified by Engel was extended in this study to
include "relate an experience» as opposed to "organising an experience". In the context
of this study, it was felt that the participants' stories that were labelled as such primarily
· related an experience. As a consequence of telling the story, the experience may have
. ..

.

undergone a degree of organisation in their mind ·as they used their language, through
i1,-

.

· the telling of the story, to organise their thoughts on the experience. However, the main
focus of telling the story for the storyteller was to relate the experience. The ·
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idcnt ilkation or such a range of funcl ions was enabled by the story data anal ysi_...,
· proctdure developed in the contcx t of a broad de ri ni lion of story th al al lowl!d
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different stories to be included in the data.

The Delinition of "Story" as a Tool

The definition of "story" was one of the tools used lo unravel information about the
pnrticipants' socioculturatbackgrounds for it determined what was a story. The
definition used in this study allowed for the recognition and acceptance of stories that
differed from one another in many ways. It allowed the inclusion of a variety of texts
that might not otherwise be considered a "story" in the traditional, literate sense. There
was then more chance of capturing the diversity in storytelling amongst the participants
and, subsequently, the diversity that existed in their sociocultural backgrounds that
those stories reflected. The definition used allowed the participants many opportunities
to reveal who they were and from where they had come through their stories
(Gudmundsdottir, 1991, p. 207, 209; McCabe, 1997, p. 465). Without the application of
this broad definition, it is doubtful that the variety that existed in the participants'
storytelling and resultant stories would have been recognised and identified. It is
doubtful that the potential of stories to reveal this wealth of information about
participants' sociocultural backgrounds would have been realised to the degree that it
· was.
:r

· ·. As a consequence oferrploying this bro-ad definition of "story", the stories collected
from the p¥f:icipants did no"t ~nly focus on action in the traditional sense. Some stories
.

'

also infonned and/or told of future events as well as present and past events. Some
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stories simply rel;Hcd an experience. Although such a broad definition of story was
. used, this study st ilI idc nt ificd some

or the pan ici pants' oral tex Is as "non stories".

Thus, this study demonstrated that such

.1 broad deli nit :on of story could be succcs,s fu Ily

applied in d istingu ishi ng ··stories" from "non stories".

The Story Data Analysis Procedure as a Tool

The story dat;.J. analysis procedure developed for this study fulfilled its purpose. It
analysed the language used in the participants' stories to reveal the information they
contained about their sociocultural backgrounds. Much information was collected. It
also demonstrated that, when used in the context of a broad definition of story, the
stories that students tel! can be as diverse as their sociocultural backgrounds. The
classroom is a place of diversity (Elliott, 1999, p. 8-9).

However, the analytical procedure developed in this study was lengthy and. in pans.
complex to use. In its present Conn, it is not practical for teachers to use in the context
of the busy classroom. However, when unravelling the information about the
·,

participant's sociocultural background from the story, some aspects of the analytical ·
tool were found to be of more use than other parts.

The identification of the type of story together with an analysis of its content was quick
and effective in unravelling infonnation about the participant's sociocultural
background. The completion of a structural story map was more involved than the
.· previously mentioned parts of the analysis procedure but it was useful in revealing more
.

.

infonnation th".-. added to the growing picture of the participant's sociocultural
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background. The analysis of story function and identification of instances of
) appropriation were quick but served to confom rather than to expand on the information
collected through implementation of the previously mentioned parts of the analysis
procedure. In contrast, procedures such as the identification of the narrative processes
and cohesive devices present in the stories were complex. They did not add greatly to
the infom1ation collected about the participant's sociocultural background through the
implementation of other, easier aspects of the analytical tool.

The story data analysis procedure was also developed to analyse other aspects of the
'
interaction in which the story developed. The implementation of this part of the analysis
procedure revealed information that added to the growing picture about the participants'
sociocultural backgrounds concerning their behaviours and use of language within the
interaction in its entirety. This part of the procedure also addressed research question
three.

Research Question Three

Research question three asks what aspects of the interaction can facilitate the students in
their telling of their stories. The underlying issue to this question was to attempt to
identify ways that teachers can facilitate students' telling of stories in the classroom that
possibly contain information about their sociocultural backgrounds. In this study, two
aspects of the interaction were analysed. These were the influence of the storytelling
context on the resultant story in terms of whether or not a story was told and the
influence of the adult's support and verbal encouragement during the interaction.
Overall, the study found that the participants showed a strong preference for interactions
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in which an adult was able to assist them and collaborate with them during the
development of their stories. The study lent support to the positions of Engel ( 1995) and
Nelson (1996) on the importance of children receiving such collaboration to enhance
their ability to negotiate the sociocultural nuances of the interaction and so
communicate their meaning successfully. Teachers may be confident about providing
students with such collaboration to facilitate their development of stories that contain
information about their sociocultural backgrounds.

Storytelling Contexts

'

The participants in the study were provided with mainly three storytelling contexts in
which to tell their stories. The participants not only seemed to seek out those
storytelling contexts in which the adult listener was present and a participant in the
storytelling process, they also utilised such support to tell their stories. When
participants sought out storytelling contexts in which a listener was present and
participated, they took advantage of and engaged in the "participatory interaction"
(Nelson, 1996, p. 5) offered to them through the adult's input. This aspect of the
interaction facilitated the development of their stories.

The participants were relatively new to the sociocultural context of the classroom. They
had been attending pre-primary for only two weeks when data collection began. In
addition, the task of telling stories represented a new sociocultural interaction for it was
a new task to complete within this environment. By choosing to tell their stories in
storytelling contexts in which the researcher adult was present and could participate and
support them in their storytelling, the participants allowed themselves the opportunity to

/
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collaborate with an "expert" listener in their storytelling. It can be assumed that the
participants considered the researcher listener to be "the expert" in storytelling. She had
demonstrated that she had the knowledge of the "rules" and behaviours expected during
the interaction of telling a story when she established the storytelling contexts with them
and provided the instruction to them during their storytelling.

The three storytelling contexts mostly offered were "adult assisted", "self recorded with
adult assistance" and "self recorded". In the "adult assisted" storytelling context, the
adult listener
operated the tape recorder as well as providing the participants with verbal
'
support and assistance during their storytelling attempts. In the "self recorded with adult
assistance" storytelling context, the participants operated the tape recorder but still
received verbal support and assistance from the adult during their storytelling attempts.
Unlike the other storytelling contexts, in the "self recorded" storytelling context, the
participants received no adult assistance or support in telling their stories (Hall, 1998, p.
87) except for initial assistance in turning on the machine. The results showed that the
participants in this study did not show a strong preference for making their storytelling
attempts in this last storytelling context. Instead, they showed a preference for making
their storytelling attempts in storytelling contexts that offered them verbal assistance
and feedback from an adult listener. These were the "adult assisted" and "self recorded
with adult assistance" storytelling contexts respectively. The participants as a group not
only preferred to make their storytelling attempts in such supported storytelling
contexts. They also told relatively more of what could be termed "stories" in such
supported storytelling contexts when compared with the "self recorded" storytelling
context.
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Adult Assistance and Support

When collecting students' stories in the classroom, this study demonstrated the value of
providing the students with an active, supportive listener who is willing to collaborate
with them and support them during their storytelling. The participants did not need any
other "props" to tell their stories. The verbal participation and collaboration from the
"expert" interactive partner that the participants received in the "adult assisted" and
"self recorded with adult assistance" storytelling contexts provided them with feedback
as to how they were going in meeting the sociocultural nuances of the interaction of

'

storytelling. This study lent further suppo1t to Engel (1995, p. 212) and Nelson (1996, p.
5) who both believe that children desire and need the support and feedback from
"expert" adults who are willing to participate and collaborate with them when
interacting in new sociocultural interactions.

In this study, this verbal support was offered to the participants in the form of utterances
from the adult listener. On most occasions, the adult listener initially provided the
participants with a specific cue to begin their story through the use of a story elicitor
such as "tell me a story". The adult then collaborated with the students in the
development of their stories through the use of other "specific" and "non-specific"
utterances. Both specific and non-specific types of utterances were equally important in
the provision of feedback to the storyteller concerning the success of their storytelling.
Both types of utterances from the adult assisted the development of the participants'
stories as they operated in sustaining the "participatory interaction" (Nelson, 1996, p. 5)
that the participants desired and needed in order to successfully tell their stories.
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For example, the adult's non-specific utterances, such as fillers and drama markers,
provided feedback to the participants that their stories were understood and that the
adult listener was still listening. In contrast, the adult used other specific utterances such
as requests for extension or clarification or restatements with a questioning tone when
the participants' meaning was not understood. On such occasions, the use of these
speeifie utterances by the adult listener provided the feedback to the participants that
communication needed repair in order for the stories to continue and be successful in
their aim of making and sharing meaning. It may be argued that the willingness of the
adult to provide such collaboration contributed to the creation of an environment in
which the participants were encouraged to tell their stories. The "participatory
interactions" (Nelson, 1996, p. 5) that resulted from this collaboration allowed the
participants to feel that their stories, and they, were being accepted by the adult listener.
They were then more encouraged to tell the stories they wanted to tell (Gillard, 1996).
Thus, they told stories that contained a wealth of information about themselves and their
sociocultural backgrounds.

In this study, the more storytelling attempts the participants made in such contexts, the
more successful they became in their storytelling. As a consequence of such "practice"
as it were, the participants were provided with the feedback and had the opportunity to
become "the experts" themselves and, thus, be more confident and competent in
interacting in such contexts independently. Storytelling contexts, such as the "self
recorded" one, in which such a listener is not present may possibly best be left until the
students have had numerous opportunities to collaborate with "the experts" who know
the "rules" of the storytelling event.
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Other Aspects of the Interaction

In the world of the busy classroom, there is often "not the time" to establish and
implement activities such as storytelling by students. However, this study has shown
that storytelling by students need not take up a lot of time or extra resources. The
participants required minimal time in "training" for the task. The task of telling stories
was established as one of the many activities available to the participants during the
already established "activity time" and so took up minimal extra time to complete. It
may be argued that establishing storytelling as an acceptable "activity" to be completed

'
at a set time encouraged the participants to tell their stories. Teachers wanting to
incorporate such an activity in their classrooms could continue to have storytelling
available as an activity during similar times. The teacher can then assign him/herself to
the storytelling table utilising parent helpers and the teacher aide on the other tables.

In this study, most of the paiticipants were not deterred from their storytelling in the
presence and use of the tape recorders. They seemed to enjoy listening to themselves
and having the opportunity to operate such machines. The tape recorders used were
simple ones with similar models being readily available in the general community.
Paley (1988, 1990) also tape recorded the students' stories and found a similar response
in her students.

When the participants told their stories into the tape, they were quick with most being
less than a minute long. What was time consuming was the transcription of the stories
as they were transcribed later from the tape. However, such transcriptions included the
utterances of the adult listener as well as the nonverbal behaviours of the storyteller.
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This information was subsequently utilised in the analysis of the stories. Thus, the time
spent in transcription was justified J'or the purposes of this slUdy.

The Power of the Story

The main focus of this study was to investigate if the stories students tell in a classroom

can be collected and analysed in a way that reveals information about students'
sociocultural backgrounds. This was achieved in this study by using the language of the
stories as a key to unlocking the information that the stories contained. Through a focus
on the language, much information was revealed about the participants' ways of using
language and associated knowledge, views of the world, experiences, values and family
background as developed from their past sociocultural interactions.

A broad definition of "story" allowed for many of the participants' oral texts to be
accepted and, subsequently analysed, as "stories". In accordance with lhis definition
(Mallan, 1991, p. 5), a "story" in this study could be as simple as relating an experience
or as complex as retelling an action book and still be a story. Consequently, this
'

definition catered for the diversity that eventuated between the participants' stories. This
me~nt that as many. as possible of the participants' oral texts were assessed as a story
and used to captufe the information about the participants' sociocultural backgrounds
that these oral texts contained.

The analysis procedure developed and used in this study in tum allowed for and
recognised this diversity inherent between the stories and defined and described it
further. In the process, the analysis procedure contributed to the study's success in using
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the language in the stories that the parlicipants told to discover information about their
sociocultural backgrounds. Although tl1c analysis procedure itself was complex, it was
still successful in uncovering the wealth of information about the participants'

sociocultural backgrounds that the stories contained. The procedure analysed the
language in the stories from as many different aspects as possible bringing together
numerous individual analytical tools. Hence, there was more chance of unravelling the

information about the participants' sociocultural backgrounds that the stories contained.

In addition, the flexibility that was inherent within various stages of the analysis
procedure particularly allowed for and recognised diversity bet.ween the stories that
were collected. It was able to highlight differences between the stories in terms of their
language content, structure and function. This diversity between the stories was linked
with diversity within and between the sociocultural backgrounds of the participants.
This flexibility in the analysis procedure increased the chances of unveiling the
information about the participants' sociocultural backgrounds that such diverse stories
possibly contained. In the process, this added further support to the use of the broad
definition of "story", for the successful analysis of the variety of oral texts that were
judged as "stories" confirmed them as being "stories" albeit often different to one
another.

The study also examined the influence of the storytelling context and the role of the
adult verbal support in assisting the development of the story. Aspects of these were
found to facilitate the participants in their telling of stories rich in infonnation about
their sociocultural backgrounds.
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The participants lokl stories in a number of diffcrcnl slorytclling con lex ts that were
available to them. Common lo all of these storytelling contexts w:1s un atmosphere of
choice that al!..nvcd the participants to tell the stories that they wanted to tell. The
researcher adult did not provide the participants with a story to retell, toys to play with
or printed material to assist or direct their storytelling. Instead, the participants were
merely asked to "tell a story". As a result, the participants used their language and so
drew upon their own knowledge base as encompassed in their sociocultural
backgrounds. Consequently, the resultant stories contained much infonnation about
their sociocultural backgrounds.

In all of these storytelling contexts, the researcher adult provided direct or indirect
assistance_to the participants in their storytelling attempts. She established the
storytelling contexts, "trained" tl-1e participants in them and provided physical and
verbal assistance during most of their storytelling attempts. Such participation and
collaboration with the participants assisted them in their storytelling as they negotiated
the sociocultural nuances of these interactions. It also helped to establish and maintain
an atmosphere of acceptance and recognition of the stories that the participants told. The
•
'

participants were given further encouragement in telling the stories that they wanted to
tell and they remained willing to tell them.

Conclusion

This study successfully collected and used the stories that students told in a pre-primary
classroom to discover information about the students' sociocultural backgrounds. The
'

language in the stories was the key used to unlock this informatfon. In the process,
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facets of the interaction that facilitated the studcn1s in telling such stories were
identified. In unravelling the in!'ormation about the students' sociocultural backgrounds
from their stories, the study showed the importance

or using a broad definition of story

and a flexible and broad analysis procedure that considers the language of the stories
from as many different aspects as possible. Only then can the diversity that exists in
students' storytelling, nnd so their sociocultural backgrounds, be recognised.
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CIIAl'l'ER SEVEN

CONCLUSIONS

The stories the students told through an analysis of the language employed was used to

discover infommtion about the students' sociocullUral backgrounds, informalion that
was previously unknown. The infonnation that was gmhercd on analysis of the students'

stories included information about students' ways of using language and associated
knowledge, past experiences, views of the world, beliefs and family life. Furthermore,
this infonnation was unravelled through the implementation of an analysis procedure
that considered the language used in the stories from many viewpoints in the context of
a broad definition of story. The analysis procedure also hi!;hlighted aspects of the
interaction that enhanced students' storyte!ling of such stories. In particular, the study
showed that the adult listener had an important role to play in collaborating with the
students in the development of the stories.

Applicability to the Classroom

The study has demonstrated that students' stories can be collected and analysed in the
context of a classroom. The study has taken the collection and analysis of the language

in the stories students tell out of the realm of the Speech Pathologist alone and has
begun the process of providing teachers with a way of using a valuable language
resource that all students bring with them to the classroom.
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When collecting :.ind analysing studcnls' stories in the clasHoom for the purpost.: of
collecting information about thdr sociocullural backgrounds, tc..iclwrs need

10

rccogni~;c

the importance uf providing students wilh a supportive environment that allows studcms
to collaborate with another adult in the dcvelopmt:nl of tht:ir story. ln these interactions,
students do not need any "props" to tell their story except for a tape recorder and a
listener. Teachers then need to adopt a broad definition of story that will allow for
diversity in the students' storytelling. The implementation of a broad and flexible
analysis procedure that focuses on the language used in the stories can recognise such
diversity and consequently unravel the information about the students' sociocultural.
backgrounds that those stories contain.

Teachers can then be informed about the nature and extent of the diversity inherent
°'.

-

, __

within the claSsroom. Consequently, teachers are in a better position to plan teaching
and learning experiences that will meet the learning needs of all students in their
classroom. It therefore follows that the stories students tell can assist teachers in
meeting some of the guidelines of the Curriculum Framework (Curriculum Council,
1998, p. 16-17, 33-36).

Furthermore, the students' stories can be used to gather more infonnation about the
students from their parents. In the process, there is the possibility for greater homeschool links to be forged or improved upon and the teacher to be further infonned about
the students' sociocultural backgrounds.
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Limitations of the Studv

in its scoJk. All the students who participated in the study

The sludy was limited

rcvc.:iled in formation about their sociocultur.i.l backgrounds through their stories but nol
·all parents were interviewed to confirm or negate this information .in detail. Instead, an
exemplar group of participants was used and the remaining data was triangulated
through'information colle.cted from the teacher. It would have been interesting lO
interview all the parents·to also ascertain if the pattern of improved home-school links
that was observed in the exemplar group could be. maintained across the entire
participant group. The study \\'.US conducted in one pre-primary classroom. No other age
groups were trialed and no other pre-primary classrooms were involved on a concurrent
basis. Thus, the results are particular to this case.

.

.

.

.

The analysis of the bulk of the data collected in the study used a tool specifically
developed for the purposes of this study. While this procedure was useful in analysing
'

'

the stories to reveal information about the students' sociocultural backgrounds, it was
complex and lengthy. In its present form, it does not present as a practical means that
teachers can use to unravel such information from students' stories and so requires
refinement. In addition, the procedure itself has not been validated and reliability needs
'

'

'

to be addressed· through further field ~'testing.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

· The study was also limited in the aspects of the interaction it considered as influencing
the students' telling of such stories. Three taped storytelling contexts were used. As it
'

'

'

happened, all the participants told stories in at least one of these taped storytelling
contexts; More storytelling contexts could have been trialed such as writing the stories
.

.

.

.

2(M

as the students told them

Lr

acting them out. In addition, must of the students told their

stories individually. Collaborative storyt!.!lling heLween students was not actively
encouraged and those that were collected were noL analysed for any differences to those
told individually. It would have been interesting to encourage more stories toid
collaboratively with other students and analyse these in comparison to those told
individually for the information they contained about the students' sociocultural
backgrounds. Finally, the students' non stories were not analysed for the influence of
the adult's verbal support. Analysis of this might have provided more information on
how students' storytelling can be facilitated if students are reticent to tell stories.

Recommendations for Future ReSearch

Mnny of the limitations of this study can be addreSsed through further research in the
area.

Future studies could again use the stories that students tell in the context of the
classroom to discover infonnation about the students' sociocultural backgrounds. The
use of students' stories in this way could be trialed in numerous classrooms at one time
and not restricted to the pre-primary age group. In other studies, the informatio~
collected about the students' sociocultural backgrounds could then be used to facilitate
planning for the students' learning in the classroom. The focus could be on those
students who are seen as "struggling" in the classroom and/or the students' performance
could be tracked over a period of time to ascertain any changes when the students'
sociocultural backgrounds have been recognised and taken into account.
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Future research could focus on refining the story data analysis proct!durc dcvclnpcd in
this study and subject it to ficld~tcsting and further trials with teachers using the tool.

This would enhance its practicality and cnahlc teachers to fully utilise a valuable
language resource that students bring thus continuing the process of taking the use of
stories out of the sole realm of the Speech Pathologist. However, the challenge of such
research would be to ensure that the tool still captured the diversity that exists in

students' storytelling and so still unravel information about their diverse sociocultural
backgrounds.

Finally, this study highlighted some aspects of the interaction that facilitated the

students in their telling of stories that contained information about their sociocultural
backgrounds. Future studies could trial other storytelling contexts such as writing the
stories as they were being told or using trained parent he! pers to collect the stories
and/or complete transcriptions. This would also tackle the problem of time consuming
transcription encountered when taping students' stories. In further studies, collaborative
storytelling with other students could be encouraged to ascertain if more information
about students' sociocultural backgrounds could be collected from such stories.

Conclusion

Students come to the classroom with a "virtual bag" (Dyson and Comber, 1999, July)

full of ways of using language, knowledge, experiences, family background, views of
the world and beliefs. They each come with a unique sociocultural background. The

stories that students tell can be used to unlock that information about their sociocultural
backgrounds with the language that is used in the stories being a "key". In the eloquent

,or,
words of Grumet ( 1991, p.

(19):

"Our storil!s arc the masks through which

Wl!

can he

sc:l!n. With t:vcry telling, we stop the llood <md swirl of thought so someone c:m catch a

glimpse of us and maybe catch us if tht.!y can."

Students will tell stories in the classroom when given the opportunity to do so. If
teachers listen to their students' stories in a supportive and accepting way, they will
discover some vital infonnation about the students that can enhance the planning

process for these students' learning in the classroom. Such is the power of the story.
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APPENDIX A

CONSENT FORMS AND .LETTERS

Appendix A contains copies of all letters and limns used during the case study to gain
the consent from and thank the Principal of the school that participated and the parent!.
of the students in the pre-primary classroom that was the case.
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Consent form (Principal)

·TO:

ETH[CS COMMIITEE
. EDITH COW AN UNIVERSITY

PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

I, (Principal. name of school), hereby give my approval for Tamara Bromley, a Masters
of Education student with the above university, lo collect data at this school for her
research thesis titled "What does <1 child's story tell you?".

I understand that the purpose of the study is to uncover the potential of a child's oral
story to tell a teacher useful information about that child's background. My approval
allows Tamara to collect oral stories from the preschool children during Term I, 2000
under the supervision of (teacher's name), the pre-primary teacher. This will happen in
the context of the usual routine of the pre-primary classroom. Tamara has told me that
she will be tape recording, transcribing and analysing the stories. She has informed me
that, following the storytelling phase, she will interview the parents of 4-6 children to
gain further information about those children. Tamara will work in conjunction with
(teacher's name) to determine timetabling for the data collection period.

My approval for the above is dependent on Tamara obtaining written permission from
the child's parent/guardian before including that child in her cohort group. I understand
that·if such permission is obtained it can be withdrawn at any time and all relevant
material held by Tamara will be destroyed. If permission is not given, that child will not

be disadvantaged in the classroom in any way. I understand that this material may be
.

.

pubHshed and that anonymity and confidentiality will be maintained at all times. I will
· · have access to such material prior to publication should I wish. ·

SIGNED:
DATE:·.
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Consent Form (Parents)

Title:

What Docs a Child's S1ory Tell You'!

Researcher:

Tamara Bromley

I, ............................................ , have been informed about all aspects of the

above research project and any questions I have asked have been answered to my
satis foe ti on.
I agree/ do not agree to allow my child, ..................................... , to participate in
this activity. lf I agree, I realise that I may withdraw him/her at any time.

I agree/ do not agree to be interviewed about my child's background in the event that
this is required.

·

I agree that the research data gathered for this study may be published provided my
· child and myself are not identifiable.
J understand that I may obtain a copy of the research report and/or examine the overall
results. However, I understand that I will not receive individual results of my child's

stories.
PARENT'S SIGNATURE:
PARENT'S NAME:
CHILD'S NAME:
DATE:
RESEARCHER:
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Disclosure Statement Prm,idccl to ParcnL~

Title:

\Vhat Does a Child's Story Tell You?

Researcher:

Tamara Bromley

Purpose of the investi2:ation
This research aims to discover what you can find out about a child from the stories they
tel I. It hopes to provide teachers with clear, practical guidelines in using children's
stories in the classroom .

.·Procedure
The researcher will be present in the classroom for a period of 4-6 weeks. Stories will
·be collected in two ways
l) asking the children to tape record their stories by themsel ves 1
2) telling a story directly to the researcher.
The stories will then be written down and analysed. Then, 4-6 children will be selected
whose stories are notable in some way. Their parents will be interviewed about the
child's background. These interviews will also be tape recorded.
Discomfort and possible risks
The telling of a story, because of its content, may become distressing. If this happens,
the researcher will discuss this with the child and encourage him/her to seek help from
an appropriate adult if appropriate. The child will be given the option to withdraw that
story from the study.
All information revealed in the interviews will be treated confidentially and used only in
relation to the stories that the children tell. Parents maintain the right to have any
information revealed in the interviews withdrawn from the study.
Time involvement
All stories will be collected during the preschool session with minimal disruption to the
usual, routine and under supervision of the classroom teacher. Interviews with parents
are anticipated to take 3045 minutes and will take place at a time convenient to the
parent and the researcher.
Perceived benefits
The research shows that it is important for the teacher to know about children's
backgrounds. Teachers can use this information to build on the children's past
experiences and knowledge and plan for classroom practices that are relevant to the
children. Thus, this facilitates more effective learning in the child. Such knowledge also
forges stronger links between the children's home and,community and that of the
school. The story a child tells has the potential to provide such information. This
research will assist teachers in using such a resource.
Statement of treatment
In the event that a parent does not consent to a child's participation in the study or
withdraws the child after giving consent or the child refuses to participate,
the child will not be disadvantaged in any way in the preschool environment.
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Questions
Any questions concerning the study "What Does a Chiltl'\ Story Tell You" can ht.:
directed to T.1111ara Bromley of Edith Cowan University on (telephone number.<;
prov itk:d).
If you have any curn;crns aboul the project or would like to talk to an independent
person. you nwy contact (Principal of the school) or (Supervisor's name and telephone
number).
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Letter to Parents who were Unable to Attend the Mcctin~
Dear Parent,

I am u student with Edith Cowan University. As part ofmy Masters of Education, I am
undertaking a research project in which I would like your child to participate.
The project aims to investigate the potential of a child's story to tell the teacher
something about the child. Teachers need such information to effectively plan for that
child's learning in the classroom. To complete the project, I need to collect and analyse
a number of stories from children. (The Principal) and (your child's teacher), have both
agreed to allow me to collect the stories from the children in your child's preschool
class during Term L However, before I commence, I require your written permission to
include your child's stories.
The children will tell their stories during the preschool day with minimal disruption to
the usual routine and under the supervision of (teacher's name). Each child's stories will
be tape recorded, written down and analysed. Confidentiality of the records will be
maintained at all times. At the conclusion of the project, the class will be presented with
a "listening post" book that will contain at least one story from each child who
participated in the project.

I will be spending some time in the classroom to allow the children to get to know me
before I start asking them to tell their stories. Please let me reassure you that I have
trialed the process with a group of preschool children last year and found it to be an
overall fun activity in which the children did not seem stressed at all. In addition, the
study, as with all studies undertaken by students of the university, has been scrutinised
and approved by the Ethics Committee of Edith Cowan University. I have attached a
"disclosure statement" that provides you with more information about the study. In this,
I have included some telephone numbers of people whom you can contact should you
have any queries or concerns about the project.
I would appreciate it if you would allow your child to participate. Please complete the
"consent form" and return to (teacher's name) by Thursday 17 February.
Thank you in anticipation of your assistance.
Yours sincerely,

Tamara Bromley.
10 February 2000
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Letter to Parent of Exemplar Participant Rc,1ucstin~ Interview
Tamara Bromley

(.1ddrcss)
ttckphone number)

Dear----------

Thank you for allowing
to participate in my research titled
"What does a Child's Story Tell You'?". I am coming to the end of my involvement in
the classroom itself. As I initia\\ly mentioned, the next stage of my research is to discuss
some of the stories I have collected with the respective parent(s) or carer(s).
and his/her stories
To achieve this aim, I would Uke to discuss
with you. If you are still agreC.'.Jble to this, please contact me on the above telephone
number to arrange a time for us to meet. You can ring me today or over the weekend if
you wish. Or, if you prefer. please complete the slip below with details of your
telephone number etc so that I can contact you to arrange a suitable time to meet. Please
leave this slip with (teacher's name) early next week. (teacher's name) has said that we
can meet at the school. However, I am also happy to meet you elsewhere even in an
after school time slot if this is more suitable.
I look forward to hearing from you. Thank you in anticipation of your assistance.

Regards,

Tamara Bromley
3 March 2000.
tear slip

NAME:
TELEPHONE NO:
BEST TIME TO PHONE:
·PREFERRED DAYS/flMES TO MEET:

SIGNED:
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Thank You Letter (Parents)

·, Tamura Bromley

(address)
(telephone number)

to participate in my
Thank you for allowing your child,
research titled "What does a Child's Story Tell You?". I am coming to the end of my
involvement in the classroom. All that ·remahis is for me to make and present their
"class book" of some of their stories .
.It has been a most enjoyable experience for me and, I hope, an enjoyable one.for
the
'
children too. Your child was one of the many who has provided me with lots of stories
.

that will assist me In my research.

If you wish to discuss your child's stories with me or if you hav u1y questions or
comments please contact me on the above telephone number. A summary of my
research will be forwarded to the school later in the year.

Once again, thank you.

Tamara Jlromley
3 March 2000.
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Thank You Letter (School)

(Principal's mune)
(School address)

Dear (Principal's name),
Thank you for allowing me to conduct my research titled "What docs a child's story tell
you?" in (teacher's name) Pre-Primary classroom over the past four weeks. My
involvement in the classroom has come to an end. All that remains of the data collection

is some follow-up interviews with parents but this is being arranged between the
respective parent and myself.
I have thoroughly enjoyed my time in (teacher's name) room. Both she and (teacher
assistant's name) were very welcoming and went out of their way to assist me in my
data collection for my research. The children were all very co-operative and I found the
parents to be extremely supportive of what I was trying to achieve.
Thank you too for your support and interest. I will be foiwarding a summary of my
research to the school later in the.·year. In the meantime, if you or anyone else has any
queries about it, please feel free to contact me on the above telephone number.
I wish you and your school well for the year ahead.
With best wishes,

Tamara Bromley
10 March 2000.
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APPENDIX II

THE STORY DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE PROFORMA AS USED IN THE
STUDY.

Appendix B contains the proforma of the story data analysis procedure form as used in
lhe case study. The development and implementation of this procedure is discussed
extensively in Chapter Three. The results of applying the procedure to all of the
participants' storytelling attempts are presented in Chapters Four and Five.
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STORY ANALYSIS FORl\rl
ID N O : - - - - - - - - - - -

SECTION ONE:
IS IT A STORY?

YES

NO

'Why is it a story'! (circle the appropriate response)
heard/read/seen/dreamVimagined/cxperienced/othcr_ _ _ _ _ __
Style?
Conversational/literate/other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Length of story_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SECTION TWO
INTERACTION BETWEEN THE ADULT AND CHILD
Storytelling c o n t e x t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - No. of adult's utterances:
No. of child's utterances:
No. of turns:

Please tally the type of adult's utterances. "Success" means what followed the
adult's utterances was in keeping with the intended function of it ie did it work?.
Rate
Story elicitor e,:?;. tell me a story.
StorY encoura2:er ee. what happened next?
Asks for extension eg. can you tell me more?
Asks for clarification e,g. what do you mean?
Asks for description eg. what did it look like?
Drama marker eg. uhoh (with raised
intonation)
Evaluative comment eg. oh, yuk!
Filler e2. Mmmm
Marks be~inning or end eg, is that the end?
Reprimand, redirects attention to task eg. let's
get back to the story.
Asks to clarify role of character eg. is she
meant to act like that?
Incomplete sentence cue eg. and then she ......
Restatement of child's utterance eg. you went
to the park.
Restatement of child's utterance but with
questionin2 tone ee. you went to the park?
Other
Comments:

Success
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SECTION THREE
Content

Describe main theme: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Describe secondary themes: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Now do the story map on the next pagt:.
Comments:

Note instances of appropriation: note instances with comment about the possible

source of the information.
Theme:

Ideas:

Sentences/phrases:

.Intonation patterns:

·. Gestures:

Other:
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DRAW A STORY MAP!
Use a red pen for the development of idcas. Then, use a black pen to map the structure
from the stanza analysis. When mapping lhc structure, ideas may be grouped together
under terms such as setting, orientation, episodes, events, comments about events,
action to solve a problem, climax, ending etc. Feel free to use other terms to describe
the structure.

Describe the story structure and thematic development:
·.

.

.
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SECTION FOUR
Structure
A. Complete the story map. (Return to the content story map in SECTION
THREE on previous page.)

B. Note instances of cohesive devices: tally and note examples of each
Tally

Examples.

Reference eg. pronouns, demonstratives
Ellipsis ie. presuppose something for
what is left out
Substitution ie. referent is omitted by
substituted form eg. one
Conjunctions eg. and, but, so, then,
because, after, before
Lexical cohesion eg. snow and ice words are related, use of synonyms,
repetition of words

C. Note evidence of processes: give examples and comment
Canonicality: look at what and how the storyteller considers as normal/acceptable.

Look for frequency markers eg. always, necessity markers eg. have to, variability
markers eg. but, and appropriateness markers eg. should. Also, consider intonation and
gestures. Give examples and comment.

Breach of canonicality: look for where, if at all, the breach has occurred in what the

teller considers as a normal event or happening or reaction. Consider words and
intonation and gestures. Again, look for examples and comment.

Perspective: look for words, intonation patterns, gestures that indicate what the teller

thinks about the events described.

Intentionality: look for phrases, dialogue etc that explains character intent, assigns

feelings to characters etc.
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Comments:

. SECTION FIVE
Function
Is the child using the story to: circle the response
Solve a problem/ manage social relationships/ play/ guide play/
organise an experience/ organise knowledge/ enter a fantasy world/ distance
oneself from an experience/ other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Comment:

SECTION SIX

SU~RY C01\11\.1ENTS RE SOCIOCULTURAL BACKGROUND OF CHILD:
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APPENDIX C

INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS

.

.

.

This appendix contains the edited transcripts of the interviews that were conducted with
.

.

·each of the parents of the exemplar participants as well as the teacher. The purpose of
each interview was to confirm, negate and/or expand upon the information about the
participants' sociocultural backgrounds as discovered through their stories that they told
in the classroom. All interviews were tape recorded and later transcribed. The
interviews are referred to in Chapter Five,

Background

· Each interview was unstructured (Fontana and Frey, 1994, p. 366). The interviews with
the parents began with using the stories as a springboard for discussion about the
participants as presented through their stories. The interviews are presented here in the
· form of· ''edited transcripts". As such, the transcript of each interview.contains the
'

.

.

. .· utterances of the interviewer (the researcher) and the respective interviewee as relevant ·
.

.
.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

.

. .

to the purpose of th~ interview. Utterances that contain personal information about the
intervieVler or interviewee themselves, confidential information about the participant or
· comments about the immedia.te environment, such as comments about balls that are
· being thrown, are not included in detail in these transcripts. Instead, summaries are
· provided in brackets where such discussions occur.
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The interview with the teacher wasunstru<:turcd (Fontana and Prny, 1994, p. 366). il
focused in turn on each student who participated in tht! study using tht! stories as the
springbourd for discussion. Not all the students who participated in the study were
discussed in this interview as the teacher was restricted in the time available for the
interview. The purpose of this interview was to confirm, negate and/or expand upon the
infonnation about the participants' sociocultural backgrounds as discovered through
their stodes. Thus, this interview transcript is also presented in an "edited" form.
Utterances that were irrelevant to the purpose of the interview were deleted or
summarised in brackets where they occurred. As with the parent interview transcripts,
information that was deleted included personal information about the interviewer and
the interviewee as well as some confidential information about the participants
themselves.

Transcription codes and conventions

In the interview transcripts, each utterance is numbered for ease of reference .
. Conventional punctuation marks are used to indicate the ends of utterances or sentences,
usually indicated on the tape by .raised intonation or a smaUpause. Commas refer to
pauses within phrases or sentences. These conventions are in accordance with that used
by Dyson ( 1997, p. 189). In the transcripts, "R" refers to the researcher who is the
interviewer,«M" refers to the mother, "F" refers to the father, "T" refers to the teacher
:_

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and the participants' codes are used in place of their names. Nonverbal behaviours are
only noted when considered to be relevant to setting the scene of the interview or
. adding further information to the content. In these cases, they are noted in brackets eg.
(starts to laugh).
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INTERVIE\V WITH PARENT: MOTHER OF B2
EDITED TRANSCRIPT
09/03/00
(Explained to mother how 82 seemed to want to wlk on the tape
recorder and had many allempts but did not seem able lo tell a story; he
seemed to go "shy". R and M then begin on the story about the green
. frogs.)

R

M 2
3

Oh green frogs for green day he brought green Jolly frogs for our planer.
And we had about 30 of them.

R

(Retells B2's story about the green frogs.)

4

M 5
6

They look plastic don't they.
.I can understand the confusion.

R 7.

And then he told me one about his teddy bear..
Does he have a teddy?

8

M 9
10.

R

11

M 12

R

13
'

'

M 14
··.·. R

15

M 16
17
18

·R

19

. M 20
21

He's not attached to any toys at all but he.might have he's got a Mr
Bean teddy.
Would he have said it's a Mr Bean teddy cause that's the one he's most·
fond of.
(Retold the story ofB2' s story of the dog and showed mother the
picture.)
He's got big hands and lots of fingers (referring to B2's drawing of
himself).
Yes he said "I've got a big hand here" and he stretched it out as he was
drawing it.
·
So he deliberately did that.
Whether it was playing throwing the ball for X I'm not sure.
That's very interesting.
He's very attached to our dog.
Our dog's a daschund and you know how affectionate they are and kind
little dogs and they don't get in your space and he' 11 often pop in to X's
basket to give him a kiss in the morning, he's really attached to X.
He's that sort of a kid isn't he?
Yes and no .
He can form quite an adverse relationship with people he senses really
doesn't want it.

23(:

R

22
23

M 24

25

26
R 27

28
M 29

30

He'll put a little wall around himself and nol lt.!l you penetrate it.
(Tells mother about an incident in the playground in which 82 was on
top of the fort equipment and could not find a way down.)
He docs love the sandpit.
1 think climbing is wonderful but it can be an area where I get a :ittb hit ·
nervous when they're up there too.
Almost an area to limit the number of children it would be a hard thing
to control.
(Tells mother that teachers do control the climbing equipment to an
extent.)
He's not a climber is he?
Not particularly no.

He's more adventurous physically than our other son who's in grade 5
yeah much more adventurous physically but you still wouldn't say he
goes out on a limb or gets himself in danger.

R

31

M 32
33

34

35

36

R 37

Very late.
He was very ill from the time that he was born and he turned blue in his
cot when he was only a few weeks old so lucky he was on a sleep apnea
blanket and then it's just like it was reflux so he was having medications
and then he developed excema and asthma and he's been in hospital a
lot so we just attributed that for quite a while to that situation and then I
started to think "oh he couldn't hear us" so I was doing lots of things
like saying words into his hands, feeling words, showing flashcards
(starts to laugh).
A bit over the top but I thought maybe this was what I was dealing with
and eventually he came out of his shell.
Would have been about two and a half by the time he was talking which .·
made it very frustrating for him as well as for us but for him, because he
couldn't get across what he wanted us to hear, the words weren't
coming out distinctly and he'd just pick something up and throw it at us.
Pure anger which was not something which I felt very comfortable with.
So does he talk with other people readily or is it just at preschool that
·
he's really quiet?

39

He's very chattery at home amongst us and chattery with his
·grandparents and his cousins but I don't· think in any new situation he'd
be the first person to put himself forward.
But my husband's very shy so I think that he just follows suit.

40

(Relates story of her own daughter who was a late talker etc.)

. M 38

R

And he was a late talker you were saying?

M 41

But it's very troubling as a parent isn't it cause you're wondering if
you're providing the right stimulation.

237

(Relates the things she lricd with her daughter.)
l was doing ,mything which I thought was instinctive in me to try and
g:mge it cause I'm not a big clinic sister type of person, I just dCJn 't
seem to with both my boys I just don't manage to get there.
They both had lots of times in hospital which I know doesn't equate
with what the clinic sister measures for and probably in hindsight I have
done the wrong thing by not having that time but if you' re trying to
work and you're trying to raise children and you're going to hospital,
it's just squeezing another thing in, it's very difficult.

R 42
M 43

44

R 45

And for a child of B2 's personality he probably wouldn't have talked or
done much for the clinic sister anyway.

M 46

Probably not but probably she could've given me some advice should I
have pursued that option.

R 47

So where do you work then?

M 48

l (says where she works and when she works - part time each in two
jobs).
It's juggling a couple of different lives in actual fact.

49
R

50

M 51
52
53

54
55

56

R

57

M 58

R

59

M 60

61
62

..

And your husband's shift work isn't he?
It's a real juggling thing in our famHy.
And so I also·thought that that was reflecting on B2 too.
He was doing a little bit of daycare which he didn't seem to well
actually no it did suit him because his t:ousin was going with him and
they' re very very close.
His cousin is eight months younger.
But he was withdrawn from daycare when my sister had another baby
and B2 was very unhappy in that sort of situation and retreated within
himself again.
We stopped daycare and took him to my husband's mother but she's 74
and probably just as bad as being lonely at daycare if you know what I
mean, because there's no activities really organised for him with an
older person.
So, he didn't go to kindy did he?
No again that was just another thing for him to have to do, another thing
for us to try and fit into our schedule.
That's really hard the kindy year to drop off, pick up.
And you do have to be really prompt too don't you?
So we thought maybe we'd just let it be cause he turned four only in
November so it wasn't like he was four years old for the whole year an<l
really needing that stimulation.
I'm quite surprised how well he's fitted in here though.

I

238

R

63
64

67

And he sometimes drops lencrs in his sentence which makes it difficult.
So then you don't always undersland the word and you have to get the
repetition from him sometimes.
He'll get quite annoyed with that.

68

So he gets frustrated does he?

M 65

66

R

He was guile unhappy for two weeks.
He can chat with me quite a bit actually (gi vcs ex ample and mentions
that his sentences aren't very long).

M 69

70
71

He still does.
He's a Scorpio I think that's why.
A hard shell and a soft interior like a barrier.

R 72

That's him a hard shell but he's a real softie.

M 73

And I'm not a big star sign person by any means but just knowing that
that's his star sign seems to actually give a very good description of
him.
And my husband's mother is also a Scorpio and she acts in exactly the
same way so either it's genetic, he acts like her because she's related, or
else he's picked up some behaviours from her from being with her.

74

R

75

M 76

A bit of both probably.
I just equate it with a Scorpio when I'm lost (both laugh).

R

77

When you're out of the room he's fine.

M

78

I know I said that to the teacher earlier "I'm going to go to the kitchen
for ten minutes to do the fruit because he's being really quite woeful
with me" and B8's mother said to me when he was, he gave a
performance here two days ago like you wouldn't believe he wouldn't
leave.
She said to me in the carpark "I hope you're not offended" she said "he
doesn't do that with your husband ever".
And I said "no I know that and I'm actually really relieved that you tell
me because that's the way I observe the situations that he only does it
with me but it's kind of reassuring to think 'oh well other people can see
that'".
It's just whatever buttons he's pressing with me or I'm pressing with
him.

79
80

81

R

82

M 83

84
85

(Explained how R overcame a separation issue with her own daughter.)
This was leaving the other day.
He wouldn't leave.
We were the last people here and he wouldn't leave and I said ''there's
no one to play with'' "but I'll play on the swing" "but there's no one

2JlJ

M 86
87

here".
And he 'was so angry he kicked me in the car.
And I n~ver really had him like that before so he must be enjoying it is
what I've decided if he doesn't want to go.
'

R

88

'

He must be.

M 89

He was l:xtremely hostile.

R

What d~y was that?.

90

92

Two days ago I think.
.
And I was really grumpy about it so I made him have his lunch and go
straight to bed because I figured that he was probably quite tired. ·

93

It was qt1ite hot.

M 91

R

·'

'

'M 94

R 95
·. M 96.

'

'

And it v.;as hot but I can't find that behaviour acceptable it really makes
me angry ..

In fact, they were a flighty lot on Tuesday they were all over the pl:ace.
They w~re like that down in the computer room because it was very hot.
there anq they.were pushing and shoving amongst.about six of them on
the way:but.
,,

·. R

97
98

I think the heat effects their behaviour.
So he might have felt that and then felt the need to be on his own here
for a while and try mum out at the same time (both laugh).

M 99
t'I want the equipment I want a turn on that and I want it now."
100 · I can just· tell you what he was saying is you know "I oak at al I these
lovely things to play with and no one's on it''.
'

.

::

,,

.

.

.

.

.

R 101
And he c,an go without being intimidated by anybody. (both laughing)
· . 102 . The name, is it Italian?
.l

·M 103.

. .

.

.

.

Yes, my ,husband's father is from near Rome and his mum is from right
up near. the Swiss border actually quitefair skinned with blue eyes.·
1

.::

.

:-i

But your;name is?.
Ii
..
ii
'
'
'
M 105 . (says it) :which is Russian my mother's Australian and my father's .:
Russian.ii
·106 . There's· ii mix, isn't· there?.
R

104

!

·· R 107 ·. · He's goi*g to be one _of those kids that the girls are going to want to ...
M 108,
109

Do you ·think? .
He's gro\vn into that face.

110

M llO
! 11

112

M 113
114

He was really ordinary little baby born pretty ordinary and he had lots or
black hair and looked like he was laying back on the pillow .ind he
wasn't pretty at all.
But he's grown into his face beautifully which is oflcn the case isn't it
people will say when they become grcal beauties in life "oh what a
terrible childhood, I was really unhappy with the way I looked."
(Rand M discuss the study. They get interrupted by B4. Rand M move
inside where they begin to talk about where B2's family Jive. They live
some distance from the school but arc planning to move.)
We're looking to put our house on the market and looking around at
what else is available, we're having our house appraised.
(Rand M get interrupted again by someone looking for a hat.Rand M
discuss the no hat no play rule and the value of it.)

R 115

(Begins to wrap up the interview.)

M 116

(Mother had noticed a letter in everyone's pocket from Rand
commented how one mother had worried that her son had told a really
unusual story.)

R 117

None of them did, they all told stories mostly about themselves.
(Explained why B2's stories had been selected ie. because he was so
quiet.)

118

M 119

So that was quite intriguing, how much you could get from him?

R 120

Yes !just wanted to find out what ht: was like at home.

M 121

Yeah he has quiet moments too though I think all children have that and
he's certainly not a boisterous child, he's always on the receiving end
for blov:s if somebody's giving one out and his brother is in grade 5 is
very passive.

R 122

There's a difference, isn't there?

M 123

Five years.

R

Do they like reading or?

124

M _125
126
127
_128
129
130

Yes, a bit of everything, a bit of everything.
We don't have a computer.
My older boy likes his play station but he's very disciplined with
himself, he'll only use it for an hour or two a week so it's not as though
it's his favourite thing.
They're very much outdoors, they like to play cricket and on the
trampoline and that sort of thing and they like to read at nightime.
So they do enjoy reading very much.
B2 watches videos a lot, he likes Wiggles and things like that to sit
down quietly and just watch, something with lots of colour and that's

241

M 130

131
132

large Iy been born out of bci ng with his grandmother, he hasn't been able
to do a lot of things but watch videos.
Loves playcJoh, he loves tactile things like that, drawing.
They've got a playroom so they just go in there and play with whatever
they want to jigsaws whatever.

R 133

So he's got a variety. he just doesn't stick with one thing?

M 134

139

No, not at all.
Having a room set up too it's not like you're saying "keep your room
tidy and put that away when you' re finished it" it's just out there all the
time.
We're very lucky because it's an older house and it was extended and
this room is a really sunny room that was the master bedroom and_it's
right off the dining room so you can really see what they' re doing, you
can see it from the kitchen and my older son's desk is just around the
comer so he's got privacy, I can't see him, but I can see the rest of the
activity room.
It's fantastic and having said that we're wanting to sell the house (Rand
M laugh).
I just think it's great if you can set something up for them all the time
because, when you're trying to juggle a lot you get annoyed with having
to put out activities in your dining room or in your kitchen when you're
life is busy enough without making more mess.
Having one room is great.

140

Your family, are they here?

135
136

137
138

R

M 141
142
143

They're in (name's a town one hour away).
It's lovely.
They were here when I was growing up cause lgrew up here but they
lived an hour north and now they're semi retired an hour south.

R ··144

So, B2 gets to see them as well.

M 145
146

Mmm, they're a really good influence too.
My mother's really interesting lady and she's really kind and she's a
very good influence on B2t she'll often remind me to be a bit softer with
him.
Which is good you know only a mother can do that.
But sometimes I get a bit frustrated you know.

147
148

.R 149
M 150
'151

152
153

When you;try to get them to do things .
·And when your children are not similar too.
You have your first child and you think "oh I can do this, let's have
another one" "oh I didn't get another one the same" a whole new set of
rules and learning more about yourself with each child.
(Discuss mothers who have children close in age.)
If you can cope with not having a lot of time to yourself, I think you're

2'12

154

the right personality because you have to devote such a Jot of your
brai npowcr to making sure they' re stimulated in thci r di ffcrent
categories don't you'!
In thci r age bracket as wel I as thci r personality.

155

It doesn't stop when they get into school 1 find either.

M 153

R

M 156

Which is just a demand in itself.
157 My mum always says she doesn't know how she is there's three girls in
my family, she says "I don't know how I did all of those things like
talcing you to ballet and taking them" you know all those things that you
would do in a week.
It just looks exhausting from the outside (both laugh).
158
159 · But you do.

R

160

(Wraps up the interview again. R and M discuss the research again.)

M 161

I'm glad he didn't talk to you about undies because he likes to talk
about undies, jocks cause he thinks it's a rude word.

R

He must have realised you couldn't say that in this context.

162

M 163

166

preschool.
He said "there was a boy out walking in the wind and his jocks just fell
off'.
And I said to him "B2 that never happens to anybody. You know your
shoe might fall off or your hat might blow off but your jocks don't fall
off. It would never happen. You have to choose a different thing to wear
that you fall off.".
And he said "oh right".

167

There's an imagination there (both laugh);

164
165

R

I wonder because I said that to him this morning as we were coming to

·,
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INTERVIEW WITH PARENT: MOTHER OF G3
· EDITED TRANSCRIPT
. 07/03/00

(Rand Marc cutting up fruit as they talk. The first few minutes arc ..
taken up with the preparation of the fruit. R and M begin to talk about
G3 's overall personality.)
So she's quiet out but talkative at home?

R

M 2

. Yep, sometimes she can be quiet at home as well she goes into a world
of her own but generally she wants to talk about everything.

R

And she wants to be a boy? (referring to earlier in the conversation prior
to the tape recorder going on) ·

3

6

Yeah, she has this thing about being a boy, she wishes she was a boy.
I think like boys' clothes she likes wearing shorts and t-shirts,
skateboards and all that.
·
She likes playing with boys toys and things like that so it's different.

7·

Are your other girls like that?

M 4
5

R

M 8

No, not really oh there bits of tomboys a bit but no, they stiU like
dressing up and things like that too.

R

9

And I'm curious she has a very Asian look about her.

M

10
11

She's Maori.
I'm Australian but dad's Maori.

R

12

She said something one day about dad always having Chinese food.

M

13
14

Oh ok yeah he likes that.·

'

15

Actually a lot of people do think that she's Asian like Chinese and stuff
like but yeah I think her eyes have got the look about it.
(Rand M discuss about the fruit once again.)

R. .16

So she's enjoying preschool?

M

20

Yeah.
Likes to go all day like she•s been looking forward to it.
I noticed it's been tiring her out a little bit til probably about two weeks
ago.
Last week she was pretty good.

21

She's how old?

''

R

17
18
19

M 22

Four stiHshe'll be five in (names month).

R

She obviously enjoys going to nanna's cause she told me about it a few

23
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23

. times.

·. M 24

Yeah.

R

R

25

M 26

R

27

:'M 28

R

30

And does nanna have a pool or something?

33

Yeah.
(Rand M discuss how the day G3 told about the pool, many children
told stories about swimming or the pool.Rand M discuss how many
children did seem to make their stories follow on a theme from the
previous ones. They then talk more about the fruit.)
So she wasn't a late talker or anything, it's just her personality?

35
36
37

Yeah I think so.
Oh, I don't really know a lot of people here.
That could have a lot to do with it.
She'll open up more around family but not around strangers.

38

You haven't lived here very long then?

M 3,9
40
R

I'm surprised she didn't say anything.

29

M 34

R

They also do shows, we have a fairy floss canteen so, they do that on
· different weekends so, she likes that cause she gets to see all the side
shows. but you see them all the time so,

Anything about the shows, yeah absolutely.
That's our life whenever they go to sleep with nanna and pop it's mainly
when they're going to d0 a shows or we're going up (names place).

M 31
32

R

The whole idea of sleepovers and all that.

41

0 h no, I have I just have a few people that I do know and she' 11 open up
to them~ it's just strangers she sort of clams up.
· It's good sometimes (Rand M laugh).
(Discusses own daughter who is also "quiet" but is getting better at .
opening up as the years go by.)

·· M 42 ·

Yeah, I noticed that G3 is like picking up a lot more now she's starting
to just finally starting to speak to other people.

·R 43

Did she like kindy?

M 44
45

46

47
48

Yeah she did she wanted to go every day that was the only trouble ..
And I had to keep saying "no you've got to wait til Friday."
Or the Tuesday so she couldn't wait until this year.
· I think aHshe's worried about now is getting her lunch at school.
I think that's the o'nly reason she wants to.stay all day.
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M 49

It might start tiring her out.

50
51
52

They do get tired.
(Attention turns to the fruit again.).
And you said her sister is in year 5?

M 53

Year 5 and the other one's in year 9.

R 54

That's a big gap.

M 55

56

Yeah 5 years and then the 9 yeah.
Fights with the one in grade 5 but adores the one in year 9 she's sort of
like a second mother to her .

57

.Well she had a big smile on her face when she told me about her sisters.

R

R

M 58

Yeah.

R 59

And your husband, their father?

M 60

Yeah her father they've actually got separate fathers.

R 61

So is he here?

M 62

Oh yeah he works away a lot with the contractor on the roads.
Contracted out to (names company).

63
R

64

65
M 66

67
'

R 68

69
·M 70
.R

71

M 72

73

.R 74

M 75

(Discusses husband who works in a similar area.)
So nanna and pop are your parents.
Yeah she hasn't seen her dad's parents his father's dead and her
grandmother's still alive but she's in New Zealand.
We'll get over there one day.
(Again, R andJvl talk.about the fruit.)
So did G3 go to daycare or anything or did she stay at home?
. No no she stayed at home.
You're working now, yourself?
No, not yet I'm thinking about starting to do some cleaning and that but
I'll wait until she likes goes all day.
And I help my mum and dad out on the weekends whatever times the
shows are on so that's for three months of the year I suppose you can
say.
That's interesting.
And then like that's going away those like on a Friday sometimes they

M 75

have to miss the Friday off school cause the show will start like thal
afternoon and they have lo travel to wherever.

R 76

Yeah but think about the learning they have to do and cspccial!y for G3
she'd have to talk to others.·

M 77

78

Y cah talk out.
(R and M do the final preparations to the fruit.)

79

So is she an outside kid then?

R

M SO

R

81

Yeah likes to be out she's got a basketball stand and basketball for
Christmas and she likes going out and doing that or the ball.
Does she like the stories and being read to?

M 82
83
84

Yeah she likes computer when they go here.
She likes talking about that.
"Oh I went on the computer" she calls it.

R

Do you have one at home?

85

M 86
87

No, I don't, a luxury for her I think.

She was telling my friend the other day that they're allowed to touch the
mouse and they' re not allowed to touch the keyboard so I thought at
least she's learning what they are and are .. t allowed to do.

R 88

Have you seen the computer lab where they go?

M 89
90

No, I haven't.
(Rand M discuss this and R describes the scene when the class go to
computers. They finish preparing the fruit.)

R 91

And does she tell you about the day when she gets home?

M 92.

Um I have to normally ask her.
Normally it's computer or library or story or something like that.
You have to sort of ask her just to get her to start speaking or otherwise
she hops in the car and she'll say "I had a nice day today" or she'll say
something like that.
To get her actually talking about the.activities yeah you have to sort of
ask her to get her talking a bit.

'·

93
94

95
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INTERVIE\V \VITH PARENT: MOTHER OF B4
EDITED TRANSCRIPT
15/03/00

(The discussion begins wilh one story or 84 's in which he stales that
father has gone away. The researcher and the mother had previously
discussed some aspects or B4 and his stories informally during the
"Green Day" festivities. Mother is looking al one of B4's stories as she
talks.)

M

11

Ok that was when he went, he's actually gone away again.
Just for two days he comes back today.
He left yesterday morning and he comes back today.
He doesn't often do it.
It just so happens that he's got to catch it be fore the season.
Because he does the wheatbelt area.
And this is the time because now they're going to seed.
(Starts to read the story to herself.)
Oh it's got a big impact on him. (re that he says again in his story that
his father is not :it home)
(Continues to read the story and moves to another one re fishing.)
Yeah, I don't like cooking fresh fish from the sea and we went crabbing.

12

And you said that happened ages ago.

2
3

4
5

6

7
8
9
10

R

M 13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
R 24

M 25

26
27

Yeah, last year (names month).
Crabbing season.
We hadn't crabbed before.
So we took the kids crabbing thinking the boys we thought "gee they're
going to be excited."
And not only that in South Africa we couldn't go fishing.
You couldn't do any of that cause you were so scared you'd get
mugged.
They'd come up to you and hold you up just to see what you've got.
They look for money or the car keys for your car when your car is
parked at the beach.
So we just didn't do all that.
So when we arrived in (names month) those (names months) months
· that we did all the things we couldn't do.
We went fishing and cycling and walking and
Freedom.
Yes, yeah and because we hadn't experienced this type of fishing before

it was big and just seeing the live fish.
The worst was the crabs.
You know because he was really fascinated with the crabs and then to
well all of them were dead except for the one was like sort of half dead
.when we put it in the pot at home (husband's name) said he knows what
to do with it I've never done it before.
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M 28

32

So we put them in the pol and he said "no no no please don't put my
crabs in the pot. I want to keep the crab. I want to keep the crab."
And he was it effected him because during the night he woke up crying
"the crab, the crab".
It showed me that it did bother him.
And then of course he didn't want to cal the crabs.
Got him thinking about it.

33

So has he gone off chicken and all that.

29

30
31

R

M 34

35
36
37
38
39
40
R

41
42

M 43
44
R

45
46

No no he' II eat fish.
The fish I do doesn't look like fish so he' II eat that.
But if anything I think has to look like a fish I don't think he' JI cat it.
The crab he didn't want to eat it.
In fact we all didn't want to eat it.
(Husband) and I just tasted it and that was it.
The whole idea we weren't used to it you know.
I can understand that.
(R and M have a discussion about chickens being served to the table
after seeing it running around. They also discuss cows and meat.)
We don't eat much red meat.
It's just the thought of the cow.
Well he obviously to say about this fish when I talked to you last time I
thought "wow, that's really quite amazing".
He comes up with the two most significant things for him in the one
story.

M 47

His dad going off.

R 48

Yeah and then the fishing.
And that was only his second story.
He hadn't known me for that long.

4:9
50
M 51
52
53

54
M ··55 ·
56

Well actually, he's very c1ose to his father.
I think (husband) got a special bond with him.
I know that all the kids he loves all of them but even when I was
pregnant with B4 before he was born he desperately wanted a daughter
and when we went for the scan the doctor didn't even have to tell me I
could see it was a boy and (husband) could see it was a boy and it was
amazing because even though he wasn't a little girl he just took to this
baby because it was extra big and it was so well and it was such a
healthy baby and he was five days late and he and when he was born
there was an instant bond.
That's also why he is so bothered about (husband) being away so often.
He's got his dad around his little finger.
We all say that to (husband).
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R

57

M 58

59
R

60

M 61
R

62

M 63
R

64

He ha"i gol a cute lilllc face (bolh laugh).
He knows he knows he sort of sidles up lo you he's full of it when he
wants something he sort or sidles up next to you.
If he's in trouble, he won't go the other way he'll actually sidle up to
you you know.
It doesn't work over here.
No no.
(Rand M discuss the next story. M reads it to herself.)
Well, (husband) caught a stingray.
Oh is that what it was.

M 65

And obviously he caught a big fish (returns to the story, laughs because
B4 compares the sizes of his fish with his father's with describing his
father's as "little".)

66
67

And then this is one about them staying at home I gather,. on their own.
Is that right?

R

M 68

69

Urn when I pop down to the shop and leave (oldest son) in charge.
Coles is just around the corner.

R 70

Yes this is his first story to me about how you go to the shops.

M 71

You see what happens is my neighbour's a preschool teacher and her
husband works too and they've been fantastic people and their eldest is
12 years old and he plays with he's a very respectful child.
Because they have got three children and I've got three children we like
sort of arranged it between the two of us that if we have to quickly pop
out, to carry three children along with you, they don't want to go just
don't want to go.
And with the hours that (husband) works you can't wait for him to come
home so what we do is, when I go, the neighbour knows that if anything
goes wrong, she'll intervene and if her husband's at home, he'll
intervene and they actually do the same thing.
Because they're just next door to us.
They're actually from (town) and that's the arrangement we've got.
It's because she's got three children she knows what it's like to get them
all together and rush off.
And sometimes inevitably her eldest son is over at our place when I've·
got to zip off,
So there's liaison between the two houses.
Because in South Africa I had my mother and it was so easy for me to
do whatever I needed.

72

73

74.
75 .
76
.•.M 77

78
79
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R

80
81

M 82
83
84

85

R

86

M 87

88

89
90
91
92

93

94
95

96
97

98
99
·,

100

101

R· 102
M 103
104

105

Ycs, it's a bit harder if you don't have thal extended family support.
(Cues M back to the story to check about Lhc family members.)
Sometimes I don't leave (second boy) at home.
1'11 leavc (ddest) and B4 because (eldest) responsible and I34 listens.
(second) tends 10 get up to nonsense so a !ot of times I take him with me
cause I know that if I don't I' JI sit and worry.
So what I do I take (second} with me cause he doesn't get into nonsense
and I just don't want the kids to rush over from ncx t door and for them
to get involved so if I can keep it as simple as possible.
So there must have been one time that you left (second) at home (B4's
story had mentioned this.) ,
I did leave him at home once.
What happened what initially happened was when he first stayed at
home and he realised ok you can't stay at home because he gets into
nonsense and when we came home "so and so did this, so and so did
that" so what I did from now on (second) comes as well and he'll argue
argue argue.
He'li say "please I don't want to go to the shops".
So I say ''right I'll see. If I come back and the house is upside down then
you come with me next time.".
So of course it was upside down.
So he never stays at home anymore.
He's my quietest.
The eldest one is ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder).
He was diagnosed as ADHD because of his concentration span.
And also because he's a very active little boy but he's not hyperactive.
He was disruptive in the classroom because he would get bored quickly
and disrupt the other kids.
He'll never sit quietly and listen.
He was disruptive along those lines but not a child that would be
aggressive or cause problems.
And it was the teacher that brought it to our attention and when I took
him to the psycholo1ist she said that we should have been analysed by a
paediatrician so I took him to the top paediatrician in South Africa
(explains exactly who the paediatrician was).
And he said to me that (eldest) was only slightly ADHD which is why
he would respond very well to his medication and that he would only
have to be on it for two years just to get him used to the idea of
·
concentrating.
Just to get him into the habit.
And recognise the difference between concentrating and the inability to
concentrate.
When I took him here the doctor said ''no he's got to be on 5 tablets and
he' II be on it til he leaves school".
(What follows is a conversation about this doctor and aspects of her
eldest son's condition. The tape recorder was switched off at this point
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M 105

R

106

M 107

l was wondering

what

he was like at home.

118

At home he listens.
He's good, he's so helpful.
He's not hurtful in any way.
But when we go out, he changes.
It's just when I'm with him and his father is with him, he feels very
confident and but not here at school.
For some reason, not here at school.
If we get visitors, he's all over the place.
And that's the only time otherwise he can sit still.
And I noticed here at school he can.
He loves it here, he's very attentive.
You know I was pleased with which was good for me because of what
the paediatrician had said it made me think I knew that (the tape
recorder was switched off again - M felt that the Australian
paediatrician had misjudged B4 with his observation and remarks.)
Especially boys ..

119

Yeah, they need to know their limits and consequences.

108
109
l IO

11 1
112
113

114
115
116
117

R

for rc:1sons of confitkntialily. What is reveakd though is that when she
took the eldest son to the pacJiatrician in Australia, th!.: pa!.:diatrician
had rcmarkcd that 84, who lla<l gonc to thc appointment with the moth!.:r
and c Ide st son. was presenting wit Ii somc charactcrist ics of AD 11 D. It
starts again with a conversation about B4 's behaviour.)

M 120

121
122.·
123

124
125
126
127

Yeah I th ink at home it's very much 1ike this I have very structured ·
home lifestyle because of (eldest).
He responds well to that, he doesn't like change.
ADHD children are like that.
And I think B4 doesn't like the change either.
If we deviate from anything then you can see he's not happy and I think
that's when change comes in when we go out and when people come
and there's change.
And the rules change.
They know that mum and dad are suddenly very attentive with the
guests and suddenly do the same rules apply you know.
So he does, he tries his chances you know.
·

R 128

He's learning though what the rules are here.

M 129

(Talks about the eldest son's rnedica:ion and her management of it- she
only keeps him on it during school hours.)
.

· R

130

,;M 131

132

.

.

(Explains that B4 tried the "self recording" context.)
.It's nice for me to hear the other side of it.
What they volunteer to the teachers at school is different to what they
volunteer at home.
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M 133

13-t

135
136

137
138

139

140
141

R

142
143

M 144

R

How about B4, does he tell lots of stories at home?
Does he have trouble getting in with the other boys?

145
146

Not really.
I think he's still at the age where he's not volunteering a lot of stories.
I think they've still got to come.

147

Does he tell you about his day or anything when he comes home?

M 148

149
150
151

152
153
154

R

(R and M talk about how children tdl stories at home ahout their day
and that children do tab.: things back tu the school context too.
Researcher stressed that none of the children diJ reveal information that
was distressing etc. Rather. thl'. majority told about their experiences.)
Actually, going back to storytcl! ing and your imagi native stories on one
of the occasions that I went down to thl'. shops when I returned (eldest)
said to me "mum the lady who is looking after our lilllc miniature
pincher.''
We ha<l for three years and the children adored her and loved her.
And what happened is that when we left, we couldn't bring her because
quarantine was seven months and she would have been too delicate to
go through that and it would have been 10 000 rang.
But she couldn't have handled that.
She was a dog who slept on my bed at my feet so you know she was
very pampered and she wouldn't have been able to handle the kennel
and the cold because they shiver when they' re cold.
So I gave her to this woman who really wanted her. (Goes on to explain
how the eldest son had told her the woman from South Africa had rung
with a story about the dog who had chased away a Black man who was
a robber. The mother had rung South Africa to check the story and
discovered that it was not true.)
And he doesn't often do that.
We've got a miniature pincher since then, one that looks exactly like her
and she's called (dog's name) too.

155
156

Highlights of the day like X was hitting him today or you know.
I went to the shop the other day and we'd had a I often buy them those
kinder things.
And it's always B4 that gets his own way.
He says "mum can I have one, mum can I have one?".
And he's very considerate.
He'll always put in for his brothers.
So he came across one that was broken when he was picking it up he'd
taken one out put another one in and he felt it was broken and he said
·"mum, B7 must have been here today".· (both laugh)
So, he takes things in doesn't he?
. Doesn't always come out but he takes things in.

M 157 · · And then the other day I noticed that when he comes from here because
he's getting so much and he's really enjoying himself and I know that
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M 157

166

he's absorbing things when I pick him up and he's in a different frame
of min& very serious and very quiet which is good you know.
And thc· other day he said to me "mum you know what girls have to
hold gids hands and the boys have to hold boys hands".
Did I tell you? (she had mentioned this story to me previously)
He's suddenly starting to wonder why you know there's a difference.
In kindy, there wasn't, it didn't really matter.
(Goes on to retell what B4 had said on the matter as an example of 84
beginning to show some thinking through of issues.)
I think he's now at an age where he's starting to came out with things.
Where as before he didn't, he's been more of a active child.
More of an active than telling stories you know if his brothers did
something he'd say "X did this" you know that type of talking but not a
lot of hh; own stories.
I think they start to go into that stage now.

167

Some kids do it depends.

158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165

. ~·r

.oR

M 168
169

R

1

170
171
172

He spoki~ late.
I was starting to get a bit worried but I think maybe he was
moddycoddled you know he was the last child and you know his
brothers.did everything for him.
He's \1ny close to his older brother, very close.
· I think (second) and him the !!'s a lot of corripetition.
The middle child.

173

Does he like reading, does he like being read a story?

M 174

•

• I

175

M 176

177
178

•

Oh, he 1Jves stories he does he really loves stories.
'

R

•

.

He's prcibably talcing it in and one day he'll come out with it.
When he'brings his library book home the day that he brings it home we
go home•and I have to read it to him.
He just Vt'ants the story read to him all the time.
And if I postpone it no I have to read it to him.
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INTERVIEW WITH PARENT: MOTHER OF G4
EDITED TRANSCRIPT ·.
10/03/00

R 1

(Explains why G4 was picked re confidence in storytelling.)

M 2

Yeah she docs tell a lot of stories whether or not they're true I'm not.

sure.
R 3.

You are getting married though aren't you?

M 4

Yes we were going to have the original big wedding and that but we; ve
changed our mind we're just going to have a small wedding.
She's still being a bridesmaid though a flowergirl.
This is what she's "I'm going to be in there my dress is going to be like
my mummy's".

5
6
R 7

That's gorgeous she's really quite excited too.

M 8

Yeah which is good.

·R 9

M 10
11
R

12
13

(Explains that she had tried the "self recording" storytelling context and
was successful.)
She sits at home by herself and plays with the dolls and tells stories.
She has long conversations with them, she's not shy.
(Shows Mone of the stories.)
.
Does she do that often.(go to her minny's)?

M 14

She goes pretty much every weekend to my mothe( s.

R 15
·-16

Yeah cause she said that a lot.
And one was about going to nanny's and there was some swings?.

M 17

Yes they've got one of those four set swings sort of like that(poin-ts to
onein the playground).

·R 18
19,

And· a brattier?
· Has she got a brother or a sister or something?
'

'

'

M 20
21

It's her cousin. . ·
·
· . ..
. . • .
.
· I've got a little nephew who is only about six months old.

R 22

WeU she said her brother keeps playing with them.
And a sister or a cousin?

23

M 24
R

25

She has a sister A, a half sister.
Oh, she was talking about her and her tape recorder.
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R

26

And then we heard about going lo the movies about Toy Story.

M 27
28

Yeah, Toy Story II.
She went to that with me and (M's fiancc).

R

(Reviewed her stories and told her which one was going in the class
book.)
She is quite excited about it.
So she tells lots of stories at home?

29

30
31
. M 32
33

R

34

M 35
36
37

38
39

Yes, .she does .
Sometimes she doesn't get quite she doesn't finish the part that she's
telling and she goes into the next part but you usually get the gist of .
what she's talking about.
When I first met her here I thought she was very quiet but she isn't
though is she (we laugh)?
No not at all (laughs).
Very boisterous that's for sure.
Always running around screaming and yeJling and playing with the
dolls and she' 11 sit in the bath with the dolls and she'll be in there for an
hour or so and she chats away with her dolls and does the voices with
the dolls and plays with them.
She's always been like that.
Never really having any other kids to play with until we moved in with
her sister and hi!r mother her sister's mother.
And is she have you read to her a lot or something that she's like that?

M 41

42
43

We read to her um she used to get a story every night before she went to
bed just those little $2 cocky books that you get at the supermarket.
We used to read them to her all the time.
Some of them she could sit there and tell you the story of the book
herself she's had it that many times.

R 44

Is she interested in reading and writing?

M 45

Yeah, she loves writing she writes her own name which I thought would
take her a lot longer than what she did.·
Being such a strange name.

46
·R 47

·Yeah, where did you get the name from?

M 48

A science fiction or a fantasy novel by (author's name)?

R 49

Suits her though.

M 50

It does doesn't it?
The character was a princess in the book.

51
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R 52

She looks like .she could be a princess in a science ficlion book.

M 53 ·

She could yes.

R

You' re Ii ving in the house ut the moment with A?

54

M 55

Yes in the house at the moment there's me and G4 and (M's fiance) and
G4's half sister and her mother.

R 56
57

That helps that story a bit more.
And you' re planning to get a house of your own when you get married?

M 58

Yeah when the lease for thi_s place comes up.

R 59

And_ when's the wedding?

M 60

I'm not quite sure just yet it was going to be April the week before her
birthday.
But we're not quite sure yet we were just going to have an engagement
party and surprise everybody and get married then it's just a matter of
getting the certificates and everything.

61

R 62

It takes a bit of organising doesn't it?

M 63

I've still got to send away to get my birth certificate.

R 64

Were you born in Australia?

M 65

Yeah, I just lost my birth certificate and I've got to have a certified copy
of the whole thing and not just an extract.
(Rand M discuss the procedures for getting married.)

66
R 67

Are you a (name of town) girl?

M 68

No I was born in (names town).
I've been to eight different primary schools and two different high
schools as high as (town) living and down in (town) so inbetween there
· we've been, my dad was on farms.
He moved around quite a lot.
But she's been in (here) since she was born but._

69
70
71
R 72

(Tells of where she has lived and worked and R and M discuss the pros
and cons c,f travelling. Rand M agree that children needed to stay fairly
stable whiie in school.)
.
.

-M 73

Yeah that's right well I'H stay here until she goes to high school and she
can choose if she wants to _go to a private or a public it's just a matter of
where I want to go then.·
You've got your mum here obviously.

R

74
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M 75

Yes she lives just down the road there.

R 76

And cousins as well?

M 77
78

No no it's my mum and rny dad and my sister all li vc together.
My other sister !ives off somewhere else with her boyfriend.

R 79

So G4 sees your mum and dad quite often.

M 80

She used to go to my sister when I was working fuli time she used to go
my sister used to babysit everyday.

R 81

Is this the one with the baby?

M 82

Yep yep.

R 83
84

That fits in.
Grandad buying m'otorbikes?

M 85
86

Yes he gave them a ride.
He bought my nephew and G4 a bike with a little peewee 80 to ride.
around on.
(nephew) loves it he just sits in there and leans back and dad takes him
for a little hoon on the bike. ·
And he's also just bought another big bike.

87
88
R 89

So Grandad's in to motorbikes.

M 90

Yes.

R

91
92

9,3

Well that makes sense.
(Tells mother of how 04 would not be pushed beyond what she felt was
the story to tell more.)
Is she like that, when she's done she's done?

M 94

Yeah you can't get much out of her.

R 95

Out of school interests is she a outside girl, inside girl?

M 96

Pretty much everything.
She likes playing outside she plays outside at home all the time but she
does like doing all the activities and stuff that they do in there (preprimary) playing with the toys and things.

97

.

.

.

.

R 98

She enjoys preschool?

M 99

She does yeah.

R

100

Did she go to kindy?
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· M IOI
R

l02 .· She seems to have settled in here.

107
108

Yeah she likes it I can't wait for second term.
Every day all day.
Might take her a while to get used to having to go all day.
She kept telling me she goes "I don't want to go today I don't want to
go to pre-primary cause we have to wait til lunch time before I can go
home".
''Well, after your birthday, it's going to be a lot longer than that".
Cause her birthday falls in the school holidays.

109
110

So she' 11 be five soon ..
She's not a small kid.

M 103
104
105
106

R

M 111
113

No, she never has been.
We always have people come up to her when she was like two and
they'll go "oh is she four" and I'll go "no, she's only two".
She's always been fairly big for her age.

114

You';re working at the moment?

112

R

M 115
116

R

Yes she did for the last term and a half.

117
118

M 119
120

No, I'm not I was working at (names place) full time but I stopped.
It's hard because having to pay for child cares netimes negates how
much money you bring in on the pay so it's not worth it.
You sort of wonder why people do it don't you?
She's quietly confident isn't she?
She knows what she wants and she gets it basically she just she goes out
to do she gets what she goes out to do all the time.
. .·
Sometimes she might lose track of it occasionally and get sidetracked
but she knows.

1[ . .
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INTERVIEW WITH PARENT: MOTHER AND FATHER OF B8
EDITED TRANSCRIPT
10/03/00
R

2
3
4
5

6

(Explained how 88 refused to tell a story when pressured to do so by
him.sci f. After that, the researcher did not pressure him to tell a story.
Explained to the parents that instead BS tended to teH his stories while
sitting in a group. He would interrupt someone else if what they were
talking about "clicked" with him and he thought of something to say.)
He took his cues from everyone else.
(Explained about each story. Confirmed some of the content.)
Even that what was happening was that the others were prompting him.
I think the others were talking about the beach.
Yeah they were.

M 7

And listening to everyone tell a story.

R

And then after that he wasn't interested so I didn't push him.

8

M 9
R

· · 10

M 11
R

12

M 13
R

14

M 15

16

·17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32

You know that's right.
So, is that him.
Yeah it is.
Is he the sort of kid if that you push him he won't do it.

Na, that's right
But he'll do something if he wants to.
He um he's not I suppose he's a better child if you don't push him.
He is a better child.
And he performs better if you don·'t push him.
He really does.
And he I don't think he needs cause he can do things quite well.
He is that sort of child.
The more you say "go come on go".
(Father's name) like that. ·
That's a trait of (father's name).
Cause if you say to him go do something more at1d likely won't do it but
he will.
Won't you? (Father laughs in reply)
It's true though.
·
He's like that yeah.
And_he is very embarrassed.
He's very embarrassed to get up and speak.
To get up for news. '
News worries him.
Newstime worries him.

R 33

He worries about it the night before?

M 34
35

Well he keeps saying "oh is il library day today?" cause his news day is
on library day.
"Yeah, it's library day today".

36

"Oh no".

37

I'm thinking "oh gosh" it can't be that much of an issue.
He doesn't like getting up.
He staited performing he started performing someone who'll get up.
And yet if you watch him when he sings when everybody's singing as a
group, he's focussing, he's fantastic.

38
39

40
R

41
42

M 43

44

Yeah, 1 noticed that actually.
When he's in the group, he' 11 do what's needed and he docs things very
well.
·And he doesn't like to be watched.
My second one's like that isn't he?

F 45

Yeah

M 46

He's not a limelight showy get up and show off sort of kid.

R 47

That's probably come through here not so much in what he says but
how he has said it.
And that's the main reason why I wanted to talk with you to see if he
was like that at home.
·
·

48

M 49
R

50

M 51
·5_2
53

54
55
56
57
58

59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

Yeah he is actually.
is he like that with his brothers and sister too?
More when there's people around.
.At home he's a different child.
He's more open at home, more confident at home.
He feels safe at home ..
He doesn't want to be made a fool of.
And 1 think you'll find that's what it is.
It's sort of like "oh I don't want to make a mistake".
"I'll make a fool of myself if I make a mistake".
Whilst the oIdes t one will just go in and he doesn't mind asking a
question he doesn't mind.
He's very inquisitive though.
I find (B8) very inquisitive.
He asks me questions all the time. ·.
He asked me something the other day I thought "well, that's a very good
question".
·
I've forgotten it now because there is so much happening.
It was something that I thought "well that's a very good question".
· And he's really really wanting to read.
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M 67

You know with (elder sister's name - in Year I) he secs her learning to
read and he wants to do it as well.

R

(Explained that she found the same with her two children that urc c!osc
in age.)

68

M 69

Bu l he's shy othc rwisc.

R 70

Was he a late talker?

M 71

Yeah actually he was a late talker.

R

72

M 73

74
75
76
77
78
79
80

Everything he did he did a little bit later.
Walked later.
Talked a little bit late.
He wasn't really late.
(brother's name) was the latest but he talked fairly he was fairly late.
It took him a while for him to say Mum and Dad.
And I thought you know is there something wrong with his hearing.
You know how you go.

R 81

You start to worry don't you?

M 82
83
84
85

And then there was nothing wrong with his hearing.
Once he started you can't stop him. (all laugh)
It's cute you know.
Otherwise yeah, that reflects him.

R 86

Yeah, and he did urn go to Toy Story and he did go swimming in the
pool?

M ·87

Yeah.·

R 88·.

What else is he interested in at home?
Like he likes reading?

M 90.
91
92

Yeah he likes books.
Yeah everytirne he brings a book home we've got to read it.
He loves the books.

89 .

c,:F
,;

I wonder if he was sitting back and observing before giving it a go.

93

M 94

95

R 96

He loves playing with Nintendo.
Oh he loves Nintendo.
It's a wonder he didn't mention that. ·
I'm surprised he didn't mention that.

M 97 · .. Yeah oh he'll sit there he can do it quite well actually.
98
. But I don't like him to do it for very long.
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M 99
R

M·

(00

You' re a bit like me I time my kids on the computer.

101

Oh computer we haven't gol him on to yet.
But he plays with um he plays with blocks.
You know sometimes nol all the time.
Legge blocks.
We don't have a lot of toys.
We've got a san-..pit.
With a digger thing that you play in the sand.
Actually with (elder sister) and (BS) he's.
\Vith other kids I've noticed one thing I have noticed is we bring a child
over to play and they'll play together for a while but then he's sick of
them.
He just goes off and does his own little thing and I think 110h dear, that
was a waste of time".

102
103

104
105
106
107
108

109
110
R

111

M 112

R

ll's not really good.

At least he played with them for a while (all laugh).

113
114
115

Yeah I know but it's funny.
I don't know if all kids do that.
But I find that he's sort of he'd rather just go in his own little space.
Find his little space and after a while "I'm sitting in my own little space
and I'm going to do my own little thing".

116

And then he'll come back?

M 117

118

Um, yeah he does come back but it's um I have to prompt him though to
remind_ him you know.
I think it's because we don't have a lot of people over because we have _
four kids ourselves.

R -1)9

Yes, they've got playmates within the family haven't they?

M 120
121

_And they've got used to each other and they play really nice together.
And I suppose we don't tend to feel like you need to have too many at
home because

R

122

·M 123

They've already got.
And· they never ask really. _

124 - They don't very often ask to bring somebody home because.
·-125 It isn't good for them I suppose cause they don't learn to make friends.
R 126 - Oh well; he makes friends over here though doesn't he?
M 127

M 128

Yeah he's got friends in the classroom.
But you find that he's more sort of like he can sit down and just sit
·
down and be quiet you know or relax.
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M 129

R

130

Or he likes to come home after school and he'll lie on the lounge and
just relax and <lo nothing amt that's what he likes to do.
But when you have kids over you've got to keep them entertained.

131

Yeah so he just wants to veg out (all laugh).

M 132
R

He says "I've been at school all day. I don'l want to do that".

133

I wonder how he's going to go with the all day.
Ye:ih I think he' 11 be alright.
But I' rn going to miss him.

M 134

135
R

136 _ Yeah cause he's your youngest isn't he?

M 137
139

Yeah it's going to be sad actually.
I think he'll be alright though.
Cause he does love coming to school.

R 140

Do you have extended family (here)?

M 141
142

Yeah, oh he loves my mum and my dad.
We just had an aunty come from (names place) and uncle come from
(names place).
· And he'll cling to this uncle.
Just loved the uncle.
Stood by him, sat by him wherever he went.
Followed him he hugged him, he loved him,· it was just beautiful.

138

143
144
145
146
-R 147

So he gets on quite well with different people?

M 148

F

Gets on quite well with older people I find.

1,49

. He doesn't always respond and that properly.

M 150
F

Oh, all kids do that.

151

He knows he can get away with that cause he's alot smaller and that.
.

R 152

.

Yeah what's the age difference between him and his brothers?

·p J53

Well one's 3 years older and one's 5 years older.
.

'·

.

.

.

.

.

-M ·154 -_ (Mother then clarifies by naming each child and age. Start talking about
the elder sister and her reading.) _ - · - · ·
- ·(R, M and F move to another place in the preschool and M begins the·
interaction by discussing B8 1 s tendency to interact as part of a group
rather than on his own.)
M · 155

Does that make it a problem that he's just using someone else to prompt·
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M 155
R

156

157

M 158

R

what?
Um it doesn't make it a problem but he may like when he gets lo year
one and two if he doesn't answer when the teacher docs put him on the
spot yeah that may the teacher might say "well he docsn' t answer me or
he doesn't participate" when in fact he is but he'!l participate in a group.
He might just need lo learn it.

159
160
161

But (eldest son's name) was the same.
He was exactly the same.
He's doing really well now.
But I see what you mean.

162

It just came out in those two stories.

(Explains the purpose of the research and how B8' s stories seemed to fit
in and how the information used could be used in the classroom.)
M 163

Would he have done it though without the tape recorder?

R

I would go up and talk with the kids quite a bit without the tape recorder
and he wouldn't really.
(Rand M start to talk about how they knew each other a few years ago
and how B8 had asked the mother about this.)

164
165

M 166
167
168
·R

169

. M 170
·,

171
172

173

R 174

He is quite confident.
At home he is confident.
He's not confident in a crowd,
And that's a personality thing too. (Relates how her oldest daughter is
like this.)
The only thing I find that it's probably going to be a problem is that
when they need to ask a question he's not going to get up and ask a
question.
And then they're going to fall behind because they're too scared to ask.
I know I did that as a child:'
Too scared to ask a silly question.
(Stresses how the school classroom of today is different in terms of
.. more small group work that would allow children like B8 to
participate.).
·
.

. M 175
176
177
M 178
179
180

. .

Or even ask a question as a group even so that nobody is singled out.
It's a lot better now.
It's a lot more relaxed.
My kids love coming to school.
Apart from but otherwise she's getting better.
She misses me.
(The talk is about the elder sister now and the tape recorder is turned
off. When it is turned on again Rand M.return to talking about B8.)
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R

181
182
183

He seems lo run around quite happily in lhc playground.
He doesn't seem to gel inti midaled in the playground.
He stands up for himself.

M 184

He does stick up for himself doesn't he?

R

That's important.
And B2's a good friend of his?

!85
186

M 187
188
.R

189

Yeah, B2 has found him more than he's found B2.
But um.
(Starts to wrap up the interview.)

After the taped interview, mother and researcher were talking while waiting for the
students to come in from outside. M mentioned that BS was not five until October and
. that she likes the children to be together as a "family". In fact, the "family life" is
encouraged.
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INTERVIEW WITH PARENT: MOTHER OF GS
EDITED TRANSCRIPT
9/03/00
R

What's the age difference between those two (ie. GS and her younger
brother)?

M 2

Just under two years, 18 months I think.

R

And you've got other children too?

3

M 4

s

(Gives ages of other two children.)
(Gives grades of other two children.)

R

6

And the other two are boys or girls.

M 7

Yep, two girls.

R

So, he's the only boy.

8

M 9

R

10
11

12

13
M

14

15
16
17
R

18
19

M 20
21
22

M 23

Yep, he's the only one.
I bet he gets spoilt.
·(Begins the discussion about GS by telling the mother why her stories
were picked. Explained to her how they flowed from one thing to the
next.)
Is she like that at home?
.Does she go from one'thing to the next at home? .
I think she gets a lot of that too because of her two sisters you know
when we are at home we talk about different things like what's
happened at school, what one did at school and cause they're two
different ages then you've got her age and then they ask GS what she
did and GS will go on and on and then "yes, GS alright, alright" and
then she goes "and and right did you know" and then they go "Ok, GS
watch tv now."
But yeah she likes talking.
She likes listening too if ies interesting.
It it's not she turns it around to make it interesting for herself.
She was like that in (finds a story of GS's and explains how it actually
·contained numerous "mini" stories within it).
·
Did she actually.go to the birdpark one day?
Yeah, last year they had a kindy outing.
You know the last thing.
And we went to the birdpark and of course then, like before when we
went there, ages before, they didn't have kangaroos running around they
. only had them in the cage in the areas. ·
But this time there was kangaroos runnin.g all around and the kids could
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M 23_

feed them and then you had you walk over into this little area, climb
over this fence and then they had rabbi ls in there, you could feed rabbits
and stuff and that.

R

It's quite good though, a lot of hands on stuff.
Yeah, well she was taken by the kangaroos and stuff like that and that
you feed them, she could pat them but they don't bite (retelling parts of
G5's story here).
;
·
She obviously didn't see the teeth.

24

25

26
M 27

28

- R ·29

30

No, because when you feed them because their mouth comes over it all
you can feel is the tongue you can't see the teeth.
So that's why their hands like when you get Jillie kids they don't go like
this like how we do they go (shows) so the hand even though the teeth
are there the hands are like this so they're not even looking at the teeth
anyways.
She was really taken by that.
In that same story she also told me about going to a movie by herself to
see a dinosaur.

M 31

Yeah that was with her two sisters but, without me see, she thinks she's
going by herself so that when she goes wtth her two sisters, that's by
herself.

R

She had this cheeky grin on her face at the time.

32

M ·33

Like with her "did you go to the movies with Mum" she'd say ''no, by
myself' even though it was with her two sisters but cause mum's not
there it's by herself.

R

So she's c~atty at ~ome then?

34

·1

·M ·3,5

36
R 37
M 38

39
-R 40.
M 41

M 42

Yeah, y~ah she takes in a lot.
_
_
A lot of'!the things you think she forgets but she doesn't she remembers :
a lot of things from a long time ago.
- - ·
Another story was about how grandma hurt her hand?
That's my husband's mother.
· She rung:up one day this was not last year but the year before. •
Well she told me about this.
Yeah well not last year but the year before, before they came over for a
holiday and she rung up and she was talking to 05 and she was saying
uoh nanna hurt. her hand in the garden" and until this day she will
always say "How's nanna's hand? Nanna hmt her hand in the garden" I
go "yes, nanna hurt her hand in the garden".
And now she probably doesn't know cause I haven't told her I only told

1-··
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M 42

43
44

45
R

46

M 47
48

49

the two big ones that her grandmother now has an artificial um bypass?
I don't think she knows otherwise she'd be saying "nann a has a plastic
heart".
But no she hurt her hand in the garden when she went out in the garden
to do a bit of weeding she sprained her wrist and because my father-in·
law was rubbing it it just got worse and worse so they had to go in the
hospital.
Apparently she had sprained i't really bad and with the rubbing and that
it hurt the muscle more so it took a fair while io heal.
You're Maori? So they're still in New Zealand?
His mum and dud are still alive, my parents have died years ago.
But I'm a Maori but dad is part Cook Island from (says name of island).
He's part (name of island) and part Tahitian so they've got the three in
·there and plus European.

R 50

She's got a really beautiful face there.

M 51

52

She's the darkest there's her and my sister·in-law'.s daughter in Sydney
are the darkest.
All the rest are really fair.

53

So have you got family in (names town)?

R

M 54
.R

55

M 56

R

57

M 58.

R

She told me about how she hmt her hand.
The iron it was the iron it wasn't a fire she knows it was the iron
because when I finished ironing something I remember I said to her
"don't touch the iron because it's hot" and she knows not to touch it but
she just went like this to it with the tips of her fingers.
And she went on a train was another story.

59

That was a long time we went I don't know which train she's talking
about.
We go on the ones down here at the thing (miniature railway).

60

No, she's going in a train somewhere.

M 61

It might have been the time I took her on a train we went to (names

63

place) to see Disney on Ice.
And I took her on the trnin and I had my three girls (son) stayed home
with his dad he's too little and I took another two girls there was five of
them yeah and we went on the train.
She was two.

64

She was telling me about it that she went on a train and that she saw a

62

R

No.·
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R

64

rainbow (Talks about GS's style of storytelling and mentions the part re
GS's father and the seatbelts.).
·

M 65

Always always as soon as we get into the car she says "Dad have you
got your scat belt on?" I think because I always say it and then she gets
in there she always goes "dad got your scat belt on? Dad got your scat
bcl t on'!".
She's very thingy about seatbelts.

66

R

67

. M 68

(Returns to retelling the story and mentions the part about touching a
rainbow.)
Probably that would have been the cause when you're going on the train
early in the morning and all the sun hits the window and the colours
change.

R 69

(Retells story about the zoo.)

M 70

71

Yeah we went to the zoo that was just before Christmas last year we
went to zoo.
I took we went up for the day to stay up there with their dad in (names
place) and he was working we took them to the zoo for the day when we
went up there and that was really good.

72

So your husband works up in (names place)?

'

R

M 73
R

74

Yeah he comes back on Saturdays;
Saturdays he comes back,

75

And you're not working?

M 76
77

No, still got one more to go yet.
Another two years and I'll be right.
.

R

78

.

.

.

So GS did she go to kindy over hern too?

M 79

Yeah, she went with Mrs G last year;

R 80 ·

And before that she was at home? ·

·M 81
82
83 ·
84
85
86

'

No, before thflt she was going to the one at (says place) near the daycare
_
centre thing. ·, .
I used to take h·er there two days of the week just to give her time with
· kids and stuff like that cause in Sydney my other two used to go to
preschool.
They call it preschool.
They have daycare and then you go to preschool when you're toilet
trained you can go to preschool.
And then that's 4 to 5 year olds I think I don't know.
It's different here compared to there.
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R 87

So how long have you been in (place) then?

M 88

Um, three years this will be our third year.

R

89

So she was born in Sydney?

M 90

I got here she had just turned one.

R 91

So you moved over for his work then.

M 92

93
94
95

Yeah for his job they it was when they started building the new X he
moved up to that one and then when they did the Y he's all over the
place now.
No, it's pretty good.
The kids love it here though.
(We begin to discuss the merits of the town we live in.)

96

05 at home, what does she like to do?

R

M 97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104

105

106
R

107

. M 108

M 109

She likes a lot of things, a lot of things.
She like watching tv sometimes tv can be very boring for GS and she
likes drawing, she loves drawing she'll find any scrap of paper and
anything just to draw on she' 11 draw with anything just to draw.
She likes reading she likes reading but she likes being read to more than
just herself reading so I read to her a lot or her sister does.
But she likes outside sometimes yeah.
She likes inside riding her bike going for rides on her bike but her
favourite place is the beach.
She loves the beach she can boogieboard.
She gets out there on her boogieboard and she knows how to catch a
wave and she just rides her board all the way out the wave.
We were at the beach the other day and my husband says "we have to .
get the camera, we have to bring the camera down and take a photo
being this little".
But she started doing this last year the beginning of summer last year
she actually started to go all the way on the board cause usually we have
to stand there and wait for the wave and then put her on it but now she
can stand out there and wait for it herself with her two sisters or by
herself wait for it and once she catches it and then she's off.
·She loves the water either the beach or the pool.
Does she like doing things with her older sisters or are they too much
older than her?
Yeah they are they like playing but I think they get too bossy for her
cause she's still little she's still a kid I keep saying "she's only four"
she'll be five soon cause she still likes to play and be silly and but you
know they kind of "oh, don't be a pain 05 or".
But then she plays a lot with her brother but then he gets a bit rough
·~eing a boy and that.
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R

110

M 111

R

112
113

M

114

115
116

117
118

And he'll be in kindy next year so this will be his last year really.
Yep, he can't wait cause he goes to the crcchc every day when f go to
the gym and there he can do drawing and painting and stuff like that.
(We return to talking about G5's style of storyte!J ing. G5 is also
instructed by her mother to take her brother to the toilet.)
Anybody else in the family like that the way she sort of goes from one
to another?

Yeah (sister) is like that.
(sister) was the same (sister) is full of stories she can talk for ages and
she's another one she remembers things.
(another sister) does too but she keeps a lot of things to herself and she's
very polite she's doesn't like to let things out whereas (sister) very open.
like G5.
And they like to make you laugh and feel good.
Whereas (another sister) she's pretty much keeps things to herself she
keeps a lot to her heart you know she doesn't like to let a lot of things
out pretty secretive.

R 119

The name GS is that a Maori name.

M 120

No that's named after my sister and her dad's brother.

R

121
122

M 123

124

R

'

125
126

M 127
R

128
129

M 130
131

132
133

It's differc but it suits her.
She .looks like she could be girlish and then she looks Iike she could be a···
tomboy as well.
·
Yes, very much.
..
Cause I s:iid to my sister I named her after two quiet people and I end up
with her like that but she does she's a lot like my sister and she's a iot
like her uncle.
(Starts to wrap up the interview.)
Be interesting to see how she goes in school •,1,,1ith that story style.
Yes.·
(Discusses the style in the context of trying to begin reading in school)
How did yom other girls go?
(sister who is like GS) is actually just coming into reading.
(other sister) is a reader she doesn't like to read out loud but she reads
books and that sort of thing.
(sister like GS) found it very hard to read.
You know how they start to read she'd look at the picture more than try
to read what's there and she'd have so much things running in her head
about the picture and I'm going "Ok I can see the picture but what does
it say".
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M 134

135 ·
t 36
137

138
139
140
· 141
142

R

143

And some of the words she knows what they arc but she's too busy on
what she thinks the story is you know but now she's actually starting to
get into reading and she's doing really well she's come a long way with
her reading.
Last yem· she come up with her reading.
She likes reading a lot of things too like interesting lhi ngs she'll sit there
and say "mum did you know ra ra ra.".
Like she said "mum did you know that this cat doesn't have hair?" and
I'm going "all cats have hair" "no mum look" and she's reading it and I
go "give us a look" and hon est to God this cat doesn't have hair doesn't
even have whiskers doesn't even have any hair at all.
It's in this book about cats and it's this breed of cats that doesn't have
hair.
(Continues the description about this cat.)
That's her.
But 05 loves school.
She' 11 get on the phone to her father and she'll just rattle on for ages "I
did this at school and we did this and did you know" and she'll tell him
about what one of the kids at school did.
A little observer.

M 144

Yeah and then he'll come home and he'll go "how was school?" and
she 1 11 say "oh I told you already weren't you lis~ening, can't you
remember things?". (Retells the conversation between GS and her
father.)

R

She must be quite used to. talking on the phone then to her dad.

145

M 146

.R

147

She talks to anyone on the phone .
Have they been back to New Zealand?

No, her nana and that came over when my oldest one had her Holy
Communion they came over here and they stayed here about four·
· weeks.
And GS would go "nanna nanna'do you want a cup of tea, nanna na.nna
149
·are. you hungry?".
150·. I'd say "leave her alone" "oh".
151 . My mother-in-law is really old and when she was watching tv she'd go
. "Nanna you awake?" "GS, nanna's asleep" "oh, you're sleeping, you
.gonna get up soon?" "just leave her to sleep cause if she gets up she gets
cranky" oh dear.

M '1.48

152

Do you tend to socialise just with the family or do you have friends that
you socialise with?

. M 153

Yeah we have friends.
Yeah we have other friends but a lot of the time we go away on our own
like go down to the beach and you look around and OS's gone to play

R

. 154
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M l54
155

with other kids.
She doesn't like hanging around and you go "GS come over here" "oh
no, I'm just playing w ilh my friends".
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INTERVIEW WITH TEACHER
EDITED TRANSCRIPT
8/5/00

(Explained the purpose of the interview ie. to check the rc:,;ults of the
analysis broadly with the teacher's perceptions and knowledge about
each participant. Informed thr, teacher of the number of stories and
attempts. R and T start to talk about B7 and how short his stories were.)

R

T

2

He tends to use words rather than a sentence structure, doesn't he?

R

3

He was one who really needed an adult to help him.

T

4

5

He's going to (speech therapy) once a week.
I think for another couple of weeks.

R

6

He wants to communicate.

T

7
8

But he gets so frustrated because it doesn't come out.
That's when it becomes physical.

R

9

He tried to tell a story by himself and I noticed it wasn't· as fu 11 as when
somebody was with him.
So, he still needed the help and the questions to get more information
out, to get more of a story out.
He and B 13, B 13 was a surprise.
His stories were on the surface seemed simple because his vocabulary is
quite poor .

10
11

12

T

13
14

. Mmm, needs (speech therapy) too but with Mum working, can't make
it.
·Which is so sad cause she's a Mum who tries to do everything but she
does need her job as well.

R

15

He's got some really good skills, some really good sequencing skills.

T

16

Even with his numbers, his colours, you know she does obviously spend
a lot of time with him reading and doing all the other things with him.
.But his.speech is really really poor.

17

R 18 .
· 19.

T

20
21

22

It's a shame because his speech and vocabulary is masking people's
ability to pick up on his other skills because he's got some really strong
skills.
Does she read to him a lot or somethingdo you know?
Yes, yeah even with his knowledge on books and news and you know
things general knowledge things like that too.
She does talk to him a lot as well.
In fact I actually said to Mum that after the holidays, he's more
confident speaking.
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24

Whereas bcfore, it used to be you know l ikc head down.
But it's still not the g is still ad, the s is just missing, there's quite a few
letters that I really really.

R

25

I feel that once he picks up on something, he'll really get it well.

T

26

I'm actually doing a THRASS workshop next week.
(Rand T begin to discuss the merits of THRASS and LETTER LAND
particularly with B 13 in mind.)

T

23

27

R

28

(Presents one of B 13's stories to demonstrate to the teacher that this
participant does have the ability to tell booklike, episodic stories.)

T

29

(Keen for B 13 's mother to talk with R about his stories to help convince
her to follow up on speech therapy. Bl 3's mother is a single parent with
no extended family support and teacher is keen to help her seek help for
B13. Rand T also wonder about B13's hearing.)

R

40
41

He was asurprise when I sat down and analysed it.
Something needs to be sorted out.

T

42

I think so yes.

R

43

Oh and little B2.

T

44

See he's read to a lot as well.

R 45

I had a long chat with Mum that day.

T

46

She talks for him too.

R

47

Has he started to talk in longer sentences?

T

48

To me he will but like this morning he's come like this (shows a sad
face, looking downwards) in the door and I said "oh you've left your
smile at home."
No emotion even, no change of expression, no nothing.
Dad said "oh, he's shy this morning".
I said ·~can you ring the bell?".
Just a blank and he really just looks at you.
So I said "oh well, I' II have to ask someone else".
And (teacher assistant) and I have decided to ignore that.
It's a moddycoddling and really really immature.
And when you ignore him that's when he actually comes to us.

49
50
51

52
53
54

55
56

R 57

Yes cause when I tried him on the tapes, he would try but he wouldn't
say anything but when the pressure wasn't there I sort of ignored him
basically he would tell his stories and tell me.

.T· 58

And when I speak to him I basically give him a choice .

27(i

T

59
60
61
62
63

64
65

We were doing stories about mum today "mum reads to you, mum plays
with you, you know, what would you like me to write".
And he went (shakes head "no").
"WeJl, you need to tell me which one otherwise I don't know".
"\Vhile you-' re thinking about it, I' !l do someone else".
I must have done three before he ventured to say anything.
I just left him, I thought "well".
They will speak for him, make excuses for him and I just think they're
not giving him, it's not helping,

R

66

He hasn't ever been picked up for speech and language stuff at any
stage.

T

67

It's not just speech and language, it's gross motor skills too.
I have actually got him and it's been hard work I got him actually
climbing over an "A" frame, the highest one.

68
R 69

He doesn't like climbing, does he?

T

70
71
72

(Explains how she taught B2 how to climb and the time it took.)
By Friday at lunch time, he did fifteen times. ·
Up one and down and his smile was my reward.

R

73

There's a whole history of not taking risks there.

T

74
75

Yeah. Not anything will he take risks.
He' 11 sit at a tab le and watch the others before he'll have a go.

R

76

So, that came through in his stories.
·: And the other one is BS.
(Explained how both of his stories were told in the context of the
group.)

77
78

T

79
80

B2 will look up to BS and follow what he does.
And I'm trying to not break the friendship but he relies on BS so much
that I'm saying "BS you hold so and so's hand and B2 you hold so" and
B2 goes "ah" you know but "you're going to be right behind BS" and
then he'll sort of um that's how I'm going at the moment.

R

81

BS's Mum said to me how B2 has found BS more than BS finding 82;

T

82

83

B2 looks for him.
BS plays with anyone in the playground .

.·R

84

B 11?

T

85

He's gorgeous.

R 86

87

His stories were very booklike in structure and very episodic.
He's just so confident and it all came through in his stories.
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T

88

Mmm (agrees).

R

89

And little B 12, very con!idcnt, very booklikc ..

T

90

You sec both of those have older brothers and si stcrs.

R

91

B 12 showed me that he could change bis language with each context.
(Relates the story that he had with 04 at the table.)

T

92

Very independent boy, yep.

R

93

And 04 was very confident too.

T

94

Mmm, not surp,1sed with those, not surprised at all.

R

95

(We discuss the mix of family backgrounds in the classroom from the

.

.·.·

.

.

"typical" family to one in which the child is cared for by the
grandparents etc.}

T 96
97

B3 is in (names country) all this term with his grandparents.
You see, he doesn't live with his parents.

R

98

(Relayed the story by B3, B 11, and B 12 about their fathers .. Not any of
these boys live with their fathers but dosee their fathers regularly.)

T

99

(re B 12) Mum and Dad there are very good in that they share a lot of
what the kids do whereas I don't think B3's quite getting that.

R

100

B3's quite independent and vocal but he needs extension within that.

T

101

Needs a bit of structure too but can come across quite angry sometimes
because of what's happening but then he has seen anger.
Did you get G7?

102
R 103·
104
105

Her stories were more like descriptions and lists.
Same as B5.
And G7's were very much talking about grandma and pets.

T

107
108

Parents there are separated too.
(Confirms that G7 spends lots of lime with grandmother.) ·
Mum has difficulty supporting the child (gives some examples).

R

109

And I gathered the library book's about the only thing she gels to read.

T

110

Yes and that will probably be grandma reading them to her too.

106

· R · 111

T

112

·And B5 was interesting because he must have av 1ded me the first week
orso.
Because he's gotta make sure that it's safe.
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T

Il3

He wanders around and makes sure he comes to the teacher aide or I
first before he comes near anything.

R

114

(Discusses both stories re Winnie the Pooh.)

T

115

He does love Winnie the Pooh because we had that again for news.

R

116

But he took quite a while to tell me a story.

T

117

Yes, a while.
And yet he does speak to us a lot more than B2.

118

R

119
120
121
122

T

123
124

125
126
127
128
128
129
130
131

He gave a lot more in the end but just that whole thing of it just took
him so long.
And B 10, he took ages to warm up to the whole thing but by the time
we got to the end he was saying a lot more.
He told me Jots.
And his was very factual too.
(Confirms the themes portrayed.)
He's babied to a certain degree too (gives an example of this in the pre*
primary).
Every day, she's (B 1O's mother) got to check to see if he's ok (gives
another example).
And then this morning he wasn't going to stay;
And I said to him "it's just a shame because we're doing mother's day
things and you're going lo miss it".
Anyway, she came back and she said!'oh, he's decided to stay".
And I said "oh, I'm really glad".
"We are here to look after you".
And I've had her before.
But the older brother was really a year older.

R ·132

That might explain, he was a very careful speaker, very careful with
what he said and he would very slowly and

T

133

And almost think about it before he spoke.

R

134

Maybe he's grown up·with that the need to think, think before you
speak.

T

135
136

Methodical, yes.
A lot of that I'm trying to get mum to let him have some independence
(she gives another example).
Did B7 tell any stories?

137
R

138 . B7 did his were very very short and he needed a lot of assistance to get
them out.
And one was a bit weird.
139
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T

l40
(41
142

Some of his stories arc real! y far fclchcd.
Wei I, I queried his carer one day about a story and she .said it wasn't
true.
But that's the kind of thing [ get from him, they're not really very nice.

R

143

(Explains how 87 tried lo tell a story into the tape recorder by himself
but he seemed to need the adult to tell a lot more and shows another
story showing how B7 picks up on what is going on around him.)

T

144
145

(agrees)
(Discuss again the different familY' strncturcs of the students in the pre~
primary classroom.)
They weren't very good at going to the tape recorder (in the "self
recorded'' storytelling context).

146

R

147

That's something in itself that firstly maybe it's just too early in the
year, secondly they need a lot more time.

T

148

We do a lot of that with PMP (Perceptual Motor Program) in third and
fourth term.

R

149
150

But they loved this (re the tape recorder) and loved listening to
themselves.
Most of them enjoyed it.

T

151

GS?

R

152

She loved it, she enjoyed it but she has a very different storytelling style
to anybody else and when I talked to Mum, Mum was the same.

T

153

Mmm, no structure.

R

154

(Explains that this may be a result of the social interactions at home as
reported by the mother and the need to be entertaining in order to
maintain the floor.)

T

155

(Discusses family structure of GS.)

R

156
157

Her stories were about herself and what she did.
They just go from one thing to the next and they entertain.

T

158
159
160

(agrees)
A very quiet little girl but happy to do whatever you ask her to do, very
kind little girl.
Bl?

. ··R

161

B 1 was very quiet.

T

162
163

Very knowledgeable though.
He can read.
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T

164

165
166
167

Um really good with words, really good even with Cine motor skill stuff,
will put quite a bit of dctai I on it.
But when he comes in in the morning, he won't say "good morning".
Until Mum and Dad's out the door, I don't actually get anything and I
sort of say "oh the cat's got his tongue or he's left il under the pillow"
he'll sort of smile at me.
He's happy enough to be here and he' !J bouncing around with Dad
looking at things or reading a story or doing a puzzle and when they go,
then he speaks to me.

R

168

That's interesting. (Relates how he told his story to B8 and then
"summarised" it for her.)

T

169

He wasn't going to do the whole thing;

R

170

And the next one was a retell about a movie.

T

171

He has an older brother and older sister and the brother is a very clever
boy, very methodical and very you know.
And he's also getting a huge push from Mum.

172
R 173
T

174
175

R 176
T

177
178

-R 179

He's almost the sort too where if he doesn't see the point of something,
he won't do it.
Mmm, I don't think he's quite happy or confident to take a risk either.
(Describes the day that Bl read to the teacher and how 81 was
"beaming" to do this. However, he did not wish to go and read to the
teacher next door whom he knows well.)
Little B9 was very quiet too.
Very quiet, very thoughtful, very you know everything's happening and
you see him doing what we've asked him to do but he'll-never venture
to put a hand up.
Actually, this week he's starting to do that because if they don't I st.i 11
ask and he's starting to do that but then when you ask him, he goes "uh.
uh" and it takes another it takes a lot. of coaxing to draw it out.

180

That's exactly what he did in the stories.
He took a lot of coaxing.

181

Mum's like that too:

R 182

·03 was like that too.

T

T .183 - Yeah.

R 184
185"186

When she got to know me she was better but it took a while.
GS was alright.
She'd just tell a quick story and off she went.
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1'

187

Yeah, ramble ra.nblc and just hops along on her way.

R

188

Same with GI and G2.
Very keen GI.

189
T

190
19 l
192
193
194
195

197

She's beautiful.
She will go and tidy up and clean up and do things without us asking.
Just like a little mummy.
She's got to tidy up and she docs it so quietly.
Yct to form a firm fricndshi p whereas the others, most of them ha vc.
GI waits a bit and watches ancJ if it's too rough, she moves on and finds
someone quietly to do something or on her own.
Mum was concerned and I said "well, she's happy and I'm not
concerned because she's not unhappy about it".
·
"And she chooses to do that".

R

198
199

G2 was interesting.
Sometimes it's like drawing blood from a stone to get her talking.

T

200
·201

R

202

Very keen to please.

T

203
204
205
206
207

Mmrn.
B6?
He's come on really well.
Yeah, last year we would not have got a lot out of him.
He's a late birthday.·.·

R

208

A lot of action type stories.

196 ',

.·.·-- .. T 209
210

2'11
212
213

R

214

T. 215

216

217
218
219
220

(agrees) loves B6 and B 10 to death.
She'll follow them doing anything.

Yep.
Plays a lot with Dad.
A lot of reading, a lot of books.
The "Where's Wally" books, he loves them.
When he disappears, you'll always find him in the reading comer with a
book.
He, B 11 and B 12 tried to tell a bit more of an action story or a bit more
of an imaginative type of story more of what a story we think should be.
Yes, he's really come on.
Last year, he'd go from one activity.and by the time he'd start the next
one he'd say "I'm tired".
But now he'll say "I've done this and this and this and now what''.
It's just wonderful.
I might have to get back to them.
I think it certainly helped the kids and it's helped us as well.
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APPENDIX D

THE STORIES

The participants made ninety-seven altcmpts in storytelling across four storytelling

contexts. This appendix presents all of these storytelling attempts together with the
results of their analyses. It is referred to in Chapters Four and Chapter Pi vc in the

body of the report.

The Transcription of the Stories

The tables that follow contain the transcriptions of the participants' storytelling
attempts. The transcriptions of these attempts are in the form of "full transcriptions"
(see Transcription, Chapkr Three). Minor changes have been made to the
conventions adopted in these transcriptions to enable easier reading of the transcripts
in such a restricted space. Therefore, the conventions used for the transcripts in this
document are:
"R:" = researcher's utterances.
"C:" = child's utterances.
"C2:" = a second child's utterances (These ,vere only recorded if they
contribt1ted to the story overall.)
(abc?) = this was unintelligible, the word written in brackets represents the
researcher's guess of the word.

( ) = word unintelligible and the researcher was unable to make a guess.
ABC = said loudly
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Abe ;::; stressed
abc: ;::; elongated on the sound preceding the colon .
. . . ;::; pause longer than 5 seconds.
Some gestures Ila vc been recorded i r they formed part of tl1c response of the ·
participant or researcher cg. (nods yes). Utterances have not been numbered. In
addition, where the speaker has an extended turn of a number of utterances,
conventional punctuation has been used to delineate breaks between utterances,
phrasing. This is to enable easy reading of the text and follows the conventions used
in the full transcriptions of the stories. These conventions are in accordance with that
adopted by Dyson (1997, p. 189) and Michaels ( 1991, p. 310). Codes replace where
participants have mentioned names of people ur places in their storytelling attempts.

Criteria for Ratings Used in the Tables

The results of the analysis conducted on the storytelling attempts are presented in the
tables that follow. An explanation of each column in the tables is provided below.

Table D~: Explanation of codes used and information presented in each column
for the presentation of the story data analysis results.
COLUMN

lTTLE OF

NO.

COLUMN

1

Code

EXPLANATION

This is the code for the storytelling attempt. The first part Indicates the
participant; second part indicates the number of the storytelling attempt
for the participanti the third part indicates the date that the attempt was
made. Hence, a code such as 82-1-22 means that this is a story told by
participant 82; it is his first story; and it was told on the 22/02/00.

2

Text of

This presents the participant's storytelling attempt as transcribed in its

story

full transcription format. Formatting restrictions in this table did not
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allow for some !anger stories to be transcribed in run in the boundaries
of one cell. On such occasions, the story was divided into parts and
coded accordingly. For example, G5's story told on the 18 Februar/ was
very long. As such, there are two parts to it in this document. coded

"GS-1-18a" and "GS-1-1 Bb" accordingly.
3

Is it a

A "yes" is entered if tl1e text collected 1s judged to be a "story" according

story?

to the definition used in this research. A "no" is entered if the text
collected is judged to be a "non story" according to the definition used in
this research.

4

Comments

These comments describe the story told according to the criteria as set
out in the definition of "story". If a "no" is entered in column 1,
comments made here support the judgement.

5

Adult help?

This refers to research question three that focuses on aspects of the
interaction that facilitate the participants' storytelling. Here, the focus is
on how the adult's input has helped. There is a choice of three ratings to
describe the level of adult assistance offered to the participant.
"Minima!" means that the participant possibly needed only an initial
prompt or ending prompt with no or minimal adult utterances during the
story. "Supportive" means that the adult's utterances comprised mainly
of fillers, requests for clarification or story encourager. The participant
maintained control over the development of the story. "Directive" means
that the participant required direct questioning to complete the story eg.
requests for description, extension, restatements of utterances with
question etc. to the extent that the adult controlled and directed the
development of the story.

6

Comments

These comments refer to research question three and provide more
Information pertaining to this issue as well as to support the rating.
Noted here is the storytelling context in which the attempt was made,

7

Info re s/c

This refers to research question one and requires the storytelling

b/g?

attempt to be rated according ta its success in revealing some aspect of
the storyteller's sociocultural background. A "yes" is recorded if the
.storytelling attempt did reveal information about the participant',;
sociocultural background. A "no" is recorded if the attempt did not .
reveal information about the participant's sociocultural background.

8

Comments

This refers to research question one and provides comments that specify
what aspects of soclocultural background are revealed through the story
if the entry in column 6 is "yes". At times, questions are formulated
concerning clues revealed about the participant's sociocultural
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background. If the entry Is "no", then no Information is recorded in this
column.

9

Comments

TI1is refers to research question two. It provides information that details
what aspects of story analysis seemed to help in revealing information
about the storyteller's sociocultural background.

10

Structure

This column contains information about the structure of the story.

11

Function

This column contains information about the function of the story.

12

Theme

This column contains information about the theme of the story.

13

Time

This column details the total time taken for the story to be told.

Presentation of the Stories

The participants' storytemng attempts and subsequent analyses are presented in two
parts. Part 1 contains Table D2 and presents the storytelling attempts and analyses for
the six exemplar participants in order of their presentation and discussion in Chapter
Five in the body of the report. These were participants whose stories were notable in
their ability to reveal much information about their sociocultural background. The
parents of these six participants were also interviewed (see Appendix C).

Part 2 contains Table D3 and presents the storytelling attempts of the remaining
participants. Chapters Four and Five present a discussion of these and the storytelling
attempts of the exemplar participants in summary form.
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APPENDIX D PART I

TABLE IJ2: THE STORYT!cLL!NG ATTEMPTS OF THE EXEMPLAR
PARTICIPANTS

Table D2 contains the storytelling attempts of .11c exemplar participants and the

results of subjecting each of them to the story data analysis procedure (sec Storv Data

Analvsis Procedure, Chapter Three and Appendix B).
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Table D2: The storytelling attempts of the exemplar participants.

code

p2.1.22

B2-2-24

B2-3-25

cOOlmCnlS
info re
comments
adult
aspects of story analysis that
is ita
c001ments
sic big?
have revealed sic big
help?
story
yes/no
Rating
yes/no
The discussion about pools Iha!
yes This was bis fast attempt at a story. Was be
C: I did mine. R: You did yours. Wbat is the
no Required heaps
the child and adult had in tliis
usually this reticent ID talk? He seemed keen 10
picture about then? What's happening in the
or prompting,
exchange seemed ID stimulate the
tell a story hill uncertain as to bow 10 do it. What
picture? C: One of !11osc lhings down in !here is
became a
next scory by B8.
of his communication in o!her conll:x!S? Possibly,
questionlanswct'
having a bath. R: That's a duel: is it? You've
if the adult bad undcrsiood his second ull.Crance
interaction
dr.lwn S001ctl1ing here. What have you drawn
about lhe batb, a story may have emerged. This
centered around
here? C: (looks at picture and shrugs) R: Can you
attempt highlighted bow children's articulation
his drawing.
tell me about your picture? C: Er I did this one
could hamper their ability to have tlieir story
Adult assislCd
and this one. R: Mmm. So you did this one first
understood.
srorytelling
and !lien this one. And have you ever been
COOICXI.
swimming like !11:11 girl? C: (nods no). R: Do you
go swimming? C: Yeab. R: Wliere do yoo go
swimming? C: Mmm R: At the beach or at the
pool? C: At the pool. R: At tbe pool. I bet you're a
good swimmer.(B8 imerrup!S with a story)
yes This was a very quiet boy wbo fowid tl1is whole
(was not lI1Ulscribed as he said very little into the
no First i.ry at self
I.ask of storytelling into a tape recorder somewhat
rccocding with
LapC recorder)
difficult.
adult assis1ance.
Was very quiet
yes B2 bad tried with Ilic mpe recorder before this yet theme, adul1 promp!S.
supponive TI1is was collected without !lie
yes experienced/
C: We got frogs. R: Oh. C: Nana and dad got
Lape recorder while B2 was
this was his first story. TI1is said sometl1ing about structure
coovct'Slltional
them. R: Where did tliey gel them from? C: From
eating. He initiated the story
his preferences fo, cornmunicali ve cootexts and
the shop. R: Where arc Ibey now? C: In my bag.
wJ>l!n till! adult was t.alking with
overall use of language. 132 seemed to prefer this
R: Are they real frogs or plastic? C: I think
cmnmunicative cooteiu tlian when the "pressure"
him and really only required lhc
tl1cy're plastic.
support to continue.
to cntert:lin and be "on stage" with a mpe recorder
was present He also possibly bad a language
delay. His story was also rel:ltod ID what he was
doing and !11e overall theme for the day. Seemed
to respond better to !11is concrete use of language
than being too abslr.lct. He told us about a Nana
and a fatber.
text or story

R: What's your story today? C: Um I've got a
teddy at home. R: You've got a teddy at home? C:
Mmm. R: And wllal do you do with your teddy?
C: Um ... l.c sleep me. R: He sleeps witb you
does he? C: Mmm. R: Oh. special teddy indeed.
Has he gO! a special name? C:Um mmm no. R:
No? He's just your teddy.

yes experienced/
conversational

B2-5-07

C: I liave a dog. It called X. R: What things do
you do witl1 your dog? C: Play ball with dog. My
dog is two. R: Two years old? C: Mmm.

yes experienced/
coovcrsational

ill:J..:.!.§.

R: What would you like to say? Can yoo tell me
anything tlial happened today or yesterday? That
might happen on !lie weekend? C: (child looks al
R) R: What happened? Something happen
yesterday? C: (dtild s.hrugs) R: How about
tomorrow or Ute weekend? Are you going to do
anything? C: I had a sleep over. R: When did you
have a sleep over? C: (child shrugs).

no

B2429

answering
qu<:slions

directive

minimal

B2 bad the ideas and wanted to communicate

Adult a.ssislCd storytelling
cont<:xt. 1l1is was B2's first story
into Ute tape recorder after many
altemp!S and despite tbe adult
being present fOI' over a week. He
still required direction to help
him develop his story from its
original statement.

yes

This story was told while he
drew a picture of his dog. The
pictUIC was for the class bool: of
stories. He initiated this story and
was in total control of it. The
story was not tape recorded.

yes

11 seemed tliat this boy will communicate through adult prompts, structure.
stories ooce he l::ocw the listener and if he wanted function. !11cme
to. Also, once again, he told a Sl0ry triggered by
what he was doing at the time. In addition, he was
unable to draw a pic1ure for a past story as
requcst<!rl. He ins~d drew a new piclUre and told
a new S!Ofy. Tiiis might be indicative of his
general development concerning the ability to
handle abslr.lct vs concrete concepts, events of t11e
past vs events of !lie present. He !Old us he has a
dog who he enjoyed being with. He used lhc
listener to help him develop his story.

Adult. assisted storytelling
conte~t Required a lot of direct
questioning - gave very liUlc
back.

yes

This girl possibly took some time to get used to a
new communicative partner and/or was not used
to telling stories.

than (as evidenced by his attempl5) bul needed

adult prompts, struewre,
theme

direction IO develop !hem vcrbally. Also, I.his was
his first successful scory into !lie tape recorder
afte:- lhe researcher bad been present collecting
stories for ovct' a week. He took a long time to
"warm up" ID new communicative situations and
required the support for some time. He !Old us be
has a toddy which he took to bed. TI1is was pai'l of
bis view of his wocld.

function

structure

I.heme

time

1:15

0:10

The S!Ory began witl1 an abstt:1ct initiated by [l,e
child. TI.en adult prompts helped to develop the s!Ory
beyond tliat 10 liave a follow up Slallza of initiating
event and inu:mal response. An informative story.
Col.csioo achieved tliroogh use of referents.
Sequential cohesion provkled by adult. Canonicality
evidenced. !nll:ntion:tlily evidenced with adu It
prompt.

relate an
frogs (lolly
experience in
frogs)
relation lo
"green day" and
while eating
green eggs and

not

I.aped

ham

Info!l11ative story intially !old with one stn.nza.
Through adult questioning, another line gave more
information about tlic teddy. Cohesion pmvided by
!lie adult and his us,., or referencing. Narrative
processes were difficult to tease out.

manage social
relationships(
tell something
of importance
in relation to
himself

1liis was a descriptivc/info!l11ative slOry about the
character of B2's dog. He was drawing tbe dog as he
talked. It was cohesive hr virtue of this theme of his
dog. It was difficult to tease out narrative processes
with such a story.

tell of
his dog
something
imponam to
him/tell of wliat
he was doing

his teddy

0:50

not
!aped

0::55

Table D2: The storytelling attempts of the exemplar participants.

rode

GJ-2-21

G3-3-22a

G3·3·22b

03-4-24

ICX! of $WI)'

is it a
comments
SLOry
yes/no
yes experienced/
conversational

R: You !ell us utocy. Whal did you do on the
weekend? TeU us a stocy about I.ha!. C: I went lo
Nana's. R: You went 10 Nana's. C: (nods yes}. ll:
What did you do at Nana's? C: Go in the pool. R:
Ahli, wow. I bet you're a good swimma. C: (nods
yes} R: Mmm. Aod did you do anything else at
Nana's ..• Who else went to Nana's? C: Lots of
people. R: How come? C: Cause •.• they wanted to
go in the pool. R: Mmm. Was it Nana's birthday
oc something? C: No. R: So, there were lots of
people in the pool? C: (nods yes). R: When there's
loo of people in the pool docs it gel a bit busy? C:
(nods yes). R: Big pool oc Jillie pool. C: A big
pool. ll: Ob, ot. Is I.ha! the end?
yes
R: What's your Stoey today? C: Um I walked
today. R: You? C: I walked today. ll: You walked
today? Oh. C: And when I get bigga- rm gonna
walk and um. Ride on my bike. R: Oh, has it gO{
four wlieels or two wheels? C: (sbows 4 fingers}.
R: 4 wheels, very clever. And what do you wear
on your head when you ride your bite? C: Helme!.
R: Yes, you goua wear your helmet C: And I got
a um skateboard. R: A ska1eboard. Ah, and you're
gonna ride your skateboard home? C: (nods no)
1"11 slip over. R: You might do yeah. C: When I
get bigga-. R: Yeab. So do you put your helmet on
lo ride your skateboard? C: (nods yes) R: Do you
have pads foc your elbows and knees? C: {nods
no} ... R: Is tl1at lhe end? C: And the and the
helmet has dOIS on lhem. R: Your? C: Helmet. R:
Your lielmet has dots on it has it?
C: Yeab. And they ride the bikes. R: And Ibey
ride the bike1? C: And they sometimes ride on
tl1al lhe sl:alethings. R: Ah, is this the kindy kids
do they? 0.- you do that? C: Oh, my my siS!ers. R:
Have you gO( sis!<:!"$? C: (nods yes} R: Arc they
bigger oc liUler? C: Um two big girls. R: Is that
the end? C: (nods yes}.
R: What's your stocy today? C: Um: I goed over to yes
nanny"s. R: Mmm. With the ,wimming pool? C:
(nods yes). R: Ob good. Finished? C: And I sleep.
R: Do you? Is that where you have your
sleepovers? C: (nods yes).

R: So, what stocy would you lite to !ell me?
... What would you like to tell me about? •.. C: My
mum went to lhe shops. R: You went to the
shops? When was Uiis? C: But now we're sraying
home. R: Mmm. What did she get at the shops?
C: J could stay home. R: Yes. C: Last liine we
could my. R: Y cs. C: Uh we could stay we could
stay. And only my mum went R: Yeah. C: And
my dad was went to worl: and we just stayed. R:
Have you got a big brotlier or sisr.er OI" something?
C: Uh a bigger brat.her. R: Ah. Is that lhe end? C:
(llOds yes).

adult
help?
Rating
directive
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info n:
comments
asperu of story analysis thaL
sic big?
have n:veal cd sic bfg
ycsloo
yes GJ presented as being ·quie1· but was beginning adult prompts, Iheme,
Adu!L assistcd storytelling
lo talk lo the adult with a lot of ,uppor1 from lhe
nan-alive processes. structun:
coniexc. The adult offered many
adult. Al Ille same time, she seaned to ,Lay in
explicit questions, elicitCX"S wbicb
G3 seemed to lake up on. Mon:
con1rol of the siLuation dcspi!e tlie on lhe surface
conlrol by adult. Was this a retkction of her usual
willing to cell a suxy Lba.n on
previous au.empt.
communicative style? Did she have Slronger
communication skiUs tlian she 5howcd here but
allowed a glimpse of? Also, knowledge gained re
family SlrucWl"e.
comments

supportive Adult assis!ed storytelling
con1ext. Range of adult
uucrances usoo. llic requests for
clarificalion via questions and
restatanenu were made because
G3 talked softly and was
sometimes difCICUlt to fuUy
undel"$tand. GJ stayed in control
of lhc development of her story.
She was asked to indicate the cod
in #27 buc continued the story on
to 1144.

yes

experienced/
cooversatiooal

supportive G3 kept the control. This was her
first attempt in the self recorded
with adult assistance conlext. ,
She had a confident tone and,
altllougl! the Sl0fy was sho<t, she
decided when il would start and
finish despite the adult's au.empt
to finish the story in #7.

yes experienced/
conversational

supportive Adull assisted stocytclling
conr.ext. B4 required SOlllC direct
prompting to begin the story.
Howeva-, once be began his
s1ory, be continued with suppon
of fillm. Owing his stocytelling,
Uie adult's requests for
clarification and description were
largely ignored by B4.

experienced/
COflV<naUooal

wuc1ure

function

This slOfy comprised of two stanzas, two lines each. relate an
experience
First stanza was infonnalive and included an
initiating event and attempt. llie second stanza hinted
al tlie possibility !hat this storyteUercould offer more
complex sto<"ies. lliere WIIS also an iniLialing event
and atlempl but with inlcl1lionality noced. No breach
of canonicality though - mainly because I.ha! overall
thiSc was a story lo inform aboot something with
minimal emphasb on action. This structure left it
open (oc the storyleller to embellish where she
wislied.

tlicme

time

going lo
nana's - her
cxperieoc:cs

1:20

bikes and

2:00

The story told us 1h31. she liked bikes and
theme, adult promp!S,
skateboaros. Toe story also offered information
appropriation, slIUCture
about family sllUClure - two elder sisters wbo
including narrative processes
reason things with "when you an: bigger". G3
demonstrated !he ability to communica!<: in
strings of uua-ances when she wanted to and in a
complicato:i way. In tl1is story, G3 communicaled
LO!ally under her control • when sbe wanted to and
with whom she wanted LO. EssenliaJly, was this
the "key" to getting G3 to communicate?

The story comprised of 1wo strucmres overlaid on top relate an
of each other ma.king for a complicated structure that experience
infom,ed a.s weU as told about the "action". Began
wiU1 an abstract. Then, two "action" stanzas with one
comprising of initialing event. at!empt sequence and
the second comprising of setting, consequence and
au.empt sequcncc. Situated around tliese were two
"infonnalion" Sl.aJ'lUS, one slimula!ed by questioning
by the adult, the other volunteered by G3. She
appeared to "go ofr on tangents of information but
1::cpt the "51.ory" going. Canonicality and breach of it
note<i together with intcnliooaliy. Used "they" as a
referent but .anceccdently so thac tlie a<lull was
uncertain as to who "they· were. She provided that
information latu.

yes

G3 seemed to need Lime LO ·wann" lo a
adult prornp!S, theme,
communicative parmer and context In lhis
functioo
conlext, the communicative ~ r was the same
but the communication context had differed
somewhat Hence G3 told a short story but told in
a confident tone. This s«med lo say "I know you
now but lhis context is new to me·. More
information provided about the family - a nanny
that she stayed with for "sleepovers•.

Very short and very simple two line, one stanza story. rela!e an
lnformalive in natun:. Canonicaliiy establislicd but
experience
not breach etc. Use of "I" as she was the main
character in tlie story.

going to
0:25
nanny's/
sleeping mere

yes

Informal.ion was gained about family life. The
theme, adult prompu,
event that he told about was possibly ·new·
strueture
enough to warrant a suxy. Overall demeanour was
revealed as well as communication style as
observed in Uie pre-primary. Was this similar to
his use of language and behaviour pauem.s at
home?

One stanza contained the abstract and initialing event rela1e an
and consequence. The following two stanzas offered experience
examples and expansions on this abstract and the
theme. Stanzas two and U1ree each contained
response/auempt and consequence sequences. All
narntive processes were in evidence with much
intentionality noted. High use of ellipsis re "at home".

staying at
home on own

f

skatcboaros/

her
sisters/going
to and from
scl100!

1:15
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Table D2: The storytelling attempts of the exemplar participants.

text Of story

code

is ii a
story
yes/no

commems

adult
help?
Rating

comments

info re

comments

sic big?

struclure

aspects of story analysis tha1

have revealed

function

Iheme

time

sic big

yes/no

wpportive The support given to 84 was in
the form of fillers and the adult's
presence during the storytelling.
This was B4's first go in the selfrecording with adult assistance
storytelling context.

yes

lnfonnatioo provided about the family &11UC!ure,
family activities. Not effusive in bis tallc. Used
cUips.is to keep the cobesioo but allow efficiency
in amount or taUc. Was he like this in other
communicative contexts? The family activities
described were OOl quantified in terms such as
·one time" etc. lbcrcforc, did these activities
happen often or was this unusual?

supportive 84 was very quiet and subdued
when telling this story in this
adull assisted slorytelling
contexL He had bttn roccnlly
reprimanded by the teacher. The
fillers helped to keep him going
as he !Old yet another story aboul
fisiting .

yes

Fishing had obviously been a memorable and/or a adult prompts, Iheme,
frequent occasion as it was the subject of most of slruCture, function
bis stOries. He told an episodic suucture story for
this one with support from the adult. He prcscn!Od
as OOl a confidem commmunicuor. He obviously
did not like being reprimanded by the i.:achcr as
evidenced by bis subdued behaviour.

Self recoroed
with researcher
helping him IO
tum iion.

yes

Required an audience or a participative listener IO
tell a siory.

0:35

no

Tbcsc three boys
tried together to
tell a SIOry but
really only
played with the
cape recorder.

yes

Possibly !hey would have had difficulty telling a
coUaborative story even with an ad ult prcscn1
becluse of !he story!Clling abilities of each child.

0:30

C : My cape broke. R : Mmm. C : And my sister lei
me borrow one of hers. R: Oh, yeah . C: And my
grandad got every single kid al my Nana'5 place a
motorbi.lce. And I still got A's tape, my sister. R:
Have you? Oh, so is ii an aciual tape recorder
you've got or A's link cape? C: No, A's go< um a
cape with a holder thing on iL and she's gO! um a
microphone as well. R: Ob yeah. yeah C: And
things on !he side. R: And do you use it now since
yours is broken? C : Yeah . R: And how aboul your
grandad buying motorbil..es? Thai sounds
interesting. When did that happen? C : Um be
brought me it a long time ago R: Um, do you play
with ii? ls it a big one to ride on or a small one?
C: h's a big one to ride on. R: Wow it sounds
great Is that the end? C : (nods yes).

yes

experienced/
conversational

yes

theme, suuciure, adult
The story provided clues re family slruCture,
prompts. cohesive devices,
importance of relationship with grandfather.
Didn'1 need a lot of directive help - was this
narrative processes
typical of bet' communicative style? The
m0torbikc even! was importanl enough 10
mention . Allowed adull ID elicit more description
abou1 this but the story itself bad finished. She
kept control and was not going to be pushed into
more of a story. Was this typical of her
cooununicati ve style and overall demeanour?

Stanza one was broken up around sianza two. Stanza relalc an
one contained initiating event. auempt. The
experience
consequence ID one came after stanza two. Stanzas
one and two contained the essence of the story. Adu II
assistance lead to stanza three. This added some
description re the main charac!Cr of stanza one - cape
recorder. Ellipsis was re the tape recorder. This and
other cohesive devices plus narrative processes kept
the
of the story despite the breal:: up of stanzas.
All narrative processes employed.

her sister's
cape recorder/
grandfa1he r
and
mo1o<bike

1:00

G4-2-22

R: You teU me your story today. C : Um I went to
the movies on my holiday when I finished at um
on when I finished at Mrs G's class. R : Mmmm .
C: I went to the movies ID see Toy Story II. R:
Oh. I bel tha1 was good fun (this is where 88
in1Crrupts to finish his story). R : So is there
anything else you'd lil..e to add to your story? C:
(nods no) R : Is tha1 the end? C : (nods yes)

yes

seen,
experienced/
coo vcrsational

minimal

yes

G4 presented as a confident lallcer. Self was
central - used the rcferem "I" consistently. The
story told us that she went to the movies and bad
been to kindergarten.

This was a short simple story that informed about an
experience. One stanza of 1wo lines. Selling was in
one line, attempt in second line. No action as such
CIC. Breach of canonicality hinted at but was not
obvious • not necessary in this lype of s1ory really
when the purpose of the s1ory was 10 inform.

rcla!C an
experience

going 10 the
movies

0 :20

04-3.24

R : You 11!11 a story today. C : Next year my aunty's
gonna lalce me to the movies 10 see a um the
(movie name?). R: Thai's good. C : Bui um my
cousin's gonna siay al my house a long time but
R: So, your cousin and your aumy are coming
together? C: (nods yes). R: Very good. Finished?
C: (nods yes).

yes

predictive/
conversational

supportive This was G4's first lry in self
recorded with adul1 assistance
s1orytelling contexL She seemed
to use the adul1 10 support her
aucmpt. Adul1 supported through
evaluative conunents and filler,
rcsiatcmcnL

yes

G4 still managed to squeeze in some complexily slruelure, theme, adul1
into two uuerances. Was she an experienced.
prompts. narrative processes
confident ialker in other conicxts? Did she tell
stories? Some indication of family slruCture family who possibly lived elsewhere and might
visit. Also, the siory IDld us of going to the movies
and that the whole experience was a treat.

Siniple incomplete one stanza episodic story that
coniained initiating evem and au.empt. No
consequence. However, managed to employ all
narrative processes probed for.

tell of an even! going to the
1Dcome
movies

0:30

84-2-24

C: My mum wen! went to her worlc. R: Mmmm
C : My mum my dad went for a holiday at worlc ...
He isn't coming bad,. I don't know when be is
corning back.. R: Oh, ok, yeah. C: My mum's at
home. R: Mmm . C: My dad isn't. R: Mmm. C:
And mum after tx-cakfast R: Mmm. C : And we
went to the beach 10 get·(n?). And we caught a big
fish. R: Mmm. C: We went home. R: Mmm. C :
And ate iL R: Did you rook it flfSt? C: My dad
rooked iL R: Ycab ... C : And we went crabbing. R:
Mmmm. C: And we came back by seven .

yes

84-3-28

R: What's your story today? ... C: We washed !he
car. R: Mmm. C: And then we went to catch
some fishes. R: Mmm. C: And when we turned fs
line. R: Ycab. C : A stingray. A stingray. And I
caught a big fish. R: Yeah. C: My dad. R: Yeah.
C: My dad caugh1 one. R: Mmm. C: And it was
li1lle.

yes experienced/

84-4-03

(not transcribed as be counted and then turned off
the recorder)

no

84-5-03
85-5-03
87-6-03

(not transcribed as they each said their name and
became preoccupied with turning !he recorder on

G4-/-ll

experienced/
conversar.ional

conversar.ional

andofO

supportive Adu II assisted storytelling
conlexL This girl needed only
fillers and requests for
clarification when tbe adul1
didn '1 understand what was
said/meaning noc:ded
clarification. Was quite clear
where her story began and ended
despite the adult's attempts to
le nglhcn it

A short story told in the adul1
assisted storytelling contex1 but
10lally in G4's control. Adult
gave permission through a slDry
elicitor and provided fillers to
show interest.

Iheme, SlruCturc including
cohesive devices and narrative
processes, adult prompts.
function

adull prompts, theme,
cohesive devices

/

'

The story comprised of two mini stories to develop the organise an
primary theme. Each story had two stanzas. For story experience
one, the second stanz.a acted as a ooda to and
sumnwy of stanza one. Stanza two rciteraled !he
main message of stanza one. In story two, this had
more "action" as each wwza cootaincd initiating
event. aucmpt. response and consequence structw-cs.
All narrative processes employed. Lots of eUipsis re
the two secondary !hemes.

family events . 1:20
dad's away,
fishing

This was a two stanza story. Stanza one contained the relate an
main action of !he story ie. catching the stingray. The experience
stanza comaincd an initiating event. au.emp[.
consequence sequence. Stanza two gave more
information re the fishing trip overall using two
anempt statements. Used temporal conjunctions 10
achieve sequencing of events. The way conjunctions
were used helped to indicate canonicali1y and breach
of it. Intentionality evidenced in the preseniation of
!he sequence of the utterances.

fishing

0:50

now

Table D2: The storytelling attempts of the exemplar participants.

code

te xt of story

is it a

comments

SI()()'

yesloo
G4-4-25

R: And what's your story today? C: Um m y mum's
going out somewhere long way:. And I'm going to
my nana:'s. R: Mmmm. C: Sleeping there. Nana's

yes prcdicti vc/

adult
help?
Rating
minimal

R: What would you like to say? C: Um: I'm goi:ng yes predicti vc/
conversational

to: my nanny's on the holidays when my mum I'm
going to my mum's wedding. R: Mmmm. C: But
first I'm going to my nanny's. R: Mmm. C: And
then I'm going to a wedding. But then then we
coming home. And then I'm going to go to my
nanny's. R: To stay for a little while? C: (nods
yes). R: Mmm. Your mum's wedding arc you
going to wear a special dress or something? C:
I'm the flowergirl. R: You're the n owergirl. Very
important job. Is that the end? C: (nods yes).

C: I'm going to my nanny's when I've finished
school. R: Today? C: (nods yes). Um and my
nanny's gOI some swings. R: Mmm. C: My
brother keeps playing with them but. R: Does he?
Have you got a big brother or a little brother? C:
It's a baby.

yes prcdicti vc/

G4-7-03

(not transcribed as was too quiet to decipher)

no

G4-8-03

C: I'm going to my nanny's tomOITOw. And then
I'm coming I'm sleeping at my nanny's tomOITOw.
And I'm going home but I'm playing with the girls
first. That's the end.

yes predictive/

G4429

conversational

comments

comments

aspcctS of story analysis that
have revealed sic big

structure

function

The story revealed that her mother was getting
theme, adult promplS,
married and G4 was excited by this event and the structure, function
plans that have resulted because of this evcnl A
confident, independent and to the point storyteller
with a focus on herself and happenings that relate
to herself.

The story comprised of two stanzas. Thc first stanza
acted as a abstract with an initiating event and
at.tempt sequence. This stanza acted in setting the
scene for stanu two. Stanza two rompriscd of an
initiating event, allempt and consequence sequence
that expanded on the abstract and provided relevant
information to the Iheme overall. Use of reference
restricted IO ·r. Tanporal conjunctions.
Canonicalilty and breach of it indicated within the
same phrase early in the abstract. Intentionality and
canonicality also evidenced within the syntax of the
sentences.

supportive In this adult assisted storytelling
context, G4 stayed in control.
The story itself really finished at
#11 although the adult tried to
elicit more.

yes

"lbc story again told of her mother's impending

theme, adult promplS,
wedding. Strong presentation of self as the main structure, function
character. Has a nanny. G4 told the researcher
about her mother's wedding in the context of these
stories before she told any other adult in the preprimary. The day after this story, she !Old about
the wedding fQ< news. Was she testing for a
reaction through her stories? Did she realise that
such "news· would be different in such a
communicative context and that she might be
brcadling the rules of the context of the
classroom? Again, a confident storyteller who
knew what she wanted to say and would not be
pushed to tell more if she saw no need.

This was a short tightly structured story that occurred tell of an event
over two stanzas. There was a one line abstract that
to come/testing
gave the main message of the story. Thc follow up
for reaction?
stanza was just that - a "follow up" of details
pertaining io her movements as a consequence of the
main event. Episodic in structure. Cohesion
maintained through conjunctions and reference. All
narrative processes in evidence.

supportive This story was a.le.in to a
conversation. The requests for
clarification were genuine as the
listener interpreted the meaning
and confirmed this with G4.
Child dominated in this adult
assisted storytelling context.

yes

adult prompts, theme,
Although this was a telling of an experience IO
come, it was obvious that she had been to Nanny's structure, function, cohesive
before as she drew on the experiences of the past devices
to predict what would happen. Therefore, showed
an ability to use the experiences of the past to
predict the future . Given that, going to Nanny's
after school appeared to be "special" enough to
mention today. Possibly has a baby brother.
Confident and will not be pushcd to give more of
her story if she didn't feel it was necessary.
Complex story despite its brevity indicative of
experience in storytelling/being told stories.
Presentation of self through story.

This was a two stanza story that developed from the
abstract and then gave an example of one event that
could happen in this place. The abstract set the scene
and the following stanza comprised of initiating event
and alt.empt. Once again, there was a strong
presentation of self as a character. A variety of
conjunctions used with placement of one indicating
tlle breach o f canonicality. All narrative processes in
evidence via syntactic and intonation markers.

yes

She attempted the story but possibly relied on the
adult to give direction re the mechanics o f
recording. She didn't realise that she needed to
speak into the recorder etc. Confident enough to
try a story.

yes

There was a strong focus of self and presentation structure, theme, function
of self through this story. She waited until
everyone had left the scene before t.clling her story
for this imagined lis1encr. A short, lO the point
story that was confidently iold. This girl presented
as a storyt.cller who liked lO tell stories about
herself. This was her second attempt with this
context and was more successful this time. She
has also told many stories about her nanny - this
lady seemed to be a large part of her life.

minimal

theme

time

yesloo
This was self recorded with adult
assistance. G4 only required
permission to begin her story and
confirmation of its ending with
one filler in the middle.

Self recorded in
the researcher's
absence from the
room.Was very
quiet and so
difficult to
decipher from
the tape.
conversational

info re
sic big?

yes

conversational

gonna sleep at my mum's my own house. Then
I'm gonna sleep at my nanny's again. Then my
mum's going to get married. R: Mmmm.

G4-5-28
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Toe adult helped her IO put the
recorder on and then left the
scene. This story was produced
once the other children had left
her alone also. She seemed to
want to be alone when telling
this story about herself. Self
recorded.

I

'

tell of an
experience of
the future

Nana/mum
getting
married

0 :30

Her mum's
0:55
wedding/her
movancnts as
a result

tell of an event going to
to come but
nanny's
with a flavour
of ret.clling the
past

0:25

0:10

One stanza tightly structured episodic story with
initiating event, attempt and consequence. Used
temporal and causal conjunctions to maintain
sequencing together with referent ·r to maintain
cohesion and emphasis on self. Thc temporal
conjunctions indicated the canooicality while the
causal conjunction indicated the breach of
canonicality. Intentionality was also evidenced.

present herself going to
and a plan of an nanny's
experience

0:15

Table D2: The storytelling attempts of the exemplar participants.

lexl of slOf)'

code

is it a

comments

S!Of)'

R: What happened in Toy Story? C: We saw Toy
Story. R: You saw Toy Story? C: At lhe cinema.
R: Did you? C: Bul it wasn't on lhe ton the lv and
that side. And il was dark on it. C2: I saw Toy
Stoey LOO.(What follows is a general discussion
about movies and a story from G4 which then BS
interrupts.) C: When we were and watched Toy
Story we watebed Toy Story I. R: You watched
Toy Sto{)' I? Did you watch it on a video at home
or did yoo go ID the cinema? C: Cinema.

BS-2-22

(The previous child's "story" is about pools.) C:

We mum got a litUe pool for us. R: Your mum
bought a lilile pool for you. Oh, when did she buy
a little pool foc you? C; For Christmas she did. R:
And who goes in the litUc pool C: Eb? R: Who
goes in lhe liule pool? C: All of us did. R: Does A
go in it? C: And Mand J. R: And your friend J?
C: No, only my M my brothers M and J. R: Oh.

yes/oo
yes experienced/
conversational

yes

experienced/
COIIVCfSa!ional

info re
adult
comments
comments
sic big?
help?
Rating
yes/no
yes B8 told bis story as part of a group. This might
supportive This was a story told in the adult
assis1Cd storytelling cootext and
reflect bis communicative pni.cticcs in other
part of tile cooversatioo of stories
contexts. This initiating within group situations
around him. B8 imerrup!ed
was also observed in !he pre-primary
someone else's stOf)' when he
cnvironmenL The family were characters wi!hin
sensed that person had finished.
this story. This might reflect how impoIUnt lbis
He seemed ID need lhe support
group is IO B8. In addition, !Jis "group" of usual
not just of the adul!/main lis!Cner
communication might be mainly his family. Also,
but the overall group around him
lie rcmembere<l seeing Toy Story I - screened
lo produce the story. During the
some time ago. This t!icme togcUJCr with the
actual stol)', the adult inade
formal use of the word "cinema" supporu:d lbe
restatements and rcqu;:sts foc
notion that !his even1 possibly did not happen
often.
clarificar.ioo to keep lhe
"coovcrsatioo" going and ID
clarify meaning.
supportive B8 again used the group to
provide lbe impetus for his SI(){')'
in this ndult assisted storytelling
context. He kept the control
because he initiated and ended
!he story himself when he wanted

yes

direelivc

Adull assisted storytelling
cootcxt. G5 needed much direct
qucstiooing. There were no
extended turns by lhe child.
There was a large numlx.-r of
adult utterances that resulted in
the adult controlling the
developrnem of !he story.

This stol)' was about a family event. The family
mentiooed in U,e previous story. This
together wilb the previous S!Of)' was building up a
picture of a boy for whom family played a large
role and possibly provided the main
conununicalivc cootexts. Note that only his family
went in the pool. He sttmed surprised when the
adul1 mentioned I.he possibility of friends going
in. Finally, for him, w!JCn part of a group, it
seemed quite normal to inl<-'1TUpl others to get
your tum.
The siory revealed information about her inlercs!S
and e~periences. G5 required a lot of suppo<t to
tell her sto<y. Did !his reflect her usual ways of
conununicating? Employed a "r:unbly" surface
impression to her stories which she seemed to
enjoy. The analysis of her structure revealed some
complexity within !his "rambly" Struelure lbough.
Therefore, did G5 originate from a different
cultural background? Did Ibis child use such
S!Ol)'lclling style at home? Did this reflect tl1c
family's communicative style?
has been

10.

R: What's your siory about? It can be somctlliag
that yoo've 1is1cned to or mummy's wld you or
sometlling lhat happened or ,ometb ing from your
imagination. C2: Look$ like she doesn't want to
do it? C: I went to Uie pictures. R: When was
tli.at? C: Um yesterday. R: What picture did you
see? C: Urn a dinos:iur. R: Whal liappencd in ii?
C: There's was man killed it. R: Man tilled lhe
dinoS:tUf? Oh. Did you go by yow.elf or witl1
somebody? C: Um l went with 1 went 10 ... um IN
THE BUS. R: In the bus. Ooh, that sounds
exciting. And who did you go wiU,, somebody? C:
(poin!S ID sell) R: By yaurseU? Oh, what a big
girl. Did you have a good time?
G5-i-l8b
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yes

aspects of story analysis dial
have revealed sic big

structure

function

theme

time

TI1is was a ooe stanza S!Of')' that comprised of an
introdoclionlsetting, three lines devoted to streSSing
t!1e bn:;ld1 of ,;anonicality via complication and
attempt scqu;:nce and an afterthought coda srnck on a
few minu!CS later when he h<:ard someone else talking
about Toy Story. Used "we' as his persooal referent a
loL Breach or c.tn0nicality lhe crux of the story as be
used up much space in the st(){')' lo coovey !his.

relale an
going to !he
experiencd
movies
manage social
relationships (to
be part of !be
group)

theme, appropriation, adult
prompts, function

Simple, informative SIDI)' with ooe sianza with
initiaUng event and attempt (as directed by adult
qucstioomg) of sortS. This story was vague re U1e
presence of clear canonica!ily and breach of it. There
was minimal use of cohesive devices except for the
referent "us" to indicate the family and the be!ongmg
ta and definition of Iii.at grouping.

relate an
getting a
experience/
pool/the
manage social family
relaliooships (to
be part of lhe
group)

0:40

theme, namtive processes,
cohesive devices, strueture,
function

TI1e stol)' comprised of two stanzas. The first one was
• basic description of an event with initiating event
and au.empts relative lo this. ll1e second sianza was
slighUy differcnL Again, there was an initiating event
and attempt but a slight complication introduced
through response uuerances. Then, tJ,ere was almost a
conscqu;:nce noted too as a resuH of the
response/au.empt. Na real connection between tl1e
two s1.an= except by U1eme. Used a range of
cohesive devices, mainly reference that helped to keep
!he whole story together as a Stol)' despite lbc
divergence of the two subthemcs. Despite !he
"rambly" surface n;iture of !he Sta{)', a range of
narrati ,•c processes employed including intentionality.

en1<:r fanLaSy
world/relate
experiences real
or imagined

relating
experiences
experienced
by herself/
going 10 a
movie, going
10 birdp:lrl(

2:00

relating
experiences
experienced
by herself

0:50

theme, appropriation,
cohesive devices, narrative
processes, functioo

0:25
(!old
over
(WO

parts
)

C: And I went to the birdpari;. R: And you went
the C: Birdpark.R: Oh. and how did you go ID
the birdparl;? C: I =n kangaroos and stuff like
lbat. R: Ob, wow. C: And you feed them. R: And
you feed !hem? Yes, you give them special food
doo't you? Tiiat U1ey give you. C: No. C2: They
can bile you. C: Yeah but you can pat them. R:
You can pat them, can't you? Yes, I've pat!ed
them. C: But they doo'! bite. R: They don't bite
no. But you gotta be careful jus1 in case they do
bite. Yeah. C: Cause tl1ey haven't got tee!h. R:
No. C2: Is that the end? C: Yeah. R: What a good
10

GS-2-21

R: Wliat happened? Your Dad hurl his hand? C:

No, my Dad he hun MY hand. R: He bun yoor
hand. What happened? C: He burned it. R: How
did he bum it. Did he just bum it wiU1 a match or
;;ome!hing by accident. C: Wh<:n he was burning
my (Lhongs?). Hejustdmckcd it in lben he
burned it. R: When he was doing w[ia!? C: He
was doing my (thoogs?). R: Oh, and he just
chucked it in and he burnt it. Did he bum it in a
fire? C: (nods yes) R: Oh, is it alright now?

yes experienced/
conversational

supportive 11,e adult's u1u:rances were m(l(e
to clarify G5's articulatioo. She
volunteered Ibis s((){'y in tl1is
adult assisted storytelling context
and maintained control over its
development.

llie story provided information about her past
lbeme, structure, narrative
cxperi<:nces and clu;:s about her family structure. processes, function
This was an in1ponam cvem for her as this sl(){')'
stood out as being difkn:nt to her previoos and
subsequent in StruCIUre and adult suppon
r,=quired. Toe suuc1ure wilh consequence repeated
several times emphasised the importance of
revealing meaning in tl1is story and siccssed what
was irnponant for !he listener to understand.

The story was bounded by an orientation/abstract and relate an
coda of I line each. Middle stanza was tl~e lines of experience
description re tl;c event. Tiie coosequ;:nce was stated
in !he first line, then initialing event and then Ill<!
initiating even! was dcline:11cd further with
cons,=quet1cc repeated in U1c lhird line. TI1is struelure
emphasised the main meaning of the story. Used a (0(
of referencing, minimum use of other cohesive
devices. Full range of narrative processes and
intentionality hinted at in I.he cOflSCquencc utterances.

Table D2: The storytelling attempts of the exemplar participants.

text of stcxy

is it a

comments

slOry

R: Whal story have you got for us today? C: I saw

a train. R: You saw whal? C: I saw a train. R:
Yoo saw a train, yeal1? C: And I sa.w a borsie. R:
Yeah. C: And I sa:w a police. R: My goodness.

G5-J-2lb

G5-4-21

G5-5-24

G5-6-28

yes/no
yes experienced/

convO"Salional

292

commcnts
info re
adult
help?
sic big?
yes/no
Rating
yes
supportive Adult assisted sl.orytelling
conlexl. Toe adull offercd a lot of
support in terms of requests for
clarirication and evaluations in
particular bl.it these were nO(
always taken on board by G5
unless she felt it contributed IO
the story. Seemed lO want the
adult as audience though bu l she
stayed in conltOI of the
development of her story.

When was all thi,? C: Toe police was um the
police put the man in jail. R: Did be? How come?
C: Beo.use he didn't he didn't put his his seal belt
on. R: Ob, that's naughty and dangerous. Not
pulling your seat bell on. C: My Dad doesn't R:
Docsn, be? Oh, do the police catch him? C: No.
R: No. C: He doesn't put his seat bell on. I did. l
put his seat belt on. R: You put bis seat belt on do
you? You put it on for him. Oh. you're a good girl.
C: I put my seal bell all day. R: Do you? Good
girl. WheDCver you go in the car?
C: Even when we go in Y I saw a belioopte-r. R: A
helicopter. My goodness. Where was the
helicop<cr? C: In Y. R: When you were on
holidays in Y? C: I was in ilie train. R: Oh, I see.
So you wcnt in the train oo Y. C: And then. R:
Ycab. C: And then I been in ilie in the a in the
helicopter. R: ln the helicop<cr. Did you go in tl1e
helicopter? C: (nods yes) R: You DID. C: And I
could see a rainbow. R: Rainbows are prelly. C:
They got different colours. R:They have yes. Red
and green and yellow and blue. C: Do you like
yellow? R: I lil::e yellow yeah. C: I like blue. R: Is
that the end of your ltory?
supportive G5 bad volunteered !his story in
yes experienced/
C: My nana burt my hand. R: Your nana hurt
this adult assisted storytelling
conversational
your band. C: (nods no). R: Your nana what
cootext and wa.s l::ecn to have il
ilicn? C: My nana hurt HER hand. R: Hurt her
understood. She used the adult's
hand. How? C: From the garden. R: Did
um:rances IO link tliem up wilh
something bite her? C: No: R: What happened?
hers in a collaborative Sl.or)'.
C: When she was when she was digging in the
Sometimes Lhe adul1 asked for
garden. R: Mmm. C: With her ( ) she just hurt it.
clarification. Interestingly, G5
R: She just hurt her hand wben she was digging
auempted self recording later but
in !he garden. Ob. ls she alrigh1? C: Her hand is
only said her name. Did she
beuer. R: Her hand is what? C: Her band is better
really prefer an audience for her
R: It's better now. Did she have IO go IO Lhe
storytelling and rely on audience
doc1Qt's or anything? C: She went to Lhe hospital.
participation to do so?
R:Oh.
no Firll try at the
(not transcribed as said her name only and !hen
self recoroed
turned the recorder of!)
with adult
assistance. Only
said her name.
supportive This was lOld in I.he self recorded
experienced/
R: Whal did you do on the wecl::end? C: My mum
with adult assistance context. G5
conv=ational
!OOk me IO I.he z.oo. R: To the? C: To the z.oo. R:
was very reticent oo tall;: at fin;l.
To the zoo. What happened over !here? C: I saw:
She took a long lime and worked
big monkeys. R: Oh. C: And I um my mum has to
through restarts and rctmckings
siay ( ) cause my big sister has IO go to the toilet.
to tell this s!Ory. She really
R: Yeah. C: And my sis!¢: and my Olher sisters
necdod support oot not du-cction
but bl.it about my $isler. She she she be at the she
as she seemed to know what she
wem IO the pictures. R: She went to the pictures?
wanted IO taJlc about She just
C: Yeah. R: Did you go too? C: Yeah. R: Mmm.
seemed lO need Iha! assurance
What did you r.ee? C: Tu anzas. R: The anzas. Is
tliat someone would listen and
!hat wbal you call it? C:(smiles yes). R: That
help if necessary.
sounds interesting.

yes

comments

Toe slOry revealed wmething of bcr relationship
with her father, things she experienced, saw,

asp(cts of story analysis that
have revealed sic big
theme, structure, narrotive

processes, adult prompts,

cohesive devices
imagined. ll also revealed a "rarnbly, voca.l"
demcanof. This child rambled yet there was a
SII'\lcturc, a story of impoctance underneath it all.
G5 utilised a variety or different stama struclures
within the one story. Her aim seemed IO be to
convey meaning and she employed whatever
scructure R:Cmcd appwpnate. s.:cmed kl have that
variety at bet disposal. Wa. she an experienced
storyteller?

The story revealed infonnation re family structure theme, structure. narrative
and important events. A degree or adult support processes, aduh prompts,
needed and wanted - did she like and usually have function
an audience for her storytelling? Rambly on the
surface but possessed a consistent internal
strueture of often placing oonsequence before the
initiating events etc. Was this the way IO grab !he
audience's attention? Was her main aim of
storyielling to entertain?

yes

G5 possibly liked an audience for her slOC)'telling.
G5 migh1 have fell that ~1is context did not
provide such an audience.

yes

adul1 prompts, strucwrc,
llie story !Old us that she went out wi!h her
theme, function
mother and sisters and enjoyed such outings.
Liked lO entertain lhrougb her stories and Joo!:«!
for lisiener reactions. Stories tended IO be
"rambly" on the sui:face. But theme was developed
over the stanzas as they were connected by the last
line of the previous stanza and/o,- char.Icier.

Slnlcture

function

Iheme

time

This SIOfY comprised of five stanzas. On the surface,
it rambled. However, each stanza w.u like a mini
SIO<y in itscl f. The siory stii.yed cohesive by linking
the last l[ll(: of the previous stanza with the fin;! line
of the next Sub!hcmes were also connected. Lots of
refcrcocc. Use of cohe5ivc devices suppo,ied thc
rambly stnlelure and development of theme. Stanzas
ooe, four and five were similar IO each O!JN:r. They
each only gave initiating event and atlcmp!S IO
support - informative stanzas. Stanzas two and three
were different Sianz.a two $wed a consequence and
then the attem.p( iliat resullcd in iliis consequence.
Stanza three us«l an initiating event and respome
structure. Full range of narrative processes employed.

mix of fantasy, her
m.l.na8C wci.al experiences,
relationships, her sights,
organise
wings
knowledge,
important to
relate
her, father
expcricoces

2:30

The slory began wilh an inltOduction "abs1tact" of Lhe
story. Two stanuis tl1en expanded on !his. First slanz.a
presented initiating even1 and consequence. Second
s1..viza presented a consequence and attempt (in 1.hat
order) in response 10 event in slanll one.
lmentionality wa.s not clearly noted. Other narrative
processes were in evidence. Each stanu introduced
the "mini event" with supporting statements. Seemed
ran1bly on surface like Olhcr slO<ies she 1ald but had a
structure,

relate an
experience!
organise
knowledge

0:45

close relative
hurting her
hand (has
included 1311::
abou1hcr
hand and

a.nothex- close
relative in
previous
siories lOday)

0:10

relate an
Again. this was a slOry that on the surface seemed
underdeveloped and like a "heap". However, it was
experience/co
entertain
joined IOgethcr by the overall theme and tlic
connection between tlie last line of the previous
sianza and the characters portrayed lhroughout. Her
emphasis seemed IO be lO pG(lr.ly characters rather
than actioo in her swcies. Tiierc were two sl:mzas.
Sianz.a one was about the wo and conrail\Cd an
initiating event, atlCIIlp( and consequence (with an
ini1ialing eveot and consequence witl1in !his). Stanza
two compris«l of an initiating event and two lines of
aucmpts a. eliciled by the adult questioning.
ln1entionali1y and perspective c~ as this was
necessary to entertain in a story. Canonicality and
breach of it seemed not as clear. Cohesion achieved
tl1rough conj unctions and references.

going OU!
with her
mother and
her sistcrs

1:20

Table D2: The storytelling attempts of the exemplar participants.

code

05-7-03

text of s!Ocy

(not transcribed as said her name only and then

turned the recorder oil)

is it a

commenlS
story
yes/no
no This was an
allempt at i;elf
recording. GS
said ooly her
name.

adult
help?
Rating

293

commenlS

info re

commenlS

s/cb/g7

aspeas of siory analysis that

structure

function

theme

time

have revealed sic big

yes/no
yes

This child possibly preferred to have an active
lisccncr to entenain to lell her stories. Found this
coatcxt not ID her liking in ccnns of

communicative corucxis.

O:IO
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APPENDIX D PART 2

TABLE D3: THE STORYTELLING ATTEMPTS OF THE REMAINING
PARTICIPANTS

Table D2 contains the storytelling attempts of the remaining participants and the
results of subjecting each of them to the story data analysis procedure (see Story Data
Analysis Procedure, Chapter Three and Appendix B).

Table D3: The storytelling attempts of the remaining participants.

code

lcxl of story

R: Have you go! a slory for me IOday? Maybe
aboot what happened on the weekend to pul into
the big book:. What did you do on lbc weekend?
What did you do? ... Did you stay al bome or go
vi.siting or go shopping or go to the beach ....
Mmtn? Did you do anything? C: (nods yes) R:
Yeah, what did you do? Doesn't have lO be a story
you can just tell me what you did on Uie weekend.
C: WelL I played with~ of my toys at borne.
R: Did you? What toys have you go! at home to
play with? ... Have you go< a li!Ue train sci or
have you got power rangers? C: I played with um
my (1rn11sformer?) toy. R: A what? C: My
(t=fonner?) toy I played with. R: Your beach
ball? C: No, my (transformer?) toy. R: What's th.at
like? What does it loolc like? C: Well, wben you
transform it and it loolcs like a goody. R: Yeah. C:
And wbcn it's not tnnsformed it looks like a
(worm?).

B1-1-2 lb

is it a
story
yes/no

comments

adult

295

comments

info re
sic big?

help?

conversational

directive

aspects of story analysis tliat
have revealed sic big

!llructure

function

Iheme

lime

yes/no

Rating

yes experienO!d/

comments

Adult assisted storytelling
context. This boy required a lo!
of direction to begin but once he
did he continued for a while.
However, the development
stantas three and four were
directly innucnced by adult's
assislance.

y,:s

or

Requin:d so much prompting it was really
theme, adult prompt$
difficult to know if this was bis usual
communicative style. Learnt about bis intercSIS
U1ough and !hat he possibly didn't like 10 or has
minimum experience of telling stories on the spot
in this fashion.

The story comprised of an abslr.lC! then introductory relate an
stanza re specific theme, 1wo supporting stanzas re
experience
Uiat event. These last two SlanZas
really directed
by adu!L lunge of cohesive devices and narrative
processes but again, as directed by adult's utterances
cg. in!Cntionality was 5jl«ified as directed by the
adult.

transformers

2:15

w=

R: Oh, so it's a transformer ooe eb? C: (nods yes).
R: Docs ii do bad things when it's tranformed? C:
Some bad things it docs. R: What sort of bad
things does it do? C: Wcl~ I have to make it do
bad things. R: You make it do bad things? And
what sort of bad things do you make it do? C: Not
much (smiles). R: Do you make it go and chase
people? C: {nods)
R: You tell me about what you're doing there.
What arc you doing? ... Colouring in beautifully.
Have you ever been swimming lil:e Ibis? C: No.
R: Do you go swimming? C: No I can't swim. R:
You can't swim? Do you like going in the water?
C: Yes. Cl: I like it in water. R: You do? C:
Well, first wben you get into water it's cold. But
wh<:n you're in there. AU a bit done wet. Then you
be get warmer and doesn't it. Cl: And then it
gets a little bit hotter. C: And when you stay in
the water for a little bit longer it gets warmer. R:
When you nay in there for a little bit longer?
Yeah. C: Yeah it gels a little bit warmer. R: It
docs it does. So do you like to stay there for a loog
lime or a shon time? C: Short time. R: Yeah? C:
Cause mum and dad won't let you stay in for a
tong time. Depends on mum and dad. R: Yeah.
They're probably a bit lil:c me.

yes

C: Excuse me. R: Yes C: I went to the sea:. R:
Yeah. C: With the board and got down the hills.
R: With Lhc board? C: Ycah. R: Oh, whcn did
you do that? C: Um, years ago. R: Y cs. C: And
my nana and brother ( ). And sbe didn't do it. R:
Y cah. C: And Uie:n. R: So, nana was a bit scared
was she? C: Yeah and grandad was there, And
grandad do~ iL R: Oh, Uiat sounds good. C: And
X come and Y. R: Who are tho$C people? C: They
are my my my friends and my mum's friends and
grandma's friends. Now I'm finished now. R:
1liank you very much.

yes

experienced/
conversational

experienced/
conversational

supportive Adult assisted storytelling
context. This was an interesting
interaction. #1-10 conlained
minimal child input and lots of
adult direction as the adult tried
to elicit a story. Then, a second
child (BS) intem1plcd and his
interruption served to elicit the
story from BI. lbe Slory was told
to B8 for a few utterances and
then redirected to lhc adult. Once
lhc story began, BI needed only
suppoo: witl1 fillers and
restatements to continue. He
really mainlained control.

yes

supportive B3 volunlcered this story in the
adult assisted storytelling
contexL He began it and eiroed it.
The adult provided support wid1
fillers, some questions and some
polite remarxs as akin IO a

yes

conversation.

From the scory, we learnt Ilia! he goes swimming. theme, structure, adult
Demonstrated some problem solving ability and prompts, appropriation
knew about "rules" and regulations as set by
parents etc. Not l::cen lo lall: wilb an adull without
the suppoct of another cbikl. Needed lbc o!hcr
child to begin Lhe story which he then toolc up •
was he lil:c this in other language casks? Were bis
communicative contexts mostly as part of a group,
with children or adults? A weU ruuctured story
with variety in conjunctions etc· was he read to?
The story also·= from" what he was doing al
the lime • used this as a springboard ID la.ll::ing
about something else - was this his usual paltcm?

l11is was a three stanza story. Stanza one was directed relate an
al B8 and conlained the "en.ix· of the story. It
experience
comprised of an initialing event, problem stated,
respoose and conscquen.x. Stanza two was directed at
the adult and served a.s a summary of lbc story so far.
Stanza three was in direct response IO a question by
the adult and served to provide more infonnalion
pen.inent to the overall episode. lunge of
conjunctions. Used Lhc referent "you" and keJ>( !lie
story focussed on the audience in this way.
Canonicality. breach and in1a1tionality noted,

swimming/

1l1is story iold us lhat bis grandparenls play a role Iheme. adult prompts.
in his life and that be goes to the beach with
swcturc, function
them. He is vocal, confident and independent in
his communcation and had his say within a
broader communicative context cg. around an
actlvi ty table. He enjoyed telling about himself.

This was a four slanza slOr)' Ilia! bad an introductory relate an
stanza. St.anu.s two and Lhree were similar in
experience
structure in tliat each introduced a characcer and
described their attempts and respoose lO tbe overall
situation. Stanza four concluded the story by adding
more information regarding who went Temporally
sequenced and breach of canonicality evidenced in the
overall structure and juitapositloning of stanuis three
and two.

going to the
beach

1:30

water

temperature/
rules

0:50

Table D3: The storytelling attempts of the remaining participants.

text of story

is it a
story

comments

ycs/oo

commCfllS

info re
sic big?
yes/no

This was bis first atempl at self
recorded with adult assistance
context. He talked directly into
the tape rcCOfdcr and ignored !be
adult really until be had finished
what be had to say.

R: Tell me your s[O{)'. C: My I played sometl1ing
on my motorbike .u the back. And I and I done a
wheelie. At Uie bad::yard. R: Is that the end?

yes

B3-3 -29
Bl 1-4-29
Bl2-6-29a
(this s[O{}'

R: So what's your s[O{}' for me LOday? Bll: It's
abou1 my motorbike. R:l!'s about your motorbike?
811: And um when I was doing a big wheelie I
fell off it. R: Oh. You muse have been doing a big

yes

yes

is written

big wheelie I.hen. 83: ! didn't do a wheelie. R:
You didn't do a wheelie? BJ: Na. When my dad
he bad a eighty (mO!orbike name?) now. R: Yeah.
83: And it worl<s. R: Yeah. 83: Ycars years ago
his was broken. R: Yeah. BJ: And he fixed it. R:
Oil good. Your dad's clever. Bl2: And I falled off
my motorbike as weU yes!Crday. R: Did you? And
yoo feUoffyours Bil? Bil: I didn'tccy. R: You
didn't even ccy. 811: And my motorbike crad::ed.
R: Oh ob. 812: No mine didn' when l fell off in
I.he sand. R: Yours didn't crack and yours did.

suppoctive The adult was the moderator and
mixture of
I.he suppooer of Uiese Lhrc,: boys
imagined and
as they told !heir story about
expcricnred/
themselves and their Dads. Tiie
conversational adult provided mostly fillers,
collaborative
evaluative comments and
rescatemenlS and ensured that
each boy was allowed bis tum
when he wanted it.

yes

experienced/
conversational

This was self recooied. The adu It
just helped him tum !lie recocder
on and left the scene. He got
prL'OCCupied with the tap<::
recorder for a while and I.hen 1old
I.hiss.hon story.

yes

B3-2-28

and
analysed as
one told
together)

experienced/
conversational

adult
help?
Rating
minimal

296

comments

aspects of story analysis dial

5trueture

function

tl1cme

time

playing with
bis motorbike

0:10

have revealed sic big
Confident talker who knew what he wanted to say
and said it loudly and with vigour. Was this
typical of bis communication patterns at home?
Liked to play with his mOtorbike and do
"wheelies". Some appropriation from action type
of stories/movies illdicating an interest ma and
possible encounter with such lcxlS out of school.
Strong presentation of self through the story.
Really wanted the "listener" 10 know about him
and his motorbike.
All had motorbikes. They were all willing and
able to use !heir language to boast about their
dads and defend Lhem. Coofiden1 enough !O
interrupt each other and take the floor from each
oilier. Each knew wltal content would grab Lhe
listeners' attcntioo and used this. B12 contributed
~ie least • typical of him as bis stories were short
and to Ilic point. He realised Uiat the fantasy
a5pcc( of Uie story had been picked by die adult
(#45). B3 foaisscd on the factual aspcCIS. His
falher probably did make paper aeroplanes.
However, he caught on to the boastful nature of
this story and ai;c,:mpted to embellish Up(l<l this
fact (#43) but essentially kept to the facts.BI I
also liked to embellish on Ilic truth (#57) but kept
to the basic facts probably but possibly not as
much as B3. They all prcsenc,:d as storyLCllers.

theme, appropriation, adult

prompts, function, structure,
cohesive devices

theme, adult prompts.
structure, function,
appropriation

relate an
A vecy short. one swiza Uiree line story Ilia!
comprised of an initialing event and llitempt
experience
Temporally u,qucnccd with him as UlC main character
as evidenced by the use of the referent "I".
Canooicality and breach of it in evidence.

manage social m(l(orbikes
Tbcre were eight swizas that were begun and
finished by B 11. Interestingly, B3 contributed Lhe
relationships/ and fathers
most during the story. The story progressed from a
play/ enter a
basic recount of failing off a mo«xbike to fathers
fantasy
world/relate an
fixing and ma.Icing motorbikes and planes and
finished wilb a reteUing of anotlier incident regarding experience
a motocbikc. Most of UlC stan:t.U were episodic in
namrc except for ,wiza 6. Tue slruCture of ll1is swiza
suited its purpose· ead1 boy basically told of
something their faU1er could do - diey boasted. B 11
rounded off u,c story with Uie lase swiza that told of
when he and his Callier crashed into lhc house wiU,
Lhe motorbike. So. llC bro.Jglu the lliemes togetlier and
finished wiU1 "U1:1t's all". Narrative processes
evidenced by intonation as much as syntactic marl:crs.
Focu$SCd on tl1cmselves and pn:sa1ting themselves.

2:30

B3-3 -29
B12-6-29
Bl l 4-29b
(this story
is writtcn
and
analysed as
one told
together)

Bl I: And my dad and my dad fixed it all morning
and morning and be got aU sweaty. R: Ob. That's
because yesta'day was bot that's why be got
swcacy. 812: And my dad can build a motorbike.
R: And your dad can build a motorbike. My
goodness. 83: And my dad can. R: Yes. B3: My
dad can build paper aeroplanes. R: Oh goodness.
BU: My dad can um nuke can make a motorbike
wiU1 some paper. R: My goodness. BJ: My dad
too. R: Your dad too B3? BU: And my dad can
make a motorbike with SO<Ile wood. BJ: Do you
know my dad m.al::es a paper aeroplane with
(bark?) on it? R: I lhink one day I'd like to meet
your dads and ask them how to make these wings.
B12: No.
B3-3 -29
BJ: nm my dad is next to my grandad's R: Yeah.
B 12-6-29 BJ: You tum and cum up Uic hill you turn and
Bl I 4-29c then you sec it. R: Ob ck:. Anything else about
(this story your motorbike BJ l when you fell off yours
is wriLten yesterday? 811: No. B3: And and in in the
and
balhroom my dad done a skid inside. R: He'd
analysed as done a skid inside in the batliroonl? BJ: Nana na
one told
in the laundry. R: Ob did be? Yes Bil? Bil: My
togelher) dad crasli the house me and my dad crashed the
house at home on really big wli«lies skid. R: Oh
my goodness me. 811: And we were all stuck on
ic. R: Ob. Bil: And Uiat's all.

B34--03

C: [ done a chuck wheelie 0<1 my motocbike. And
I rolled all through very much at the bushes.

minimal

The motorbike Uicme re-emerged. This boy was theme, function.
confident enough to give this context a go and
appropriation. struclure
was successful in 1elling a s!Ory without a listener
present. His preoccupation with the tape recorder
indicated tliat i1 was a different situation for him
but his overall confidence in communicating
helped him. Vcry shon story Uiat told of an
incident tha1 involved only himself.

Short two line swiza with an initiating event and
relate an
experience
attempt. Cohesion achieved through reference and
1emporal conjunction. Overall tone of canonicality
about himself
through U1e whole story. Words such as "chuck" to
describe !he wheelie and "very mud1" IO describe tile
roll p0ssibly indicated thc breach of canonicality for
I.his event vs past 1,-venlS re the motorbike.

his motorbike

0: 10

Table D3: The storytelling attempts of the remaining participants.

is it a
,tocy
ye,Jno

commmlS

Wb:4 Sk:lf'y? R; It QlD be a '10c'1" about
wc'n:
doing loday :a !.tOf)' you rea-1. C: A srory l\'c
been re>dmg, R: ",w,y you've bcco readmg,
yeah. C: A a ii was I.ho: SI.Of)" was Winni,e lhc: Pooh
bear. R~ You .-cad Winnie: lbc Pooh, this moming?
Wb.at was that .aboo17 C: Um we Jad it oot of a

R: Ok. wh3ts your S10C)' today? C~ I dtawed a
jcllyf!-sl•. R: Yoo drew ajeUyf1sb,. yeah.. (What
foUows L!i BS gi'nng a ~-oo o( hi:I: pictutc.
Hill; :u)(t vol« on !lbc: tape mca.nt U+at the

in.fore

~

sic big?
'jcsJoo

yes

ado It assisW'IO: s.toc'}'1elliag

coni.:~t Ffo roquircd many stOfJ'
cnoouragm lO b<:gin. Ooo:: B:S
bc:gan bi:s seocy, th,: proponioao(

aduttchild JJ(t(nn,CCS bcaJne
mon:c,;en, Howcva.-011c:rail bi::

book. R: Yoo rt.ad Ltootofa book.. What
happcr.cd ia W:iMiC tbe Pooh 1;,e;u-?C: Um be bad
a ( ] a drcmn. R: He bid. a dream. C; And it was
caU.ed winnie dn:am:t. R: II Wi1$? C: Wi:nnic
d=n,. R: Oh, and what b>ppcoed? C: One of
thw: buucrlly"s um c:SephiWLS took bi$ wings. R:
l'.h, oob. Whal bappcoed >.f«t that? C: II< suncd
10 go and then be wcnl bad: :lb(:n b¥t W bis
house:. And lhen it w.:u rainit1g. R: Ob. wbac
happalo:I wbc:n it W3S rainillg? C: He: picked um
jam:ics up. He pitked bi:. jamics up. R: He pid.ed
hisjami.c:6 up. Did he PJl Lheui on? c~ CQO(U ye1).

B.5~2~28

commenu

adult
belp?
.RatiTig

directive: Thi,. W2 DSs fmt:swcy and was
told in !he Kif recorded with

•t

R: And have yoo JOI a WI')' f<I' Pl<= [Oday? C:

°'
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$till

ruacuon

of story analysis 'lb.at

halil::~sfobr'g

J-bd be boeo avokliag this las.I:: oc oo1 Lntc:n;,.Lcd in adull prompts. appE":)pliacioo.
(Ir" AOl usod lO Wk.ing with adults?lboc: w,=-c tbc theme
questions lh:u. aro:s.e Q',ll of tbe wbo~ COOb:11.t of
lhfa stOfy. Tbc SI.Of}' hinted :Jl lhc: po-s.sibllil}' that
Ill! read boo,ls wilh ·MJDlconc·. NCQdc:d a di.t«tivc
Level of :suppon inclialin:g I.bat he Wa:!', no1.
famUtar or comfonablc with suctJ a
com.wunkativc: !ask. Lll:ed andfor read "Winnie

Adult di..rt:d.l::d OOt structin ioctu&;:d

((11,11' Slan7.3S.

Stan2aonc: introduced the oven.II hadgn,und w I.he
s.t.oQ"; 1l;lnll: two ;1:avc the inlCOduclim la the s1ory
itself; swua!i ~ and four- wcc--c episodic LIL
~but.ldul\ ~ lobe so. Cobcsioo
provided b)' !he adi,h', i:cLl.eran<,:cs. Difficult IO l(iSe
out the nanativc ~ in Ibis saory,..bccw~ or
lbe cxt:nt of .adult Lnput1

rctcUa.slOC)'

1:45

read

lhe Pooh Beu·~

reqitin:d nLllnCflJ'JS rt,qUC$U.

far c:1.~rision ia ,oompari$QIJ 1o
olher t)'"pes er uw::~.
Tbetcfc.-c, the: adull .bd mucli.
inpilt into Ille dcvtl.opwell.l (If
this su1ey. Th.is~ B5's fiat
!tlOl}'" even thou,gbbem bec:a
prc-senlin Lhi::r,;la$5l00malltlu:
lime. ~ he been avoidihg Ute

l><k?

no

B!i was. ""lery
quie1 while

yes

c.:Uingtbi'i
'".siocy'"'i.n the
a.dt11L.ti!.isltd
oon1c;s;t. It was
llWnly a
d=riptioo

U311scription could 00( be compl,c:IQd.)

Thi:S boy cook.a1on_g lime LO begin tdlir.ag hl"l
slOrles. ovr.:r.all. II is imercstiag that Jal.a, be: i, OllC
of the firSL io Lr}' I.he sd( recording, without I.he
:adult p<cscnL ~:tibly. he didn't wish an adu:lt IO
bcpccSC"nL

0:SS

Evcel wilh an aOOien~ BS h:2<S djfli011ly 11:lling

0:20

or

his picture.

Bj..3-03

(Mt

ScU reronSed in
the~~·~

1m11scribed as .said his n:unc only .and dtcn

turned I.be: recorder oil)

]'CS

ru,v:io":;ll at times. Thcrefoa:, wu 51:0lylclling a ~
hn_g.ua.gc: w.k forbim?W.ashisdiff~lties.

abu:nc:c rrom the

BH-03

C: W.itmic pooh. Put a drcu on. Al'ld put • skin

on. And a nighld«.u oo
b.1.skct.

~

oow. And a. l13h. And a

roout Sa.id his
rwneonly.
read/
convc::ru,t.iooal

rtflo:Livi:: of langiage difficulties!
mit1imal

S<:lf rco:xdod. A-dult ooly helped
him lO 111m lt011 and lhca Jen. me
COOtmuni.,:ativc s«ne (IJ aJlo"'1

yes

him lO tell bi~ 61ory.

'
BS-5-03
B4-5-03
BM-03

(ool twiSCribcd .as cbc:y ad! .wd I.heir o;un(.: and

oo

~came preoccupied with wmin.g the ffl;(rdcr oo
andoll)

These Lhru boys
lricd togethcr to

Rc.td Win11~ t!I(: Pooll boob. W.n ahl.e: to
ocmmull.lcait: in such a coorext lha1 required
iDd.:pc:ndcacc. Howcvct. lbc stocy UJmed inLo ~
Iisling reaJJy, Bc:~e .almost a vcl'ba.l play wi:tb
tbc Ii~ ti:Uing of lhi:ngs probab?ynot from lhc
bcw::«. He5'0Crned to(njoy Lb.is ·play.. .5C$Sioo in.
du;, ab$c:ncc of aa .idull 1isLc:ncl'.

yes

Possibly cbq wookl have bad di.ffic:u.lty !tiling a
collabontivt sl'..Oi')' c"= with in adult ~ a t
beaose-ol tht.: s1ocyu:Uin.g abili1i-es. ar cad! c.tiild.

ye.

Swry told us tbilt bc: li.w:ncd lO tape ~es :and
tba'c: was ;tl.sQ SQnl-e:: ;appropriation from books.
Bookttading, liMening 'IO boon cte, ~ibly Pffl
or his oot4-school oses o( language:. Su:xy .d:so
hwJicat.cd bi:s int.ere1,tt in ·.awon• lypc of stories..
Could be quite independent ooce he _g(l( g,c;,ing.
However. he seemed to need someone to give lhc:
"llC"lliSSkto~ lO bcgiTI .and end. Pcrfi.aps be liked
LO.eruu:re !he :a'lldi~c:c: was. liw:nin_g,

tell a:,.tory hill
:really only
pL,.yod with the

Iheme,. !iLIU<:1.W'C, function.

appropriatioo

One s.laJI.Z.a stOI}' chat 'bcpn with an ,ntroduclioo or
the cbarac~ and became a Ii:s.tin _g o( what hr: WOfC'.
TcmJ)OQ.lly SQtUcoccd with mi.iimal explidt
rr::fr.:~ng • ahhougb lhi,s, was implied by the whole:.:
st.OE)". Nill'l'llllivc: ~ oot C11ide1u in thlssmry.

play/enter.a

W.irn1ie1.h<:

0:25

fanwy WOl1d 10 Pooh Bear
adc:Brc:t

0:30

L3pC rtOJrdcr.

R: You ccH mi:: yoursi;ory. C: Afi: my :ruwy is
.a.bout a bog's like: lha1 and i.t Lakc:&..a long lime, R;
Yeah. C: 4'nd it b.a.5 OOgs like a it has wn dot
li.k(: 1hr: bugti lifo ya. And 'be wt.nl.S..an:t bugs in
the bo-11.. Thcni the goodies take the goodies was in.
the chookic DWI, The:.: dtoolie uu.n was a bad. ll:
Mmm. C: And II w.ujusu bullscttheccand
.abotit there .....as. They n:tumed borne . .R; Mmmm.
And did you soc this orsomcthing1 C: Yeah. i
.soen tt I saw ii up in P.crlh. I czn l~n IO iton a.
tape. R: On a tape? C: Yeah. I ba"c: a ~re
l'(Qrdii;:-. R-:: Oh, on a video Lap(: tbing"! C: No. oo a
tape. R; Oh, a :rape $U)I'}' !!lit\ )'Oil lisb:ll lO. C:
Yeoh,

yes

hr:ard/

convautlonzJ
butwilhliu:ratc

componcm.s cg.
i111roduction

minim.al

Mu!( assL'iced .&tOrytcllklg
COO(CIL[ • O.lld dominalc:d. The
.scorywurcallyb::cwcc;:ntl -10.

Mult conuiOOI.Od to i~

dc"elopmenl via fillers and .a
§[o(j c:licilDr. A!ter#lO, lheo::
we~ abo m:i_ues.ts ror
claritica.UOO but lw1 really
rcprcsenl.Cd I.he ad1,1.ll',s au.cmp1.m
draw-ootmareofasl,c,Xy. B6
compli-od 1n a degree bu( :unwrn.
wecc.mi:nim.al.

!

I

appropriation, lhemc• .adtill
prompu. SOUCl.un:. use of

This was an action suxy l"C:',Old, One line f0<
UllfodtKtion (bootlik:e). ooe :Wnu wilh initialing

c:ohc:skm ;;;n,i narrative

event. TC!!ipoo.SC. c:omplk~tionlatll:mpt, response :and
~ucna:. Story c;0ocltl(led ~ as what fo!k),,.,,ed
was a descriplion re when he saw lbc: movwliucned

pn,ccs,c,

lO it aod wa.,, adull di.rttttd. Employed lhc: fuU range
or namwve pn)(tUCS- - ~ deu when: lh<:y were
-employed. Used teCdpor:al COOjun«ioru and
o::(ertncir.ag 10 achieve cohes.ioo.

organise an
cxpericno::

bugs. ttary/
baddie~ and

goooi-cs

1:10

Table 03: The storytelling attempts of the remaining participants.

i$

il II:

COOlffiCfllS

""'Y

B6-2-28

~: Wlw.l'~ )'OOC:S.li)()' I.Oday"? C: Um my s;~'i;
tod:Ly'.s 11.boul (police s.qu.aidJ) ill"ld :ii llad :a (brul.c:?)
100. And Euw ii .111 P.:nh. R; Y<=&. C; 4'r.d you get

Y"""'

'°

it :i.t hue .lllid 1( w.u ,good, A.id :it h.:id a Mm;h.M
bau.lc ,c.;i,cb othcl'", R.: They tad a hl.td,:: with-e;w;h

298

commct11.<;
adtill
:infrJ :n:canments.
help?
slc. t:lg?
yesloo
R.:l.ling.
$UPfKHlivr.: This was I.be nrs.c Lime tn tbc .sc-Jf ytS Srocy !Old us Lhlt be wcm 10 cbc- mo\ies ~
cecooJed wil.h JjJul1.assf1Wlec
sccmod lO enjoy ti~ •action· cypc of m-c:r,-io'i.
context. Mostly filk:fS ilild
AJ:s.o-told us I.Jul he YUited Penh. Sccrotd to
.c:valUJ.Li'1e commcat:s w«c
undemand me cooccpt of Mboodics ;md goodies"
provided togelh~ with :w.il1.1nce
bc.t:in :i.nd c:nd.

odlo:rdil:S thc:y? Wr,w, C: AflCf their friervJs. R:

~.bowmcy·wodo:l· in•~'IOl)'CJ. di,: b:addie
become .a good].:. Thi!. W:l§ po:s.sib(y (l;u\ of his
bc::1it::( sy.s.tcms and koowla:Jgc n; ~orie$ ~n
rrom bookrt:i14ing, .CliC(Hjfllc~ wi~ lik.c: ll':x~.

Yeah. C: Aod Mud:loow:n.1.bc 1ougbcs1. R~ Ab.

C: Ah my .SIOC)''.S .:about cnmm ,., When ( w('nt W
I.be R: {di:rti:u Liim LO~ in~ !ht l.lpc:
n:conla} C: To the movicii to sec: um SW Wan.
R: YCli.
And it h:ld .md ii II.ad um Luke Sky oo
it had mid il h:.d uh ob what's his n;tm,e .again?

)""C"i

s«nt
coow("l'Ulioa.:i.l

.1,1,1pporu ... e

)'CS

c,:pcricno:d/
coo11cru1iotul

dirtctivc Aduh :J.Misled :s.Lorytc::lling

c~

D.arth M.aul. R: Oh, Dillllt V.ad«? C: YW1. No.
Darth M.:uil. R: D.:ui.h M.3.ul? C: ¥ah. R; Oh, olr.:,
ye.$. C: A.Id when iiUld be lll\d be djd Olid thing!. Co
Luke: Skywalker. And I blow and ldoo'tlnow
wh:al dlcir n.i.mes .acc. R: Yuh. C: I know but mid
ii fl:l.d lhi, Jillie OOyu.llcd Luke. R: Mmm. C:
And wmc illld U~t's my .stc,cy.
C: My brother bun himsclr. R: Wh.31 hurt
him.5.clf. a dog'? C: No.jojo bur1 him~I(. R: )ojo?

B?-2-21

C: No, X. R: X bunbimscU"! Oti, wh:11
happened? C: Oh. him broke J.im ami. R: He
bro~c his ;mn, oi~. w-ow. Tb,::o, wh:tl h..lppcned:'
C: Ob. b.im "JeWtd up. R; Wl1.u h:lppencd lhc:n?
C2: l think: tie wen( to-bOfopiu.J. C: Hospit.J.1, Jcah.
R; How d'ld hr.: break hi~~'!' C: He hun Mm.!ic:lr.
,~; Wbo'~ X?C: Mybrotha. R: Oh. Es be: .a. liul-c
brother or :a big broi.hcr? C: mg brother. R: Oh.
goodn.::s.~ :enc. 1~ lh::i.1 the c:nd oryoor s1ocy? C:
Yc-.li.
R: Now you can i.c:U .a srocy, C: Um my my l·rc:t
gone lo ....'l.ld. Um fire. R: Who':1. g(l(I,(: to wort. at
the fin:? C: DinOSl.urs. R: Dinouurs ob, Wha.1
h.:lppcncd? C: Um Ll:,c:m died, It; They died did
they? C: Ye.th. R: Tycannosauru~ wa:. ir.a the fire
WCr't they? C: Yeah. R: And hedic.:I. h. Lh=I( I.he
c:nd"?C: Yea.II.

This was akin to .111 convemu.ion.
In #6. he iU-1::cd .aqucslion o(thc
li.s.t.en('r \1/bkh be Uic-n :;i.ruwc:rcd
him;y:I( - Zikch:i..,.ing :a
Coo\lau.tioo wilh himself &~pile:
Ehe a.dull auiS-W story1.c:ilir1g
context Maioly n.Jl,m rrom Uu:
a-Jute. Some 'r«wcmcnu which
hl:lped to confum. m~iog.

theme. function.
appropri.:uion. .s1.rucrnrc

Glf1

10

C Yeah hue in I.he COO Muchoo got good. R: Is
th.at I.he cOO? C: ,(nods ye:s).

B6-3-29

a5p::ru ()( iiory .i.ll3l:y~iA t1u1
li:i\"C n::vca.lod 'ilc. big

)'t,'.5.

Some r.c:swt.s/bld::t.rad:5. W;u U:i.is rtikctiveo( :S.UilClUrc, t.bcm-c,
bis over.i.11-oommull.iC\live :Ll.yk:. ovcr~U
.OpptO~tion, .adult rrompLS
dcmr::;i.noot? Used quite a ·111.cr.J.1c· inlroduc1ion
ic. ·my ~Ql)'·s :ibo-at". Did bc.1cU :s.1orie.s al home?
D:id he luvc La get someone's auc:nlion fits-11
Again, Ulcrc wru. a roct1s on ;ICl.ioo and rcielling :ii
albeit in a diijoinlCd mmocr. rft'scn~ wilh .i.n
obvk-us intcrcs1 io :s.u,c;h type of movies. Despite:
U;r: app,::;u;uicc or bchtg Lndc:p:ndcnl of Ll~e ~uh
lislcoa, be still s«mcd LO n('(d iupr,ori: (:n'.lm his
liJ.l.c:ntf.

_yc1

11:ic: nuin thin& ;-c-.•c,.kd was h~ :1.pcedt :md
suocturc, ~ulc prom()(S,
!angu:igc dd.1.y, H::rving uld th.u, D7s idc.a.s wen: function

coocc:r.l. He iniliah:d the 1cory
il,S.(:lf bu1 c?1tn ri:quil'td loLSof
prompWlg and direct QUC$tioolng
lO help him tell h,l'i,-SJ:«)'.
Thc:rdon::, the ;v..lutc dorniNi~.
Thi.5. liCed ror-:adult dircclion
bcc.un-e e1tidcclt in L1J..ct:s.1oric:s

there: - be needed the-ll!istancc to get lhcm 001.
h1form...11fon about family iUllctuct n:\·eakd. Wa:5,
:i :structured Slory in il.'.clf • W'll he n-.ad LQ? Did
I.Iii§ rtlkct $f'l(',(Cb 1.1.o.iipr? Reficcto:..I hi!i oven.JI
dcmc.moot of low cono::otralioo sp,:w.

rurn;lion

lime

nirec 1,W11..:1.$ wbH;"h rcpres.c:nted ilJ1 ovcrn.11 t11,-o

orpnis,e an
goill.g to tbc:
proaged ;i.ppro:u:::h lo developing U.c:: th.:mc:o{going to c:xpericna: .as
LI).(: movii::'i, Ooc ~ u introdu«d iWd provided U1e UXJwo in the
11.b:ur.ii,:;t u 1och, The 5tcond sunu. providai
EwOpro,ntcd
b.:tckg.muttd n ED what be iaw UiC movie with &0me .suxyre tbc ti,i,o
cv:a.l:u:11..ioo of :it (initi:atin;t; evc-nL 1.1.1.emp1., inicrui
J$f«"l5.o<lhe
n:i_p(li.s.c:).1li,c: i:hitd 1tar1IJ lbco rocouni.c:d some: or
whole
cxperiericc
U.e mt'.rvic:, cmployins an cpi.wdk suucnm:: or
initb.tiug e~'tnt. tcspo11.SC, i:nt~i rt.Spoo..K.
conseqtl-Crux:. NOi.i: Llu.t tht Jm1. cf lhe movie h,::
rccoum.cd !~d action. 'fl)(: ~ of ,r;300nict1:ity
a.me i11.. this lWlt.l 100, All oU;(-1 n:ur.il.ivc: pmu::~$
:in c:vid.::~e. U$C(h. V2.ri.:1ycfrc:f-eccncc :i1lld mainly
t.:mporn! i;onjunctioru :o IUinLli11c-obcsion.

0:)0

i\bppi:ig lhc: theme fir.a helped LO dcti::nnii;c Lhe
t.111dcrly:ing :iilIVClllll:. R-etold tv.·o c .... cnu. rrom lbe
movie. U:k:d a11.abstt.Kt Uffl:t.:1 lO int.rooucc going lo
the movies a.id Lli.en u!.Cd two.&Caru.:u co:n:tc:LI para of
th,:: movie pcn.:tining m some o1Ction from -it. Ead-1
!;tlll.l..'\ c;ompri'SCd or initi.=,ting ev.enl.anJ
rcspon~.c/.;iitcmpl in ~tmcturc and c:ic-h sWJu dca!t
wiU~-onc .event J1 Wil.S difJiOJll ao.a.sscu lli.c cohei.l\'C
device uyg_,e beaus,:: o( I.I~ brge -MIOtnll or
re~cJong etc. {'.;u;ook.J.lity :and lxcch o( IL tmdar.

,GOhlg CO Ille
m()",'ic.s/rro:11
:s.oo1c:o(thc
C\'l!nl5 in:it

0:SS

big brothc::r
hurtirig
himself

O:l-0

org:wi$<:
lr::OO'NkdJ!cri::sa.nling .a
movieleen

V('ry ,s.UTiph: OOC.5t.1llu suic-y. Rcp:litioo :i.L b:ginnfflg organis,e 3Jt
and end of il i::-mplu:i:ll(d his mtsugc.llLiS rtpclicion cxp..::ricnce
aoe-d ..s 611 ilhfilllct 2nd ood.i wpc:c-li\•cly. Wilh.io the
~Llnll U,en:: was Ulitfa.li:ng event 10 ooascqucncc
:;,:qocn-cc Ml.cd. Rc(cren-c.c nu:in!y UJCdanij
crnOtllc.i.Ii1y and llfroch orit ooly noted.

,oo.

]'(:$

1.ni:ig"incdl
coova5.:llional

B7•l•Z4

(iml tr:uucribcd :a. ta.id b:is ~ only and lhcn
lurncd 1.1.e ro:ookt ofl)

no

F.irntry.:itlhc
sd(rccordifl.C
witb;?.I.IG!l
a.,;~l:stJ.ncc. Only
u.id hi~ w.mc.

07-i-28

R: And w~L':s. )"(H..I' s.10.-, !Od;:iy? C: Um [ s.ail with
w;l!, m.y dolphin in my b:nh. R: You s..aw a
dol,phlu in. your ha.th? C; (nods; yes). R: My
goodm:~. Wh:11 j1:i.pr,c:n<:d? C: I w.u pl:a.yi.llg wi:th
Olem. R: Yeuh, you played 'illilh llicm. Th:u':s.
fini5.hcd ~he W::l!'i prc::!;1in_J: I.be s'top l>tmoo). C: No.
I pl.1ycd -in Uir.: p..m: wl.th the gir1s. R: You pt:i.ycd
i111h,:: ~ did youJ C Yr.::ili with th,;: girts.. R:
Ye.1.h. A.n<l U:l.'l:C~ th~ c:nd (IJ.c pr.c:s~d L11c stor,
b1.1110r1l. C~ Noc n: N1yn1orc7 C: Yes. Um (.a sdrr
cam(' ~1ul nf;md $.;1.M?I tin1 al Lile beach. R: Did
pm? Now we: on pro.li ~Lop.

)'(:§

upcricnccd/
coovm.:ttion."ll

:1.upporth"e Ai.lllh mistod si:orytcmng
oontc.r.l, Tiic ~foh':1. ultcr.tnc,::.s
workal in d.i.riryin.s Che chi!d'~
u:11tm11:-c: beausc or bis
-ffl.kub.1ioo and Lu.gu:1gc
diffi-cullh:s. 87 .still m.11.im..aincd
con:crol oft.Ii= $Lory.

$Up(10Ctivc: Thert wc::re a Wge numb(r of
1est1i.:men1s.. Tii,esc wcs-e mttinJy
md;cd:: on D7s mt.icuLl1ion ~ he
was. djffiruit ID undcn.Wld. Alw,
a. lMRC number or prompu. re Lhc
tndinJ!. This. was bl!ou:.c: B7
kept uyin,g IO pces.s.1he .sui:p
bu~mn orrnc Llpc rococ&::r. He
was in the :!-elf rc-CQ(dcd wil.11
.;K[ul! MSis{."\fiCC CO~U:Xl.

}''"""

Ullg1.1.1gc- -1.Mliniltic::s. wen:: :a.g:i.ir.a oo1cd. TilC
i.hcme of din01:1un; pos.1,ibly-came from cv oc
book.ti or- videos bill moo: probably was
:i.ppropria1.ed from UU:.pl't'\'ioll-1, :S.I.OQ' ltt.:11 be hc.vd
wbichwn.sal:roabool din05.1un;. Ofi:il~ thi::
W'Uc1urc was sUg.11.lly mo<c compkx U1:C:s. lime: •
i.rtdk::1.ling pouib!y tlw D7 could tc:U s1ories
wi:lhoot lhc di.m:tioo provided in bis fim. s1ocy.
DKl be require S.uff'Of\ rrom .m hucrnct.ivc ~nc:co coounuii:icatc: in Qtll(r cootr:xl.$?

yes

ThtSboylaJ id~ bl,!(m..,yno::dthe:~i$1:ln.;eor
:;m ::ictive liil~oer to dc:\·d c:,p them.

yes

focus.scd on self with h-c :a.i; !he ce:nlnl clw:Lctcr. cobes~on dcvkc!'i, !.11-=mc,
SLIXy s.:ivc: some clt1.::o. n: 001--0-f-~dtool iJltc:r(.j;U;
structure. .:idultl'(om~lli
~

cvcms. Also, lu1g~g,e and Micuwion delay
w:u ~vidcnccd. Has idcru but Dl:"cdcdadults.uPflO(t
lo extend on tbc.m ;md provide some scffoldi:ag
for him.

.awroprialioo, Ui.eme (1.imil.u" lmcrcsdngly. the- .adult's uurr.mce!i provided Llic
10 previous S-I.IX}' • lhi:1. was
cahe:sJon in Uiis :S.10Q'. Sim gOl t r.1J1gc: or ,~.mui-.·e
typical of DTs. communication ~ c s beinz u~ - nc~d to ,cons.idcr non\'erhl.Js
il.fld b:h:tvioo..-ovc:ra.11 - he
bee.auk of !.11-e :Un.ill arnoon1orvcroo.l language: u3-0d
lendcdto (ollowt1UH:n' ~ by B?. Yt.cy :s.imple ciusc--tf!td &Lructm::O'L"CTOM:
and l..:i.U:bc:d on IO what (l(hen st..i!IU.
said). cober.ion, .struaun:

cn1er a fantu~ dinos.aur!'i
world/ roUowo..l
oo. Jro·m
previ<m~ stDC)'

0:35

0:02

Tiitce :s.unu :uory wilh c:.:idi !i.t'.l!IU telling or;m
rcl:ile
cnlir-cly diffctcn< C\<(ll,t co U1e previoo:S.. NQ rc::il
c,:pcricuccs
cohcsioo bctwc:c:n !.l;c SLlnZM co coo.ncd. l..hcm
mgi:111.:r in ::my w:i..y, Sl..lm.a.s wac just rcl.1!cd to lhc
O\ICl11.I! Lh.c:mi: or Jii!i c,:pcric:m:c..ii. E:o(-h :s.un,,;a W::15 of
one: lir..c: uoless [ffl)chpli:d. by the ;1Jult tn provlik mDrC
information.

Table D3: The storytelling attempts of the remaining participants.

ICXl of story

code

B7-5-28

B7-6-03
B5-S-03
B4-S-03

B7-7-03

~

99-3-29

comments

info re
comments
comments
adult
upccts or story analysis lhal
sic big?
help?
have revealed sic big
yes/no
Rating
supportive This was 101d in lbc self recorded yes Possibly aware of bis language difficullic$ as he Iheme, adult prompu.
wilh adult assistance cootext. B7
sought the support as be !allced. Was this an
scruaurc
had really begun lhis sllley in bis
imaginativc/fania.sy sllley? If $0, it showed some
expression of imagination, possibly fuelled by
last line of tbc f"CVIO!IS SIOQ' he
action/murder Iv sbows. movies, sLOries. If not. a
had !Old inro lhc smaller lllpc
very interesting experience indeed. A very short 10
reconkf earlier Iha! day. He
voluntcaal this continuation. He
the point story that contained a structure or sons.
Was be getting used to lhc adult as a
appeared to know whal. be
wanted ro say buljust needed !be
communicative partner? Was he gelling used 10
support to say it and IO ensure
the whole communicauve contcxl now and
1h31. bis meaning was conveyed
beginning IO show diffettnl language skills?
in spite of his language and
articulation delay.

R: What's your story? C; Um il came out when I
when I when I at lhc beach. R: Mmm. C: And lhc
(bad?) pclSOO's dead. And it crashed. R: And il
crashed did ii? Is lhal the end?

yes imagined?/

(not uanscribcd as I.bey each said lheir name and
became prooccupied with wming lbc recorder on

These tbrcc boys
tried together 10
tell a story but
roallyonly
played wilh I.be
lllpC recorder.
minimal
yes expcrienoed/
conversational

and oil)

C: Um one time I go to the beach. I swim. I go IO
!be beach um press srop.

COOVCl'5ational

SlnKWIC

..

function

This was a continuation ofa story begun earli« in the organise
dcadpmon
day. In the previous story he rold of the initialing
. knowledge/
at .I.be beach
cntcra fantasy
event only. Here. be jim continued on wilhout
reintroducing 1.be event etc. and gave more
world? (Ibis .
information pecta.ining IO lhat event, a consequence was unclear)
and an attempt The intcnda.l meaning and Otdering
of the event was llOl clear. Thus, !be sequence of
iniliating event, coosequence and attempt may have
intended 10 be different Mainly lemporal sequencing
used. Canonicalil)' and bn:ach of it achieved through
placemenl of phrases/clauses joined by a causal
connectoc'.

yes

Possibly I.bey would have bad difficul1y telling a
collaborative sroiy even with an adult present
because: of the sl.O{ylelling abilities of each child.

yes

This boy became easily preoccupied wilh working Iheme. strucWn:. function
the actual n:oordcr. He possibly told the sl.O{y
because be could get to wori: tbc machine. This
could happen in olhcr communicative coniexts ie.
mac he became pn:occupicd wilh lhe task itself
and/or his tall:: is triggered by the activity be was
doing. This was also a very short Sllley lhat was
typical of his demeanour of a very short
concentration span for any activity in the
classroom. Presented himself in this siory. He
needed an active listene.- to help him develop lhis
story further.

Three line stanza Wt provided an initiating event. It relate an
ended with him saying "pn:ss stop" indicating his
experience
pn:occupalion wilh the ma1:hine itself. Used referent about himself
·r. Narrative processes were difficult to tease out in
such a sllley.

Adult assisted storytelling
coniext. B9 indicated the end of
bis story in #4. Pceviow; lo this,
the adult had only orrercd a story
elicitor. The requests for
extension from the adult came
afier lhat in an effon ro draw out
more of the story. What actually
resulted was another child (BS)
told his story.

yes

Tiic srocy indicated lhat he went IO the movies.
Iheme, adult prompt.S,
lnleteSlingly, be iold a story about seeing a story. appropriation

TI1is was a one stanza infocmative stocy. TIICl'C was a relate an
degn:e of C111onical.i1y but no evideno: of bccach of
experience
canonlcality widtin die story. Was Ibis because: it was
informative in nawre? There were a few cohesive
devices only used. All supporlcd tbc simplicity of the
structure overall.

no

The adult helped him IO put the

n:con!eron and then lefl lhe
scene. Thcn:fon; self n:c:o«led.
This SI.O{y was produced after a
few attempts and be turning the
recorocr on and off. He was keen
to produce the slOf)' and willingly
glOpped his attcmp( afier the
srory was rold.

Iheme

lime

0:15

0:30

going to the
beach

0:IO

going IO !be

0:25

yes seen,
experienced/
conversational

minimal

C: On ( ) got a video on on we got we got we
gonna get a story toaight tonight and dtat's gonna
be an action man. That's the end.

yes cxpc:ricnced/

minimal

This was B9's fir.;t aucmpe in the
self recorded wilh adult
assislana: sllleyrclling context.
The adult initially left him to it
However, B9 said nothing until
lhe adult relumcd. l11e adult did
not say anylhing but her presence
seemed ro orrcr support B9
needed to tell bis story inro tbc
tape recorder.

yes

He again IOld a story about a sllley. What was his Iheme. adult prompts,
cxpcricnoe in such oral language laSlcs? Possibly appropriation, struaure
minimal and/or DOI used 10 talking with adults
whom be did not know well. Also, the self
recording context sc:cmcd very different for bim.
He needed someone else there and so dlanged it
10 self recorded with adult assistance. Did be
always conununicaie wilh someone and not
engage in monologue during play etc.? lbe story
told us dtal he liked "Action Man· videos and that
he got and watched such videos.

This was a one stanza informative story. A basic
"telling" abou1 something. Canonicality was in
evidence. No breach as befilting this lypC of sllley.
Intentionality noced through use of future iensc:.
Simple cohesion.

relate an
experience

getting a
video

0:30

R: Tell us yoursiory today. C: Um I like when I
go ro the movies I watch wau:h !he Star Wars
movie. And it bad Darth Vader. And was a bad
guy. And the Lake SkywaJket killed him. And
!hat's the end. R: Who did you go to lhe movies
with? C: Um mum and dad.

yes seen/

minimal

B9 just needed a prompe 10 begin
in this adult assisted storytelling
coniexl. The second prompt
given was t>:ally not part of di<:
siory. B9 bad complctcd his story
just prior to this utterance. The
adult was just trying m elicit
more information.

yes

lbe stocy told us that be had boi:n to tbc movies at adult prompts, structure,
least once and saw an action movie - Star Wars. theme, appropriation
Used a light, episodic Sln.lC!ure IO reteU lbc whole
event. Also, quite clear and indepcndcnl in the
boundaries of the sroiy. Did be tell stories at
home? Was be iold stories or read books? Gave a
reasonable summary of the whole movie in this
one episode. A quiet reticent boy who iold this
story with minimal support from the adult Thus,
he seemed 11 capable communicator but possibly
was choosy with whom be communicated and/or
took a while IO 'warm' 10 a new communicative

This was a tigblly stroaured retell of two stanzas.
Slllnz.a one fonned lbe abslract, !he setting and told of
lhe event of going IO the movies. Stanu two retold
the movie wid1 a focus on the main event of the
movie. This was episodic in structure with an
initiating event. internal response: and consequence.
lbe whole story bad an atmosphere or nonnality as
befitting t h e ~ theme or goodies and baddies.
This was supported by !be use of conjunctions.
Perspective also conveyed.

organise

going to the
movies/
goodies and
baddies

0:20

R: Yoo ICU me yourslOf)'. C: I went I ab l go to
lhc mo: movies and watch the movies. And and

that was called slOry. That's the end. R: Can you
remember any movie 1h31. you saw? Whal movie
did you -? C: Um: loy story? R: Toy story?
What happened in Toy Sroiy? (this prompllld tbc
next story by 88).

B9-2-24

isita
story
yes/no

299

coovcrsational

convc:sational

Was this his idea of a sllley? Whal exposure and
use: of stories did he have in out-of-school
environments? Did he view "stories" as being only
stories in a liieraie (movie, boolc cu:) sc:nsc? QuilC
independent in the telling and did not really
respond IO adult's atiempts to draw out more.
Once be was done, that was ii. This might reflect
his over.ti! conununiOltioo style.

panncr.

/

f

knowledge in
relation toa
movie

movies

Table D3: The storytelling attempts or the remaining participants.

Lsila

r.l:J.IOfStor)'

comm~l.5

"DCY

ydoo
II: Theo: )'00 go )'00 l<tl me your "Ol'Y Wday. C:

Um on(: lime. when I was in t.in:dy. R: Mm.mn1.
C: I~ we: ~nl (or a c:i:cun;ton. R: Mmmm. C: To
!be pm; and we 1.:11w km of :mi~. R; Ob )'C5.
Did you £.0 LO lhc bird~ LO sec !lbc an!nuls"t C:
(nodsp) R: nowdJd)'OU gcttbcr1e'1 COf'ia bus.

adult
belp1
lt.allng
suppon:ive BIO wu1.veryslowand
d<libcr>I< ..,..i.cr. RU"' 1old
himWtdK::Hmncr~
ia'IC"rcsccd and be conli11UCd.

300

commcau

ya:

bqueilS ror c-LP.rir:ica.ti()II and
ex.1ens.ion ca.me after bis actual
,tocy lli Lb¢ ad11l1 Lricd ta c:lic:h
moo: o[Lh< -,.. BIOoom;>liod
10 a dc.arcc but oot with a gn:3t

..poa, ol •""Y ...iysis d,at
1:A.1,"1!! rc,icalcd sic big

runctioo

1imc

ft'escnled .as a slow de!ibcr:i1c speaker '\vbo ~
theme, adult ptOmpl:S • Ille
developed cfrettivc $Ua.1Cgic=t 110 ffl,p his turn
whole n.:Ll.utc. or Lbc
activt w!1ilc hc. lhinkl .. w::u. be. like thil. in odw::r incer:actioo, ~prialioo
co,nmtmi1:1.livc ooncc1.ts? Needed time 10 Lbinli:
and rocmulaM! idC:l.li. lhs. bc(:a. lO ldndc:rpric:n.
Knew lhe 'lill(ll'd ·excursior.• pouibly lndialiw: ol
older siblin:s:s ()C' adult oorrvet$.llion about lhc

Tbm: wu a.satin, ofoac line foUow«t: b)l a sunu
whidl wuin(omutivc mCll'e dl:mcpisodi~atd lhc11;

Th.ii boy blougbl.spedil things rot Dc:.'WS (poss.ibly O.i::mc, scni,c:tim:,
c:r11XM.1ragcd by a pucnQ. ·eamey• \liM known
a.AJfDpdalion
Md sp:cfaE to him • did he watch dLc:: vLdcos., read
lhc. boot.5? Pare nlS W(:1-'C hippy u, ronow up :&ve:b
1ctMtics with lbe h'ICtctmndi1e. allbough poulbty
l'llX illwa)'i ti hrncy WU obviOYs.ly 10 :&pedal. A
slow. dc:Hbcratc. spcalc« wbo wa.s minEmalislic
with ht1 iufonilalion. Vr.r, $i.mp1c: buc lO lhc poir'II
il)'le.
1bcn: was ~accioo ln this S.lOC"J • .1.1Light
theme, &tru,c:tun:,
cbmge lO prcviout ,torics - WH he :gecling mo«: a.ppropri:11ion
romfcnub!c with lhc: whole illk:o. ot:uol)1C:llins to
~w::r adulL'J' El KCmcd ti:i.,c. h-e wcat to Pcnb ~
po&5ibly had :a SCI or gl'Mldpa,ma lhc:tt. tlao5:Hke
bcglnntng -did be read books or W:;1.$. fC&I! IO"l

Thts. ~ .a oac: :s.1mu in(omi.athie story wilh :a
rclaae :m
ncwslDllmC:y
s.cltinJ. :aucmpt md suppordng in(onml..ioo,
c-xpaii:ci:d' Jive
condus.ion. Sitop1c: and to me point. Rdcrcnciq wu Ulrormatioo
ruuklcd 10 ·r ...i ·1wn· 1a ..,...11>,,.lati<Jnlh!p
b:,-a n.,,,.y ond bimKII. No reol l>«ad, ol
can-ooic:i.Jhy .u re.ally Wal$ a s.lory m mronn 11:botlL
wcn.clJ~i,i,g.

0:30

Simple epiwdi-c: :mxJ or one smn~ dial includod a
KU.in;. ii1it:i.a.Ling cv(:rU and two lines or
COOSOtVC:ncc:&. Tcmporalcoojun.-tUon wilhcmphasis
mdu·rw.zi;us.edt'UCISi:Uendy.Cill!Oilic:duyatld
breach of ~icalily evidenced.

0:50

rc:latcm
experience

0:35

;m ovr:mU coodm.ioa,. Employed I.be 11,;vr.:1.1.ivcs

~orcanooi~i1y :&ltd brcacb of hooty.
Needed ~ comider 1hc inlOnation paua::ms lo- pidc

mc,e,p.

lnlt.rcst ID do $0. Ado It ;:13sis«d

D\IJ.2•12

new,

C: Today ~ my new> day. R: !i's your
day
yes o•pcrlcnoodl
IOday. C; And and I Jot Damct, R: Oh, hc:'i OM.con~Q'S.WOCW.
or my f.a\-ouritcs. Did you. bring a big name, or a
sma.11 Bame.)'? C: A big ooc.Htcomc:sandlivcs
wil.b me: :a.ll lhc Lime:. R; Ob. wo'lli'. Thal s,oun&
g~t. lb.Ye )'OO shown him yd IOI' ncW1? C: (nods
no). Hic":s 1lill in lite nc:w:!i bo:i;. R: Oh. ls news

iu.rPDfUvi:. This W.M \'c:fY mm:h a
comm:Ui.Oli with diC adull
offerin1 suppon. Rcq1JC1.l!i ror
clari:licadon ~ ic-x.1Cnsion wen:
..natural:* and cw.!Wlltivt.
comn,.e:nu .seemed worthy or mth
an: im.porunl topic u -i!mnu:y·.
Adull :wU.t-od M.Ol')'lellin,g

1.ala'1 C; (nods )'CS).
BIO-l-24

)'Cl.

-concc:1u.

11.: ibv<: you IOI. :a. SiDI)' rorl.l$1Qday1 C: Yeah.~:
Wba.l'i your &Lory IIOCby? C: One Lime I wu up h1;
Pce1h. R: You wen: whe:R:'J' C: I w:u; 11p jin Perth.
R: YOI.I were up in Perth, yeah. C: And I cillcd
my grat1dm2. R.: Mmmm. C: An:d dlcn pop
coma. R: Mmm. C: llicn mu ,:a,1·c: me :SOC1ic.
lollies. R: [s. dAt Lhc: cnd1 C: Yeah.

YC1 eJ1pcrienml/
oonversatiOIW

soppc:xtjwcTbis wu BIO's fim,owkh I.be
:self n:con:ling with adllll
assi,laooc: cooi.e1L He W;t$ keen
ml1:a.ve ago llllddidzowith
l'Upporl. .,.b filler. 5COI}'
c.ncour::1gcr, dic:i1« Jftd a
n:s.l.iCcmeat kl si.:ippon bi:i;

ya

n:l:uc :an
:going co
c1perie11« lxlt :flcnbJ~ing
wil.11:somc.
gr:andpan:111,
ac:lion

rom1ulaU011 or his swry ,~ l.hts.
l.'l(.Wc:aa'll::.JLL

DIO...lS

BIO.Hg

R! •bvc:YOIJ a.oc 1:slQI')' form,: l.oJay?C; Y~. R:
WhaL".s. yO\lr SlOfY ll)(by1 C: Um: Et: Tum lb.is way
tall:: to lhi:li. C: Um Wi1 time: wh,c:11 I wu in l:.in:dy.
R: Mmm. C1 U:m: I pl:.aiytd wjlh u,y;s. R: You
played wilfl toy:i;? Oh. C: OU'f-crmL OMS 11m wca:
um: d wh.:lt :a.re O\ll b!:rc. R: Ob. ri;&hl. Dld you
hav-e a f,a!,l(M.lrile coy? C: Yt:ah, R: Yeah? C: And
lmil was um; tbac was OOildin.g bloct:I;. R: 01!.
:a:ood. [ bCI y(MJ bui1l u.tl thing1i with Ifie: blocb•••
C: "n:d and lhal's the: c:n.d.
R.: ADC!. wb:u's your HO!.')' loday? C: Um: ••• my

yes upc-ricn((4{
COO\'Cf$:1.lional
with Lil.c:rate
aimponcn.~

s.u(lflOlti.vc The adull':S Q11t:nmca. wen,
mOWy fillcrs., cr.t.NUive

yes.

and JUWffllCOU.
Tbu:S, ll1a.c xll:d ID :Suppot\ the
commcnl!i

d,c:vc!opmml o( d)C: .&tory. This
:SUK)" Wa$ toJd isl lbc Klr RICDl'ikd
wilh adult .usi:li~ oontc11:L

minimal

810,e.$p{)ll(kdtol.bcp,qcnceof

ye&.

.:a. Ii.sun« bul I.his iCCUled lD be
all be requin::d Lo tell biu-lOty,

1lOI)' ls today, One ti:mc:. R; Mmm. C: l I fl.~ 1
lmbtquc at my house. R: Mmm. C: And soinc:
friends cunc m-cr. An:d tbc:n we md &wtlCl.S, R~
Mmm. C: ,m:d 1.!uts 1bc: end.

Apin, il Wai a slow .and dclibc:mu:lr told story. tkmc, :aduh prompt$,
How~«. ~ didn"L need :a. ,rat <k:a.l of promp,Lislg appropriation. cohesive
Cr(:. Wn he :gelling wed to lhc whole
dew~
commun.icadv-c: co,ui:111.'J' Did M We Umc IQ gc:t
used IQ ne:w ,oommunicallvc (IQll,tclliCS7 Went Lo
kiooctgani:n and toys: wc,c lht :i;.;lliet1t ft.al.ores
M made p«:-primary ilJld kindcrg;ani:a dLffCfcnl.
~$CDtl.lionofKlfdJtot11h. the HCX)'.

l'bc :Uoey 'lmd us Iha.I EhC: f:;amily soc::LiLUicd
informally vb bbqs. D10 was; quic:LI}' ""1.fide21t

Adulc. a.ui.51cd :Sloryt(:11 ing

(IU'LC(hi:S bnfll.11.gC

BI0-6-19

C: Um: one ona: 11:mc um:: mum: my um: ~iei:I
me wn: to my nan Md p:ip"1boo.sc. R: Mrnm. C;
And Ulen !.he wcnt104an.dn,g. ll: Mmmm.C:

.i\nd I 1,g~ Lbcn::. And I bd a il«:p over. And
U:ii:n mum a.me b:K:k wh(-n I wu. in bed. R:

minim::il

Thi$. boy was oow .at the point
what: h<: jvil Med-cd a liiwlet.
AdUIL.t1$isu:d U(l(ytCUi:ng

yes

,t()ll~llil.

This boy WM arcd. for by bi, :gr.indpan:ms al
~ Has bcallnc: moR :a.n.d more hidepcncknl
and williisg in hi.s 1,to;ryllellin.,g. He WM now
faniiliar wilh Lbc adulL Md tbc: communicadvc

Ll:icm.c.HulCJICUlllplS.
i1ru11=cun:, .approprialiCMI

cont.ext ovc:r:111. He was more o:mfidcot and

v,c:ry l i1tlc assi.sClncc. 811 b.lCr
t.ok! a very tong 1r.ory .arid
+m.i::tn;pi:cd Lli.c: :5elf rccocding.

i::oor.c::i:t. Doak.like bc:,ginning.
TigbUy suu~11red ::K1fon slory 11udc mge~t wiL11 a.pproprialioo.. slnlCCUre
.a r.mgc or colw:1ivc: ~'Vic:c:5 3Dd nrur.a:lvc
including cohcsh't dcvia:s.,
proa:5,sc.s;.al::i1110book scorit:s- ~ be n:ad to a .aduttprompl:S
lol? Did be w.accb ;iii;:ciioo. ttori<:$? Did hi:i;
c~rnom bc:ha'll'iour mint)( this cypc of approach

And d1en lie m~de up [n a batE. AOO l!ic:n and Ll'IC"

/1.dott ;ush.L.cd s.Lorytelling

I007

somc:onc .st.ined going. And dw:o lh(y bas.bed.
bim. And he said Rl'm fl.lllninz. l"m running...
And U11,1t's.:11U.

conrcu.

R: Off)'OU 10 c~ Um:r.omcooc's ~toa lhc:roilcl
and tJ:icf,e wee in.5ide. And u.e:r got on I.he house.
And Ll:ic:r ,goc oo I.he nowen:. llacy 1:1y
help,
help.• ,Md Ll11:n I.bey un~ goes on a. bus.Ii. And
men dw::y :r.ay. Afl4 U1cn tiicy wcn1 io 1.be house:.

·ai,.

yes im:;agim:dniIC:r.l'IC: minim.31l DI Lonly noedcd ifliti::t.l prompl.
Cooridcm ln. the wk ncedin.,g

ya

n:laU:.-

1:25

upcriena::

:n:l:itc an
C11ipcricncc

llavi:ng ::i bbq

O:SO

goi'llg IQ

1;00

(howC"o'ff.now

wcsoemon::(I(

an episodic:
stocy .. Lbis has

c:h:uigodl

pncliccs.

capabl,c. Having a lisw:ncr was. sliU Lmp;wum ror
.flil'.!t - be did l'IOI aUffltpl !he ..::If recording

Mmm. C: And that's .JU.

nu.1.11

Lhcinc. adiih prompU.
::a.ppropri:it.ioo. il.NciUte

now in ll1is contc:xt. 'This Jw. chan3¢d poa.s.ibly
l;Nx;o:use he knew Ibo ~Qlt. Did be usw..11)' L»:io
Lime IO 11cL used lo iriew comrnunk:ativ-c c-,t1.l:i::1CI$?
\V.u d~t, inidally a new-cooun~ni:C1Lili'c -eQatcxt
{or him? Some: book.like fe:;i.Lurcs OOlc:d this. lime
too indka.Linj. possibk::rc:adifl.& of boot:$ ;u; bc:in.B

Thiswasaoncs.u.nzaslOf]'. Tbc:oot1,mcran"lha1
w~inrc:s.ponse to a diR:ctRqi.te51 from chc.adu[t
wun·c rull7 put or°' comributcd 10 Lite uocy. The
Stu1M1 C'On'lpiscd or in.iliatin1 C"Cnl ad auemp1 tls:U
dR:w thc:ooniparison berwun pn:-prim,y and
klndcr.g:an.en. Th,1u:. :dlis mpon:sc: pl'Ovidcd IIK:: mAi.n
mtmge or Ilic uoey. Caool-'liaUty ~ bn:3di. of it
w:u. in cvidc:ncc wilh[i, tlw:: same pauu:s. .E1nph::l.5is
on .sdf ll1roqba11t with u:rc of ·1· as the: main
rdc:~1.
One $WI.ta di.at aim prised of~ over.all booklike:
iaU'ocfucdon wti.h an cpir.odc 1ha1 i::oa:siited or .an
inib'.atin1 c~1.~.conseq,uc111:c5eq'IICIK'.¢..
Shoo. CD lhc point. Colle$ion achieved via
tdc~Dg. ellipds. lDd. lanpOral coajma(:l.ioa.li.
Canonic:ility cvidclla:d duough. use. or (l{Jl1.juncti.-on.s.
b:fellCh@r it~ in c.vidciKC II the: sWL or Llw: 1toey.

A Qn.C: swiz.a cpbodk' slory 11w. c:ncot11pu&ed two

~laican

charmers illld aa"c n:lc.vam dc:&::ii:1$ 11$ IO cach"i
expcriCflitc OOL n:umy and
aaions. The swua comprised of :a.n init:i.:atinat event. lo ;m epiwd[c p:,ppt.s.
~.. f..-o..:bd1a...:1a'and...........,..
mac imolY«.1 bolh cbc'aclm, Temporally 1CqUCO(zd.
B:rtaeli or QOOniQli1y -es.ubli:'thc4 ady in I.be 1LOI')'
with .;:uoni-ci.lily-c::vidcncl.'ld Ui.t01.11,boii1.

"""'"""

Typial. :Id.ion. stOQ'! ic. inili.atirq,-,:vcnt a&'t!lc: si=Hin.z, cnu:c f:anw.t
ch:u::lacr h:id two .att(mpU; in n:1pon&1: to this C"t'Cffl,. M!rld
probkm SQlvcd. dw:('(:. w~ .a axnpliation ~d.
i.:f1:11aic:tc:t lef1 as a ironscqu.r:ncc. coo; dc.vclop:d lhli
chroutl11.brcc moz.as.. lk used t;Ohl:s.iw: devkai
widwi die Mory to Dicve(Oliesilln. Rangco!
~l.1-.'Ci pr~$SC:1c:J.ccpttio •rncnli00,1Iily as
dwactcr did liulc silrumin!, just :respooood.

0:35

Table D3: The storytelling attempts of the remaining participants.

comments
isila
story
yes/no
B11-2-21a C: Umm ..• I had um I was make my dad's gonna yes cxperknccd/
conversatiooal
buy me a tclc. R: A ICle? Wow. C: And he's and
he's gonna put hole a bole in my l'OOlll Iha! he
gonna um put it on my drawer. R: He's gonna put
a bole is be? Why is be gonna do that? C: Cause
er eausc when I um cause when I: go to bed. R:
Mmm. C: In !he night need I rcmOlc control. R:
Mmm. C: To tum it on and off. R: Oh. so he's
gonna get you a new tcle with ooc of lhosc? C:
Cause I haven't gota ICle in my room. R: Oh, olc.
So he's goona gel you one. C: And um: I bad a
motorbike. R: A motorblla:. Wow. C: And I and I
WIS and J and I go around !he house. R: Yeah. C:
And my dog and my dog's it's chasing it my
motorbike. R: Oh, it's taken it. C: Chasing it. R:
Chasing it. C: And I always um give him a ride
on le. R: You're "cry good. Is be a big dog or a
litlle dog? C: Um, it's a puppy. R:Ob, so he's
liltlc. C: Yeah. So, I need to um bold on to him.
Bll-2-2lb C: Actually he bolds on. R: Does be? C: And I
only go a lillle. R: Ah. c: Cause he cause when I
um my mum told me if I go fast he falls and
bn:alcs bis leg off. R: So you goua go slowly don·1
)'OU? C: Yeah. R: Yeah. C: And I always put my
feet on rhe thing. R: Do you? C: So it might go
faster. R: Yeah. C: Not widl my dog. R: So not
wirh your dog when you go faMCr lhougb, Cause
be11 fall off. C: I lalce my sls1er for I ride. R: Do
you? C: And her she gclS on !he back or me and
bold on to me. R: Is sbe I small sister or I big
sister? C: A big sisler. And I and her likes me
doing wheelies. R: Does she? C: She watches me
do wheelies. I go WOOOOH. R: I bet )'Oil do.
B11·2·2lc C: l do a high one. R: Outside do you do Llicm?
C: 1do il al UIC front. R: v~ good. But you don't
have your dog on there when you're doing
whoelics do you? C: Sometimes he $0!JICdays he
wn he hangs oo tight when I do wheelies. R: Does
he? Oh, he·d have to. C: And some days he holds
on. R: Yc.ih. C: When um I go rast. My mum tells
me lhal I llCC4 to do that. On lhc rocks. That's all.
yes cxpcricnoedl
Bl1·3·24 R: Have you got a SlOl'y fo, me !Oday? C; Mmm
convcrsatioaal
yes. R: What's your slOl'y today? c: Um r got a
book from the libr.vy. R: You got a book rrom the
libr.vy. C: I took a book today. R: Yeah good. C:
Um I got a motorbike. R: Mmm. C: And my dog
got on it. R: Your dog Jot on iL C: He went on ( )
and my dog fell off it. R: Ah. he's ,upposcd to
bold on. C: He didn't be didn't listen to me. R:
No. C: He didn't and I said "just get on ""1d see
what happens to )'ll". R: Mmmm. C: Ooaahhh.
And my mum 101d him off too. R: Oh. olc. C: And
be was alrighl. And be smildcd wbcn be was
coming down. And my and my and I put my
motorbike baclc in !he shed. R: Mmm. Is that rhe
end? C: Yeah.
code

text or slefy

301

adult
COlllmcnts
info re
help?
sic big?
Rating
yes/no
supportive This was a slOl'y with an overall
yes
tone or ooUabocation. The adult
really supponed and BI I kept
cootrol of lhe story.Thus, the
adult was lhe audience. Adult
assisted storytelling cootext.

comments

aspects or stoiy analysis I.ha!
have revealed sic big

A complex, long story Iha! told a lot about bis
Iheme, structure, adult
intcn:sts, bis communicative style, bis beliefs. bis prompts, appropriation,
function
ways of living, bis family suucture and
relationships within this. bis ways of using
language. For elWll.ple, this story showed him as
being a confident communicator ~ibly
refic:ctivc of many experiences in different
communicative conlexlS. He has a puppy and a
sister and has a motorbike which he enjoys riding.

SlrUcturc

function

Iheme

lime

lhings he bad . 3:40
relate an
Complex, almost two stories in ooc kcp( coherent
experience and mOIOrbikc,
wilh 1.be use or cohesive devices and overall Iheme.
dog
Range of narrative processes were used including
toshowolf
many inswices of intentionali1y. Numerous stanw
each with Llicir own structure L11at iru;luded initiating
cvcnlS, allCmpts, respons«, &amc incidcru;cs of
internal responses, coru<:qUQl(CS. Cohesive de"iccs
used included coojunctlons (temporal. causal),
reference, ellipsis. The amount of ellipsis seemed
appropriate as the ellipsis was about lbc motorbike
and helped 10 keep LIIC stcxy golnJ for !be audience,
kepi Ille interest.

This slory was in two pa,u. The flf"Sl was aboul the
!Clevision and was de\•elopoc:1 over LIU"CC stanzas. llic
SWIZ3$ provided LIIC ovcr.all strucwre of abslraCt and
evaluation, actioo and reasoning. The sccood part was
about the ma1ocbilcc. This was developed over an
introduction and liVc s1anzas, ellCh depicting act.ion,
each litlle events re the mOtorbikc.

supportive This was laid in the self-recorded
story with adult asslsWICC
context. BI I kept control or the
story with support via fillers and
rcstatcmenlS.

yes

In this new recording contex~ B 11 began with
what looked like an infomwivc story. Then, it
$eemed be got "warmed up" and revcn.:d to bis
usual action style. Quite complex again pointing
10 possible experience and confidence in
s1ory1elling and communicating within different
COlllCxts, wilh different people.

theme, structure, adult
prompis, appropriation

A complex action story. Began with informative
structure but then B11 dtanged and returned to lhc
episodic format. Two episodic stanzas each with
initiating even~ attempt, consequence sequence.
Third s1anza offered some dtaracter development and
dcl\Cliption of s1a1us of lhc ch.lr.lcccr. One line
conclusion to !he story. All nanative processes were
in evidence. Used tcmpo<al conjunctions la maintain
cohesion. Ellipsis again about motorbike - he has told
previous stories oo this 1opic and so possibly Sllw no
need 10 keep repeating this.

relale an
experience but
wirh focus on
action

whathc
dldfrcad a
book/

motorbike
and lhcdog

1:25

Table D3: The storytelling attempts of the remaining participants.

commenlS
info re
adult
comments
comments
is ita
aspcc!S of story analysis lhat
help?
sic big?
story
have revealed sic big
yes/oo
Rating
yes/no
supportive The adult was the moderatol' and yes AU had motorbikes. They were all willing and
yes mi,;ture of
theme, adult prompu,
B 11-4-29 R: So what's your SIOC)' f0< me today? Bll: It's
!he supponer of these three boys
able to use !heir language IO boast about !heir
im.agined and
structure, function,
83-3 -29 about my motorbike. R:lt's about your motorbike?
as they told their stocy about
experienced!
dads and defend !hem. Confident enoogh to
appropriation
B L2-6-29a Bl l: And um when I was doing a big wbcclie I
themselves and their Dads. TI1c
intelTUpl. each Oilier and take lhe fl00< from each
conversational •
(this SIOC)' fell off iL R: Oh. You must have been doing a big
adult provided mostly fillers,
collaborative
Olher. Each knew what content would grab the
is wriucn big wheelie then. BJ: ! didn't do a wheelie. R:
evaluative comments and
listeners' attention and used this. B 12 contributed
and
Yoo didn't do a wheelie? B3: Na. When my dad
restatements and ensured !hat
lhe least· typical of him as his stories were short
analysed as be bad a eighty (mo«irbikc name?) now. R: Yeah.
each boy was allowed his tum
and to the point. He realised tbat the fantasy
one told
83: And it works. R: Yeah. B3: Years years ago
when he wanted il
aspect of we story had been picked by we adult
togcchc1') his was broken. R: Yeah. B3: And be fixed iL R:
(#4S). B3 focussed on the factual aspects. His
Ob good. Yoor dad's clevCT. Bil: And I failed off
father probably did make paper aeroplanes.
my mOlorbikc as well yesterday. R: Did you? And
However, be caught on lil lhe boastful nature of
you fell off yours BIi? 811: I didn't cry. R: You
!his sto{y and attempted to embellish upon !his
didn't even cry. B1 l: And my mOlorbike cracked.
fact (1143) but essentially l::ept to the facts. B 11
R: Oh ob. Bil: No mine didn't when I fell off in
also liked to embellish on the lrulh (#S7) but kept
the sand. R: Yours didn't crack and yoors did.
to the basic facts probably but possibly not as
much as B3. They all presented as s10ry1ellers.
code

Bl 1-4-29
B3-3 -29
B 12-6-29b
(!his story
is written
and
analysed as
one IOld
together)

text of story

1bcrc were eight stanzas that were begun and

manage social

finW!ed by B 11. Interestingly, B3 contribull:d lhe
relationships/
most during the slOC)'. The story progressed from a
play/ enter a
basic recount of falling off a mow<l:,ikc IO fatllcrs
fantasy
fixing and making mo<orbil::cs and planes and
worldlrelate an
finished wilh a retelling of another incident regarding experience
a mO!ornike. MO$t of the stanzas were episodic in
nature except for stanza 6. The strueture of this stanza
suited its purpose - cacb boy basically told of
somcl.hing !heir father could do - they boasted. B 11
rounded off the story wiw the ~t stanza that IO!d of
when he and his father 011libcd into the house with
the motoroike. So, be brought the themes togelhcr and
finished with "!hat's all". Narrative processes
evidenced by intonation a. much as syntactic mari;crs.
Focussed on themselves and presenting tlicmselvcs.

motorbikes •: '

mid ralllcri

> ···.·

B1J: And my dad and my dad fixed it all morning
and morning and he go< all sweaty. R: Oh. That's
because yesterday was hot that's why be gOI
swcal)'. Bil: And my dad can build a motomike.
R: And yoor dad can build a mo«irbike. My

goodness. B3: And my dad can. R: Yes. BJ: My
dad can build paper aeroplanes. R: Oh goodness.
B1 I: My dad can um make can make a mo«irbikc
wilh some paper. R: My goodness. B3: My dad
too. R: Your dad too B3? B12: And my dad can
make a mo«irbike with some wood. BJ: Do you
know my dad makes a. papcr aeroplane with
(ha.rt?) on it? R: I think one day I'd like lil meet
your dads and ask !hem how to inakc these things.
Bil: No.
Bl l-4-29 BJ: But my dad is next to my grandad's R: Yeah.
B3-3 -29
B3: You tum and turn up !he hill you turn and
B12-6-29c !hen you sec it. R: Ob ol::. Anything else about
(this Sta()' your motorllil:e B ! I when you fell off yours
is written ycsla'day? Bll: No. B3: And and in in the
and
bathroom my dad done a skid inside. R: He'd
analysed as dooc a skid inside in the bal.hroom? B3: Na na na
one told
in the laundry. R: Oh did he? Yes B11? 811: My
together) dad crash the hoosc me and my dad crashed lhe
house at home on really big wheelies skid. R: Ob
my goodness me. Bl t: And we wCTC nil stud:: on
it. R: Oh. B11: And that's all.
yes imagined,
Bl!-S-29 R: Th= you goyoo i.ellmc yootOlhct'$UX}'. C:
experienced!
Um it was about a cloud. R: Mmm. C: I sat on a
conversational
cloud. R: Oo a? C: A clo. R: Ooud? C: I sat I laid
on a cloud. R: On a cloud? C: And salon a cloud.
R: What happened? C: And I fell oil R: Were
you up high in lhe sky? C: Yes. R: Ob. And what
happened when you fell off? C: And and I fell off
it. R: You fell off it? C: And and my motor and I
fell on my motorbike. R: That was ludy. And
wllat did yoo do thro? C: Um my motorbike
started l.aking off right as the scat when you bang
on very bard it takes my mOlorbikc lakes me for a
ride. R: It swts off all by younclf and it lakes you
for a ride. C: Yeah. R: Mmm. Sounds very
interesting. Is tl1at I.he end? C: Yes. R: Although
where did it take you for a ride? C: Um it 1..lked
me for a ride um to my friend's house. R: Oh. so
that you could have a play? C: Yeah. And !hen I
ride bad: home. And that's all.

supportive A range of utteranoes from the
adult but with a wne of a
conversation. l..otS of
restatements #1-9 because the
adult was a liule crcduloos al the
Iheme of the story. Even !hough
he agreed to end the story at #28,
a prompt from the adult resulted
in him telling more to complete
tbat episode. B 11 then elected IO
finish the stocy on #J4.
Interestingly, !his story
immediately followed the one he
had told collaboratively wilh two
otller boys. He wanted to tell I.his
story on his own. Adult assisted
storytelling context.

yes

This was a fanlasy story that comprised of some Iheme, adult prompu,
real life experiences too to help make it
suucturc, function,
believable. It was a story lhat played, that was told appropriation
io entertain and for enjoyment and was
volunrarily told on bis own alter be had told a
story wilh two other boys. This boy enjoyed
$toryielling and enjoyed making I.hem interesting
and different. He loved his mOlorhike and liked
the fan1asy aspect of things. Used conjunctions
and olher cohesive devices skilfully to keep his
story cohseive. Was able to use reality to bolsrer
fantasy.

There was an introductory staiement and !hen two
play/enter a
stanzas each episodic in structure, each with initiating faniasy world
event. response and consequence. Interestingly, the
adult tried to finish the story prematurely on #27. As
an afterthought. she !hen asked a question that
allowed Bl l IO complete the stanza and episode. The
two stanras were 1.inko:I by cause effect relationships
with !he motorbike being central to bolh. Used
coojunctions ro crnpbasisc canonicalily and breach of
it.

on acloudlon
his motorhike

1:20
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Table D3: The storytelling attempts of the remaining participants.

811-6-03

text of story

(not transcribed as

was IOO quiet to decipher)

is it a
story

comments

ywno
no Self recorded.

adull
help?
Rating

comments

info re

C(X1lll1.Cnts

sic big?

aspects of story analysis that
have revealed sic big

strueture

function

theme

lime

ywno
yes

Was very quiet
and so difficult

Possibly, this reflected lhal Bl t liked an audience.
He was confident enough to try this context but
very quiet in lhc absence of the audience.

0,20

to decipher from
the tape.
811-7-03

C: And I sat on my motorbike. And I fell off and.

yes experienced/
conversational

812-2-18

B12-3-21

812-4-25

B12-5-2g

minimal

This was self recorded. The adult
put lhc tape recorder on and lefl
the scene. B 11 was very quicL

supportive The requests for clarification and
yes imagined/
C: Today is Thursday. And my name is X. And
filkrs helped to keep him going.
conversational •
somebody sat on the wrong lOileL R: What
Adult assisted storyLClling
literate
happened when somelx>day sat on the wroog
COOlCXI.
toilet? C: It was on a gianl's house. R: Oh, what
happened then? C: Then ... he went ~ah. lherc's a
giant Jet's run ou1 the whole house. Yikes-. R:
(laughs) Anybody chase him? C: Na. he couldn't
get him. R: Oh, is that the end? C: Ycs.
yes imagined/li1erate minimal Needed no collaboration. The
C: Once when I went to my friend's house. He
adult just queried if it was the
stabbed himself on the lloor. He never woke up
end. Adult assisted storytelling
again. And lefi and left to dead. And sat on a
context.
flower and lhooght be was a toilet. And and did
somelhing on there and now um climbing over !he
fence. R: Is that the end?

Y"

theme, structure, function
This boy presented as a confident storyteller in
other oonr.exts. He tried to self record a story
twice. The first time he was too quiet to decipher.
This time he was also quiet and kept his story
. extremely short. He possibly preferred to have a
listener to cntenain and be active in responding to
bis storytelling. Motocbikes seemed to be a major
interest for him. Presented himself as the only
character in this stocy.
narrative processes , cobesi ve
This boy presented in class as being compliant
and obedient. Herc he told a -cheeky- sl0£}' using devices, sl.ructure,
appropriation, adult prompts
toilet humour. He seemed to be showing a
different side to himself. Also, a structured story
wilh some book aspects and an action theme
indicating inLCrests and ways of using language.
Relatively independent in storytelling.

R: What's your story today? C: Um: I went to lhe
beach and I caught a snake in the water. C2: A
sea snake you mean. C: Yes. R: Was it? C: And
we fished. R: You fished as well did you? C: Yes.
R: Catch anything? C: Um: yes. But we pul them
back in t11e wa1er. R: Oh did you? C: There was a
shoe in there. R: A shoe? C: That was at the back
beach. R: Ah did you catch the shoe as well? C:
Ycab and threw it back. That's lhc end.

imagined or
experienccdl
conversational

supportive This was told in the self recorded
wilh adult assitance context. B 12
was seated at the table with his
friend, G4. Possibly. be told this
story to "impress" this friend
wilh the unusual for he was very
pleased when be realised she was
lis1ening. The requests for
clarification were akin to a
conversation in tone.

adventure,

o,35

action

On the surface, !his was a simple relating of a lrip.
relate an
There was a setting which acted as tbe ~initiating
experience
event- for the other four stanzas that described events.
No action, complications etc. !his time except for
stanza four where there was a simple initiating event response sequence. However. B 12 used cohesive
devices and narrative processes tied in together wilh
one supporting the other. Foe example, use of ellipsis
showed canonicality, breach and perspective.
Therefore, a very oconomical, tight story.

lrip to Perth

o,,o

Continued to build the picture of a boy whose out- theme, structure, adult
of-school use of language included book reading prompts, appropriation
and/or slO{)'telling of an episodic structure as his
stories consistently reflected such structures and
themes. Visited friends on occasions.

Short lO lhe point story of one stanu lhat comprised
of initiating event and two incidences of a1temp{S.
Cohesion achieved lhrough reference and ellipsis.
Canonicality and breach of it no<cd in one phrase.

going to a
0:15
friend's house

yes

supportive Fust try in lhe self-recording
context with adult assistance.
The story warranted lhe drama
markers and evaluative
comments that were provided
and served lo support lbe child in
his storytelling.

ent.er a fantasy
world/manage
social
relationships

structure, adult prompts.
B 12 changed the story to suit thcconLCxt which
theme
was now more akin to schoolwork. This was
evidence of ability to be flexible in his use of
language as well as possible evidence of exposure
to different ways of using language in order to
recognise when they were required. Also,
structure revealed complexity re use of cohesive
devices • was I.his a child who was read to a lot?
Was confident in lhis oral language wlc.

ye,

yes experienced/
conversational

This story comprised of two stanzas and coda. The
scene was set and problem defined in one. problem
resolved in two lhrough character response, coda;
range of cohesive devices and narrative processes
employed including intentionality and perspective.

o,is

supportive The adult gave him "permissionM
to tell the story and !hen offered
support and collaboration
through fillers and genuine
requests for clarification. Adult
assisted storytelling context.

•

his motorbike 0:15

action

This was a complex. tightly st.ructured short slOry
akin to a book. is he read io? A re.al mix of
acceptable book like struclW'C wilh some sections
again using toilet humour - showed his mix of
ch.an:!.cter?

yes experienc.ed/
conversational

relate an

initiating event and au.empt st.ruc1urc. Temporally
experience
sequenced with strong presentation of self through use about himself
of referencing, Ovcra.11 tone of canonicality. The quiet
voice was auribul.able to the overall communicative
context rather than conveying perspective on the
event being relayed.

play
TI1e stOf)' comprised of two stanzas togetber with a
setting and resolution of ooe line each. Each stanza
was lhrec lines with links to next stanza. Stanza afll!r
setting/initiating event indicated lhe action or
attempts by the character of the friend with
consequence noted. The second stanza indicated
character response possibly from the initial character
who entered the house. Resolution almost like a
response lO the whole situation of the initial character.
A range of narrative processes employed including
inLCntionalily as stanza two included the character's
plan as the internal response.

ye,

R: Well, would you like to tell me another story?
C: (nods yes). R: 0~ what's your story today? C:
Um: l went to lo up to Perth. And I went to the
races. And I went to the zoo. And I um and I
sleptted at the motel and l slepttcd at somebody's
house in Perth. R: Did you? C: Near the end I
went in the pool there. R: Yeah. C: And in lhe
morning it was raining. And I saw and I was
watching the rain. R: From the Motel window? C:
Yep. And lhat's the end.
R: Have you got a story for me today? C: Yes. R:
Yes? Well you can tell your story inlo that then.
C: I went over to my friend's house last week. R:
Mmm. C: And um we played a game. R: Ah, did
you? C: Ycab and we wal.cbcd videos. R: Oh,
wow. C: That's lhe end.

This story comprised of a two line stanza with an

The main thing revealed here was his sensitivity
to the demands of different communicative
contexts. His special friend was present here and

his story was one of unusual events that caught
the attention of this friend. It was difficult to
judge the truth of !his story because of the context.
The SlruClUfC had changed too, possibly lO be
more in11:resting. 1bc unusual nature of the events
also elicited from the adult more requests for
clarification and more support overall wilhin a
conversational tone.

appropriation. structure,
narrative processes
particularly perspective,
theme

!heme, adult prompts,
structure. function

relate an
experience

The stocy comprised of three stanzas to develop lhe
manage social
relationships
theme of going fishing. Each stanza seemed to
describe an unusual event. The first stanza
emphasised himself as the main character and
contained the most unusual event. l11is caught the
attention of his speciaJ friend. Stanzas two and three
switched the focus on ~weM and stanza lhrec again
described an unusual event (Had his friend's at1ention
been waning?). Each stanza was episodic in structure.
Canonicality and breach of it evidenced U1rough
cobcsive devices.

going fishing/ 0:25
catching
unusuaJ
things
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adult
comments
info re
comments
aspects or story analysis lha1
help?
sic big?
have revealed sic big
~ting
yes/no
supportive The adult was the moderai.oc and
yes All had motomikes. They were all willing and
theme, adult prompts,
yes mixture of
structure, function,
the supponcr of these three boys
able to use their language to boost about thcir
imagined and
as lhey told their story about
dads and defend them. Confident enough to
appropria tlon
experienced/
themselves and their Dads. 11,e
interrupt =Ii other and lake I.he floor from each
conversatiooal •
adult provided mostly fillers,
oollabocativc
olhe.. Each knew what con!ent would grab the
evaluative comments and
listeners' allention and used this. B 12 contribul.Cd
restatements and ensured that
the least - typical of him as his stories were short
each boy was allowed bis tum
and to the point. He realised that the fantasy
when he wanted it.
aspea of the stocy had been picked by the adult
(#45). B3 focussed on the factual aspects. His
father probably did make paper aeroplanes.
However, he caught on to the boastful nature of
this story and aucmpted to embclllsb upon Ibis
fact (#43} but essentially kept to the facts. B11
also liked to embellish oa the truth (#57) but kept
LO the basic facts probably but possibly not as
much as B3. 'They all pcc.sented as storytellers.

is ii a

comments

structure

function

theme

lime

sl0£)'

yesno
R: So what's your story for me today? Bl 1: It's
B11-4-29 about my motoroike, R:lt's about YOU! mOIOrhike?
B3-3-29a B11: And um when I was doing a big wheelie I
(Ibis swcy fell o{T iL R: Oh. You must have been doing a big
is wrillen big wheelie then. BJ: ! didn't do a wheelie. R:
and
You didn't do a wheelie? BJ: Na. When my dad
analysed as he bad a eighty (motoroike name?) now. R: Yeah.
00<: told
BJ: And it wocks. R: Ycab. 83: Years years ago
together) his was brolo:en. R: Yeah. BJ: And he fixed it. R:
Oh good. Yoor dad's clever. Bil: And I failed off
my motoroik as well yestttday. R: Did you? And
yoo feU off yours Bl17B12: I didn't cry. R: You
didn't even cry. Bl 1: And my motO<bike cr:id:ed.
R: Oh oh. B 12: No mine didn't when I fell off in
the sand. R: Yours didn't crack and yours did.
B 12-6-29

Bl2-6-29
B 11-4-29
B3-3 -29b
(this Stoey
is wrillen
and
analysed as
ooe told
together)

Tiiere were eight stanzas that were begun and
manage social
finished by Bl I. lmcrestingly, B3 contributed the
relationships/
play/ enter a
most during the story. The story progressed from a
basic recount of falling off a motorbike IO fathers
fantasy
fixing and making motorbikes and planes and
world/relate an
finished with a retelling of another incident regaroing experience
a motorbike. Most of the stanzas
episodic in
nature except for stanza 6. The &truclUIC of Ibis stanza
suited its purpose -each boy basically wld of
something their fatw:r could do - they boasted. B 11
rounded off the story with the last stanza that wld of
when he and his father crashed into the house with
the motO<bikc. So, he brought the themes together and
finished with "(hat's all". Narrative processes
evidenced by intonation as much as syntactic markers.
Focussed on themselves and presenting tliemsclves.

2:30

w=

B11: And my dad and my dad fixed ital! morning
and morning and he got all sweaty. R: Oh, That's
because yesterday was hot lhal's why he got
sweaty. Bil: And my dad can build a mowrtiike.
R: And your dad can build a motorbike. My
goodness. BJ: And my dad can. R: Yes. B3: My
dad can build paper aeroplanes. R: Oh goodness.
Bl 1: My dad can um make can make a motOrbike
with some paper. R: My goodness. BJ: My dad
too, R: Your dad too B3? B12: And my dad can
make a motol'bikc with some wood. B3: Do you
know my dad makes a paper aeroplane with
(bark?) on it? R: l think ooe day I'd like to mi:et
your dads and ask them how to make these things.
B12: No.

B12-6-29
Bll-4-29
83-3 -29c
(this story
is wri11cn
and
analysed as
one told
Logel.her)

B3: But my dad is next to my grandad's R: Yeah.
BJ: You tum and tum up !be hill you Lum and
then you soc it. R: Oh ck. Anything else about
yoor mOIO!bikc B 11 when you fell off yours
yesla'day? Bl 1: No. BJ: And and in in the
bathroom my dad done a skid inside. R: He'd
done a sl:id inside in lhe bathroom? BJ: Nana na
in the laundry. R: Oh did he7 Yes B 11? B 11: My
dad era.sh the house me and my dad crashed the
h00$e at hO!Jlc on really big wheelies skid. R: Oh
my goodness me. Bl I: And we were all stuck on
it. R: Oh. Bl 1: And that's all.
C: It's called a bear bunt R: A bear bunt. Wbat
happens in that? C: I don't know, R: Wbat's your
story about a bear hunt? C: It's called a bear hunt

When !be little bear bunL R: Yeah. C: And them
follow the um the big one. And then then through
!be little thing. R: Mmmm. C: Into the night. R:
Mmmm. C: Over the night l mean. And then
down the and !hem gal a thing. R: Mnunm. C:
Go back the way them going. R: Mmmm C: And
then a ( ) know where them them go on a them
dinosaurs. R: Yeah. C: Ride a long ned: and them
not on the long neck. R: Yeah. C: And then um
!hem got all the dinosaurs in the world. R: Yeah.
C: Got!!!! the dinosaurs in the world. R: Yep, gO(
all lhe dinosaurs in the world. C: Yep, and thaCs
tl1e end.

yes read,
supportive: B13 began with the Lille but then
imagined/literate
needed a prompt to begin the
acwal story. Once he started this
he needed only fillers and
restatemenl5 to keep going. He
kept conuol over the slOI)'. B 13
was a slow and deliberatc
speaker who was sometimes
difficult to undentand. 'The high
frequency of fillers and
restatemenl5 was a renection of
B13"s articulation dirficu lLics.
The adult sbowed continued
interest and helped B 13 keep his
tum and communicate meaning
through these fillers and
restatements. Adult assisted
StO

tclJin COlltl!Xl.

structure, theme, adulL
Speech and language dirficulties were evident.
However, B 13 $hawed strengths re overall
prompts, appropriation
SU\Jcturo and theme. This indicated possibility of
B13 being expo:;ed to books, videos, tv $hows
similar IO this story. This also might have
indicated !bat either B 13 has received lherapy in
the area of storytelling or bis parenl5 were
conscious of his delay and$0 were introducing
books e«:, 10 him.

lnlroduclOr}' SL.atcmenl was tlic title. The story itself
comprised two stanzas. Stanus were ·episodes"
with initiating eveni. auempi. response, inLCmal
response and consequence sequences. All narrative
processes were cvidenL However, the way reference
and substitution was used interfered with meaning possibly linked with language difficulties here.

or

enter a fantasy
world

a bear hunt

1:35
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rode

info re
ccmments
adult
comments
sic big?
hdp?
yes/oo
ycvno
Rating
yes read/imagined(?) supportive B 13 needed lhe support to clarify yes This wa,; an overall lilerate well slIUCtured story
C: It's called a bear um a bear read a great big
/ liter:,,tc
his articulation and so ensure
from a boy wilh a diagnosed speech and language
bc>ol:. R: Ah, a bear read a great big book.? C:
!klay. Two pozible lhings were operating: I. He
U1lll his message of lhe story was
Yeah. R: And what happened? C: And here
communicated. Told in !he :idult
was read !O a lot possibly because of Ille speech
co=s Lbc big bear. R: Yeah. C: And he's got the
assisted storytelling context.
aru:l language (klay, and 2. Has received specfflc
great big book. and they mal:e tli.at then no lhe
lhcrapy in lhe area of stOl)'!elling. He was also a
great big book. gone. R: Oh, what happened? C:
l:ecn talker despite !he speecb and language delay.
And then um and them the big bear needs tl1at
Very confidenL Then=forc, possibly he was in very
thing bu! he di<ln'L R: Mmm. C: Then it nmncd
suppo<tivc out-of-school communicative contexts.
in !he foresL R: TI1cn he runs in !he forest docs
he? C: Mmmm. An<l lhen he and tli.at's !he end.
C: And and one day I bced (oear) a liule ( ) pond. yes imagined/literate supportive This was self recorded wilh adult yes Bl 3's ideas have been possibly fuelled by books,
assistance. B 13 initiated the story
tv, videos, olher communicative partners outside
R: In !he little pond. C: And and a bird came and
and l::ept control ovcr lhe stOI)'.
the school. In addition, the story maintained lli.at
sit on my nose. R: A bird came and 5at oo your
Restatements by the adult were to
"storylilcc" quality in structun: providing further
nose? My goodness. C: And then !his bird and
evidence of book. reading etc. as part of his out-of.
clarify B !3's articulation. This
!hen tl~ bin! found ano!her bird. R: Yes? C: And
school ways of using language.
boy presented with ideas but the
and tkn lhey found a crocodile. R: Oh~. C: A
communicatioo of them was
little baby crocodile. R: A little baby crocodile? C:
hampered by his articulation and
Y cab. R: Goodness gracious. C: And lhen it go
language difficulties.
out. R: Mmmm. C: And it slllycd 001 for a long
text of stoJy

is it a

comments

story

B13·2-21

B 13-3-25

B 13-4-28

B 13-5-29

!hen Mum gets bim. And this. And lhcn. R:
Mmm. C: And that's the end.
R: Wbal's your stocy today? C: Um !here is a
(engold ?). And he can walk.. And when be can
walk be can read wha! we say. And lhen then he's
going to be an ( ) but be likes but be doing a dog
and tlie buddy one is monster. And th:u's the end.

minimal

Told in the self rccord<:d with
adult assistance context bu L the
adult just gO( him starlCd. The
story stopped when C2
interrupted with a swus report
on a toy B 13 had b.:cn playing
with previous to lhe storytelling.

yes

imagined/
lill!l"atC

R: You tell me your story. C: The bear um l mean
!he bear find the lamb. R: Yes, wba.t happened?
C: Then lhen go< ..• R: What happened? C: A
bear () lhen lbcy yelled. And then Lllc big bear.
Then they go to find the lamb. And !hen they not
find it. But then them looked everywhere. Then
!hey "ece 00000". Then them got the lamb. R: Is
that I.he end? C: Ycall.

yes

read or
supportive Adult assisted storylelling
intagined/liierate
context. He was independent in
his storytelling. Just needed some
support 10 enlarge on some of lhc

R: Have you gO( a stoty to tell me today? Have
you got a siocy about anylhing you did at home or
why you've been away for so long? C: No, but I'm
going to Roi.Ines! soon. R: You're going 10? C: In
a couple of weeks. R: In a couple of weeks. You're
going to Rou.nest in a couple of weeks. C: No. just
fo:r a just for three days. R: Oh really ... ls that it?
C:Yep.

yes

supportive This was GI 's fllSt siocy and lhe
f11Sl wilh the self recording with
adult a.ssistanct: context. Adult
offered support via restar.ements
moslly.

structure

fun<:tion

Iheme

strucwre, adult promp{S,
function, structure,
appropriallon

enter a fanL'tSY
mad:ed wilh a title and siatemem respectively.
World
lnbclween was a four sunza story. One stanza acted
as tl~ setting. Toe secood and third provided mini
episodes wilh initiating event and complications each
and lhe fourth provided the resolution. The paucity of
vocabulary masked Ibis suucture as be spoke. He als-0
mad:cd can-0nicali1y, breach of it and in!CntlonaJity
and used mainly temporal conjunctions and refercoo:s
to keep it alloge!hcr.

theme, appropriation,
structure, adult prompts

This was a one stanza story Iha!. comprised of a
enter a fantasy birds and
world
CIOCOdile,;/
setting and one episode. The episode consisted of
initiating event, atiempt and consequence sequence.
mothers and
babies
Temporally 5/Cquenccd story. Omonicalhy and breach
of it evidenced Llirough specific wocds and use of
temporal conjunctions.

The beginning and end of the stocy wen: clearly

bears

0:50

l:l'i

yes

B 13 volunteered this sto,y and told it
A two stanza story. Stanza one told about what the
entcr a fantasy
adult promp!S, s1rucwre,
independently utilising an episodic s1rueture and theme, appropriation, function creature did using a initiating event, aucmpt and
world
employing some complexity within this. This boy
response slructure. This al.lo worked toge tiler on a
had ideas and wu willing to express them despite
secondary level 10 fOC1n the consequence. Canonicality
his articulation and language difficulties.
wu established in stanza one while tlie breach of il
Tiiercfore, his "delay" did not seem to be
occucred in stanza two. A range of coojunctions used
handicapping his communicative desire. They did
again indicative of the complexity hidden in this
however intcrfere with ()(her.; gelling liis
seemingly simple story.
meaning. His articulation etc. masked some of the
complexity and gave I.he impression of a boy
having a lot of difficulty communicating. This
was not realty so. He actually succeeded very weH
aI1<I seemed sensitive to what be nee~ to do to
help Olllcrs underst.and him.

yes

This boy told swrics about animals and the source adult prompts, strucwrc,
This was like a book. story. Overall, lhere was a
enter a fantasy lhe bear
could possibly be traeed to book.s or videos or
Iheme, appropriatioo, function beginning, middle and end. Wilhin Ibis, there was a world
finding a
stories told to him. It was likely to be books as !he
title and then two SW17.3S. SW!za one cotnprised of an
lamb
initiating even~ response and consequence. TI1is
structure of this and other stories was episodic and
akin to a book. with title etc. Also, lhe theme and
consequence then acted like an initiating event for
sentences seemed likely to be appropriated £rom
s1a11.a two's episode. This was strucwred wilh an
books. Ove!llll, lhis was a boy who presented with
initiating event. air.empt, response, consequence.
real slcills in s1ory1elling but this was masked and
Cohesion lhus maintained lhrough lhis linking up of
bampcrcd by l1is articulation. Very conli<km
the sianzas together wilh temporal conjunctions and
lk:spite articulation difficulties - was lie aware of
referencing. Canonicality and ~ of it and
his problems or did be just persevere being so
intentionality each evideoo:d via syntactic marl(er.; of
keen to OJ111municatc?
conjunction usage and ncption.

O:SO

yes

Iheme, suuc1ure, adult
Began this informative stoJy with a breach of
canonicality as set up against lhe previous adult promp!S. cohesion and
utterance. Really followed hers on from the
nrurati ve processes
previous uucrana: and took control as invitoo to
do so. Was she a. confident, well practised talker
and storyteller? Very keen to tell the story too and
participate despite having ban absent from school
for two weeks. Keen to get back in with everyone liked to be part of !he group? Story told us that lhc
family go on holidays. Consistent use of "I"
wilhin the theme as cohesive device used •
emphasised lhe stress on herself as the ma.in
character.

0:45

ideas.

pn:dictive/
conversational

aspecu of stOI)' analysis that
have revealed sic big

a creature's
activities

lnfOC1nalivc story told with two stanzas. Stania one
tell of an event going on
to come
holidays
provided the setting/introdua:d the event being
&scribed wllilc stanza two provided supporting
infocmalion to lhat event. Breach of c:anonica.lity was
nO( wilhin Ilic story itself but ralher at lhc start in
response to the adult's questioning. Therefore, bfca.d1
did really trigger the story in this
Wilhin the
story lhough, canonicality establislied and
intentionality established via future tense usage.

case.

0:50
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text of st(){)'

is it a

cornmcnls

Story

yes/no
Gl-2-24

Gl-3-25

R: Well, have you got another story you could tell
me into that one? C: I went swimming with my
nana. R: Did you? Yeah. C: Ao:d at lhe
swimming I learnt how IO go un:demeath !he
water. R: Oh, clcvcr girl, VefY good. C: Without
holding my bf'eal.b. R: Did you hold yoor nose? C:
Ycah. It Good girl, well do!M:. C: I only went
(bccalhcs in) then I went under like lhat (bolds
nose). R: Oh, good girl. Did you go 10 swimming
lessons or you just learnt how to do that by
yourself'.' C: Swimming lessons. Wilh my teacher
but I didn't want to go undcr water and !hen I did
and then I learn! how lO do it. R: Very clcvcr. C:
Wilhout holding my nose LOO. R: Very good. ls
that the end? C: Yeah.
R: What's your story !Oday? C: I wen! 10 my
nana's and near tbc beach. And she went
swimming with me and she got me out. R: Ob. C:
And that's !he end. R: Is that lhc same 11311a that
LOOI:: you swimming lessonS? C: (nods no). R: Did
anylhins else happen? C: And tbcn we sla.rted to
get cold so we went out And Lhen lbey LOOI:: me
home. R: VefY Sood. Is that it? C: Yep.

C: Can't lhink of anything. R: Well, did anything
happen on the weekend or did you read a good
swry on the weekend with mum or dad? Did you

R: And what's your story !Oday? ... C: Um there's
only two more. Two mOC"C. R: Mmm? C: To my
birthday. R: Mmmm. Two more sleeps IO your
birthday. Wow. And can you tell me about what's
going to happen on your birthday? C: Gonna get
some prc:senls. R: You'rc gonna get some
presents. C: An:d Ibis day. R: Mmm. C: Is Y's
birthday. R: Ah, wow. C: My uncle and aunt's
birthday. R: Your uncle and aunt's birlhday. C:
(nods yes). R: You were telling me about them the
olhcr day. Whal arc you going IO do a1 your
birthday? C; Um party, got the cake, jelly beans,
lnllie bags. R: Lollie bags. Aic you having a
party? C: (nods yes). R: Ol~ wow. C: Party at
lunchtime. R: You'll have 10 tell me all about it on
Monday. Is t.hat tl,e end? C: (nods yes).

adult
info re
sic big?
help?
Rating
yes/no
suppoctive The adult provided lO!S of
)'CS
GI presented as a confident talker who responded
evaluative comments as fitting
to the evaluative comments. Was she u$ed 10
talking wilh adults in such situations, telling
such a story of an achievement.
This seemed 10 help in spurring
s1ooes? Had realty achieved in lhc swimming and
GI on in suessing and reiterating
was keen lO tell of lhis achievement. Only Nana
her achievements as shown by
took her though so !his opened up some queries re
lhc structural analysis. Adult
the family cg. did parents work? Very rentttcd on
assisted stO{)'IClling context.
herself and her achievements.

aspects of srory analysis Iha!
have revealed sic big
!heme. structure. cohesion,
breach of cruiooicalily
paramount, function

structure

fuoction

One line setting followed by one stanza that served as relate an
an absltact. lhcn an episodic stanza that detailed !he achievement/
action, one line coda/evaluation. The stan:z.a contained expcricnre
many clements of episodic SlruCWrc. Use of abstract
and coda really cmphasiS<!d tlic action of !he episode
and, lhus, lhc acbievemcnl of swimming. Breach of
canonicality par.unoum. use of "I" indicated lhe
emphasis on bcm:tf. range of conjunctions used 100.

Iheme

time

swimming/
0:55
learning to go
under water

AU OOICi' narn1tivc processes employed 100.

yes experien red/
convcrsational

yes beard,
expcricnred/
conversational

sec something on tv? C: We:11 R: Mmm. C: I di:d
on thc weekend. R: Mmm ... C: On lbe weekend
my dad read my library book. R: Yeah. C: And
lhcn me olhcr wcchnd what did l did? R: Yeah.
C: Then TOMORROW. R: Mmm. C: My mum's
going on roster. A:nd H he's not goona ay cause.
If H aics Twon\go um Swasn'tgoing iogo and
say hello to H. R: How come? C: Cause if Ile
cries, he won,. But if he doesn't ay be will. R:
And who's S? C: He's my uncle and aunty. R: Ob,
ok. C: So. my Pis my aunty S is my um uocle.
And !here's a grandma and grandad !hat's lhcy're
in Y. R: They're in Y arc they? C: They wexc in X
but now lhcy're in Y. R: So, do you get lO see
them very often? C: Yeah, we drive up for a tong
lime and ( ). R: Mmmm. C: S is right ne~l lo our
house not really next to just hllvc IO drive that way
then tum that way and lhere you are.
G2-2-25
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yes cxpcricnred/
conversational

directive The story seemed to finish at ~5.
However, IIS (a request for
extension by the adult} resulted
in a new episode Lbal extended
on !he information provided by
the preceding stan:z.a. Thus,
allhough it seemed !hat G 1
dominated and maintained
control, it was questionable if she
really did for the adult's uLt.eraocc
had a real effect in directing lhe
development of Ute story. This
was self recorded with adult
assis1ancc.
directive • Adult assisted storytelling
supportive context TI1is girl seemed co need
lime to "warm up" LO lhc task.
Onre she started !hough she
needed only fillers and requests
for clarificalion where
appropriate. Like a conversation
towards !he end.

directive

This was recorded in the self
recorded wilh adult assistance
context. However, the interaction
was adult dominated - many
more adult ucterances lhan the
child's.

yes

Gt was a oonfldent talker in ocher communicative adult prompts, Iheme,
contexts as observed in !he pre-primary. Ye~ she structure
readily acccp!Cd and seemed IO even require
direction to extend her story here. Generally, tl1is
girl informed. h seemed tlw for her storytelling
was about informing your listener about yourself.
She required direction IO take !hat infonning
furlhcr and provide some episodic structures !hat
provided mOC"C infonnation and began 10 woo: on
keeping your tiscena- cntenained as such. More
infonnation about her family structure. Tiie story
told us that she liked swimming.

Initially, GI besan wilh an informative story of one
stanza that comprised of initiating event and attempt
to describe her swim with Nana. However, in
response IO an adull's rcques( for extension, she then
produced a second stanza that acted in expanding on
her initial one and p,-ovided an initiating event.
response and consequence sequence. Mainly used
temporal conjunctions with O<lC instance of causal
conjunction in sianza two. Interestingly, bccach of
canonicality occurred after the adult requested for
m()(C of a siory. This was when lhe story changed
from being mainly informative. a recount IO
containing more action.

yes

Information gained about family strueture. 11ic
theme, adult promp~ structure
story showed evidence of problem solving ability.
Seemed to need time lO warm up IO a
communicative task. Wanted to get it right or
n«dcd IO get ID know the person welt?

A five stanza story. Stanzas one and two constituted orsanise
knowledge
!he main s1ory. Slanzas lhree, four and five can,c
about with adul! requests for clarification re the
characters and their role etc. Introductory tine acted
as initiating event for stanza one which dct.ailed some
response - oonsequcnce. Stanza two reiterated and
summarised the response-consequence sequence in
stanza one. Stanzas lhrcc to five were realty
informative stan28S. Held togclher wilh lots of
conjunctions and refcreno:. All nMralivc processes
evidenced.

ln this communicative contex~ Ibis girl used short adult prompts, Iheme.
sentenres, seemed unccnain of herself or what she appropriation
wanted IO say, needed direction. Ycl Ibis girt has
been described as "one of lhc good girls" who did
as she was told and "fitted in". Was !his why she
was wanting direction • to "fil in"? Was U1is
reflective of her communicative style overall in
!he pre-primary? At home? With adults in
general! The story also showed she was excited
about her birthday and party. Has she had many
parties?

This was a story that informed. There were two
relate an
stanzas wilh second stanza cmbed&:d witbin !he first. experience Stanu one contained initiating event and attempt.
future
Stanza two contained initiating cvcnr/setting
information and was linked with s!Allza one by (heme.
The remainder of lhe auempt structure of Slan7.3 one
completed the s1ory. Cohesion provided by the adult's
utterances. Perspective and intentionality very clear possibly was Lhe "meat" or !he story as canoniC1tity
and breach of it was unclear.

yes

relate an
experience
(adult request
elicited more
than just
infonnalion
though)

going to
nana', -her
experiences

0:50

Hcrying/
family

2:45

Struelurc

birthdays and
birthday party

1:40
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Table DJ: The storytelling attempts of the remaining participants.

rode

text of story

is it a

comments

yes/oo

02-3-28

R: Ok, you tell me about your birthday then. C:

yes

On my birthday. R: Mmm. C: I gOl um: a
BLACK bag. And on my birthday I got a purple
bag with nail polish in there. But mum got it at
Perth. It has different lhings in it R: Mmm. C:
And then I only got cause l got a barbic one and I
go< one and I got lhrce bags for. R: Mmm. C: One
one cause Mum wants to put it on my drawers and
I got blad::. bag and a Barbie ooc. R: Oh. C: A
fairy one l mean. R: And what did you do on your

adull

comments

help?

Sto')'

experienced/
conversational

Rating
supportive This was told in lhe self rerorded
with adult assistance context
This was a story of her birthday.
She kept control of this

info re
sic big?
yc,loo

yes

imporuint topic. Fillers etc
helped her to keep going when
listing off presents or things she

did. 1be requests for extension,
clarification and description
helped to extend lhe 5t0ry once
she had exhausted the sub topic
of presents. For example, #14
changed the focus from presents

birlbday? C: Had a cake. R: Had a? C: Had a

cake. R: Had a cake. C: And there's cake foe (lists
the teachers). I brang some today. R: Wow. and
did you have people at the party? C: (lists the

to lhe cake.

children wbo went). R: Tilat sounds like you bad
a great time.

G2-4-29

06-2-21

R: What's your story today? C: Mmm my story is
today um ... Moun today what I brought for
yellow day today. R: Mmm. C: I brought another
because there was two big birds that's why another
big bird so I bringed a big bird. R: Moun. C: My
one's silting next to that big bird. R: Mmmm. C:
That one. R: Right. Is that the end? C: (nods yes).

yes

experienced/
conversational

R: Here we go. C: I'm still ll1inking. R: You're
still r.binking? Alright you lhink. C: Ifs not going
to be the same story. R: AlrighL It doesn't have to
be the same story. C: I love my mum and dad. R:
You love your mum and dad. And what do you do
with your mum and dad? C: Um. have special
limes. R: And what does that mean have special
times? C: Um I.hat means I love my whole family.
R: Oh, mmmm. Do you do some special things
with your family? C: Um, ah, that's the end.

no

R: You tell me your story .... What's your story
today? C: 1 don't know. R: Maybe somelhing that
you've done on the weekend or C: Yah, weekend.
R: Yeah, ok. well you tell me a story about the
weekend. C: I went to my Aunty Ts house. R: Did
you really? What happened over there? C: We
went in a big swinuning pool. R: Goodness, what
did you do? C: We swimmed. R: Yeah. C: And
we had some bathers on. R: Oh, who else went?
C: Lots of people. R: Bit like X's eh? Mnun. Did
you do anything else over !here? C: Yeah. R:
What else? C: Sleep. R: Mmm C: Sleep for two
~ R: You had a sleep over at your aunty's
house. C: (nods yes) two days. R: Wow. Did yoor
mummy and daddy go to? C: (nods yes). R: Good.
C: Cause they would 1bey WOULD HAVE TO
DRIVE ME 11-IERE. R: Oh, ok. I just wondered
if Ibey had a sleep over lbere too. Docs she live in
Y or Perth? C: Me don't know. R: Oh, did you
drive a long way or a short way? C: Mmm, a long
way. R: A long way. Maybe Perth or somewhere
else even.

yes experienced/

supportive Adult assisted storytelling
context. Seemed to look for some
indication from the listener that
she was listening. Adult provided
mainly fillers and marking of
beginning and end.

yes

description re
her family

conversational

yes

directive

Adult assisted storytelling
context. The adult m:lde requests
for extension, clarif~lion and
encouraged and elicited the story.
1l1rougb such direction, the story
developed. This child presented
llS vocal bul -mghty· in the
classroom context.

comments

aspects of story analysis that
have rcvcaJed sic big

The story told us she had had her birthday with all theme, appropriation,
the ·llimmings• of presents, cake and a party wir.b structure, adult prompts,
friends from the pee-primary. The friends that she function
listed were all from the pre-primary. Did she have
olber out-of-school friends ? IL seemed ~nocmar
and acceptable for her to bring cake in for the
teachers. This gesture was possibly initiated by
the parent and was part of being pan of the
cla.uroom. She told stories that basically infocmed
possibly reflective of her use of stories in out-of.
school contexts. This one seemed to have more
variety in narrative structures etc. Perhaps r.be
dighlly different strucwre was because this was a
lOpic that she knew well and wanted to really
communicate about. Very focussed on the
presents.

Basically, this was a story to inform but with a
structure, theme, cohesive
devices, narrative processess
~twist· that required G2 to employ more
complexity in her story. G2 had difficulty and this
possibly indicated that she didn't often employ
such complexity and structures in hcr stories.
Possibly she used scories mostly to infonn. She
brought something for the special day in preprim.ary- liked to participate showing possible
influence from home.

structure

function

Basically, r.bis was a recount of her birthday told over relate an
experience

theme

her birthday

1'30

bringing
something for
yellow day

0:40

five stanzas wilh some complexily. Foe example, #6
indicated a complication and #I 1 indicated some

planning of action by a character. Very focussed on
the presents lhemsclvcs. Only extended beyond Ibis
when asked questions by the adult Range of cohesive
devices used. Canonicality, breach of it and
intentionality noted within the theme development
together with syntactic rruui:ers.

Overall, there were two stanzas. The first was the
abstract or overall introduction to the theme. The
second was more difficult 10 analyse as U1e meaning
was unclear. There appeared to be an attempt to
employ episodic structuring but it became confusing
in conjunction usage and sentence ordering.

organise an
experience

0,30

Possibly, G6 perceived the researcher as a teacher.
Talking of this subject was fitting for I.he context
of the pre-primary. Adult assisted storytelling
comext.

Information gained re family suucture and events appropriation. !heme,
thal were impon.ant to her. 1he story told us that structure, function
sJie swims and possibly has an older sister. Very
vocal but still needed adult prompts etc. to help
hu develop the story. What were her
corrununicative contexts and communicative style
of home?

time

1he story introduced I.he l11Cnte in one line. Two
stanUI.S lhen developed l11e overall Iheme and
described I.he Lwo events that happened. Eacb stanza
was a mini story in itself. Lots of ellipsis which
possibly reflected U1c amount of questioning used.
Range of cohesive devices and narrative processes.
Intentionality noted as a direct result of adull's
question.

relate an
experience and
manage social
relationships

telling her

experience of
going to her
Aunty's house

1:1.5

Table D3: The storytelling attempts of the remaining participants.

rode

text of story

is it a
,uxy

comments

ye,Joo

06-3-24

R: What's your story today? C: Hannah and me.
R: About who? C: Hannah and ME. R: What's
your story about Hannah and you? C: Hannah's
my buddy. R: Mmm. C: And we were playing at
the playground. R: Was that yesterday or today?
C: It was in a dream. She won't come and get me.
R: Ohb. C: Some people are mean in real life
aren't they? R: What aren't in real life:? C: They're
in real life. R: Yeah. C: () they might come over

yes

dreamt/

conversational

adult
help?

Q6..5•28

06-6-03

yes

experienced/
conversational

R: What's your story today? C: I went to Perth. R:
Ycab. C: In the aeroplane to go to Disneyland. R:
Oohh. Yoo'rc going to go to Disneyland are you?
C: (nods yes). R: Ah, when is I.hat? C: A couple
of years or monr.hs. R: What will you see in
Disneyland? C: Um Fatl1er Christmas ca.use I
YICnt here before. R: YCAh. C: I have. And you get
icypolcs. R: Icypoles? Yummy ones I bet C: Yep.
And um I went there was there was swiming pools
to get all the fun. R: Yeah. C: And um there's
speed cars. But I didn't go on any because I was
cause I be cause I might crash. And I can only go
when my brother's in Uicre. lliat's the end.

yes difficult to

C: I'm going on an excursion to the beach. But
um with my mum and daddy. Um and I well when

yes expericn/Xd/

distinguish
whether
imagined or
experienced/
convcrsat.iona1

conversational

my mum and daddy go al go to the beach. But
we're living at we're living at our house NEW
HOUSE. Mine finished.

C: Mmm I have a dog and a cat and a cat and a
dog. R: So have you got one dog and one cat? C:
No, two cats and two dogs. R: My goodness me.
What sort of things do you do with them? C: We
play we got a girl named C and a cat ca:lkd Sand
a litt1e one's called Sand our dalmation dog's
called C and the litt1e dog's called W. R: Ah, W?
C: Yeah, we gor. one big dog and ooe litUe dog
and o:ne and a um litUc and a little um ma ma
and a big cat and a little cat. R: And I bet they get
into mischief. C: No. The big one always squeals.
R: Yeah, I bet. C: Tiiat's U1e end.

info re

yes cxpericncedl
conversational

comments

sic big?

aspcru of story analysis that
have revealed sic big

function

theme

time

ye,ioo

yes

difficult to keep track or. G6 was
willing to answer requests for
clarification in order for her
meaning to be conveyed. Fillers.
cxrtnsion requests, evaluative
comments also kept her going.
She seemed to appreciate an
audience and worked to meet !he
needs of th.al audience with the
goal of communicating her
meaning. This was her first story
in the self recorded with adult
assistance context

no}. R: Why won't they come over to your house?

06-4-25

comments

Rating
supportive This was a story aboUl fantasy
and reality and was sometimes

to our house. R: They won't or lbey will. C: (nods

... C: Cause they won't. R: Does lhal. make you sad
does it? C: What? R: Docs that make you sad? C:
1bat makes me happy. R: Oh. ok. C: That's
finished.
R: Have you got a story for me today? What's your
stocy today? C: Il's about a bear. R: It's about a?
C: It's about a bear. R: About a bear ... Mmmm.
C: My mum was playing with me. R: Mmmm. C:
And my dad was making sure there was no
robbers and no bears. R: Making ( )? C: Making
sure that lherc were no robbers and bears. R: Oh,
making sure that UlCfC were no robbers and bear.
Oh. How did he do tba1? C: He had a hat ... axe.
R: Is that all that happened? C: (nods yes).
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Seemed to like to have a listener and worked to
adult prompts, theme,
meet that H,icner's needs in terms of
appropriation, scructure
understanding her message. For her,
communication seemed to be about ensuring your
message was undcrslOOd • was she like this in
olher communicative contexts? Interestingly, used
fantasy IO deal with the reality of her relationship
with her buddy. Possibly had read books oc seen
videos with a similar !.heme. lbe siory !Old us that
she has a buddy with whom she would like a
different relationship.

TI1ere was a tit1e and then three stanzas. First stanza organise an
set lhe scene and acted as a contrast in meaning 10 the experience
following two which contained internal response
structures to communicate her feelings and
perspective on the matter. She used this structure to
develop that contrast between reality and fantasy and
.so develop the theme. Narrative processes evidenced
through overall structure and theme development as
much as individual phrases. Cohesion achieved
through reference mainly.

friendship/her 0:55

buddy

suppoctive This was self recocded with adult
assistance. The adult had real
difficulty understanding U1e jist
of this story. Hence, thac were
many restatements and fillers as
she tried to understand the stocy.
The Stoey was difficult to
understand because of the
combination of content and the
child's articulation pauems
combined.

yes

This was a recount of her play with her parents at theme, appropriation,
home. It was imaginative type of play that she told structure, function
about but in a very "srandard" type of way I.hat
seemed to have been appropriated from another
source. possibly tv, video movies. TllC play also
seemed to have been directed by her parents. She
was also very focussed on self.

This was a recount. There was a settinglinlroduction
followed by two initiating events that detailed each
parent's actions in the play. This was an infcxmative
type of story rather than action based. Temporally
sequenced. Narrative processes unclear.

retell about a
play session

play

0:45

supportive Adult assisted storytelling
context. There was a range of
uttera\ce types akin to a
conve,:sation ralhcr than a
storyielling/monologuc session.
Suppoctive but in this
conversational mode.

yes

There was a strong focus of self and presentation adult prompts, theme,
of self through this Stoey. It was also interesting to appropriation, sr.ructure,
note what she reponed in this story about
cohesion

Complex slructure. First stanza, episodic in scructure,
told of the setting and acted like an abstract to the
story. The second stanza really jusl provided
infonnation on mini events within Uiat seuing • an
infonnative stanza. lbe last line of this stanza
triggered t11e next and final stanza which again was
episodic in structure. No overall conclusion to the
story. Cohesion maintained through reference and a
range of conjunctions • temporaJ and causal.
Canonicality, breach and intentionality evidenced
through syntactic markers.

relate an
experience to
tic in with a
future
experience

going to
Disneyland

1:15

excursion to
organise
knowledge and the beach and
relate about
new house
herself

"Disneyland" • Father Christmas. icypoles,
swimming pools and speed cars. lllis could be
indicative of her interests. She obviously enjoyed
such experiences and saw them as wonhy of
reporting. "Conversational" in tone. Possibly, she
enjoyed a good "chinwag".

This was self recorded. The adult
just put the iape recorder on and
left the scene. G6 said very litUe
at fim but then told her story
once the teacher told everyone to
pack up.

yes

She included her mother and father as characters theme, function, structure
in this story and made it unusual for UlCm to come
w the excursion. The story rambkd. This was
without active listener participation. G6 possibly
needed the input of a listener to support her in her
story development and IO maintain cohesion and
coherence. However, she was ovcraJl coofident
enough in her communicative abilities IO tell this
story albeit after a liWe while. The story was full
of breaches of canonicality. this seemed to be a
story in which she wanted to tell of the unusual.

This was a rambly story that progressed unchecked
from one event to another. Had a listener been
present, they probably would have interrupted her IO
check on the story and help her develop it coherently
and cohesively. Full of breaches ofcanonicality and
has evidence of perspective, through her intonation,
and intentionality through use of future iense. ft was,
however, the confusing use of conjunctions that made
this story difficult to understand the meaning of at
times.

supportive Adult assisted storytelling
context. This girl needed mainly
fillers and comments akin to a
conversation. Didn't need story
encouragers etc. Even inieraction
between adult and cl1ild.

yes

Information gained about her pets. lbe adult
theme, structure, adult
offered support but specific direction not needed. prompts
Was this typical of her communicative style. Also,
tended to give mainly description in her story.
Was this also typical?

There was an introduclOry stanza that set the scene
tell something
and introduced the topic of pets. Remaining three
about herself
stanzas offered desaiption re t11e pets.,No re.al
initiating events, attempt, resolution type of slructurc.
St:inzas infonned about the characteristics of the
characters. Conjunctions helped to maintain cohesion.
Canonicality evidenced but no other narrative
processes in evidence. This was an informative story.

minimal

her pets

0:25

1:00
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Table D3: The storytelling attempts of the remaining participants.

07-2-22

is it a
story
yes/no

ICXt of story

code

R: You tell me your story today. C: I forgot. R:

(not transcribed as said her name only and !hen
turned the reeorocr om

G7-4-28

C: Um: once upon a I "'ent IO um n2Dny's and we
got heap$ Of SUllWberrics. And WC have Um and
WC played with
And \Ve played with the
dogs and ouipups. And I got to bold one of lhcm.
And !hat's all.
.<< · ·

our.cal.

c: Bradley climbed Br.v!lcyjumPcd off die ute. R:

~~~~:l~~~~~gr!;::.~t

GB-2-21

~fiill.ll
it.

GB-3-24

info re
comments
aspects ol story analysis !bat
sic big?
have revealed sic big
yaloo
yes It was a story that relied on adult direction. This adult prompts, thane,
07 k:cpt pan comrol of !he siory
sll'Ud.u,:c, cohesive devices
and aucmpted IO end the stocy
raised many questions. Was she a storytcllct" al
with marker$ in 119 and #23.
home? Was this typical of home communication
style? She had an idea what she wanted IO say but
However, doubtful if Ibis really
was the end as was open IO
required the assislance to expand on it. On lhe
direction by adult in elicilin1
surface, lhis story looked like lhrcc different and
more of the story through story
unrelated stories. However, Ibey were related and
made cohesive probably lhrough lhe adult's
eliciwr.;, cncouragcrs and
direction. Story also revealed that she watched
requests for extension. This
videos and read her school library book.
resulted in a relell of the story
she bad seen. Adult assisiro
storyielling context.

First tty at the
self recorded
with adull
assislllllCC
conicxt Only
said her name.
yes experienced/
convcrsaliooal

This 1irl may need assistance of an active listener
or prefer IO have someone listcning to tell her
stories.

yes

Although she began with a booklil:e ini.roduction, theme, structure, function
1.his story was overall conversational and not
literalC. The bcginnin1 soon chanJcd. This
typified the sort of interactions observed in the pre·
primary environment. Was sbc lil:c I.bis in other
communicative contexts? Did she tcll slories? TilC
slOry &old us that she visiled Nanny and has pets.
She refem:d to "we· as much as ·r. ·we·
possibly inclll<kd her Nanny.

yes experienced/
COllVcrsalionaJ

minimal Adult assisted storyielling
re story context. TI1c adult's uucrances
itselrt
were more to clarify G8's
supportive articulation.
re I.be
Conlext
ovcnll

yes

The story 1old us U1a1 she has a 001 and !bat she
could think through problems. Focussed on self.
Well sl.l'UCtured story· was she read IO?

yes experienced/
conversational

supportive Adult assist&! storytelling
context. 08 initwcd and
concluded lhe story wilhout
direct prompting. The actual
5t()()' was developed in
colla.boration wilh lhc adult
through requests for extension
and clarification. G8 still kept
control even though she accept,:d
this diroclion.

yes

This girl had previously
volun1eercd IO tcll a story and
then "forgot" il. She returned to
iell her slory when everyone else
was packing up. Adult assisted
storytelling context.

supporti vc This was her first tty in the self
recorded wilh adult assiswcc
context. G8 seemed IO wan! the
suppon of lhe adult provided via
fillers.

function

Abwact IO !he story provided in stanza one. TI1is !hen relate an
provided !he adult with some clues 10 stimulate
experience
funhcr development of lhc story. Then there was
development of two funhcr stanzas, each stanza
taking up one issue presented in the abslraCI.. Stanzas
really informed rather !ban have a focus on actioo.
Omooicality and breach of it was va1ue. Adull
conlriooted IO the cohesion.

theme

things read

tin1e

1:10

and seen on
(V

0:25

yes

minimal

SlruCture

comments

no

.·.··· ·

C: I went fisbinjfand cilughta iay:lor/R: Wow..

directive

experienced/
conversational

And who's Br.ir.lley? C: }.{y dog: R: Bradley is it?

c: Buri.R:Buiic:eu<11cyY

adult
help?

Rating

yes seen,

Wei~ bow about a story about what you did or
book: !bat you lad or somclhing you watcmd on
tv. Something that you'd like IO do. C: I watched
the three liule pigs and. R: Mmmm C: I read my
bool: from the library and I di:d. That's the end.
R: And you watched th.rec little pigs. What
happened in lhrcc Huie pigs? C: The wolf blows
down the house. R: Ah, why did he blow the
house down? C: And then the last one be didn't
R: Oh, what happened? Cl: He blowed it down
but it didn't go down. R: Ob, is that right? C: But
lhc two did and one didn't R: And wbat was your
library bool: about? C: The !eddies. R: What
happened? C: They got scared. R: Yeah. C: And
!bat's all.
G7-3-24

comments

This was a story !bat informed. Two stanzas with
relate an
each having a structuro of initialing event and
cxpericnoe
auemp{. No overall conclusion. Cohesion maintained
through use of conjunctions (temporal) and reference.
This simple sequencing or events supported lhc
minimal expansion of/employment of episodic
sl.l'UCtures within each stanza. Tiie use of cohesion
devices also assisted in indicating canonicality and
breach of it.

going lo
ll2Dny's

0:35

The story comprised of two stanzas each of two lines. relate an
First swu staled problem with initialing event and experience
c~ucncc. Sccood resolved problem throu1h
response type of utlerances. Conjunctions and
reference mainly used as cohesion. A range of
narrative processes was used including intentionality
in line wilh response sta1ements and also perspective.

herdog
hurling
himself

0:20

The story provided hinis about her
adult prom[lU, struclure
communication style • accepled direction IN.It still
stayed in control. Was she the sort of cbild who
will accept and possibly want directioo from an
adult IN.It still kept the communicatioo act in her
cootrol? She was observed as such in lhe preprimary • compliant IN.IL independent in a ccrta.in
way.

A sbon story that really occurred in one sianza. The
first line gave the initialing evenl and consequence.
The remainder of the story was as a result ofadull
direction and just scrn:d IO give more information
relalro to lime, characters etc. ln100atioo patterns
indicaled the lx\2cli of canonicality. This and
canonicality were lhc only namnivc processes
employed.

1oing fishing

0:50

adult f'<"Olllpls, Iheme,
A relatively independent. confident lall:cr who
struclure, narrative processes
liked to inform in this siory. Was !his her usual
communicative style? Also, was she a siorytcller?
Dcspiie choosing 10 just inform in her s111rics. she
demoru;tratcd a number of complexities in !his
short SIOry. Also, she obviously has a dog wid1
whom she has a friendship.

This was a characier description. The characier was describe her
dog
introduced in line one. What followed was lhree
stanzas. Some episodic char.1.c1crislics ie. initiating
event and response but, in the main, these StanlJIS
informed and built upa picture of wbal was "normal"
for I.bis character. She used breach of canonicality to
establish canonicali1y. lnten1ionality established
l.bl()(lgh a sequence of u11erances. She also
consistently used "he".in cohesion and this was
awropriatc as sl1c
developing 3 male character
for the lis1encr.

her dog

0:20

Iheme, narrative processes,
appropriation, cohesive
devices, sl.l'UCture

was

relate an
experience

